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Chapter 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION AND SCHOOLS:

SHAPING OUR ISSUE

This'report presents the results of our inquiry into

the potential importance of certain information disclosure

strategies to the reform of public education. We first

focused our attention on the routine sorting of children

ipto'schools, courses and classrooms. Having mapped that

process, we then explored possible benefits and costs of

the disclosure of information about itoto parents.

I. Information.and Schooling Generally

Many aspects of schooling and the public school system

have ,,een the focus of those interested in consumer and

citizen information. Common practices such as public
0

'election of board members and public board meetings are
.1

cpnventional open government strategies that serve to

inform the public about schools. Recently, innovative,

informationgenerating means of public participation have

been tried in public education. For example, in order to

open up educational Collective bargaining to the public,

some districts are now requited to publicize the opening

positions (and, on occasiOn, subsequent offers) of both

sides;' srChool site, parent adyisory councils have been set

up and .given a certain measure.of real power over the use

of categorical aid funds for the disadvantaged; and some

processes for selecting st,ate "approved" textbooks have

been subjected to public observation and participation.

Another
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infoimation device, of course, has been the "commission,"

countless numbers of which have been charged with,finding

out what is wrong with one aspect or another of

schooling. A further information strategy has been to

make state public records acts apPiicable 4to public

s'chools;.they represent a la:gely unused lever of access

to information that we will have more to say about in a

lAer chapter.

Turning to the level of individual consumer

information; to date there have been rather few complaints
4
about uninformed choice in edUcation. To be sure,

educational voucher supporters go. On about the need for

information in their system; and the FTC consumer

protection branch has conceLned itself with the

advertising and marketing practices of private schools and

colleges. The absence of attention to the issue in public

education perhaps stems fr6m a perception that the public

school system is simply not a system of ,choice; we think

,

this is an Inaccurate perception, however, and will later

explore the theme of informed choice in public education

in some detail.

Yet we don't mean to Nave the impression that

consumer information concerns have been absent in public

education. For example, pressures to reveal

school.byschool test scores have been especially strong,

with the result that in many places this has become a

routinized annual practice.- 'Local newspaper's usually

carry the detailed reports out to the citizenry.
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Shiftina our attention somewhat, secrecy in some

aspeets-of schooling has-given aseto-concerm -about

official abuse and neglect; and some important remedies

that have been sought rely on disclosure. A good example

is the resort to hearings, especially in disciPlinary

matters. The Supreme Court has dedided'that pupils

generally be offered some sort of hearing prior to

suspension,or expulsion from school;'and lower court,

legislative and local district rulings in some,places now

also insist on hearings before involuntdry transfers to

'continuation" or other "special" schools and before the

administration of corporal punishment. At a minimum,

these procedures require that the student is to be given

an explanation of the pr'oposed treatment and a chance to

put his or her two centS in% In this way it is hoped that

some erroneous decisions will be nipped in the bud -- both

because the decider will learn Something from the student

and because requiring the communication of reasoil will put

deciders on the line in ways that cause them to self

censor what otherwise would be their own excesses.

Student records acts are another informational scheme

aimed at controlling abuse. .0n the one'hand, they seek to

block improper accesS to student files by outsiders; this

is a privacy concern. On the other, they assure student

and family access to those same files: It had long been

feared (apparently with good reason) that in many cases

inaccurate andlor invidious comments were placed by school
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personnel in secret student files,, which information

unfairly "typed" students in the eyes of future teachers.

Providing family access (and, often, the opportunity to

rebutt, if not to exclude, material) again employs

disclosure in order to try to check,abuses.

This brief discussion is meant to show first that

disclosure strategies are no strangers to elementary and

secOndary education. It is also meant to provide a broad

context within which ft will be clear that we have taktn
_

but one narrow cut. For example, in view of these many

schoolrelated information strategies now'in place, one

approach to schooling and disclosure viOld be to examine

and evaluate the sensibility and effectiveness of one or

more of them. We did not do that, however.

School Sorting and Disclosure

We started with a special interest in the processes of

public school'sorting. We wanted to learn more About how

ordinary school children are matched up with their

schools, their courses and their teachers. *' This seemed to

be an important, yet rather understudied, aspect of public

schooling. We also sought to confirm our suSpicion that

routine sorting goes on with rather little attention given

to disclosure. And, finally, we wanted to think about

whether there is a case to be made for improving public

education by enlisting in the school sorting process

disclosUre strategies that are used elsewhere. In a

nutshell this is the study we have undertaken,
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Wesh-ould emphasize that,we did not study 1.1e

important,place of disclosure in the treatment of either

the handicapped or the excluded; this is not only because

others have already focused on them, but also because, apN\

far as we were concerned, special education and

suspensiong and expulsions involve relatively too few -

children. Our-target, rather, can perhaps better be

described as,public educatiOn's ordinary children, rather

than its exceptional children. This does not mean we paid

no attention to individual decisions, or to sorting

practices that actually applied to only alew children.

But even our special'treatment cases generally involve

children broadly viewed as in the mainstream.

It islprobably an advantage, in our view, to think

about disclosure in the context of a process that directly
.11

infiolves decisions about children. This is because it is

intuitively easier to imagine and consider the potential

/impacts of disclosure policies. To be sure, this doesn't

assure that the impacts, would in fact be either greater or

easier to measure,than,impacts of disclosure le-ss

immediately related to decisions about children.

Disclosure and sorting also appeared promising because

it was clear at the outset both that a range of objectives

could lie b'ehind calls for information about sorting and

that, in tuin, the information sought would be of

different sorts. In this way we could hope to study a

variety of functions,of information without feeling

4 1 9
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pressure to study everything about schooling. In short,

the ordinary sorting Process seemed a sgitably rich, yet

at the same time restricted focus for our inquiry.

Finally, it is fair to say that we selected a topic

for inquiry that on an a priori basis could plausibly turn

out to represent an avenue for bettering public

.education. During the past 15 years we have'participated

in a variety of efforts aimed At improving public schools,

or at least improving.the way they serve disadvantaged

classes of school children. Some of these proposed

reforms have been implemented, at least in part; others

have 'not and probably won't be. pomeoof the changes have

been reasonably sudcessful. Yet public schools are still
A

in trouble, with the public at large and with particular

groups.

Here, then, is a new idea -- disclosure of information

about sorting to parents. It might actually improve

things. Or would it? Is it really promising? Why?

Wouldn't it be costly wheel spinning? Or, couldn't it

possibly make things worse? These are things we wanted to

^ reflect upon, and this study has given us that opportunity.

4

C' k,t)
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Chapter 2

SCHOOL SORTING PRACTICES:

EVIDENCE FROM FIELD RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

This chapter and the next discuss the research

findings from our investigation of the sorting practices

in'seven California public school districts. At the
1

school level we examined the ways in which students are

annually assigned to courses and teachers (Part I),

permitted to change teachers (Part II), and promoted or

retained (Part III). At the district level we looked at

how students are assigned to particular schools and the
P

processes available to students whose families want them

to attend a school outside_their residential attendance

area (Part IV). At the same time we'studied how schools

disclose information'to palents with respect to each of

these areas, looking at both formal and informal methods

of disclosure (Chapter 3).

These chapters ar4'z a synthesis of our research

findings and contain oniy selected examples from the seven

districts we studied. .In the Appendix, we include the

field repbrts of each of the districts. Readers

interested in more detailed descriptions should consult

these reports.

Although an effort was made to study districts of

differing sizes and Compositions, the seven districts and.

their 125,000 or so pupils may not fully reflect

24
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educational practices throughout California. After all,

,

we actually visited only sixteen -elementary schools, seven

junior high schools and eight high schools. Still, we
. . ,

hoveeh-at experienced observers of public school

operations will find that our descriptions rea,sonably

capture much of what now occurs in school districts both
,

,

.

in California and throughout the United States. The

soTting of ordinary schOol children is, so fat as we have

been able to determine, a 'badly understudied subject;

hence, quite apart from our special interest here in

information disclosurestrategies, we hope that our

.,

inq iuiry nto sorting itself is a first step toward more

systematic research.

s

4
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PART I: ASSIGNING STUDENTS TO tEACHERS

We begin our discussion by describing how students are

assdgned tO their teachers. In the districts we visited,

this process was within the jurisdiction of the local

school site. Although a few district officials provided

informal input'into the process, and although there
.,

plainly are some broad norms which school level personnel

recognize, none of the districts had centralized this

procedure. Not surprisingly, procedures for "sorting"

4

children into clasgrooms differed considerably between the

elementary, junior high school and high school levels, an0

we will describe them separately. In addition, githin

each of these levels, we found marked variations both
4

among districts and among the local. sthools .14j!.thip

districts.

,A: Elementary Schools

As each school year draws to a close, elementary

schools face ehe task of assigning studerits to a teacher

for the'following year. In all of the elementary schools

we visited, the basic responsibility for this falls to the

uchool principal; district involvement it very limited and
v

informal. Schools vary conSiderably in their sorting .

procedures. 'We discovered differelices as to how

principals share their_responsibilities for making

assignments, the criteria that are utilized and the role
...)

patents play in the process. Moreover, we found that a

schools's practice with respect to one aspect of the
..



sorting process (e.g., whether the principal has delegated

substantial duties to teachers) does not.well predict its

,
practice in annther area (e.g,, the assignment crtteria

used).

It is tmportant to note at the outset that the number

and range of sorting alternatives available'to school

staff are importantly influenced by other.school

features. Imagine for a moment a small elementary school

with sa'ven grade levels and' seven teactiers who have been

at this school for some years. Assume further that each

teacher takes one grade -- the.seme grade -- year after

year. In such a school, the sorting practices we disbuss

here are not an isaue: there are no real alternatives

available in making class/teacher assignments. Although

we cann9t estimate how common this school structure is,

none of the Schools we visited was quite so simply

organized. It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that

assignment to teacher is a genuineissue in most

elementary schools. Often, schools are large enough to

have a number of classes atseach grade level. Many

schools we visited have numbers of multi-graded classrooms

with, sayrthree grade levels in each room. Other schools

combined some single grade level classeslwith so-called

combination classes (e.g. first and second graders

together).

In addition to varying the configuration of classroom

structure., schools differ in teacher staffing patterns.



Some schools rely'heavi/y.on--tvam teaching; others do not.

Some principals explicitly encourage teachers to switch grade

'levels every few years; other pri4ncipals encourage stability in.
. .

staffing patterns. These variaLions have a, significant,

although perhaps unintended, effect' on the parameters for

sorting. They determine not only how many and which teachers

will instruct, say, third graderallaxt year: They also create

guidelines for sorting: For example; 44.1 the schools we

visited that .had combinatiOn classeS, rjorted that ttley tried

.
to assign to those classes the .students who were able to

N*

functioft effectively without continmous teacher sttpdrvision

(so-called 'independent" lerner.s.") 'Nowimagine a school.with-

one combination alass andone sin*le grade class at each gade

level; plainly, th'en this structure together with the policy on

independent learners imposes significant restrictioils on

sorting possibilities.

In short, the educational itructure of schools "set:s

ehe stage" for sorting. Many schools function with e

same educational s.tructure for years. Some schoolme!-,

/.4

visited had recently revampedtheir format. So far as we

\\could determine, the school principal t'ypically has the

formal power'to determine classroom structure and staffing

distrifpution to the grade levels. What maker principals

favor some arrangement's, alter established patterns and

the like are .things we did not studi.

Assume now that the school's structure is 4n place and
4

there are two or more teachers to whom the school's

existing (non-graduating) pupils may be assigned'for next

year. What happens? Who decides? '
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Delegation of Authority

In general-, schools carry out the sorting p'rocess with

the aid of cards containing information on each of the

student's academic standing, social behavior and

maturity. Frequently called articulation cards, they are

created solely for,the purpose of making class

assignments. Two samples are reprinted below.

Although teathers are responsible for filling out

'these articulation cards, their review and their use in

the creation of class lists differs. In some schools, the

principal takes.primary responsibility for making sorting

decisions. Relyini on,the articulation cards, these

principals will typically construct tentative class

lists. Teachers are then asked to review the lists, note

ts any objection and give reasons. Generally, rather few

changes in the ten'tative lists are made by the teacher

review process. Sometimes principalg rely primarily on

the advice of resource teachers (e.g., reading specialists)

rather then regular-blassrobm teachers.

, In other schools, class assignments are handled

entirely-b te'achers. To be sUre, teachers maS, be informally

aware of the p cipal's views; yet the principal's input

is at most, irfformal. ,
But among the schools in whiCh

peachers make up class lists, we found variations in :

procedures. In one school, the "sending" teachers alone

create' classes for .next year; in othcrs the *sending'
oo

and :ureceiving" teachers.for each grade level must ;

t't
A
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Retained = Note if the.child has.ever been retained or will be
retained this ygar.

II = Handicapped

Visually Handicapped = For children who are blind or partially
blind.
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together and.decide. (With sending teachers seeming to

have the greatest voice based upon their experience with

the children involved.)

Q. In yet other schools the teachers and the principal

seem tO share the responsibility for making class

assignments. For'example, some schools have a large board

containing slots for students' articulation cards. The

entire staff meets and sending teachers provisionally

place the cards in the slots. The staff discuss the

arrangement and make revisiont. The adjusted piacements

are displayed in a school office for several days. Staff

are expected to *stop.by to review the board further and to

flag ards wh'ere they have misgivings about the

placement. The-principal and the involved teachers

discuss and decide the flagged cadet. At a predetermined

date, the placements are "frozee and class lists prepared.

The following table displays the variation in the

allocation of authority that we found.'

Distribution of Authority for Making Class

Assignments n Schools Visited

principal primarily, with 'resource teacher input 3

Principal primarily, w/ classroom teacher input 2

Teachers and principal shared responsibility 6

Teachers primarily, with principal input 2

teachers alone 1
Sending

0

Sending and receiving teachers together 2

16
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Why do principals share this responsibility differentlS/:

We're not very clear about that.' A few of the principals We

interviewed did volunteer explanations, however. For some

prificipals, it is a matter of educational philosophy. For

example, two princ.ipals said that it is not appropriate to have

teachers make assignments because teacher's friendship networks

will have undue influence on sorting and lead to imbalances in

class composition. Having witnessed teachers giving good

students to their friends wkiile dumping behavior problems on

.teachers they dislike, these principals have 'deep

reservations' about delegating this authority to teachers. (Of

course, principals too might make similarly biased placements

because of their ;awn friendships.)

Other principals base their method on,a quite

different philosophy: Believing that teachers axe the

individuals with the most information about students,

these principals firmly think it is.educationally wise for

teachers 'to be responsible for classroom assignments.

Management style also appears to influence behavior

here. One principal stated that as "the boss" of the .

school and the individual responsible for handling

complaints, he should control this task. Another

principal, however, seeks to facilitate staff

participation in school affairs and loyalty to the school

by sharing the responsibility for making placements.

Finally, two principals mentioned that their approach to

sorting is simply a matter of efficiency;'to have the

° pr,incipal or vice-principal perform this task is seen as

the best use of the school staff's time.

C



What is clear, however, is that some principals prefer a

pattern and will use It throughout -their careers. Since these

principals implement their favored pattern of sorting in all of

the-schools in which they work, the result is that the arrival

of a new principal at a school frequently leads to a change in

practices.

We have now described who makes assignment decisions.

Next we look at how they are made.
0

2. Criteria: two norms -- balance and individualized

treatment

Although elementary school principals and teachers

clearly follow certain criteria in making classroom

assignments, the criteria are formally written down in

_

only a few schools. More often, the criteria are

informally shared in staff meetings and through staff

friendship networks. 'A1though there are important

variations, schools appear to share two overarching norms.

First, schools. generally share the norm that classes

should be "balanced", which appears to mean largely

indistinguishable from one another. Sdhools ,thus attempt .

to create classes with an equal number of differing sorts

of students. All of the schools we visited, for example,

'try to balance the number of discipline problems in each

class. This norm assumes that a child will receive a

sound education from any member of the staff, that'all

teachers are essentially alike and that it is

educationally desirable for teachers and children to have

3
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an equal distribution of students with differing'strengths

and weakne'sses.

The iressure for balanced classes was emphasized over

and over, and several schools reported that an imbalance

of, students in classes had prompted deep conflicts among

staff membe.rs. One school, for example, had recently

experienced a rather bitter conflict between two teachers

at the same grade lesiel when one teacher felt that she had

been "loaded up" with the problem students while the other

teacher was free from them. Staff cOnflicts such as these

were said to be disruptive to the functioning of the

1

school, absorbing large amounts of staff time in mediating

and resolving the conflicts. Quite apart from the issue

of staff morale, many school officials believe that

cIassrooms with a similar mixture of students is the best

educational setting for students in any one school.

A second general norm guiding sorting decisions is

somewhat'contradictory to the first norm. It is -

essentially a criterion of individual need. This norm

presumes that-both 'students and teachers have

idiosyncracies and that both personality conflicts and
;

different learning and teaching syles are to be iound in '

elementary school. Accordingly, it is believed that some

children are better served by one teacher than another.

Matching the special needs of students with the particular

talents.of teachers is thus viewed as the proper

educational practice. For example, shy, timid children

are often .directed td an.
CI
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understanding teacher, while rowdy, rebellious students

are placed with-a teacher with a firm hand.

As the not:ms are partly contradictory, our sense is

that the second norm most often guides sorting decisions

within the framework of the first norm. In other wods,

broadly speaking, the special needs of students seem to be

considered within the dontext of creating balanced

classes. Consider this example. There are eight third

grade students who have created discipline problems in the

claisroom, and two fourth grade teachers. The overriding

objective, then, seems to be to assign four troublemakers

to each. Hence if six of the disciplinary problems are

thought to need a teacher with a highly structured

classroom and a firm manner and only 6ne of the fourth

grade teachers operates in this manner., Ehat teacher will

not get all six. However, the four he or she does get are

likely to. be from the six who should most benefit from the

'firmer style.

As we said, schools "balance" their classrooms. *But

besideS seeking to distribute evenly those pupils who are

discliplinary problems, what do they balance?. First the schools

everywhere try to,balance the number of girls and boys in

each class. Racial balance is frequently an objdhtive.

The uniform distribut-ion of "leaders" and "role models"

was noted by a few schools. Perhaps most important, most

of the schocas we visited tried to create classrooms with

a similar mixture of students in terms of their academic

achievements.
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As noted earlier, articulation cards are employed in

this task. Schools use differing bases for ranking a

student's academic achievement level. Some rank overall

,academic standing; others rate ability; a few provide

space to note the student's progress in terms el a

specific reader and page or ask teachers to report which

specific langUage and 'reading gills the student has

mastered.

One difficulty here is that teachers may apply

different standards when ranking students. A few schools

deal with this problem by spelling out in detail the

.proficiency _skills which are expected at each gtade

----level; sorting then .can-be-based- on these detalls-.--Sometimes

when teachers are known to be "easier" than others in

evaluating their students, adjustments can be made when

creating classes even if,the teacher rankings are quite

general; for example, in one school we were told that the

"2" which one teacher gives her kindergartene is

understood to be equivalent to the "3" of the other

teacher.

In addition to ranking students on academic

characteristics, teachers often provide i4dividualized

comments pertinent to .sorting: "Johnny should be

separated from Tommy Rodgers;" or "cries easily." Once
\

the ari.culation cards are assembled, two rather differing

procedures for creating balanced classes are employed.

Many schools begin by randomly "dealing" the articulation



cards into piles representing the desired number of.

classes: Once the entire deck has been dealt, school

staff check the distribution 61 students by counting the

number of boys, girls', discipline problems, students of

differing ability, and,so on. Adjustments are then made

to even out the balances; at the same time 'staff separate

certain youngsters, meet a student's special need or honor

4 parent requests (to be discussed below). NonethLies,

with such sorting Schemes, a pupil ends up in a class

based upon the luck of the draw, unless there iS some

affirmative reason to shift him. Indeed, at the extreme,

0

scaaol_olficials_artampt_t_op cx_eate balanced classes to

which any teacher might be assigned, and then in fact-do

randomly or arbitrarily assign teachers to them.

Other`s,cbools approach the problem in reverse order,

starting 'with individual characteristics. The initial

distributi n is not random but instead teachers place

students in èlasses which they feel are be best for the

children, assuring through subsequent adjustments that

balance is reasonably well achieved. In theory, under this

approach individualized judgment about each pupil is

specifically contemplated; and, in general, the assignment

process starts with particOar teachers for each classroom in

mind. Some of those we intervjewed argued that individual

matching is really only valuable\fpr some children, that many

children "just arc not affected bY\teacher-pupil chemistry

particularly," but rather are influened by other factors,

)%' 3 6
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includ'ing peer group. 'This suggests that some judgment

about classroom composition is thought important and is

sometimes made. But how?

In the end school staff found it difficult to

articulate to us exactly how they weigh and synthesize .the

various pieces of information they have regarding the'

students and the school's sorting needs. Moreover it was

difficult for school officials to explain to-us how they

decide to allocate children when there.are more than

enough from which to choose to serve "balance"

objectives: which boys, which blacks, which low

achievers, which leaders, etc? As one kindergarten

te actier--commeuted-:

It gets to be little picky things. For example, there
, is one teacher here who. doesn't mind the smart-alecky
child, i-f_the child is academically smart. She enjoys'

children like that. So, normally when you have a
child like that, you give that .child to her. Or,

there are children who love to.be on the stage and in

assemblies. There is a teach 41. who loves to be on the
stage 4nd in assemblies, so I gi4e children .like that

to her. I give children to the teacher where they are
going to be the happiest.

Although in our work, we were not able to penetrate

further the decision process, understanding the precise

criteria used in placement is an important task. Even if

the opportunities are limited, it is plainly possible, for

example, that teachers protect, punish or reward
dzo.

individual students (or teachers) in the course' of making

assignments. If so, such decisions -- or some of them --

might be thought quite inappropriate or unfair; It is

37

a
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also pbssible that teachers carry around in their heads

complex formulas designed to predict the child's potential

academic growth and use those in making assignments. If

so, are these formulas reliable? MayUe certain teachers

know that some of their colleagubs -ate Bad teachers and

assign to them the students who will be least hurt .

thereby. Is this the best policy choice under,the

circumgances? These,are ineriguing,possibilities, but

possibilities requiring highly 'gensitive research tools to

document. We:discussed "bad teachers",'for example, with

;
only one principal whose policy is to even' out students'

exposure to "bad eeachers," trying especially to p.ev-ecift

situations-whe-re-a-student has bad'teachers three years in

a row. -

Plainly the school has a difficult problem here. Zile

ideal of equal educational oppotynity and the wish of th'e

typical family to have "the bed?' teafter for its children.,

makes it difficult for schools td acknorledge that some of

their teachers are clearly poorer than/lathers. Yet this

is surely so and something about which ,most,schools today

can do relatively little, what, withtenure rules, hiring

P
policies, etc.; indeed, even under the best of

circumstances, a School can not really hope for a staff

that is ideally best for its student body; thus, some.
01

students necessarily will be served better than will

others.

3d
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It is worth contrasting all of this with the process

typically used in the placenient of entering kindergarten

students. Although a few schools do test such children

and ask mothers to fill out a questionnaire regardinv,the

child's social:, emotional and intellectual developuient,

schools generally believe that theY rarely have adequate

information about these children. As a result (apart from

parental rquests, discussed below) the usual approach is

to assign students to kindergarten classes at rabdom,

-

checking only-to ensure an -even distributiod of boys, and

girls.

3. ,Parental Requests

Am-important factor in the sorting process so far

a
a

ignor.ed is parental requests for teachers for their

children. Although all of the schools we visited had

received at least one request from a patent for a specific

teacher in the following year, we found a significant

variation in the number of requests received. Some

schools had but a handful of reque§ts';.others had 20 or

so; and a couple of schools estimated receiving well over

one hunded requests in the 1980-81 school year. These

latter schoolg, in short, had more than fifteen percent of

the-families requesting particular teachers. As we will see

later, some schools solicit or encourage parental requests

more than do other schools.

It was difficult for school officials precisely to ,

describe the impact of parental requests on the sorting

.process. Schools do appear to have a uniform ttance tO 8,-

request to avoid a particular teacher: school officials
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almost alwayi granted them. is a delicate situation

since principals don't want to,undercut teacher more,e;

yet nearly all school officials believe that it is foolish

not to honor such requests., since otherwise school will be

"fighting the parent".all year long. Requestseso phrased

are, however, rather uncommon and typically come from

families that either have had bad experience Ath the

particular teacher previoasly (say, with an older sibling)

or else have heard about bad experiencts thrbugh.

word-of-Mouth.

Affirmative requests for particular teachers, seem to

. be handled.differently- School offic)ials who receive few

parent requests say that they generafly honor,all or

nearly all of them. And kthough the official receiving

the request may ask for the basis for the request, the
S.

answer given does not seem to matter.

In schOols where a large number of parents make

requests, the situation is more complicated. The main

proble.m, according to officials we'saw, is not so much

.classroom capacity; rather, granting all requests would

conflict with the norm of balance in the classrooms.

Parents ol childien of high.academic.achievement tend to

be overrepresented in.the pool of parental requests. In

addition, they tend to agree as to which teacher(s) they

prefer. As we.s-dw :earlier, however, school% officiais are

.
reluctant to create classes which concentraEe the

academically talented studenti in one class.

4u



As a result, soMe school,officials ao pot grant 41

the requess they tceive. UnfOetunately, school staff

could-not easily provide us with a detailed explanation of

'the waY in which 'they decide which requests will be

. honored. The individuals we interviewed' made

...""genera;izations: that they evaluated the situation, that

the aildren's needs and the school's resources were

considered, th.at they made decisions that were in the best

inteiest of the child. Schools do not seem to have

systematic guidelines for use in regolving these

situatiaai---Indeedrschools could not even report

precisely the nuTber of requests which 4re denied,

aLthough it does appear that even in high-request schools

majority of the equests are honored. Some schools try

to deal with this matter by asking that parents describe

the educational environment which they think will be best

for,their child. Other times, principals ask that parents

provide the names of two teachers they will accept. These

.approaches can provide the school with somewhat more

flexibility in dealing with requests. It woJld seem that

they also give savvy_fanilies oliportunities for

gamesmanship in that they can learn and give the 'reasons' to
1

which the school favorably responds.

The receptivity of schools toward parent requests

differs. Some schools seem uncomfortable with parents

requesting particular teachers. In one.school, for

example, the principal responds to a parent's request.in

the following fashion:

t, 4
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All of our teachers are very good here. We are sure

that you would be pleased with whichever teacher was

assigned to your child. Nevertheless, we will make an
effort to place your child with that teacher.

Other schools-welcome parental requests in selection

process, publicly calling for parental input. One school,

for example, announces this in a school bulletin; other

schools send a letter home specifically on this issue.

Even the. e schools, however, stress that they can nOt

guarantee a 1 requests will,be honored.

Schools which solicit parent input on sortiAg

decisions typically set a deadline for receiving that

input. The procedure for receiving the inpuys generally

infordal. Parents can-speak with the principal or teacher

either in parent-teacher conferences or ot'th phone or in

special interviews. Parents also can write letters to the

teacher or the principal. School officials believe that

elementary school families rely on previous experience

with the school or word-of-mOuth in determining which

teachers to request.

Parent requests appear to have an impact on school

dynamics apart from the sorting process itself. For

example, some of those we interviewed argue that a large

number of parental requests for some but not other .

teachers has a negative effect on teacher morale and staff

interperspnal relationships. It is clear that at times

parental requests have contained derogatory statements

about teachers which have become public information. Quite
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apart, from this, the pattern of parental requests is

thought to affectteachers' reputations in the community

in important ways. It is not clear whether the pattern of

4)arental requests can or does serve to stimulate better

teaching or to improve competence. Indeed, the impact of

parental requests on schools very much needs more

investigation than could be attempted in a study of this

sort.

Some of the "negatives," however, seem readily

avoided. For example, in one school, the principal took

,steps to protect his staff frbm derogatory comments which

would "make persons uncomfortable" by editing or rewriting

the parents' written requegt'before pasing it on to

teachers for making class assignments. In another school,

the principal initiated a new procedure which provided

teachers with privacy. Earlier, parent,requests had been

put'in mailboxes, in full view ol" other teachers to the

discomfort of unpopular teachers.

Of course, in close knit communities parents may start

"rumor mills" regarding teacher strengths and weaknesses

whether oi not parental requests are made. If negative

images of teachers, which the principals believe to be

incorrect, are made, teachers may be senselessly woundeu.

If this inaccuracy infects the request process the harm is

probably compounded. In any event, combatting rumors is a

continuing problem for some school administrators. One

principal "refused to allow anyone to badmouth a teacher"

4,1
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,

and confronts individuals in public settings if

"badmouthing" occurs.

4. Notification

Having made classroom assignments for the following

year, schools have differing practices L8r notifying

parents and children. In some schools, the children's

-
final report card identifies the classroom number (or

section) which the child will attend the following year.

At times, the report card also names the prospective

teacher if known. Other schools post class lists on the

front door of the school on the first da'y or a few days

before the beginning of the new year. Still others mail

home information sheets containing both the teagher's name

and classroom number and other information on school

matters such as the parent-teachers association, bus

routes and school lunches.

5. New Students

Up to this point, our discussion-has centered around

students continuing in the school. In many schools

significant numbers of students move in or out of the

attendance area during the year, especially during the

summer. Several schools we visited have mobility rates of

thirty percent and one school has a turnover rate of fifty

percent of the student body during each year.

The placement procedure for these new students differs

from the practices described above. The school usually
,

lacks information on the academic standing of the new

4 4
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student. Typically, a student's record does not arrive

until after the student has begun school. Hence,

placement is not made on the usual articulation card

criteria. Moreover, whether the new student arrives

during the (ear or during the summer, the school's ongoing

students are already in place. Not surprisingly,

therefore, schools typically follow the practice of

placing new students in classroams with vacycies (usually

created by children moving out of the area). Schools,

however, can not easily predict which students will move

away from ,the school 4110the summer when making classroom

assignment in the spring. Moreover, in some instances,

the mobility pattern in a school is uneven from year to

year. Thus, during a given year a teacher might have an

unusually large number of students move away. The new

students often do not match the former students'

characteristics. As a reiult, despite planning efforts,

human mobility somewhat undermines the balance norm both

over the summer and during the year. In one school, for

example, a second grade teacher had a rash of girls move

away and boys enter the school. By the end of the year,

her class had a much larger proportion of boy students

than normal.

Schools rarely undertake mid-year transfers of

cont4nuing students in order to rectify imbalances created

by mobility. Nor, indeed, do they typically make

start-of-year adjustments when imbalances (ability,
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behavior problems) caused by in-transfer, begin to be

discovered that were earlier undetected. Instead,

teachers generally wait out the year and reshuffle

students in the spring sorting process. Of course,

transfers are not the only source of imbalance. Last

year's leaders and behavior problems may not be this

year's. Throwing new groups of pupils in together and

with a new teagher may create a new chemistry. The extent

to which adjustments are made during the year is taken up

in Part II.

B: lunior_Iii&h_SchooIs

The procedure for sorting junior high school students

into their classes differs markedly from the process used

in elementary schools. First, the task differs; because

of staffin&decisions, junior high schools typically must

assign students, not to one teacher, but rather to five or

six teachers -- one for each subject. Second. junior high

schools do not fully embrace the balance norm favored in

elementary schools; in some subjects students are grouped

on the basis of ability. Third, the administration of the

sorting process is not typically done by the principal

and/or teachers, as in elementary schools, but rather by

junior high school counselors.

1. Random Assignment With Some Tracking

The dominant norm in junior high school sorting is

randomness. As we will explain, most assignments are made

impersonally -- often by computer. Little attention is

(i 4 6
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paid to teacher-student chemistry. When signing students

up for classes, the bulk of the counselor's attention goes

to enrolling students in their elective course (or two)

and to ensuring that students are in the appropriate level

of math and English (both to be discussed below). Even

this modest amount of personal attention, as we will see,

focuses on the course and not the teacher. Put

differently, the way sorting is done in junior high means

that counselors do not, and frequently can not, control

either who will be the individual pupil's teachers or what

courses he takes in which time period.

A related point is that the junior high school

procedures are more bureaucratized than are the sorting

procedures in the elementary school. The.sorting process

is divided 4nto a number of separate stages, and different

individuals are involved at each stage. As we shall see,

counselors can not imply sit down one afternoon and make

the classroom assignments for the whole student body.

The junior high schools we visited vary in size and

structure, and, as with elementary schools, these affect

sorting. Some are two year schools; otherdphree. Some

start with the seventh grade, others with sixth. The

schools range in size from between four hundred and eight

hundred students. In almost all the schools, students

change classrooms and teachers each hour. In one school,

however, the sixth and seventh grade students have an

elementary school format with one teacher for the entire
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day, taking up tbe'traditional junior-high structure only

in the eighth grade.-

Seventh graders are typically required to enroll in

English, math, social studies, language arts, physical

education and one elective. Eight graders follow a

similar course schedule, although with two electives.

Some tracking of students by achievement takes place. For

example, all of the schools group students in math --

usually in remedial, regular and accekerated math groups.

All schools also offer remedial English for students who

are considerably below grade level in achievement.

Accelerated English classes are provided by some junior

high schools, particularly for students in the mentally

gifted minor (MGM) program. Although the proportion of

junior high school students who are enrolled in each track

varies with the composition of the school, in most cases

the vast majority of students are in the regular English

class and only a small number of students are in the

"fast" and "slow" groups. Based upon our sample one would

conclude that it is rare for there to be junior high

ability grouping by classroom in areas other than math and

English.

.Counselors make placements in math and English tracks

by drawing on a variety of factors: results of national

tests, scores on district or school placement tests,

elementary school teacher recommendations and the

counselor's personal knowledge of the student. It does

6. Id
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not appear that these criteria are overridden if that

would be required to promote sex and,race balance.

Counselors had difficulty stating precisely hoW they

interweave the various criteria. Nonetheless, they note

that the differing pieces of information usually

re-enforce the choice of a certain placement. Hence, in

the vast majority of cases, it is clear to the counselor

which math or English level best reflects the student's

performance to date.

Counselors report that parents occasionally call to

complain about their child's math or English placement.

One counselor we interviewed has a practice of honoring

all these requests for the first semester in junior high,

and then bases subsequent placements on the student's

actual performance at the school. Most counselors do not

have a rule for dealing with these occasional requests;

rather they say they do what is in the best interest of

the child. By implication they suggest they can discern

that interest.

In addition to their required courses, st:Idents

typically must choose one or two electives. The schools

we saW offer around twenty electives ranging from foreign

language to woodshop. The exact courses offered seem to

depend largely on the talents, interests and equipment

available to faculty. In most cases, students are

enrolled in the elective of their choice. Sometimes,

however, popular electives are limited to older students;
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and in one school students wanting to take aforeign \

language must read at grade level in English. We were no

able to collect information on the factors which inspire

students to select particular electives. There are

indications, however, that friendship networks (what are

my friends taking?) and teacher reputations are among the

things that influence student decisions.

2. The Process .

For students already in junior high school, the

sorting process begins in the spring with the counselors

visiting the students during class time. Counselors

discuss graduation requirements and describe the course

offerings, especially the elective courses. Students are

instructed to take home a course sign-up sheet and obtain

parental approval of their program. Counselors report

that they encourage students not only to inform their

parents about required courses but also to discuss

carefully their choice of elective. Typically, these

sign-up sheets do not reveal to parents the child's math

and English track, although in some schools parents are

told this in other ways. Students are told to return the

course sheet to the counselor by a certain date.

Thus, all schools seek parental participation in the elective

selection process, and in the schools we visited, the official

policy is that counselors and teachers are not supposed to accept

a course sheet without parental signature. Nevertheless, schools

do not recieve signed forms from all the students. In some

5u ,..
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schools- approximately-ten percent of therstu4ent body

fails to return their forms; in other schools it is as

high as forty-five percent. Often, students who fail to

submit forms are students with problems in schools and

continuing truancy. Ultimately, if a student fails to

submit a form the counselor simply assigns the student to

an available elective.

Forms in hand, counselors must make the actual

assignments. Counselors usually begin this process by

reviewing the distribution of student requests for

elective courses. Classes which'are oversubscribed must

be pared down; many counselors pare down on a first-come,

first-serve basis (something students are told about in

;pe counselor's class visit). Other schools allow

teachers to pare down the classes using their own criteria

and judgment. In a few instances, the counselors

eliminate students based on their knowledge of the

students and the teacher's ability to handle discipline

problems. A few counselors cope with oversubscribed

courses by reviewing the second choice of students, and

remove students from their first choice if they can be

assigned to the elective af their second choice.

Knowing which courses students will take, how are they

assigned to specific teachers? Usually a master schedule

has been drawn up by the principal, which allots a number

of sections to each course. The master schedule typically

also assigns the sections to time periods and teachers to

4
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I-et-n-6n. I t -shotrld- -b-e apprec-i at-edt-h at

subjects having one or few sections (both elective and'the

fast and slow tracks) create potential conflicts and are

generally restricting. Counselors seek to.minimize these

conflicts by making changes in the master schedule if,

.say, too many students sign up for instrumental music who

c

are also in MGM English and both were-Thtial.ly scheduled

only once and for the same time of day. In some cases:

however, electives must be changed.

Counselors sometimes remove for special treatment

those students who have serious academic and discipline

problems. They are individually assigned ("hand

programmed") by the counselor to teachers and time periods

which the counselor judges best for that,sutdent. We do

not know how common this practice is; in two schools we

counselqrs hand programmed approximately twenty

students Altogether out of a total enrollment of more than 400.

These problems out of the way, the actual assignment

function these days is typically given over to ,computer

personnel who do the detailed sorting in a pre-iprogrammed

manner. In the schools we visited, the dominant critetia

I.

employed by the computer program is random assignment. Thus, which

teachers you get and when in the day you get each course is supposed

to be largely a matter of chance. Students are not typicany

.randomly assigned to a group and then with the group assigned to a

package of teachers; rather there is even more shuffling as
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stUdents are cdmiiined with a different set of classmates

for each course. Although two of the seven schools we

studied do not use computerized programming'(in one school

student labor spends one full day programming and in the

other-counselors do the work by hand) these too randomly

make the actual assignments.

. As might be expected this is not quite the end of the

matter. For example, counselors inevitably discover-

errors; a student may be assigned two periods of physical

education and no math at all. More importantly, a few..

counselors make program changes in order eo honor parent

and teacher requests. Most junior high schools do not

seem to have many requests from parents. CounseloA

generally estimatsd that they receive fewer than five

requests from parents each year. One exception we ran

into Cs an musual junior high.school with high levels of.

,parental participation in many matters and in which

.counselors program ,students in the presence of students.

This school estimates that one in six families requests

one or mote specific teachers. Counselors say that they

honor all patents' requests if feasible.

Teachers, on occa,Sion, request to avoid a specific .

youngster. Counselori usually ask for a good reason, and

if one is given (e.g., a bad experience with the child on'.

the playground) will honor the request so long as it can

be accommodited within class size limits. We do not have

a full sense of the teacher-counselor dynamics here;uthat

must await further research.

. 5 j
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3. Notification

SchoolS, yary in the way.they notify students about

their schedules. Most schools simply provide it on the

first day of school. One school mails the student's

schedule home prior to the opening of school. Once

students have rFceived their schedules, many want to

change the courses, teacher and/or time periods to which

they have been'asSigned. The:reasons for these requests

-and the schools' responses are taken up in detail in Fart

11. As with elementary schools, new students are halldled

on a pragmatic fill-in basis as they arrive.

4. Incoming Students

Prior to closing our discussiOn of junior hie)

sorting, we will note the slightly different procedure

used for incoming (usually seventh grade) students.

Coudselors visit the feeder schools during the day and

talk to the sixth grade students about course

requirements, academic offerings and electives.. They also

provide general information about junior high school rife

(lockers, taking showers in phyiical education, school

rules and other relevant information). othe counsclors

bring junior high students to these orientations and one

school has a multi-media presentation. Moteovet, in some

schools meet,ings are held with parents. These will be

discussed in Chapter 3.

5,4
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C: High Schools

In some respects the high school sorting task is

similar to that of junior high sorting; students must be

assigned to five or six different courses with different

time peOods and teachers. And the procedures for signing

students up for courses are very much a continuation of

the patterns we described at the junior high school. High

schools do vary from junior high schools here in a few

respects, and we begin this section by briefly discussing

these variations. The procedures by which high school

students are matched with teachers and time periods

however, vary significantly from the patterns we found in

the junior high schools and these differences will be our

main focus in this'section.

Put broadly, the random assignment model that governs

junior high schools is replaced by 'a model of student

choice. In most of the high schools we studied students

themselves are responsible for creating their class

schedikles.

1. Course Assignment

As we discussed above, junior high school course

signups are held in the spring. High school counselors

follow similar procedures: visiting classes, providing

information on courses, distributing course request forms

and having students return forms with parental approval.

High school students, however, have many more electives

and hence must make more and more significantc-hoices.
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Eleventh and twelfth graders have less than half of their

schedule filled with required classes.

In the first year of high schoo.l, students are usually

placed by counselors in English and math groups based upon

pest achievement levels. This continues the earlier

pattdrn. In math, for example, freshmen high school

students ate often put in either remedial math (teaching

basic mathematic skills), algebra or introduction to

algebra (which prepares students for algebra and covers

the one year algebra material in a two year period).

Grouping is carried out by counselors based on student

test scores, junior high school placements and junior high

school teacher tecommendations. Freshman students are

rarely grouped in subjects other than math and English.

After these first math and English placements,

however, counselors rarely assign students to traCked

courses. Academic grouping does not cease, however;

rather, it continues in different forms. For example,

courses regulate entry by establishing pre-requisites.

Geometry usually requires the completion of algebra,

perhaps with a grade of C or better. Moreoveru-as-
_

freshmen academic grouping leads students to cover math

materials of different breadth and depth and at difterent
--

speeds, it affects dramatically the probability that

students will enroll in advanced courses, including

calculus and trigonometry. Schools with advanced English

courses often also have pie-requisites for certain

subsequent souped-up classes.
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High schools also get de facto ability grouping as

students select electives. College bound students, for

example, choose courses required to meet university and

state college entrance requirements. As seniors, for

example, their schedules might include, government,

phytical education, trigonometry, college preparatory

English and physics. In a sChool with a wide range of

student ability and aspirations, it is likely that only

two of these classes would contain a mixture of students

whose academic abilities reflected those of the school as

a whole. This is because students without college plans

may well be taking government, physical education, English

workshop, photography and work experience. Thus, it is

not uncommon that high school students spend the majority
_-

of their classroom hours in reasonably homogenoualacad-ethi-C

ability groups.

Beyond thia we lea7ed that even subtler forces are at

work that create furtheability grouping. Here is an

example. High school teacb,ers usually prepare extensive

course descriptions which aresRublished in a course
\\

catalog. And although several seCtions of a single
NN

course, say biology, are offered, the}r\may not have the

same course requirements; perhaps one tection.will require

more extensive reading and writing. In one school we

visited this is the case. Students and teachers are aware,

of it, and as a result, the sections tend to attract

differing types of students. One section'attracts bright,
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interested college bound students, whereas the "easier"

section contains less enthusiastic students and is plagued

with discipline problems.

Theoretically, students'draw on a number of resources

in making course selections. Counselors and the

information they provide, parental guidance, peer-

friendship networks, and teacher recommendations were

cited by individuals as factors contributing to a

student's course decision. Unfortunately, we were not

really able to appraise the relative significance of these

factors.

2. Class Arena

Unlike the junior highs, the majority of the high

schools we visited do not use a computerized scheduling

method to match student course lists with specific .

teachers. Instead, during the first days of school,

students are allowed to choose for themselves the teachers

and time slots they prefer. Districts call this procedure

by different names which are used inter-changeably in this

chapter, including "arena scheduling," "card pull,"

"walk-through," "self-scheduling," "scramble schedule,"

"run for your classes" and ""mill-in." Some of the high -

schools have used this procedure for over a decade; others

have adopted it in the last few years. We did find two

schools, however, that had used arena scheduling for

several years, but have recently adopted a computerized

scheduling method:

c I
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Arena scheduling typically works like this. During
0

the first day or two of school, students are processed

through the gym or auditorium at designated times in small
i

groups. Seniors are usually allowed to enter first.

Within the auditorium, teachers (or other school

representatives)\sit holding, cards for their respective

I

classes. Students line up in front of te'achera' tabies
1

\
1

and acquire a cara for the class they desire. \When

students have filled up they turn

_---t-h-ettEi-iTisc-Wer to their counselor and leave t\he

\

auditorium. Remember, the ostensible purpose of this is
,

for students to pick teachers and time slots for a course

, list that has previously been determined.

At tim.es, however, students are unable to get a card

for a course on their program even though counselors have

attempted to ensure that there are enough,total class

slots for all of those intending to enroll in each course.

Hence course changes occur during the scheduling process.

This most effects students entering the gymnasium

relatively late in the day, and there is some indication

that this last minute \course change does not always work

out too well.

One counselor described it in this way:

t

The emphasis (in the scheduling arena) is "you got to
schedule, you got to schedule, school starts
tomorrow." Students make a lot of bad choices under
these circumstances. A common scenario for these
students is: "I can't get'the U.S. history class I
want this pgriod. Oh well, what the hell, what is

.. -

5.j
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open? Let's see, drafting is open. I'll take\
drafting." Next week they come into the office
stating: "I don't like drafting." We ask them, "Why
did you take it?" They say, "There wasn't anything
else open. I want a program change."

At other times, although a course is open, students/are

unable to get, the class at the time they prefer or with

the teacher of their choice. As a resiat_thesestudents

may enroll in another course. We were not able to

gain a clear understanding of the frequency with which

these course changes occur. Our sense is that at many

schools the scheduling arena is often chaotic, with

students wandering around attempting to find courses and

not just teachers and time slots.

Most schools have consciously chosen the) student

choice format, in concrast to a computerized scheduling

procedure, believing it has several advantages.

School officials state that the arena scheduling

method usefully increases a student's control over his

educational experience. By allowing students to select

their teachers and time periods, administsrators think that

students will be happier and more satisfied with their

classes. Hopefully, students will then work harder and

thus benefit educationally from being enrolled in a class

of their choice.

In addition, school administrators hope that this

method, especially as it occurs right as school starts,

reduces the number of individual program changes that

otherwise would have to be processed at the beginning of

1. Gu



and during the first part of the school year. These

changes consume a great deal of a counselor's tidie and can

be disruptive to teachers' classes. For similar

bureaucratic reasons, arena scheduling appears especially

attractive to ,..schocils_w_Ltbah-i-ghra-n-F-151-de71-TC

mobiliLy. In schools where, for example, over one quarter

of the student body is new to the district from one September to

another, by having the students in effect process their own

papers, the paperwork that would be required of counselors is

substantially reduced.

Further, some school officials note that this

scheduling method has the potential to stimuate

improvement in teaching methods. It is widely recognized

that students see some teachers' classes as much more

desirable than others. When students enter the auditorium

in groups, the lines in front of teachers' tables provide

a visual statement as to students' assessment of the

teaching staff. In particular, it is hoped that unpopular

teachers will be encouraged to revise their teaching

methods and some think this often happens. Finally, we sense

that arena scheduling is also seen by some school administrators

as a new and innovative procedure Ind thus a mark of modern

school management.

Although some of the schools we visited have

satisfactorily usdd this scheduling metilod for many ycars,

it is clear that not all the claimed advantages of the

srystem are being realized. Let us then consider thd

negatiave side.
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3. Arena Scheduling Drawbacks

Students and teachers both complain that schools in

the end don't_prov_ide_s_tudents-with-wty-ffitia-ai-Oice. For

example, most schools provide students with a choice of at

most two teachers in several subjects. Structural

features of the school's program, of course, affect the

range of choice. First, students in smaller schools,

naturany, tend to have fewer choices than do students in

larger schools. School officials state that a school

generally needs to have at least 1,200 students for this

scheduling method to be effective. Indeed, the two

schools we visited which had changed to a computerized

scheduling method had done so, in part, due to declining

enrollment.

Second, the way the school assigns teachers to classes

has an important impact on the number of choices

available. In some schools, it is,common for one teacher

to teach all of the sections for a course. For example,

one teacher might give all the advanced freshman English

classes, another teacher might give all the advanced

sophomore English classes and so on. This means that

although time slot choice may exist, teacher choice for

such courses does not. This pattern Contrasts markedly

with schools that have a tradition of'"sharing" classes

with, say, each English teacher taking one remedial class,

one advanced class and other classes.
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The procedures used by hiih schools for making staff

assignments_diffex-fr-omschoot-tO shool. Some principals

simply make teacher assignments; other pridcipals solicit

teacher requests and then make assignments; other-

principals delegate the task to the heads of departments;

and we found principals who allow the staff to make the

decisions within department meetings. Although we did not

seriously explore the reasons which lead to these

differing patterns, as with elementary schools, the

principal's management style and educational philosophy

appear.to be critical. This is an area that 'would benefit

from further research.

Although most of those who talked to up about this

reported that their school has an equitable staffing

pattern, there were occasional complaints of some teachers

"hoarding" highly desirable class assignments. This

seemed to mean that seniority is thought to be playing too

large a role. In one school we were told that the "best"

teachers are assigned to the acce,lerated classes.

One principal noted that when he came to the school

there were too few remedial classes for students with

learning problems and that none of the teachers were

interested in teaching such a class. Ultimately, he was

able to convince one teacher to take the class, and has

gradually expanded the remedial program. The general

point is that there are "supply side" problems and issues

bearing on student scheduling as well; and to return to

Gj
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our main theme here, Staff assignment practices

importantly determine the number of teachers that students

have to choose from in making up their program.

Yet another factor which influences and rediices the

number of teacher and time slot choices available to

students is the degree of fine tuning employed in ability e

grouping or, 'nit more broadly, the number of 'singletons'

(courses offered only once during the day) in the

curriculum. Schools with.a highly differentiated curriculum

program, other things equal, will have more course choices

but fewer time and teadber choices for students. For

example, a senior in a college preparatory program taking

trigonometry, physics, advanced placement English, Spanish

4, government and physical education will probably only have

a teacher and time preiod choice in the last two classes.

In sum, many simply do not believe tbat the arena

scheduling Process increases the students' control over

their educational experiences. As one teacher stated:

There aren't very many choices. If the student is an
advanced student, there is only one advanced teacher

for each grade level in English, math and other

departments. If yoti are taking Algebra 1, you get Mr.

Smith whether you want him or not.



Really, it would be better just to mail out their
programs to them because ih reality the choices don't
amount to anything anyway, other than the fact that
they might be able to decide whether to take English
third period or fifth period. You could do that with
pre-enrolling; they could put down their preference.

For some students, of course, even the chance to avoid

one teacher,, to pick one class hod for a specific class

and so on are important advantages of the scheme. This

very success f choice however, even if on a small scale,

creates,prDblems in some schools. For example, schools

generally report an increase in discipline problems when

groups of friends schedule their classes together. While

thiimay be a small price in some places and a big benefit

in the eyes of the students, in others schools discipline

problems so dominate classroom time as to be of epidemic

proportions. Teachers in one such school complained

bitterly of the increased discipline problems brought on

by the scheduling method. One teacher explained the

problem in this fashion:

One of the big problems with the scramble system is

that they (students) . . . can all take a class at the

same time. We have.had a large nurriber of friends n
classes and we have got a lot of discipline problems
through this. You see, you get five to six kids in
your classroom that are 'buddy-buddy." These studen'ts

could have been split up. By the time we figure out'

that they are going to be a discipline problem it is
too late and there is no place for them (due to class\
size loads). So we are pretty much stuck. As

teachers, I don't think we have seen any achiantages to\

this system. Not one. (Instead), I see one big
drawback and tFIE is that we get a lot pf kids
together . . . I have a group of cheerleaders third
period that I have been threatening to kill all year.
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By contrast, it is noteworthy that students we interviewed
-

saw the ability to arraiite classes with friends as a key
1

advantage of the sell4sCheduling method. While students
,

noted that they ofteniare unable to avord teachers they

I

dislike or even to get into the classes they desire, they

r
are often able to ar ange to take a class with a friend or

c. a group of friends.

A different sor of problem is that a number of

students simply do not go through the arena scheduling
,

process. (In the chools we visited, the number of

students who fail d to attend the arena scheduling ranges

between 10-25% of
/
the student body.) IT') some schools,

students who mis a deadline for submitting course request
,

,

forms are not permitted to go through the arena

scheduling. I /other cases, students simply extipnd their

summer vacatio s or work an additional day. Students who

do not go thr ugh the arena schedulint process are hand

scheduled by heir counselors during/the first week of

school and p, t in classes that still have room.
/

School cifficials reporl, that the majority of the

students wh do not particip.iie in the "scramble" are

habitually truant, have academic difficulties in school or

are behavor problems in the classroom. These high school
/

students/are the ones, it is said, who generally fail to

become i-cformed of deadlines and/or'fail to comply with

sch000l regulations. As a resuLt of their late

enroll*nt, they end up with the "left-over" classes.
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Many of these classes are known to have "lousy teachers" by

the students. Of course, some students will be.regularly

truant and/or.behavior problems 'even with the best of all

possible teachers. Nonetheless, some feel that a method

which dictates that late schedulers get the "left-overs"
s,

helps to perpetuate a lack of interest in schooling.

Yet another problem With .iperla scheduling is that

teachers ipformally exercise control over the composition

of their classes. As one counselor stated:

e

Teachers tend to see arena scheduling as a good thing
because they can turn down.kids who they don't like.

-They see a kid coming with whOm they have had problems
in the past and they say, "Why don't you find somebody
else this year?" Or, they will arbitrarily say,
"Class is closed.". The teachers love being able to do
that.

In all of the schools we visited, it was reported that

some teachers do in fact engqe in this "quality

control." Often, the Principal does not condone it, but

is aware that it takes place% In rare instances,

counselors get,ftuaents,who are rebuffed from so mariy(,1

classes that they have difficulty building a schedule.

While this informal feature increase's teacher choice and

.

may even be good for the students who ar>e permitted into

"selective" classes, there is lalle reason to conclude
u

that those who ar excluded in turn.find places that are

e?better for them.

The student choice system is also said by some to have

a negative effect on certain teacher actions and staff

.0. 61
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dynamics. One school, for example, was in the midst of a

bitter eqnflict'over curriculum *development and reform. A

teacher we intervieWa waS convince'd that the student

cl;oice scheduling method had exacerbated unpopulaf

teachers' rasentment towards other (mcre well liked).

teachers and had led to efforts by older, unpopular

teachers to gain control of curriculum and curtail the

programs developed by other staff.

We received conflicting reports regarding the effect

of'student choice on teaching.methods. Some people we

interviewed feLt that the scheduling method had made a

positive impact on,teaching performance. Others argued

that the scheduling method had not influenced teachers'

performance. They believe that unpopular teachers

continud to rationalize the situation believing that

students are uninterested in learning, want to be babied,

and so on. In such cases, while the self-schecrecng

method provides a clear statement of the teacher's

unpopularity, it does not inspire the teacher to revamp

his or her teaching methods. Perhaps it is relevant that

counselors report that the ire s little variation year

after year as to Which teachers' classes fill up quickly ,

and which classed are still open after ,:heduling is

complete.

Teachers and administrators also complain that many

students' judgments regarding teachers are ,very

unsophisticated. As one counselor stated:
t
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By andlarge, studenti' judgments are very immature
and very much a 'here and now' orientation. They do
not tend to look at the long run or what's best for me
TEterms of my life goals. Instead, common judgments
are, 'my best'friend in that class, I can't survive
unless I'm in that class with my friend.' Or,

'teacher A is a really neat swinging guy teacher B is
the pits, he makes you study hard all the time.'

School personnel believe that many students evaluate

classes based on the quantity of work the teacher assigns,

rather.than the quality of the materiali and the

teaching. Students are also aware of this pattern. Some

admit that they often attempt to "get by," selecting

classes with the least amount of work. Some older

students expressed,regret to us at not having applied

themselves during their earlier high school years.

Finally, some school staff complain that the number of

program changes has not diminished with the introduction

of arena scheduling. In some places program changes

continue to dominate counselors'Itime during the first,few

weeks of school. The actual numbr of students who make

program changes varies among the schools visited. Several

counselors estimate that over 50% of the student body

would like to change at least one class after the school

year is underway. In fact, less than twenty percent of

the student body makes any changes in most schools, and in

some schools very few made changes after the "mill-in."

In sum, the rather complicated arena scheduling

procedure, although widely employed, is a reasonably

controversial system.
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4. Program Changes at the Outi-et Of the Year

Although most high school students are registered for,

their full program when classes start, they don't always

stay with that program. We look here at program changes

that are made when the year begins,: In Part II we

consider, for all grades, the claSsroom changes that are,

made during the year because of friction between pupil and

teacher. Some program changes occur right away because of

-.what are, in effect, goofs in the initial scheduling

process: some students are in the wrong section of

courses that group bYability; some classes are

intolerably large, and so on. Counselors try to rectify

these mistakes promptly.

The other mairrreason for making an early program

change is e\ssentially that the student has changedithis or

her mind. Our sense is that if the student has now

decided to participate in a work experience program or to

attend a Regi\onal Occupational Training program at another

campus, this Preference is readily accomodated. Beyond

that, however,\schools have d51fering policies for

\

handling prograin change requests.

Some schools, essentially permit students to transfer

earl, out of any\class for any reason, provided there is

space available the now preferred course or section (although

often there is not. In other schools, counselors only

readily permit students to transfer out of electives,

during the first we4. Some schools require parental
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permission to drop a college pr,eparatory course; others

require the teacher's permission co change out of a class.

Yet other counselors are quite strict about requests

for program changes. They limit program changes to as few

as possible and ciosely scrutinize the reasons offered for

seeking a -thafige; for example a student's dislike of a

teacher, his-dislike of a course or his desire to be with

friends are typically insufficient reasons for a program

change.

In such 'circumstances, however, it is clear that

students frequently learn from the grapevine that it is to

their advantage-to give incomplete or made-up reasons as

to why they desire a transfer: Several students report

that although the real reason fo- the change is a dislike

of the teacher or the wish to be with friends, in

requesting the transfer they will give the counselor an

academic reason (the material is too hard) or some other

acceptable reason. 'These students are well aware that if

they tell the counselor the "real" reason, t"hey will not

be able to make the program change. One student, for

example, told us that she moved out of classes with

teachers who were "disgusti4." When asked what made a

teacher disgusting, she stated: "You know, when a teacher

is always clearing his throat, or there is this-teacher

who kind of snorts . . .". She went on to'tell us that

she usually told her counselor that the class was too hard

for her, and that in the same way many of her friends

7
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arrange program changes for similar reasons. School staff

state that less academically successful students are

over-represented in the program changes.

Finally, and perhaps not surprisingly, it appears that

there is substantial variation even within a school's

counseling staff in ters of how "easy" it,is to make a

program change.

PART II

CHANGING TEACHERS AFTER THE SCHOOL YEAR BEGINS

A. Parent Initiated Changes

ALLof the schools we visited experience occasional

requests from unhappy parents to remove their children

from a teacher',s classroom. These requests are relatively

rare, and cases where children are actually removed from a

classroom are even rarer. - We found that elementary,

junior high and high schools all tend to cope with these

requests in an informal fashion. None of the schools has

a written proceddre for handling these cases;-indeed,

, often there is not a clear series of steps to be

followed. Although the parent, teacher, principal and

counselor are usually all involved in discussing the

problem, the exact order of conferences and participants

varies. Nor do there seem to be real rules aboilt when

such changes will be made; rather these requests are

generally evaluated in a case-by-case fashion.

t,
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We did note several common themes, however. First,

most schools say they have very few cases in which parents

seriously pursue a change of teacher. 'In many elementary

schools, usually fewer than three children a year are

changed for this reason. Although parent initiated

teacher changes ere more common in secondary schools,

.4still many counselors say that fewer than ten parents in

schools of 800 or more students induce such a change each

year. Cases where parents raise, but do not succes..fully

pursue this issue, while mire common, are still relatively
-

unusual. Thus, while school officials had a difficult

time estimating for us' the number of Cases in which
.

parents, at some point, say they desire a changeof_

teacher, it apipears that parents of less than five percent of

the students raise the issue each school year.

Second, school officials respond to parental

complaints by encouraging parents to talk to the teacher

directly. Principals note that parents often complain

that a teacher is too hardon or too strict with the

..chiO, and that these complaints are usually resolvable

through Increased communication between the parents and

the teacher. While many principals simply refer the

parent back to the teacher, several actively follow the

complaint by arranging a parent-teacher conference,

calling the teacher in for a discussion with the parent,

setting up a parent-teacher-principal conference or

calling,the parent in a few days to see if the parent's
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complaint has been resolved. In short, in most caps the

'decision to remove'a child from a teacher's class is made

as a last step after all other efforts to resolve the

problem have failed. As a result, parents can count on

participating in several conferences before their request

to move their child will be honored.

Third, principals seem to have their own sense of

which complaints are "serious" and which are not, since a

number of them emphasized the distinction to us. Serious

complaints might include cases in which a teacher,

ridicules a child by calling him "stupid" or "dummy", or

where a-teacher_JAps_over a child's desk or swears at a

keeping a

child in for recess, giving a child too much homework,

keeping a child after school for detention (while a child,

say, misses a music leison) or making a child sit against

a wall iri-the playground. Complaints that a teacher is

too "easy" or not highly competent, independent of a

discipline issue, are said by principals to be very rare.

It is not entirely clear to us, however, that the

seriousness of the complaint importantly affects the

outcome. This is because, among the principals we

interviewed, we found quite differing stances toward

parental requests for'a change during the school year.

Some are basically willing to grant a request if space

permits. ,Although these principals usually suggest a

paient-teacher conference, if the parent is still unhappy

7,
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after the conference, the principal makes a classroom

change. Other principals are not as easily persuaded that

a transfer is necessary. They require extensive

documentation of efforts to resolve the problem at hand

,before thei consider a transfer. Many times they simply

do not believe that a teacher transfer is the appropriate

response to the problem. Differences here among

principals often reflect differences in basic management

styles.

Foure-h, a principal's response to d'uch parental

.
requests seeM to have important consequences for staff

morale. Several teachers complained rather bitterly Of

principals who do not "back up his teachers" when faced

with critical parents. These teachers argue that it is

very important that a principal not support the

"badmouthing" or "trashing", of teachers. Indeed, a

principal's response to parental criticisms of the

teaching staff is, for some teachers, an important

indicator of the principal's general trustworthiness and

reliability. Of course, many teachers 'say that a

principal can "back them up" and still approve the removal

of a child from their class so long as the manner in which

the principal deals with the complaint is supportive.

In the end teacher chang,s arise out of a variety of

special circumstances. For example, in some instances, it appears

that the request of a change of teacher comes out of frustration

and anger arising from the school's organizational features

76
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-- e.g. limited paths of communication between the teacher

and parent. Some parents are simply more determined than

are others. Some schools are much more able than others

to accomodate such *requests because of their class size

limits and classroom openings. All of these forces point

toward the handling of parents' requests for transfers on

an ad hoc basis. Indeed, school officials claim that each

case is so differeht from the next next that there is no

real issue of treeting like cases alike and that it would

, be of no particultr value to have routinized procedures.

Nevertheless,"most school administrators did admit to

us an instance in which a parental request for a transfer

would very likely be granted: if a parent is absolutely

adamant. Theie view Is that where a parent is so hostile

to a teacher, this is not "beneficial for anyone: pe

student, the parent or the teachprs". In such cases

school officials fear that "you would be fighting it. all

year long" and that students might "act out" in class with

implicit or explicit parental apProval. Even here we:

found an exception, however; one principal absolutely

refuses to move a child if she sees a parent as attempting

to force her to move the child. All of this tells us that

parents who know the "right" way to behave can probably

work the system to their desired iesult -- so long as they

are patient enough..
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B. School Initiated Chdmges

We'h-ave looked so far at transfers requested by

parents. However, school officials too occasionally

request that a student be transferred Juring the year.

Teacher initiated requests occur when a child is

academically misplaced or when a:_serious teacher-student

conflict develops. Sc4ol officials do not allow teachers

to transfer students simply to avoid those with discipline

problems. This would upset the norm of sharing the

behavioral problem load. Rather, the particular

teacher-student relationship must have seriously

deteriorated before a transfer is considered.

,
In some junior and senior high schools, teachers must

obtain the principal.or vice principal's approval before

initiating a transfer. In other schools, teacher& can

simplY speak with the student's counselor about the

matter, and if the transfer is administratively feasible,

ihen the counselor will ptocess the papers and notify the

student of the change.

Sometimes the teacher's freedom depends upon how far

along in the term it is. For example, during the first

three weeks of a high school year most schools readily

allow teacher initiated transfers. As a iesult, a teacher

who has a personality conflict with a student can approach

a counselor and, providing space is available,,arrange a.

transfer, Students are called in to be told of the

transfer and parent& are usually not notified.
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Principals, vice principals and counselors too

sometimes initiate the transfer of a student out of a

class during the year. Sometimes a counselor realizes

that a child is having difficulties with one teacher while

doing satisfactory work in all of his other classes; this

might lead to a transfer. Other times, a.counselor might

notice that one teacher is continually "on the back" of a

particular child, and that the teacher had lost his or her

objectivity in dealing with the student. In these cases'

too, the counselor might suggest a transfer.

Often, just as with parent-Initiated transfers, school

officials try to resolve teacher complaints without

resorting to a transfer. Student-teacher conferences are
`..../

0

frequently held which are mediated by a counselor or

dean. ,The student and teacher are sometimes encourged-to
c

"stick it out" for the remainder of the semester. Parents

are often not directly involved in these teacher=transfer

decisions proposed by school officials That is, students

_

may be moved without formal.parental notification,
-

approval or participation in the dedision. On the other

hand, school officials say that since these transfers
,

don't come up suddenly, in the usual case the parents do

in fact know about the difficulty between student and

,

teacher either though parent-teacher conferences or other

previous communications.
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PART III: PROMOTION AND RETENTION

,

. Our discussion in this section focuses on policies
I

regarding the annual promotion And retention of students

in elementary schools. Our discussion'does not extend to

other grade levels for two key reasons. First, at present

junior high and-high schools iarely retain students.

40

Professionals believe that re ention is most effective ri

very early in a child'sschool Xperience. Indeed, many

educators believe that retentions in later years can be

very damaging for a child's social development. Second, ,

the criterion for completion of the secondary school level

is reasonably well defined: 'Students must collect a ,

sufficient ,number and type of units of credit to be

gradu.lted from junior high and high schools.

Until,recently at least, the reality has been that

students,who manage to stick it out virtually always

graduate from 1;oth junior.and senior high along with their'

entering classmates. Of course, in many places a:cademic

failures become drop outs, and thus-by thls conduct are

not promoted.

Of late, however, there has been @,national wave of

interest in competency testing and a revolt against the

awarding of high sghool diplomas to students essenti.dlly

for attending classes (or in some cases, perhaps,

enrolling is the better word). As a result -- although

community pressure to lower standards will Ile great -- we
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, may soon see many high school seniors denied diplomas.

The impact of this prospect on promotion and retention is

not yet clear. One scenatio imagines that students will

pass from grade to grade as before, receiving remedial

instruction along the way, and if they fail to qualify for

the diploma they, will'receive an alternate certificate and

'be released. Another scenario imaginesithat the pressure

created by tougher diploma requirements will translate

into a substantial increase in retentions at various
,

checkpoints lo lwer down in the grade evels. Which, if

either, will eventuate may depend in part on hoW willing

community and school leaders" are to expand upon current-

practices whereby many,students nominally in higher grades

fact do work which, for the average student, is some grade

levels below. In any case, these developmenta are too new

to have been captured here and werknot part of our study.'

c."

All of the elementary schools'we visited regularly

retain some children, having theM repeat a grade level in

order to acquire further skills. Relatively speaking,

however, very few children are retained, and the

retentions that do occur are concentrated in the primary

grades. For example, we visited a number of.elltheptal

schools containing about five hundred 'students.; In these

schools, the number of ch.ildren retained annually ranged

from two to thirty-five. Schools in cdmmunities of lower

socio-economic status tend to have a much larger number of

coentions tl2an do schools in more wealthy communiti
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...Throughout the schooli,weyisited, tomething like

. .
. .

three-quarters of the retentidns are-of kindergarteners,-
. ,

and nearly all the remainder are of students in'first
-

'grade. In short,-only on rareoffasions do elementary

saools ret(in. students,who .are the second'through_r - 4

sixh grades.
/
Decisions to retain youngsters are seen by the schoolls

as primarily within the realm cif professional expertise.

The selection of possible candidates for reten,tib is made

by the elementaiy schobl'teacher. In many districts, a '

10,

number of pro ssionals rewiew the proposed retention;
bt"

frequently a sp ool 'psychologi, a school nurse, the

principal, and a resource ceacher 41 discuss the proposed

retention prl.or to the final decision. This careful review

is'prompted by a general dncern about the un ertain

4

fects'of retentiOn 'on the:chile's developme t. Many

Nschol officialS see retedtions as an "edu tional
r
gamble." Retention are'thought to have the potential of

being highly benefici r to children. Retained youngsters
,

can escape froplAtheir positions in the class as

educational lailures. Retaining a kindergartenerCan give

'a child an oppor unity to mature, to develop academic

skills and to;.1 eate social relationships.- The child, in

short, can Firixle a successful school experience in

. circmnstances wben a promotion might be disastrous% And

.
officials think tfl'at a successful retention at that point

can dramatically impro4.the chances that the child will

k,*

.1.11.11mmgmmmrmmlimmmr.....mr
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have a good sbhool experience in the remaining years of

schoo*

Yet, not all retentions'are successful. At times

retention severely stigmatizes children; school officials

are well aware of the potential for the ridicule of

retained students. For this reason school officials

strongly discourage retaining physiologically developed or

socially mature-youngsters. A child's height, for

example, is sufficient to stop a proposed retention.

School officials realize that students can be stigmatized

by their former classimates ("Johnny flunked kindergerten,

what a dummy!") as well as by childreri\in the new class.

("Why are you still in kindergarten?") Neighborhood

children, siblings and relatives cari all make a. child's

life miserable.

A further risk is that retained youngsters will become

highly resentful of the retention and become discipline

problems in the class. Finally, for any number of

reasons, the student may not learn any more material or

mature sieificantly by repeating a grade. For these

children, it might be much more beneficial to promote them

and to add tutoring and other special aid during the next

school year. Professionals say they try 'to weigh,all of

these factors in making 'a recammendation on a proposed

retention.

Notwithstanding this careful professional evaluation,

parents play a critical role in the decision. In all of
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the schools we visited, school staff stressed their be/lief

that parental support of a retention iS critical to its

success. Simply put, although school personnel are never

sure if a proposed retention Will be a success, they are

-very clear that a parent who strongly objects to the

Proposed retention will ensure that the retention is a

failure. Resistant parnts may ridicule their own

children, punish them for being inadequate, and/or blame

school personnel for the letention all of which are likely

.. to undermine future efforts of teachers to work with the
\

child.

In4everyschool we visited, therefore, parents are

able to refuse to allow their children to be retained.

(Indeed several school administrators believe that it is

against stase law to retain students against their

parents' wishes. We could not confirm the existence of

such a law.) Schools vary, however, in the efforts which

teachers make to convince parents of ,:he need for

retentiOn. In some schools, staff try hard to sell

parents on the retention. In other schools, teachers

merely raise the issue and explain the problem to

parents. If parents are resistant, however, teachers are

instructed to honor parental wishes and not to "invest

themselves" in the idea of the retention. Some principals

and teachers told us that their beliefs about retentions

have changed through the years; for example, some

principals who had in earlier dsys made a concerted effort
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\

to convince parents to coopekate with proposed retentions

now take fewer steps in,this area.
\

\

Although, as we noted, all',of the districts allow

parents to refuse a repention, there-are variations in the
(

ways the refusal occurs. Some ci\f the districts have

district level policies and district forms for retention.

These forms require teachers to collect certain

information, includ'ng for example,, the age and academic

status of the child's siblings. Some require identified

school professionals to examine the file and make a,

recommepdation on the form; in other districts, the input

of a school psychologist is optional. Although these

district forms provide schools with a series of steps to

follow, district' policy does not provide a set of criteria

for weighing the various inputs and making a final

decision regarding the retention.

In the districts we visited that have no district-wide

policies, several schools have deveiuped their own policy

for retentions. In three cases, schools have a specific

form which parents sign signifying their approval or

rejection of the proposed retention. One school has even

developed a rather specific list of criteria which are

necessary (but not sufficient) for retaining a child.

Schools have d'rf.,ring timetables for dealing with

proposed retentions. In a out half of the schools,

principals saythat:parents are to be informed of the
,

possibility of retentiorrby 'le fall grading period. This

,
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early warning is particularly common in schools where a

large number of students are retained. Other schools

notify parents later in the year, usually in March or

April. Only on rare ocCasions are parents notified of a

retention proposal after April. School administrators,. ,

srress that parents are supposed to be informed of a

child's progress in binannual conIerences. Thus, in

almost all cases where a retention is necessary, parents

who have attended conferences are aware of the

difficulties the child is having in the classroom before

the retention notice is received.

Before 'closing our discussion of promtion, it is

important to note two additional types of actions which

impact on the promotion and retention process. First,

4

parents with a preschool child who is exceptionally

iMmature will occasionally Keep the child out of school

,for an extra yea.r. In short,'they start kindergarten late

by being "retained" at home. Sometimes these parents come

to the school and consult with the principal and teachers

before taking such action. Testing may be done of the

child, or the school staff may simply visit with the

parent and the child. Children who are physically

immature and socially underdeveloped are likely candidates

for this step. By holding a child out for an extra year,

paren'ts try to give him a chance to start school with

children who are more genuinely his peers and thus to have

a successf.il school experience. Had this child been
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enrolled in school, there is a possibility that he would

have been subject toretention, and many believe that this

is far worse than a delayed start.

Second, on occasion, retentions are so unsuccessful

that they get "undone" in the following way. A teacher

of, for example, a fifth grader who at some point has been

retained notices that the student is ocially mature,

physically mature and making little academic progress:-

The teacher concludes that the student will receive' more

academic stimulation and,willfeel more at home in the

junior high school than as a sixth grader. With the

principal's,and parents' permission, the student is

"double promoted" up to the seventh grade. Although cases

such as these are unusual, they do occur from time to

time. In the normal course, however, a student who is

retained continues forever in the year behind his

agemates.

We were also interested to noLe Lhdi. one district we

visited has a policy that probihits retaining a child more

than one time in his school career.

We did not carefully examine the process by which

elementary schools accelerate very bright chilaren, or for

that matter the process by which high school students can

complete their education in three years (or else enter

college with substantial college credit). As to the

former, however, our sense is that as mid-year classei

seem to be less and less common, the possibility of
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"skipping" half a year is now very much reduced; in turn

our sense is that rather few children today actually skip .

a whole grade. Rather, the brighest are sought to be

reached through MGM programs.

PART IV: SCHOOL ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER

e.

Up until this pcint, our discussion has focused on

sorting practices inside of schools. In this Part we look"

at the practices of sorting students into differing

.schools. The discusstoh is otganized aroubd three

issues. First, we describe the method by which students

ere assigned to a school. Second, we discuss the

procedures for arranging a transfer ,to another school in

the district (intra-district transfer). Third, the

procedures for transferring to a school outside the

district (inter-district trans6r) are described.

Although we provide a reasonably complete'picture of

formal.district procedures, this is not a full treatise on

the 4sue of school-assignment and transfer. That would

require far more dqscription and analySis than we can

provide of the context in which sorting occurs. Thus, two

scheol district& which have similar formal procedures.for

.handling school transfers may have very different

experiences with school transfers; we have in mind, for

example, a small, homogenous school community with

schools reputed to be of uniformly high quality as
1

compared with a large, heteogenous school community
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fdcing imbalances in its schools in terms of both race,and

the level of school violence. In the latter school

community, families and 'school officials are likely to

care more about the transfer processes; transfer requests

are more-I4le-1y to be denied by the district; and, Schools

are more likely to face the problem of students enrolling

with false addresses. In short, school transfers are an

"issue" in certain school communities and not in others.

Yet we were not able to explore fully these context

differences and t'heir impact. Our discussion focuses on a

description of district procedures.

A. School Assignment Procedures

All of the school districts we visited sorted students

into schools primarily on the basis of residence. The

concept is reasonably straightforward: school districts

are divided into a number of attendance areas, and

students living in an attendance area are assigned to the

dpcignated schooltsite. The criteria for determining

attendance boundaries is a more complicated matter,

however. One clear norm heTe is to assign children' co

schools clos.est to home. tnusual topography or traffic

dangers lead a district to assign some pupils to more

distant but seemingly more safely reached schools. School

enrollment capacities, together with growth or detline in

4

the number of school children in a neighborhood, sometimes

mean assignment to a more distant school. Some districts

we visited that have ethnically heterogenous populations

d
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have recently redrawn the boundries of the attendance

areas to further the goals of racial balance. In these

districts too, although students are assigned on the basis

of residence, they are not always'assigned to the school

closest to their residence. For example, in some

districts, the attendance area boundary is leSs than one

c

block from the school site, thereby Airecting students who

live two'blocks-irom a school to a site farther away. It

turns out that none of the districts we visited has a

large "school busing" program.

Parents learn of school assignments through either

formal or informal methods. Parents who have just moved

to the district or who have entering (e.g. kindergarten)

students sometimes call the district office; given the

hOme address, district perionnel usually can identify the
\

child's school from a simple map. Often parents simply

ask a'neighbor,.friend or relative which school 'the

noighl,nrh^nd phildren Attend. All of the school districts

report receiving telephone calls from realtors and from

families Chinking about moving into the area. From this

officials are confident that some families deliberately

buy or rea)t housing by taking into account the reputation

of the local school.

Parents formally enroll students in school by bringing

the child to the school and completing an enrollment

card. This card, which remains at the school throughout

the child's stay, contains the'child's name, birth date,
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home address, parental names, emergency phone numbers'and

so on. In some districts, school staff are instructed to

verify the child's address and confirm that the address is

indeed within the school's attendance area. For example,

school staff in one district are instructed to obtain from

the family two pieces of identification with the current

address, and, if the staff member does not recognize the

address, to look up the address on a map. Quite apart

from racial balance concerns, this pressure to verify

place of residence has bureaucratic and staff morale

justification. Put most genesally, school districts are

often eager-that faMilies not secure 6e facto

intra-district transfers without going through the

procedures described below. In fact, however, many,new

enrollments occur during a very hectic time period and

school staff often find it impractical to carry out these

checking procedures. For this reason some children-s4mply

nd up in the "wrong" school. Moreover, determined

parents may be able to outfox the verification method. We

will say more about the false address issue below.

B. Intra-district Transfers

In all of the districts, the great majority of

students attend the school to which they are naturally

assigned on the basis of residence. School districts do,

however, permit students to transfer to other schools in

aiiiirommorierrimmi

the district. In fact, rather few students make such

(,L
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transfers. In most of the school districts we visited,

fewer than five percent of the sudents are enrolled in a

school on an intra-district transfer. In two districts we

visited between five and ten percent of the student

population is so registered.

We found two basic "paths" through which

intra-district tranifers occur. One path is on a space

available basis. Under the coricept of an open enrollment

program, students are permitted to atteO in any school in

the district that has room for the student. In short,

nqighborhood children have preferenc. but more distant

children are welcome. In this transfer path, the reason

the family wants the child to attend elsewhere is

irrelevant to the district.

We found thit type of intra-district transfer in two

of the districis we studied. In one, the schools

determine the number of slots they have available for open

enrollment (based on projected enrollment, mobility rate

and staffing levels). In fact, receiving schools in this

district have historically had little roam. And, in

1979-80, less than 1% of the district's student population

newly participatd in the open enrollment program.

District officials estimate that altogeOler about five
..t

4

percent of the school district population is involved in

the program. When there is a surplus of applications,

lotteries are held and students are randomly assigned to

the open spaces. Stuaents are also ranciomly assigned to a
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waiting list in the event that an opening occurs during

the school year. In this district students are not

required to renew their appliCation each year; that irs,

Once enrolled in the out of neighborhood school, the

student may remain there.

1

In the other district, students are allowed to

transfer only among the elementary schools sinCe the

district contains only one junior high and high school.

Here between five and ten percent of'the families of

elementary school children request a school transfer. Due

to a number of factors, this district has been able to

honor all of the transfer requests which are filed by the

spring deadline. Although parents are required.to submit

an qnnual transfer application.in this district, ongoing

approval is routine, and thu's although neighborhood

children presumably have preference over outsiders, this

has never been tested or practiced. In both districts

with open enrollment, parentsare required to provide

transportation to the out-of-neighborhood school

selected. A third district we visited had a partial open

enrollment plan for families living in certain' sections of

the2-ommunity; its special circumstances wisll not be

reviewed further here.

The Second main path of school transfers involves a

careful evaluation by school officials of the students'

and parents' reasons for wanting the transfer. In this

approach, school districts view school transfers as a

,
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method for meeting specialized needs of students. This

approach to arranging transfers is the dominant method and

exists in six of the seven districts we visited. We

discovered that although these districts generally share

similar criteria for evaluating requests, the hierarchy of

authority and bureaucratic procedures varies among the

districts.

Districts report using a blend of systematic and

unsystematic criteria in evaLuating transfer requests.

On the one hand, district officials could clearly state

reasons given by parents and students which routinely lead

the distrjs,t to approve the transfer request. For

example, in all of the districts, plans'to move into an

attendance area, child cai-e needs in elementary sdhool

(i.e., where the child's'caretakei works), and medical or

psychological needs-of the child are considered legitimate ft\

bases for approving'a transfer. Not.e generally,that the

acceptable reasons Oo not go VD the relative quality of

the schools. As with the assignment to teachers within a

schoolfithe system, for understandable reasons, aliopts a

formal posture that all of the schools-are equally good.

Districts are also clear;about some unacceptable

reasons for sedfing a transfer. These include beliefs

abouilkhe qualitysof athletic' programs, parental

convenience, parental concern regardineracial balance and ,

other types of "mere preference."
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. On the other hand, school'personnel state that many of

the intrta-district transfer requests do not fall into

.these "easy" categories. Parents and students often

request transfers due-to complex sets of reasons.

Parents, for example, request trappers to allow-the child

eo assist the parent in caring for the family, to have the

child take care of sick reltives and to allow.the uxents

to work a particular schedule. School officials generally

categorize these cases as "special circumstanck or
,

"individual hardship cases 1 '.., Insisting that- it. is
.-.-c?

impossible to decralop a list of-systematic criteria by

which to' valuate these sorts of requests, school say they

handle Ihese transfer requests on an individual basis by

examining in,detail the factors leading families,4to make

the transfer requeqt. Plainly school officials. have a

hard task in some individual cases if the outcome is to

turn on/their distinjuishing between whether the reason

given is more like special child care needs or more like

parental convenience.

3 The procedures used in processing transfer requests .

varies.' In some districts, ,this task of evaluation is
10,

assigned to the local school level. Paren its ntJ erested

arranging a.transfer must speak with and get the approval

of the 'principals at both rhe sending and receiving'

schools. jnaeed, in such districts the tr_ansler proess

often remains informal and is carried out by verbal

coOmunication'beNeen thd parents and the'prihcipals.
.
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such cases we are elying heavily on what the principals

say are the criteria they use.

In other distri, parents file a written application

which is reyif(Wed by a district coMmittee. These
,

co.mmitrees perejound in'two disspcts; they are composed
-,-

.
-"of dis,ttket administrators and representatives from

- /7" . ,' -C!'?lementaryr. nior high and high schools. In one
. ,...'' \,r4,.

, ,

.
lvdistrictV parents are encouraged to make in-person

N.
!. 3'

,

loresentations before the'committee.
fs

.;"

1e. 1

As notec above,,districts do not'receive a great

number of transfer requests. Indeed districts which

delegate the transfer procedures to the local school level

often do not even have formal statistics regarding the

; number of transfers. Individuals we interviewed estimate

, that less than one percent of the children-make school

,
transfers each year. Districts keeping statistics on

approved transfers say that one or two percent of the

: student body transfers each year. Of course, given the.

narrA9n0cc ^F ArreptAhle reasons, it i not especially

surprising that few make official transfer requests.

In fact, only two distiicts Of those we studied appeared to

deny a significant number of formal transfer applications. Both' of

these districts are in heterogenous communities and face. problems

. 1

.

of uneven distributions of students of differing racial .

/

backgrounds. In One of these districts, approximately twenty

percent of---Mle transfer applications are denied; in another district



as many as forty-five percent of the aprAications file4.

are 'turned down. Both of the districEs which deny a

significant proportion of the applications have /

. centralized the intra-district"trinsfer procedures in a

district commiteee. Some individuals we interviewed

believe that if districts are' to deny a fair number of

school transfer apilications, the task must be removed

from local principals and centralized in the district

officep They .claim that 'principals are under great

pressure to approve transfer applications (otherwise they

are left with a disgruntled family they've turned down)

and that it is easier for a district commmittee to be

"tough" in this area..

Parents whose transfer applications are denied are

genera1ly allowed to appeal the decision. Two districts,

have a formal appeal process, with specific individuals

designated to review the cases. In other districts, the

appeal process is informal. Psually the review is carried

nut by the adminis(ration; in rare instances appeals have

been taken to the Board of Education. 'In the one district

we found that maintained statistics on appeals,

app-toximately 40'percent of parents who were denied

originally made appeals a'n'd 15 percent of the appealed

cases were overturned in the parents' favor.

One way to "beat" the school assignment system is to

move. we assume tha.t many families actually do move

because of unhappiness with the local public schools --



although we did not seek to document or measure this

phenomenon in this study. Another form of self-help, of

course, is to send children to private schools. More

relevant for our purposes here, however, is the strategy

of pretending, to move. This is the false address problem

that some public school districts face. Families might

assert that their child is actually residing with a

relative or friend whose address will gain the child

access to the desired school. Since actually moving in

with such a caretaker generally would give the child the

right to enroll in the target school, districts confront

the difficulty of separating out re'al from fake change of

residences. Another family stragety is simply to pick out

any address in the desired attendance zone and assert that

the family lives there. Although the use of false

addresses does not seem to be a widespread pehnomenon, it

does occur and school officials know it. AtOtudes toward

it differ, however, sometimes ftom school to school and

between local and central officials in the same district.

To the extent that it is used to undo racial balance

effbrts, school officials are'plainly concerned. On the

other hand the use of false addresses`*to secure access to

a school that the family very much prefers on educational

grounds is something else. A local principal may well not

be eager to kick out someone whose family went to so much

trouble getting him in, especially if the student isjiot

disruptive and there is room in the school. On the other
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hand district officialg may well be worried about both

notions of equal ,treatment and the undermining of the

formal transfer scheme with its presumption of,equal

.school quality. ,Indeed, even some local principals feel

strongly that the rules must be enforced even if it means

they lose desired students.

While our research satisfies us that some of this

false qdress giving goes on,we are not at all-confident

that we have a.full picture of it. Thus; we shojild

probably not speculate further and should leave this issue

to further study..

C. Inter-distri,ct Transfers

In the districts we studied, we found that

inter-district transfers folLow rather closely the second

path of intra-district transfer decisiw,s above. District

officials generally believe that inter-district transfers

should be reserved solely for.students with special n'eeds

which necessitate that they attend a school outside the

district boundaries. Although very few students and

parents make formal applications for these transfers, it

appears from the three districts we found with formal data
-

that about threelquarters of the applicants are in fact

ultimately approved. We nOtice four variations b.2tween

inter-district and intra-dfstrict transfers.

First, the procedures vary. Families interested in

securing an inter-district transfer must mike an
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application in Ewo districts. The districts function

independently, and permission to enter from one district

is not enough to facilitate the sending.district's

"release" of a student. Moreover, since two governmental

entities are Involved, different values may be brought to

the decision process. In several districts, however, the 9

individual responsible,for granting a "release" are also
..oto

responsible for approving intra-district transfers.

Indeed, school district committee's often consider.

inter-dis-trict transfer applications at the same time as

they review applications to transfer within the district.

A second variation betwen intia- and inter-district .

tranOers is in the criteria for approval. For example,

although the family's plan to move into another district

is universally accepted as a oasis for an fnter-district

transfer, parent mork location is not an acceptable reason

in all districts. So too Child cai-e needs seem to be less

acceptable as a basis for inter-district transfer than for

intra-district transfer, although sometimes child Care

needs do suffice for out-of-district'placements. School

officials occarionally approve (indeed, recommend) ap

intra-district transfer for students_with educationaL

prealems. Ey piacing these students in a new environment,

it-is hoped that the student will be able to make a fresh

start in school. None of the districts we visited,

however, see this as an acceptable basis for an

inter-district transfer.
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; As in the case of intra-district transfers, school

administrators say that it is impossible to have an

exhaustive_list of criteria. Given the complex

circumstances in many of the transZer requests, school

officials believe that cases must be handled on an

individual ad hoc basis.

Third, the appeal process for inter-district transfers

differs significantly from intra-aistrict transfers. As

we described above, intra-aistrict appeals are generally

disposed of at the superintendent's office or the local

Board of Education. Individuals wishing inter-district

transfers, although they must exhaust their intra-district

remedies, can ultimately appeal to. the County Boardof

Education. Most districts report tFat less than five

appeals per year go to the County Board of Education. -

Indeed, many districts have experieliced no recent appeals

in this area.

Finally, inter-district transfers have financial

ramifications not contalned within intra-district

transfers. Some of the districts.w:e visited exchange

funds for-students when inter-district transfers occur; a

sending scliool,district 'will pay the receiving district

the cost of edutating the child. Other times, the

districts themselves do not exchange funds; instead the

receiving school district receives the state monies for

edutating the child that, otherwise would go to,the sending

district. Other districts strongly prefer to have a net

a
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of zero With otber districts so that,students are

effectively swapped.-

One district reported that recent changes in the

state's school finance structure have led to reforms'in

the inter-distr4ct transfer policy. This-school district

traditionally allowe'd stthents to attend nearby schools

which are in another school district. School prinEipals,

responsible for approving the release of students from the

district,"freely permitted students to make such

inter-district transfers. As the bulk of school financing

shiftqd from local taxes to ~State funds tied to head

count, the district's financial interest in enrollment

patterns changed. Di:strict officials noticed that

inter-district transfers could be 'more costly than

before. As a result of this financial pressure, the

district has revised the thter-district trahsfer policy by

shifting the authority for grthlting transfers to the

district office-where administrators are closely

monitoring the transfer requests. Thus for example, an

element,ary.school that used to allow more than twenty

students to attend a school outside the district, finds

that now the number of transfers granted has been

subsiantially Teduced.

PART V: FIELD METHODS

This research was conducted in seven school districts

primarily during the spring of h980. From the start we



hoped to achieve a variation in.the size and poPulation

composition among the districts studied. In addition, we

decided that while it would be fine if the majority of the

schOol dfitricts were drawn from the San Francisco Bay

'Area, at least one or two districts should be in another

area of California. .

jn -selecting school districts, we relied on the

- judgment and recommendations of collegues in the

educational community. .1n-a few instances, 'we were unable

to obeain access to communities recommended for study. At

)t.i.iines, schools officials were reluctant to Participate in

the study due to the timing.of the proposed interviews;

they would occur at a very hectic time of year for

teachers and school adminismators. Iv-addition, one

superintendent was unwilling to participate due to the

connectioris of some of us with the "voucher initiative."

We should alSo report that several school administrators

who did participate wete convinced that this research

project was somehow connected with the voucher proposal,

despite numerous statements to the contrary.

Of the seven districts studied, five are located in

the Bay Area and two in the Los Angeles area. The

districts do vary in-size, racial balance and

socio-economic status Of the school community. At the

conclusion of this Part, a brief summary of each of the

districts is provided. The seven districtS had

approximate enrollmenin 1980 as follows: 2,000, 6,000,'

6,500, 12,000, 14,000, 35,000 and 50,000.

,t4
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In each of the school districts, interviews were

conducted in four schools: two elementary schools,,one

junior high school and one high school. In addition, .

interviews were conducted in the district office'. Here,'

the individual responsible for overseeing intra-district

transfers and inter-district transfers were interviewed.

'In many districts, this was Oe'Director of Pupil

Personnel or the Child Wdlfare and Attendance Supervisor.

'Alen contacting the district, we usuarly spoke with

the Superintendent or a Deputy Superiptendent. These

individuals were told that th,.. research project intended

to describe the processes thi:ough which students are

sorted into schools and classes in their district.

District officials-were told that as'particular concern faas

to describe the amount of information .which 'schools

disclosed to parents in these areas. (This matter is

.taken tip in Chapter 3.) In all of the districts2a school

official recommended the schools for study. Generally,

the districts appear to have selected their top rated

schools for invstigdtion. In a few cases district

official's contacted the school principals and arranged the

interviews; in most of the districts, we contacted the

principals and arranged the inter,,iews.

Within the elementary schools, we attempted to

interview the principal and at least one teacher. In

addition, we asked school personnel for the names of a few

parents and conducted phone interviews with them in the

! Ui
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everiings. At the junior high and high schools,-we sopght
4

f
interviews with'the principal, a teacher, :a counselor and

two students. In aome of the schools, we talked with
.

.

parents as well.

It was.not always possible to interview all of the

individuals we.hoped to see. In particular, it was

difficult to secure'interviews with as many teachers,as we
a

would have,liked. We visited schools during the day while
-

..

class was in session. In some of the secondary schools we

were able to interview'teachers during theirconference

period. Other times, we caught teachers before school,

after school or with phone iriterviews. In a few
..

..
,

instances, the principal or vice-principal took over a

teacher's class and release& the teacher for an interview.

The interviews-were semi-structured with open ended

questions asked.' The interview lasted about an hour.
v

Usually we visited a-school for a morning or two, chatting

with the principal, a counselor, a teacher and (in Sunior
. .

and senior high) a few students. Interviews were taped,
.,

and respondents were told that the name ofthe district

u

would be used in the report. Nevertheless, they were told

that we would try to conceal the respondent's own name

and specific information about a named school.

At the conclusion of the interviews, the field

investigator prepared a field report summarizing the

results of the research. Materials collected from the

.

schools ire included, in the report, particularly regarding

information disclosure.

1l,

,

,
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These reports.viere then submitted to the target school

district,s for comments and criticisms. In several of the

districts, school officials had only slight corrections.

.
These,officials, in.short, felt our reports were accurate.

On one occasion, school personnel.had a different perception

of an issue than presented in the field report, but

acknowledged that these differences were to beeexpected:

Some di.stricts.had more extensive complaints.about the field

reports. In these cases, the reports were usually revised

and submitted once again to the school-officials for a

second review. The completed field reports for eadh

distriCt are contained in Appendix A.

Given the number of school's and school diqtricts

visited, we do not claim that the patterns described in

Chapters-2 and 3 are necessarily a representative picture

of sorting procedures in California schools: And we want

to emphasize again,that at the elementary school level;

sorting piactices diff,ered enormouslymithin district

boundaries. Nonetheless, we remain confident that, we have

captured both a,general sense of public school sorting and

of the variety,of that sorting.

Theie are some aspects of the sorting process, it

D

should be clear,'that we did not examine. They largely

have to do with."exceptional,children" of one sort or
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another -- the apecial treatment.afforded the mentally and,

physically hamdicapped, the non-Luglish.ipeaking and the

explled disciplinary problem children are obvious

examples. These children have already been the subject of

various other intensive exAminations. Rather, our focus

has been on what might be best called routine sorting, or

sorting of ordinary and.mainstream pupils.
'

There follows some more detaile4 information about the.

districts studied.
-

PfSTRICT A

Distrist A is a small district located east of San

Francisco: It consists of three elementary schools, a

middle school and a high school. In 1980 total

,kindergarten to twelfth grade enrollment for the district ,

was two thousand one.hundred sixty-four. Nine hundted

sixty-six sLidents were enrolled in the elementary

schools. Four hundred eighty students were ent011ed in

the Middle School offering grades sixth, seventh, and

eighth. The six hundred seventeen students'enrolled in

the Hfgh School attend grades

ninth through twelfth. District enrollment included about

two hundred students, or 10% of the population, who

transfered in from other school districts. ,Fifty-five of

those students were
A
enrolled in the Middle Schoa,

ninty-live in'the High.School, and the remainder were

distributed among the elementary schools. one unusual

u
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feature of this district'is that it'.c.Ontains a large scale

marxiad splcient hOus,ing d07eloprrient.for students attending a

nearby univarsity; many of tgese 'students with chfldren are

-not kriiericans but rather:are foreign sudents temporarily

studying here: this creates- ethnic diversit)in -bhe

'distract.

411

, DISTRICT B.

District. B is a small commOblEy located 'in the esatern.

eftd of the San Fernahdo Valley in LostAdgeIes'County. The

. ,

,school distr,ict enrolls appr.)ximately 1.2;0'00 students.

-There are two high schools, four junior high (7,8)i twelve

elementary schools and one continuation high school.

0, Approximat6ly 55% Of th'e,students are of Spanish Sutname,

107. are Caucasian and 57. ate from other racial groups.

Many schools in the dis.tridt experience a relatively high

mobility rate; one school had a turnover of 50% per year.

Within the district some neighborhOods'have undergone

marked changes in the last decade, with white middle "srs'

families leaving the area. These neighborhoods have been

filled
1

wits,Spanish Surnape famjlies, many of whom have

low incomes. Indeed, the majority of students in the

.
district are on the reduced cost school ludch program; in some

schools,as many as 85% of the chilbren qualify for.the peogram'
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DISTRICT. C

'District 0 is.located in the far eiStern section of

Los Angeles County.- Enrbllment in l979.:1.980 was 5,958:

The district has one four-year high School, a two-year.

junior hlgh solioo, seven elementary schools, a school for

t.

the orthopedically handicapped, and.a continuation high

school.. The district is predominantly white. (80% white,

87. b1ack187. Hispa ic 4nd 47 Asian). The district,is

locatedsin'a university community...:. The community is

composed piTedominatly sof middle and uppee:..-middle cla`vs

families. .Indeed, in one elementary school, 8070 of the

parentq were reported to work in educatidn in one fashion

oi another. 'Districtwide,, only about 4% of the children
,

ate enrolled fn the reducea cost lunth program.

In earlier,days, DistridCC was a small town, beyond

the outskirs of the Los Angeles metropolitan area, In

'recent decades howeifer,. Los Angeles has groWn out to.mept.

District C, and District C's popul tdon itself has grown.

A-new series of houiinvdevelopments in the northeastern

area of town, has greatly inc4ased school enrollment in

parts-ofthe district. Despite this growth, persons we

.interviewed fredquently
referred to DiStrict C as a

close,knit commutilty where people perceive the school as

one-iMagines theY,..do in a small.town. Traditionally the

distr'ct has%ad very high levels of parental

partici tion in school affairs. Recent years have teen

Cpmmunity protest and mobilization over school board

policies.
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DISTRICT D

District D has ari enrollment of approximately'6,500

students. The school district-is located on the Eastern side

of the San Francisco bay area. The district has t.wo high

schools, two junior high schools (sOenth and eighth

grades), nine elemetary schools (kindergarten through

sIxth grades): a children's center and tt4o continuation

schools gone for seventh to eighth,grades and one for
a

ninth through tAlftb grades). The District.D has been

experiencing declining enrollments in recent years and

recently redrew the attendance areas for some of the

schools. Its minority student enrollment proportion is
4

modest but growing.'

DISTRICT E

District E is located approximately 50 miles north of

San Francisco. It enrolls approximaely 14,500 studeti:ts

. and has beerc-growing in attendancein recent years. The'

school district is approximately 50%,minority, with blacks

.and Filipinos constituting the largest minoritilcoups.

There'are two comprehensive high schools and one

continuatcon high school in District E. At the junior

high dchool level, there are four junior high schools and

three small alternative junior high programs. There are

fifteen elementary schools and a limited number of

year-round elementzryschools.

iUd
es
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In recent years District E has experienced some

rezoning'of attendance areag. A districtwide committee

explicitly-addressed attendance zones in light of the

district's racial balance. This redrawing of attendande

areas was met with controversy and community protest.

DISTRICT F

District F is located approximately forty miles

northeast of San Francisco. The school district enrolled

approximately 35,500 students during the 1979-1980 school

year and anticipated 32,600 for the 1980-81 school year.

The communities in this area are largely suburban middle

clasS communities with a large percentage of white collar

workers. A recent survey revealed that districtwide only

6.2% af the student's were on AFDC and 137 of the students
.

on the reduced cost school lunch,program. At the time we

visited, the school district contained seNien high schools

and one continuation high school. At the junior high

level, there were nine two year "intermediate" schools.

Thirty-four elementary schools coapaining kindergarten

through sixth grade students were in operation.

A key problem facing the district has been the

reduction of sdhool age population. In app'roximately

fifteen years, the district's enrollment has dropped from

about 50,000 student to 35,000 students. In the spring of

1980, the districtoundertook a series of school closures;

one high school, one junior high school and six elementary

1 a U
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schools were closed. These school closures were met with

community,protest. The schools closures reverberated

through the district in numerous ways, and 'influenced the

procedures for student placement and transfer.

DISTRICT G

.

District G is located on the eastern side of the San

Francisco Bay Area. During the 1979-80 school year, the

district enrolled about 50,000 students withfn sixty-two

elementary schools, severiteen junior high schools and

middle schools, and eleven high schools. In recent year,

District G has been faced with declining enrollment and

shifting racial balances. Approximately Sixteen 'years°

ago, the district enrolled 64,000 students. The last five

years, district enrollment has dropped from approximately

54,000 to the current level of 50,000. The percentage off

whitd students in the schools has been steadily dropping

down to the current level of less than 18% whites, with

black'students constituting the largest racial ethniC

group with 63% of the district popUlation.

t.
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DISCLOSURE OF SORTING PRACTICES:

EVIDENCE FROM FIELD RESEARCH

'In the ptevioUs chapter we discussed California school

sorting parctices as we found them in our field research.

How much do Californa families know about these

practices? This project, after all, is Concerned With the

impact of disclosure on school sorting. We initially

imagined that public schools do no,t have a substantial and

systematic outreach program designed to inform either

parents or community leaders about school sorting in the

district. In the course of our.field work, therefore, we ,

set about trying to substantiate or discredit our

supposition. As we report in this chapter, our inquiries

and the ready admiasions of school officials have

confirmed the hypothesis. This does not, of.course, mean

either that (1) school sorting practices are secret, or

that (2) a disclosure campaign would be a good thing. ',The

second point will be addressed in the analysis chapters

that follow; the former will be considered here. That is,

school officials regularly do reveal their sorting

,practices in various ways, and this chapter is'devoted to

our account of the scope and nature of that disclosure.

At many points in this chapter we will note the absence of

disclosure of various matters. Once again We emphasize

that this is not meant as a criticism or as asuggestion

LI
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that the items should be disclosed: Often school

officials gave us what they consider to be good reasons

for nonl..disclosure. We will,consider the policy issues in

later chapters.

For the most part we will follow 'a format that

parallels the outline of Chapter 2, taking,up assignment

to teacher, changing teachers during\the year, promotion

and retention, and assignment to schciol and schOol

transfers in that oraer. We close the chapter with a

brief description of the way districts now respond to

certain existing state-imposed disclosur! requirements:

I: ASSIGNMENT TO TEACHER

A. Assignment to Teacher in Elementary Schools:
_

Disclosure of Information

Schools emPioy two central methods for regularly

disclosing information to elementary school parents.

First, they provide written information in the form of

letters and(or a school bulletin, neWsletter or the like.

This information is sometimes mailed home and sometimes

sent home with btudents. Second, elementary schools

typically hold parent-teacher conferences twice a year.

,Among the elementary schools we visited, there is

considerable variation in the amount and sort of

information generally disclosed to -Patents dbOdt

sorting. Most schpols start by providing to parents of
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,entering kindergarten students a short pamphlet discussing

the transition between home and kindergaten. These do

not, however, explain anything about why a child will

attend a specific school or have a specific teacher, Let

alone inform parents about choices they may have in the

matter. Several schools then distribute handbooks to all

famIlies, either by mail or through the students. These

handbooks, while by no means identical, typically do not

discuss school sorting 'as we have described it. The

handbook commonly will contain a principal's letter of

introduction, the names of the teachers and school staff,

information regarding school lunches, bus routes and

emergency procedures and an invitation to visit the school

and to work closely with the teachers.
4

Some handbooks are more comprehensive, however: One

elementary school's handbook, for example, includes a

discussion of testing, curriculum policy,'retention,

discipline policy and.school rules. Thus, although

neither teacher assignment criteria and kocedures nor

oppoiltunities to change teachers are disclosed, some

school sorting matters are explained.

This does pot exhaust school-family written

communication about sorting. For example, we found

elementary schools in two of the seven districts we

visited that have a tradition of annually notifying

parents that school assignment will be taking place in 1the

near future. At the same time parents are asked to

4

116
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provide input to the school about what they think is the

best educational placement for their child. Generally,

this disclosUre.and request is made in the regular school

newsletter or bulletin. Samples are set out beloV

Parents are usually expected to-phone the school, to send

in their response, or to talk with the teacher at the

regular in-person conference.

Most schools announce that they prefer that parents

only indicate an educational setting which they think is

best for their child.' In fact, most parents who do

respond simply submit a teacher's name. One principal

does insist that parents who do request teachers provide

the names Of-two_preferred teachers for their children.

None of the schools promiSe parents that these requests

will be honored; rather, at' we discussed in Chapter 2,

schools typically include a statement to the effect that--

the parent's input will be considered along with other'

factors. The schools typically do not explain what those

additional factors are, how they are.weighed, or who does

the weighing.

The schools which formally solicit parents' input

regarding class assignments do not provide,supplementarn

substantive, written information on this topic. They do

not, for example, give information about the educatignal

philosophies or teaching styles of the members of the

staff; nor do they disclose either the general popularity

of the various teaches or the special talents or
4
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SYCAMORE
1

225 West Eighth Street

Dear Parents:

May, 1980

The Sycamore staff is beginning to consider class placement for next year. Since

we are in the beginning stages,,there aro many aspects that eanzet be solidified
at this point. Even without complete data, we would like your input aa in the
past, as to your rationale for teacher preierance for your child. You are encoui-

aged to itay with your present teacher if the grade placement of your child ia
conpatible, with ibe teaching assignment of his/her teacher nex: yenr. Because

your, first suggestion may not be feasible, please give very careful thpught to

your seCond and third alternatives. By combining staff and parent input together
ire hope to have the best possible classroom assignmvnt for your child. In addi-

tion to parent request, final class assignmenti are based primarily on the following
cziteria: staff judgement, teacher-pupil relationship, IN.:er relationship, and
numbar in class. Final assignments will take place in September when all variables
are known.

Wc would alto° like to encourage clasaroom visitations. Please cake arrangements

through the Sycamore office at least one dey in advance of your visit.

Your child's came

lationalc

Grade Level
(next year)

11,................=11110.11
(

Suggested tea ar preference:

1,_

2.
N

3., \\

ANTIAsit RETURN BY MAY 15 TO TEE S RE OrtICI.

Parent's sdgnature



summit

TO: ALL PARENTS
FROM:

Hay 18, 1976

BULLETIN BULLETIN

As indicated in my Last notice, I will try to keep you up to date on what is occurring at
- end within the,District at present. .

tALT PIACEMENT - Last year we took parent input as 0 7441 7/po 01--pragrzo: yo471741753-ior youryoungster for the fall.
Asyou.attend your conferences, please feel fria to.let yourIchild's current teacher kaow about particular needs you feel would be inportant for your child.We will consider that

infornationaslong with class balante, grouping for instructionand teacher style. We will make the best match-up we can. I want very much 'to get thoseassignoents done prior to the end of school. As I
indicated'befors. we have just started.an investigation of a boondary change that might,include mord

children: lbe outcoum of thatstudy could alter fall plans. At the present, however, I am proceeding with known facts.Current plans call for two classes at each grade level with the exception of kindergarten andfirst grad:. At those tvo,levels we are entitled to three teachers. Contrary to rumor we'Ore notfirmed up on anything, although
we are strongly' considering setting up three K-1 coo-binations rather than one kindergarten, one first grade and one combination kindergarten.

-
first grade. If we do thet, ve would probably put the kindergarteners on an early stip-sche-ule with all of them cooing early and going hoer at 11:20 A.M. All first graders would como.ate (9;30 A.M.) and go home at 2;40 P.M. Ibat.itype of schedule has several advantages. Itgives time alone to both groups. It provides a time from 11120 Aai. to 2;40 P.M. for the .first graders at a fifteen to one ratio of pupils to teacher. It allows for equal balance oflasaei'throughout the year as new children leave

or enter because of the three class choice.lease note the this is e idea u der consideration.
We have had k-1 combinations beforend they worked out quite nicely. Many schools have had that type ofoombination with/miler _re,mat _ff-_* ___ ......_ _

..--

April 26, 1977

TO: All Parents
FRCH:
RE: Current iteme 6f interest

BULLETIN
BuLunlo

Fall:Pleeemern-fc: .Studenta - As in tne pusl wi Will take
parent input inthe form of a .14:e sso'.ing sroci..i ci youT ohild that you feel nodconsidcratiov lelen acclirs. Plvaac 1:eop in mind that many otherfactors will also tonsidcrwi, !nat. Lt.:. numbers. bOY-girl:%:,ration of ceirte.n c1:12imn.

z.r4-ths yxrall make-up of tho class. Thistype of parent inz can atX12' at th4 tee:ernes
or may be sent to thisyear's teacher.
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competencies of the teachers. P'arents who do request

certain teachers, therefore, usualIy'base theirpreference

on previous experience with the teacher ot information,

from irformpl networks (word of mouth). As explained in

Chater 2, relatively few families now take advantage of

4 the apportunities presented to make a teacher request.

As we,saw in Chapter 2, elementary schools in fact

accept requests for teachers wheEher or not they formally

solicit requests. And.although mot of those

non-soliciting schools receive very few requests, a few

receive a significant number. For example, in one

elementary school we visited the teachers in the grade.

level we spoke to tend to receive requests from

approximately one-quarter of the childrerOs parents even

though there is no published.information provided to

families. Parents who make these requests seem to find

--mit-ab-out-teachers-thr-ough-infoxmal networks such as the

neighborhood, relatives, PTA meetings, Little League

games, swimming lessons, and the like. In all of the

schools we visited, our infoimants suggested that parents

who make teacher requests are generally more active in the

school than is the average parent. Plainly. parental
4

school participation provides a better opportunity to get

to know the teachers; to observe their instructional

methods and to decide who is better for one's child.

We also note that most schools are quite informal in

the way they receive parent requests for teachers.. Put .
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differntly, althcaugh we found one viceprincipal who
A

04,

keeps 'a file box in her office where she records each

request, and although we uncovered a school which has,

routinized the process through the use of forms which are
,

handled in established ways, these seemed exTtional.

More typically, it appears a variety of schbol officials

receive requests, make notes, and in various ways direct

the requests to those in the school who make the teacher

assignment decisions. This infortal method of coping with

requests poses a problem for conducting further systematic
)

reiearch on this topic, For example, none of the

principals we visited could provide a precise accounting

1

"....

of the numbe'i of parental requests received at the school
,

in recent years. Indeed', where teacher assignment

-

processes are decentralized, principals were frequently'

unaware, even in a general way, of the number.of requests
A.

,.

the teachers received. As a result, the information we

provide in Chapter 2 must be taken as an estimate.

Generating a tore precise figure wouldprobably require

far more interviews as well-as observations of informal

settings.
,

Twice yearly parenttecher conferences are routine in

the elementary schools we visited. We did learn that the

ipring conferenceis often viewed as a-good setting for

*.

the discussion of the child's educational future,

inCluding in some cases, the specific de,tails of his next

year's placement. What actually transpires in these

s 1 2 0
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conferences, however, is beyond our research effort here.

There appear 6e no formal directives to teachers'io

cover specific items; rather, schools seem to have -

infOrmal norms about these'conferences. It waid be

surprising if teacher style, values, power in the local

school, and personal relationships with parents and

children did not influence what happens generally- in the

conference as well as specifically as to, say, parentl

_preference As to next year's teacher. Thus, the

conftrence is perhaps a fertile place for inquiry into

informal information dissemination; it will have to await,

gubsequent research.

From our iield work-we do believe tha-ethe parental

show-up rate for such conference§ varies from school to

school Ind that schools must make quite differing efforts

to get parents to come in.

B. Assignment of Teacher in Junior High Schools:

Disclosure of Information

As explained in Chapter 2, junior high families

typically first formally receive information from the

school in the spring prior to the child's entry into

junior high. The usual pattern is for counselors to visi't

the.students in their _elomentary school, We found two

junior high schools, however, that hold_night meetings

.with incoming sixth grade parents. Apprqxitately 50% of

all of incoming families.attend the meetings. At these

meetings, the prSnCi:loal and counselors give general
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information about junior iiigh school as well'as specific

4. information regarding academiq pr.ograms. Two other

schools we visited,provide.incoming students with a Tolder

(to hold papers), which summarizes school rules and

kregulations. Finally, we found one junior high school

t that ds individual daytime.conferences between a
0

counselor and the incoming student and his partInt(s).
,

Parents pick'up their sixth grader at schoor-during the

day and drive over to the junior thig1.1 for-the meeting. 'AAt

'the the conferencel.counAelors explapv,the course

offerings, mak? .a math and English placement.,, and enroll

the student, in.an elective. Night_meetings are available

for working parents. .The school claims that turnout for

these meetings is extwely high:
,

At the junior highs we visited, stutents in all grAes

are instructed to share the s l's list of course

offerings with theii parents and to secure parental

approval of their course.program. Often there is no

description olthe electives beyond the course name. We

cannot estimate the, number of students who do in gact

have realwdiscussions of dirticulum optiors with their

.parents; we do.know thatiri some school4 a large number of

students never, file.parental-apprOved co.urse lists.

./W The written information provided to junior high' school

families does not'generally disclose the typical random'

method by which students ate assigned to teachers, the

criteria for assigning students to clesses of differing



academic levels or the educational qualifications and

philosophies of the teaching staff. Indeed, it is by no

means cheat that all schools actually inform parents to

which,English and math track their child is assigned. We

did find One junior high Sehool that provides a statement

setting out the factors taken into account in student

, placement and combines this with a meeting with the parent

of every inciming seventh grader. A sample of such a

statement is attached; note that it does not disclose how

the placement criteria are weighed or whO does the

weighing.

.In sum, although some of Ehe junior high schools we

'visited share general information about the school with

parents the basic approach of the schools is to tell

students and the families that,when they want or need to

know something about.the school, they should ask the

student's counselor. Studenps are certainly aware of

this, an& do.make regular usg of cOunselors for vardous

needs. pus, we concl6de that junior high schools

primari.347 view th 'r informational role with respect to

sorting as,one of responding to individual requests. ,Not

surprisingly, school officials confirm that both students

and parents

'regulations

are generally uninformed regarding school

in several areas. Whether such knowledge

would be valuable to the family or would cause a change in

school official conduct is, of co 1.se, another issue

entirely -- to be taken'up in subsequent chapters.

It
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INURMEDIATE scHooL

-

REGISTRATION INTO SEVENTH GRADE FOR FALL 1980-81

Dear Parents and Incoming Seventh Grade Students:

Welcome to Intermediate School. - We realize this is a big step form an,ele-

mentary school to an intermediate school with many teachers, more classes, a larger
campus, and a larger more complex student body. We want to help as much as possible.

During the weeks of April 21-29, the counseling staff will be registering your
student for the coming 1980-81 school year. Enclosed is an appointmert time for the

three of yOu. We anticipate t)proximately 460 seventh graders fr- zight dlementary

schools and will endeavor to place. students in classes where they ,an do their best

work. This placement is based on elenentary teacher recommendations, past.achieve-
ment in the total elementary grades, parent requests, and certainly student desires.

We encourage family involvement in planning this program.

Here are a few points of information which may help answer questions cahcerning you

student's seventh grade classes.

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL REOUIREMENTS: The following courSes must be taken:

a. English (two years)
b. History (two years),

c. Rwsical Education,(two years)
d. Mathematics (two years)
e. _Science (one.semester each year)

The remaining class periods in their six-period di'y will be completed with electives.

The attached sheet in the registration packet lists the elective courses.

Please complete the attaChed registration form and return*it at the tihe

you register during the weeks of April 21-29.

SUMER MAILING

All Student schedules will be mniled in early September. This information will

include student program by period, room number, and sobject. Any student who has

mot receiyed a-schedble by September 10 shpuld contact the school.

Should you have any questions regarding your student's schedule for the coming year;

please feel free to contact a member of the Counseling Staff.

Telephone 9041, ext. 241 or 242.

- Sincerely yours,

Assistant Principal

e.
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C. Assigmnent of Students'to Teachers in High Schools:

Disclosure of Information

All of the high schools we visited seek some parental

participation in the course scheduling Process. Schools

typically provide a catalog Of course des iptions and a

statement of graduation requirements and college entrance

requirc.aents. Although course teachers are often namee,

usually no other information about the teacher is-

provided. Nor are families formally.provided with

information about, say,-what students have gained from the

.courses in the past (e.g. achievement growth) or, say;

which students are laely to enroll. Sometimes the course

descriptions are very brief..

Students are encoUraged to discuss.their course

scheduies with their parents and to secure parental

approval of their course lists. As already noted, a

number of-students do not obtain rarental approval and; as

iv true for the junior high schools, from.our interviewi

it is not possible to determine the proportion of high

school students who actually discuss these issues with
4

their parents.

In addition to course catalogs, several schools'

provide a handbook4 to the'family which gives general

information about the high school. These handbooks may

mentift but do not focus.on the sorting mechanisms we

diecuss in'Chapter 2. Night meetings, including a

"college night" 4roviding information about college

,

.120
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entrance requirements and college programs),

".back-to-school night", and "open house" also provide

settings for the schools to give information to parents.

Once again let us emphasize that the information which

the high schools provide tends to be of a general nature.

Parents do learn of the course offerings available to

students, particularly the elective offerings. And we

found a few schouls (a minority) that provide some

specific information about the arena scheduling,method of

selecting classes. Schools do riot provide information

about the teaching staff,; they do not publicize that the

school accepts parental requests for teachers; and they do

not publish A detailed exposition of the method through

which students are grouped acadedically and ''Sre selected

\

0

for classes which are oversubscribed.

As for program adjusttents at the start of the year,

most of the high school formally set a dedline for them

-- typically in the second or third week of school. The

deadline is ubually announced in the school bulletin and

Often posted in the counseling office. Once more these,

written communications usually do not purport to convey

the full sto67 as to program adjustment possibilities;

rather students are told to confer with their counselors

should this involve a matter of ooncern to them.

\,

.126
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II: CHANGING TEACHERS AFTER THE SCHOOL YEAR BEINGS:

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMAT109

So far as we could tell'schools do not specifically

inform families about the possibilities for changing their

childrens' teachers once the year is underway. At the

elementary level, for example, paretits instead are

encouraged generally to call the school if they have any

sort of school problem. Thus, although parents seeking a

transfer usually contact the principal, it is possible,

for example, that it doesn't ddwn on some parents that

this is a possible remedy, and therefore that they don't

pursue it. That,elementary schools do not systematically

disclose information on this topic is consistent with

their eventual treatment of such requests individually

rather,than by systematic procedures..

At the secondary level, as we saw, announcements are

uitially made about the*student's right t'o make Program

changes during the first 'three weeks of school; the

opportunfty to change teachers during other times of the

year is handled differently. So far as we can tell,

schools do not publish information on this matter. Some

officials explain to us that if they said too much about

this opportunity this might bring in too many requests,

most of which would be unwarranted and some of which would

be dishonestly couched. Again what schools do communicate
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is that a student's counselor is the person to whom

students, parents and teacher should turn to in the event

of a problem, In short, at the offictal level., one must

ctome forward to complain before the possibility of a

teacher change is presented.

However, informal networks are quite active in the

secondary schools we visited. Most students are well

awarie of the-differing stances of counselors towards

program changes, and'many probably appreciate the

possibilities of a teacher change once the term is

underway. Indeed, it appears to us tha,t savvy students

are better informed about the counselors' actual behavior

than about the schbol's formal policy on an issue. As one

counselor argued "We -don't need to publicize this.

S'tudents know that we don't allow program changes; and if

we said that we didn't allow changes, but then went ahead

and made them, students would know that too."

As we saw in Chapter 2, teacher-initiated classas of

changes are often carried out without officially notifying

the parents; on the other hand, the parents often in iact

know that the change is pending.

PROMOTION AND RETENTION:

DISCLOSURE OF INFOgMATION

None of the schools we visited systematically

discloses its policy on retention. Thus, as explained in

12d
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Chapter 21 while all elementary schools allow parents to

block a proposed retention, this is not widely publicized

by them. We cannot estimate how often teachers inform

parents of their "right" to refuse a proposed retention

during the parent-"teacher conference on the issue. ,One

school does make brief mention of retention in the

parents' handbook, stating in a general fashion the

school's philosophy on the topic. Some school staff say

-

they do explain to parents the essentiality of their

approval. Yet since our interviews suggest that the

decision to retain seems to emerge from,the private

conference between professionals and ,the parents, we

cannot estimate how mudh information, power or control

parents realize they hold at the time that they evaluate

and make a decision about a proposed retention,

in the later grades although schools do seem to make

regular efforts to inform families of things such as

graduation requirements, it is by no means clear that most

parents recognize the likely later curriculum consequences

of having their child put into a remedial math or English

course.

IV: SCHOOL ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER:

DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

The amount of information that school districts

disclose about school assignments and transfer procedures
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varies. Most of the districts do not publish information

about school assignment process. As noted in Chapter 2,

parents find out about school assignment-through informal

networks and by contacting the district office. Although ,

many districts publish a small map of the town which shows

the attendance boundaries, generally the maps are used for

in-house purposes-and to provide directions to visitors,

rather than 'as a method of educational disclosure. One

district, however, which recently redrew its attendance

boundaries made-copies of such a map available to the

public.-

In the area of school transfers, we found a marked

difference between,the two "paths" of school transfers

which we discussed in Chapter 2. In the first path, where

transfers are )permitted on a space available basis, we

found extensive educational disclosure. Both of the

school districts mail home a letter to all parents

informing them of the "open enrollment" program and the

application deadline. In one cbmmunity, this letter is

translated into two other languages for bilingual

househ.olds. Pamphlets describing the program itre also

published by the districts. In addition, one district
*

runs advertisements on radio and in newspapers which

announce the open enrollment program and the appLication

deadline.

The procedures whic-4, the districts follow in selecting

applications are also disclosed, and in cases where a

lju
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school has a surplus of applicants the procedures, as we

saw, can be quite complex. For example, one district

announces that school officials will hold a lottery for

places at a pre-announced place and time.

In addition to providing general informatioxabdut

open enrollment, one of the districts publishes

information describing the educational programs at its

various schools. This district is a small and homogenous,

and its schools seem to have uniformly high reputations.

A district adminstrator creates information sheets on each

of the schools, publishes a calendar with information on

school activities, and organizes bus tours of the schools

in the distrilt. Most of the schools in this district

have also created little pamphlets or booklets describing

themselves and their educational philosphy. These are
*

available to parents who request information about the

school. In the other open enrollment district, however, no

specific school information is routinely provided to

families considering an out-of-neighborhood transfer.

The second path of school transfers, which entails

approving transfers for students with specialized reasons,

generally coincides with less dis.closure. Several of the

districts, however, do provide detailed descriptions of

their transfer procedures and of school board policy on

this issue. Parents may request this information from the

district and some do. Many districts also include a

statement about transfer procedures in their annual letter

lai
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,

to parents setting out their rights and responsibilities

-- to be described in the next section. Often, this

letter includes a short statement noting that the district

permits.both intra-district and inter-district transfers.

Thus, as with many'other matters, families are told, not

what are the procedures and' criteria, but rather who they
\

shOuld contapt if they want information. It is widely

acknowledged that many parents.learn of transfer

procedures through informal methods -- from teachers,

bther parents, neighbors, and so on.

Schools typically do not disclose the acceptable

grounds for approving transfer requests. In defense of

this school officials volunteered, as noted in Chapter 2,

that cases must be evaluated on an individual basis. They

argued that it is not possible to describe criteria which

actually guide decisions.in many cases, noting th.at

individual cases are so specialized and complex. Rather,

they say it would \\ sensible only to announce.that they

permit transfers in "'hardship" cases.

School officials alc( point.ed to another reason for

keeping the transfer criteria quiet. Districts which

contain schools of unequal rePutations face difficult,

issues in evaluating school transfers. This is especially .

so if the district has racial balance problems it is

concerned about. Officials said that the systematic

disclosure of acceptable reasons for school transfers

would provide parents having "hidden agdndas" with
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ammunition that would help them achieve transfers. Put

differently; district officials fear they would have

difficulty sorting out loarents.with hidden agendas who

"give the right reason" from parents who truely have a

specialized need.

V: EXISTING METHODS FOR NOTIFYING DISTRICT

PARENTS OF MATTERS MANDATED BY CALIFORNIA LAW

California law requires ,school districts to noti-fy

parents of their rights to refuse or permit their ch1ldren

to pafticipate in selected prOgrams and activities 'at

school., These'programs cover a.variety of areas ranging

from immunization to sex education, to alternative

schools. *Typically, at the beginning of the school year
2, 0

school districts send an annuar;notice to parents

sumnorizing these state mandated rights. Parents are

often asked to sign a form and return it to tile school, .

signifying they hdve been informed.

We found variations in the ways sChool districts

handle this task. Many of the districts copy relevant

passages from the California Education Code and send these

home. Other school di.stricts 'plainly make an effort to

make these passages more intelligible to parents. Some

districts also supplement this notification with

additional pieces of information for parents, typically

focusing on additional parents' rights and

responsibilities. Some of the districts' supplementary*

133



pamphlets are quite general, while others specify rules on

discipline and student conduct in some detail. Others

still include different sorts of information; one

district, for example,.includqs a calendar, a 14st of

district phone numbers and a plea to help stop rumors.

Although our sample is small, the district responses to

.6heseistate mandates give some evidence about how

districts react to existing educational disclosure

requirements. We attach examples from a few districts,

some of which are in our interview sample and some of

which are not.

tia
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED NOTICES

TOPIC

EDUCATION cocT swum
Neu 'Old

larental Righti, including 48980 10921

Religious Instruction 46014 1986

Immunization 49403 11704

Administering,,Medication 49423 11753.1 .

..Medical Services 49472 11853

5Physicil Examination 49451 11822

SpecialsEducation Tuition 56031 6871

Health/Family Life/Sex Ed. 51240 8701.

Family Life/Sex Education X 51 550 8506

Alternative Schools

Pupil Records -
Privacy Rights

Pupil Records
Directory Information

Corporal Punishment

Career .'ouneling.

-COMMENTS

Annual notice, Signed
acknowledgment required.

58501 5811.5 qTo be sent with parental
rights,,notifi6a.tion
(48980). Alisoutpust be

posted in-c-lassrooms.

49063

s

49073

10934

-

10944 Annual,,if district is
to releaseany infor-
mation'. .

Annuallyiand upon
enrollment.

'49001 10855 Annual,,if districk
permits corporal
punishment.

40 91 Applies to gtades 7-12
Signed acknowlOgment
required.

Sex Discrimination

Continuing Medication

U.S. Title IX,
Ed. Amend. of 1972

49480 12020

tuspensiOn 48912 10607.8

Privacy: Public Heating 35146 967

Discipline Rules 35291

130

ta

District \grievance
policy'rehuired,.

3

All parents mustobe
notified. .

Notification by
principal.

School board must
notify parents of
session regarding "

pupil
Annual Notice of
school and district
discipline rules
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CHECKLIST OF REQUIRED NOTICES

EDUCATION CODE SECTION
New Old

.Expulsion Hearing 148914 10608

Release of Pupil
to Peace Officer 48913 13013

Personal Survey re
Sex, Family We,
Horality, ReligAn 60650 10901

Sex Education/
Family.Life Education 51550. 8506

Venereal Disease
Education 51820. 8507

Pupil Records:
Transferring Student . 49068 10939

Academic Failure 49067 10938

a.
. *

Continuous School
Progrmm 37616 32110.5

Release of Information'
pursuant to Court Order 49077 10948

a

commas.

Ten days'notice
required.

School official must
notify immeaiately.

Written parental
consent required.

Parents tlave right .to

exclude-child and/or to
inspeett-o4teria1s.

Plrents -have right to,
inspect.materials and/
or to exclude child.'

k4,rents' rights to
inspect and.ch-allenge
transferred records, A

Notify parent when
- .

evxdent student failini".

Notification_of public
hearing on issue.
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claremont unified school district
2040 North MOUntain Avef11.1. Ctarornont.tali(ornia 917114 (714) 624.9041

RICHARD S. KIRKENDALL, PH.D.. SOPClPETENOENT
MAROARZ T G. HODDER: PH.D.., ASSISTAN T WPC RIN TCNOCN T
CHARLIES R. ASISOTT. oSINCSS HAN AOILR
ALCXANOCR HUGHES. ADMINISTRATOR. PERSONNILL. SCR VICCS

,'Dear Psrent or Guardt-.1:

California Education Code.49063 stipulates that parents shall be
notified of certain rights at the time of initial school enroll-
ment and once.pach year thereafter. Following is that information
which pertains specifically to student records;

The Claremont Unified Sch;o1 District Coordinator of Student
Services has be:en designated as the official custodian of the
Student records. Copies of all records are maintained at the
school site under the direction of the site principal.. Table I

indicates thetypes of records kept and the transfer of records
procedure. Table II describes directory information and the
parties to whom this infOlTration will be made available, unless
the school is notified in writing to the contrary. Once a parent

has notified the District as to what can be disclosed as directorK
information for his or her child, that notification will be honored

until uch time as the parent notifies the,District in writing of

a different designation,.

Parents have the right. of acaess to records. This request should

be maae to the site principal who will provide consultation for
your review.of the records. A parent may request removal of any
information therein that is alleged to be (1) inaccurate, (2) an
unsubstantiated personal conclusion or inference, (3) a conclusion

or inference outside of the obseiver's area of competence, or
(4) not based on the personal observation of a named person with
the time and place of the observation noted. A written request
for removal of information should be addressed to the District
Coordinator of Student STvices whr will establish a meeting within
30 days of such request to review the allegation. Further appeal to

the governing board would follow the same procedure.

A 'copy of the District's stUdent records policy is available in
the school offite and at the District's Education Center. Parents

and eligible students may review the policy at those locations and

obtain copies.

13
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Education Code 49065 stipulates that charges for reproducing
records for patents should not exceed the actual cost of repro-
duction. 'The Claremont Unified School District will charge a fee
Of five cents ($.05) per page for this serNice.

In addition to the provisions of the Education Code, a parent's
right of access to pupil recbrds as well as a parent's right
control the disclosure of student records is contained in the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. If you feel
Chat any rights accorded you by the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of'1974 are being violated, you.have a right to'file
a camplaint with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
If so, you may write to Family Educational Rights and Privacy Acf
Office, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Room 526 F,
Hubert Humphrey Building, Washington D. C. 20201.

If yOu know a parent who will not understand this notice, notify
ehe District. The parent will be provided this information in
his or her home language.

Si rely,

ack M. Smith
Coordinator of Student Services

.1MS:ct

536.400.436 ( 2 pas) rev
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. 'claremOnt unified school district
2000 North Mountain Avenue* Claremont. California 91711 (714) 624.9041

Dear Parent or Guardian:

Governing Boards of school districts are required to notify
parents or guardians of certain rights and responsibilities as
specified in the Education Code. The attached Education Code
sections are concerned with these rights and responsibilities.

Will you please sign this letter and.return it to the school,
ackhowledging that you have been notified. Your signature does
not indicate consent for the pupil to participate in any par-

ticular program.

Thank you for your prompt acknowledgment.

Dr. Mafgaret GifHodder
Assistant,Superintendent

539.400.225

Signed

Address

Parent or Guardian of
(Name of pupil)

13d
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claremont unified school district
2080 North Mountain Avenue Claremont. California 91711 (714) 624.9041

Dear Parents:

Following are condensed versions of portions of the Education Code
which the legislature has asked us to bring to your attention:

146014 Religious Exercises: With written parental consent a pupil may
be excused from his regular classes in order to participate in
religious exercises at a place designated by the Church.

49403 School Immunizations: Immunizations may be administered to
pupils whose parents or guardians have consented in writing.

49423 Medication at School: Any student who is required during the
school day to take medication prescribed for him by a physician
may be assisted by the school nurse or other designated school
personnel provided the school district receives (1) a written'
statement from the student's physician detailing the method,
amount, and time schedule by which sucb medication is to be
taken and (2) a written statement from the parent requesting
that the school district assist the pupil in taking the medi-

;

cation prescribed by his/her physician.

49451 Physical Examination: A parent may file annually with the prin-
cipal of the school a statement in writing stating that he does
not consent to a physical examination. Bowever, when there is

reason to believe that the child is suffering from a recognized
contagious or infectious disease, he shall be sent home and shall
not be permitted to return until the school authorities are sat-
isfied that a contagious or infectious disease does not exist.

49455 Vision Screening: On first admission to school and at least
every third year following up to the eighth grade, each student

sha11 have his vision appraised by the school nurse. This may

be Waived upon receipt of a report from a physician and surgeon
or an optometrist giving status ol the child's visual acuity

and color vision. The provisions of 49451 apply here.

49472 Medical Insurance: Any School district may make available med-

icii or, hospital insurance through,nonprofit membership corpor-
ations defraying the cost through group, blanket or individual

policies of accident insurance. No students shall be compelled

to accept such services.

igu
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49480 Notification of Medication: The parent of a student taking med-
ication on a continuing basis shall inform the school nurse or
other designated school emplOyee of the medication being taken,
the current dosage, and the name of the supervising physician.
The nUrse may counsel with school personnel regarding the possible
effects of the drug on the child's physical, intellectual, and
social behavior.

51240 Health Ingtruction: By written request a student may be excused
from any part of health instruction which conflicts with reli-
gious t..lining and belief of the parent.

51550 Growth and Development: If classes are offered in which'human
reproductive organs and their functiOns and processes are de-
scribed, illustrated or discussed, the parents or guardians shall
be notified and provided the opportunity to request in writing
that their child not attend the class. Such requests shall be
valid for the school year but may be withdrawn at any time.

56031 Private Schooling for Handicapped:
whom a special education placement
may receive services-in a privatejk
contact coordinator of student seN

58500 Alternative Schools: California state law authorizes all school
districts to provide for alternative schools. Section 58500 of
the Education Code defines alternative school as a school or
separate class group within a school which is operatePin a manner
designed to:

. (a) Maximize the opportunity for students to develop the positive
values of self-reliance, initiative, kindness, spontaneity, resource-
fulness, courage, creativity, responsibility, and joy.

(b) Recognize that the best learning takes place when the student
learns because of his desire to learn.

(c) Maintain a learning situation maximizing student self-moti-
vation and encouraging the student in his own time to follow his
own interests. These interests may be conceived by him totally
and independently or may result in whole or in part from a pre-
sentation by his teachers of choices of learning projects.

(d) Maximize the opportunity for teachers, parents and students
to cooperatively develop the learning process and its subject matter.
This opportunity shall be a continuous, permanent Process.

(e) Maximize the opportunity for the students, teachers, and
parents to continuously react to the changing world, including but
not limited to the community in which the school is located.

Any handicapped pupil for
is unavailable or inappropriate
onsectarian school. Please
ices for specific, information.

In the event any parent, pupil, or teacher is interested in further
information concerning alternative schools, the county superintendent
of schools, the administrative office of this district, and the
principal's Afice in each.attendance unit have copies of thejaw
available for: your information. ,This law particularly authorizes
interested persons to request the governing board of the district to
establish alternative school programs in each district.

S39.400.230

(' 141
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claremont unified school district
20110 Ncoth Mountain AvanuivirClaritmont. California 91711 (714) 674,9041

RreNARO S. KIRKENDALL. PH.D.. SUPERINTENDENT
MARGARET G. NODDCR. PH.D., ASSIST AN T SUPERIMTENDENT
CHARLES R. A *SOT T. NUNN ESS MANAGER
ALEXANDER HUGHES. AOMINIS TR A TOR. PERSONNEL SERVICES

NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE

__-
In compliance with federal law, the Board of_Education of the Claremont

Unified School District, at its meeting-on May 17, 1976 adopted the

following policy:

It shall be the policy of the Claremont Unified School
District not to discriminate on the basis of sex in

the educational programs 'or activities which it operates.

The district is required by Title IX of,the Education

Amendments of 1972 and the implementing regulations not
to discriminate on the basis of sex. This requirement

not to discriminate extends to employment by the district.,

The Title IX Regulation recognizes the possibility that sex discrimination

'or the differential treatment of females and males may be covert and

unconscious. The inclusion of a requirement for self-evaluation and

maintenance of documentation of program modifications or remedial steps

provides a method for systematic assessment and action to ensure com-

pliance with the law. All schools in the district have participaCed

in such an evaluation process.

On July 6, 1976 the Board further approved the following policy regarding

iiqual opportunity in-employment:

It shall be the policy of the Claremont Unified School District

to provide equal opportunity in employment for all persons and

to prohibit discrimination based upon race, color, religion,

,age, physical handicAV, ancestry, national origin or sex in

every aspect of personnel policy and practice in employment,

development, advancement, and treatment of employees, and to

promote the total realization of equal employment opportunity

through a continuing affirmative action program..

The Affirmative Action Advisory Committee, a citizens advisory group

annually appointed by the Board of Education, will assist in the

monitoring of the district's continuing efforts to meet the requirements

of the law.

Inquiries concerning the application of Title IX and the iMplementing

regulations to the district or questions concerning the district's

Affirmative Action Employment Program may be referred to Mr. Alexander

Hughes, who has been designated as the district's Affirmatige Action

Officer and the official responsible for Title IX compliance. Mr.

Hughes' off,i.ce is at 2080 North Mountain Avenue, Claremont, California

91711; telephone number of his office is 624-9041, ext. 266.

Inquiries may also be directed to the Director of the office

for Civil Rights, Department of H.E.W., Washington D. C. (, .144
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a . BOARD OF EDUCATION01: SCHOOL DISTRICT
-rrt POLICY ON STUDENT;:::

..

t,.

. 5*5 .4:7..
Russell Bruno, V.P. ; '

S., s

Barney E. Hilburn .;
Elizabeth Laurenson -

BOARD OF EDUCATION :. ..*. -
.SOYMOUr RPS415 Preildf1/1.N":- *James Norwood

Ruth B. Love . Peggy Stinnett
Superintendent of Schools `', David S. Tucker, Jr.

. . BOARD OF EDUCATION STATEMENT

As elected trustees, we are charged with the responsibility of establishing policies that will promote the education of
youth in Oakland. The rights of students, parents, teachers and administrators shall be protected and all will respect the
rights of others.

As board members, we are conscious of the important role that acceptable behavior plays in good instruction.

Furthermore, we have firm convictions that communication, consistency and involvement between the home and
school will accomplish the educational goals which parents and teachers mutually desire for Oakland students.

The Board of Education believes that a self-disciplined citizenry is essential for th maintenance of a free society. The
rights and msponsibilities outlined in this larochureire guidelines to direct our thinking and actions towerd acceptable
patterns of 'social behavior. .4.;'.,.-2.:17 :* r e ' , 4.' " -:t; 7. 5. ter: ?-.0t'-:-%.:-.4.^.4 ; ^

veryone concerned with student behavior shall be expected to deaf with students in a ffrm, fair ahd consistent fashlortV,e .
We request the cooperative effort of all concerned to see that these goals are achieved.;. ,.. : ...,v.4...... -_. ..... <-

. ,... 4..: A ' r 1.4% :""ext.,VO'V..104... A. A 7......;;,......1 r, . ..... t..4.01. 7 . . ;7.7, . *" `,. pw: .-- " *-4,*.rt 1 ''.:' ' 4 "-.',1-"ttA:.,
( : - 4

SUPERINTENDENT'S MESSAGE.' .1 e--.r4 ...-- ft. -.7.4.p..r. ...t fit ..h-e. . .
. : :-. ... ,. ,.. , . - -... .. . -..,- ;1:.1%-:,. -,

The statements in this brochure are mad* so that studnts, parents, teachers, and administrators may ;Met's- tand their... .
rights as well as their responsibilities.. 1 ...1-.,-%.1.;;.i\ - -r 3 : ';';'..1*. '-:. .: '' -.. .1:. ../-:.:--.".- t:- i

- . . . . . . , : .i...--."... '.- *; cr,:v.-. - :c : ...,. .. ;.. ....,-. ...-.,- . . . ,. .. v
Tbe administration is responsible for maintaining good discipline at the schoot. site. Without appropriate order end
behavior. the educational process will suffer and.learning will not take place. Therefore, it is expected that every staff. .
member, student, and parent within the school community will assume a share of the responsibility to see that aaaroper
atmosphere forIeerning exists. .:ri- , .....'.","' :.".7..!:,; . :.% ri ...: 1--.: -; '.0. . ...-.- ,:...
..f .

. .
. ,f

it sign be this responsibility of teachers:students, and administrators to see that rules are fair and Leesonable.
teacher, administrator, and other designated school mployee shall assume responsibility for the er-MTcernent of the
rules.

. . .. ^.-.4....;1....-: I 5' :tt
.

t.- * . : -. . .

I sincerely hoof that all those who use this brochure do so realizing that their responsibilities in the educational process .

and their persbnal rights are of equal importancs.,,,, - .

. ' .:.- .
Educational excellence

.
is dependent upon developing sound programs and good citizenship. Your efforts to fullfil the

promise of excellence are deeply appreciated. 4..: -.---"-s' J --- -!,',4 ,--..1-..1,i:',.o.c4 ,. . ..-,i......,I,:....-... -.. .... ,,, ..

, ..-
/ -- -. , ...? II.: .. ;I.::: ' :- ' ''';',2'..:'..*,+,)., 1'74, '..'"i ..... . ,....

. ., .Et-:: '-- . ...- ---- . -..:-......i,.t........i... .i.,L'...7c1,3 -; '' ''''". '" ` F' r.

I 4 0
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, .

- ": ".. id 0.1. .... *' :
i . 1 ' ,, -, J., -; 4..Z. ." .0 ' '- :

%.,I. . -,,kINTRODUCTION... 1-v . . A : 1 s'
i '. i .: T il .. .1 y'r r . ?.., . . 1 . 1.. .1 : .. = t r :-S , , -v..% -I J't :... , .:. The responsibility for fostering desirable standerdvof'conauct In Oakland Schools is the respcinsibility of the Board of.,

.. .EducatIon,Jedministratort, teachen, sugportive perso6nel,.parents, and students alike. The Board of Education hes ,
s- ardoptiapolicies and procedures relating to studint conduct with); goil of promoting :school atmosphere conducive tO i'... eve4....
_.,, seeming and the safetind Welfare of studentiand school staft.44,,* .........p..:Q.: ..;,,....1_, 4., - . .; ....... t '..14'. I t` ,eg i %. Si ' j "

' ...".4. a IJ;)111p17 kti.: Rig:714 i ' .4. 4-,":4):ierZ4 dri-.424-s,Arirkpl.t... -'y . t'..".a..,4::2-,: F:',... r3'le /,...r -.- r . ; i. ..
0;1 This' let summarizing the policies and procedures/alining to stu ant conduct lp the Oakland School District has'
- r,F,
.ro -, been prepared fee the Inforrraticin of ell students ancidther ciincarisidpersdna in thommuni0:10rAtZ,r'i*:,-,' .. ';13-) ,L.. , ,, ..., .....

V. ...A . .

.,.: c... - -2 ,,x,-,,i.f. s4v.I.?nl.;....:7,,,;:?..-43-;*tt i.:4,:.18t-i.V...!"1.4..;i,-,i;, ..:1,1(fk....z,..7-;>.:-tert:- -..-1,.., ,..zi: 7 .0,(c.
7; 1.14.,.:::...,(&,,14:--9.,-..7...4,11-Litit-ii.7-4 ,...,,..1,-o' ....,x.-:-;14;,...,.*,`rs,..pH I L OSOpHY AND GOALS .*"..--,T,y.c/K.4:peit'''...i -.:-.41...i,-,Eir,.: :...., FA ':`: .1.. 11....!. .:.- . -- . ... : t.- -i' 1. ...- ----:s.--.-.ti .,..-.--...., , ........ -4 - r-e : q... : 20. .r.. . i.. L 4, ,c.

The'primary eurpche of the Oakland Unified School District Is fd provide an educational program responsiv4 to the .....-
neisds 'of the individual sttidents, community, ind society. Fulfillment of thit-pirtpose requires the intellectual;:, 2: .,
financial . and moral suppdrt of the community.. ...".-Z,'..',.:i `'..':''' ',,f,;",:', t ..r....A.':".-'.1-=','''te40, .C,..,,,... s . ". 4 s e '. - - .' _:: a..`.','," 1 1'`.:'..-.. ' .." . ' ''''.'4.* t-.. . I

.Ws aim to provide all students with equal opportunities and resources to develop A sense of Individual Identity and -.
s
.

selfworth, and to realize their highest intellectual and 'phYsical capabilitles..-.: ' ='':"s-'`..`:.''.: -:, "' *.. . .,.... . - - 1 t -....:. 1. t r--, n
Sento of Sed- To iisisi sfudents lo attain abilities an;:l understanding leading to self-reelization end self-worth so they..... : -.. l 'I - I .4

Manage their own affairs, make personal decisions, and achieve self-discipline.'-'4.' "-il''''.`'' - " 4" '. '
. '"

4 . ,'Understand and control their emotions -. - - 1 ' 1,4.4 ) 4 4 '.. '. 14 ' ' " '
HUM?, and SO.C1411 1.411.1.1 - Tp help students to develop skills and attitudes characteristic of
within the local cOMmunity and the larger society so that they can:, ,_, S ,4 .. :':/... : i t;: t...".;....1" -
..,4.7...... Develop respect for and acceptance of others and their righta... . .. ..,st's. :-...1.r).!, )r .:i ... ; .;;;.

Function effectively in a variety of social, cultural, and ethnic settings. ":'' .1. : : . *: - ...... : . *:
.

.
,. . . I:1 ::.*: . ... *...., , . 2 :". 7

Responsible Citizenship - To encourage studerns to develop habits and attitudes associated with moral, ethical and civic
responsibility so that they can: . ... pf' it.Itrr ... - :".. >

Respect the worth and dignity of self and others. --e . , ,
Respect property, public and private. '.
Liw and work in harmony with others. . ,

RIGHTS

Student .

to be informed of the charges and to tell his/her side before the decision to suspend is made.. , -
I:event/Guardian .

, . .

to oral notification of suspension that day and written notification postmarked no later than one school day after
suspension. . -
to a school-site conference by the third school day of a given period of suspension (tJ d. Code 48910)
to appeal to Area Superintendent .

-' to a DHP (diseiplinary hearing panel) within 20 days of recommendition for expulsion . T ..,

to notification by certified mail of a scheduled DHP at least 10 days prior to hearing .. , ,,,_ .:....,. r
to appeal expulsion by DHP to Board of Education .,-:...._ . i.: ;it; ..: . , ,-?:::i. ... .

1 7
.... 1

.... to appeal expulsion by Board of Education bysending written notice to County Board of Education (Ed. Code .

. t : 1Z , . ... :7:, erL.-
-'

.:.7-.5=:..'

' .
, . - . i,........

.. . ,
..48920) .- .

, ,...,_. . .:. .. ,....:-'....1.......1- . .- -. *1. - ., s ,; .. -. . .

- - - : .1- -- -:-?-..: . . `-' '" . -: t ; ...1 /:6 -
, A. .: . . : %

.. .....-- ,. ,..:,

,.. ..

.

- CIVIL RIGHTS ; / 's .- .:*-. l : - '
The Principal may search a student or a student's locker if there is reasonable cause to believe that the student may

.

have a concealed weapon, narcotics, stolen property, or contraband. ` . ,-.. - . ",
Police do not have the right to search the person of the student during the course of an investigation, unless the
seaFcti is either incident to an arrest or there is reasonable cause for the search.'
Police may question a 4tudent in school in connection with an investigation. The student has the right to answer or _ ,

. : to decline to answer such questions (Ad. Bulletin 6010). '...;,: t...:' r , .... ... a L O ... :i The Principal or his/her designee must be present when a student is being questioned by the police.
Where e statement is being taken by the police, the student shall not be requested to sign the statement unless

. IIPProval has been obtained from parent/guardian (Ad. Bulletin 6010). : . .

The police may not remove a student for investigation purposes without arrest, until parental approval is obtained,
. . .. , .

rAoopl in cases of imminent phyiical danger. (Ad. Bulletin 6010.)
-

i/-
..- I ,.. : ..- - b.-x...4.n le we .
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'SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

. . .: ;"e f.. .

Regular school attendance is a high priority for the district. both In educational end funding terms. All school districts

1 - In California must rely on money received from the State based on regular, and consistent school attendance. to support
quality education programs within the distsict:.,..;, *:. e% ,:r,..., ..-...4,...,-. -, .7 . . , .

'r., . I ...::' ..'....i.2f1" :4 -.: 14.i vlio J,' ":...,47,?..,7.7t..` siTez .....,5 _ - .

It li extren:ely impOrtant that student' remind their pareriti to writire mite whin absent. Failure to do this, will net ".

10 , . - ''''' only count as in unexcthed absence:bui'wil cause the districi ic; loss Its' State funds.:' .74;.? .*,1*-:::,.' v.! (4, .

-01: 'Y e,--1)--A.e.t4P.elt era$'re="st.1.. -:,i%.1,01y.**-144.itylc-:3-N:Ver,72:-.. 4e- ,.,.. / ..,,,... - .Ns . . ,, .. . r , . .
:Valid absentee are the student's illness. doctoddentist appointments and attendance at a funeral (1 day), ell other 0, ....
absentee art 7 ri 14111 ind shOuld'noi ocitieduring the school day. Proper planning by students and pirents can lead to,Y";* *4..:1'' repute; si:hoel attends na ind lea-ming.' ',..4`,...1'..,..-, t.."'-' ii-41.(,:iPlkti' ...;;7:trs",rtii.` -:."..il ''-':': ** ';'" '- ivr 1 ..,...ed,,,..6 i. , a I. V ft . 1 '..ji f ('4 "?'

-4:

''".:"-- : t r" A 1- _c- -.I, .tof- --1-6te:-. A... ''s . .44: 4--,-/' . -Nclegeor,.;:e.. ..f,!t.4 *, , . v..,,...,-,...r ., . ,.rl. ` "-426W&111:%141,..Xc-° 1 ift11::tc. 1:4;:jk .. r .. .4 ,..y .,,,, j . ;.= , ,. ,, 4. A ,..
t7 ...... .....,4.-F:1 ....4.;;I , r 4,19. tr ..0:7, k:1;.16-"PA 1:. .2.1"1:6. ;'..ot .. ; to 0'.. 61 6. .41.! 4 Of .'..r... . y .4., . . . ' 1 .

J.. .." " e:%Mi" 4" 14.". .'"1"'" l'.."."r SARIS ANCISARRS .': '''... v '- ' 3- ''' ) c 1. .

.7....?:' N..-, -4 ...:1 ... .......- .., , ,;.e.. ......,..: zooz, , i. e'er' : ...3.+.71%:#,et .....472..".V .....""......1"
Students whose attendance is irregulai or truant, and whose behavior is Insubordinate or Incorrigible may be referred to
the SART (School Attendance Review Team), and If no improvement is noted, to the Area SARB (School Attendance
Review Board) for appropriate action. If attendance and behavior fall to show improvement at the SARS, the .

chairperson may refer the matter tO the County Superintendent and to the juvenile court.' t: "'"'''''':.
.. ... . : .,., ,, ..... . - r o %, ..k :...;. . *,.. It ; t tt.y., .:, .t . !...... ..

. ... ' . 0... . 1::;..% , ... ..t... 6. . ,;.: 1 !.....i. '1'.. ,, .. ., i........4 .c. - . 1......, 4 t ., ..... '.1. . .. N. '. .Z.....j.: .. r ......,. .1....,..4.:;.. y, ti: r.c.,-Kt
...L4..210. .: 1r ..7.% t.. CORPORAL PUNISHMENT .. '' i ... . "'. ..,1.:4'.v.-.1" a".' *;

Personnel shall not administer corporal punishment to students.'' ' .."- A' - Z' ' .. . '7r::.CI- .(171:.%.".
"c "0,..- .....,, r

,
.' gs'....-:t ',....--. : ,c. , 4.. I.., j , ; N. . t . . .1.1., . 8 44. .

1.---. -." ''' -4: l'..-:: _.' '. 4. -.1. ....) '' ..1..-:. . ...: t. 1 II 1:3,,,ii ,/..... ;.. -- .,....',..---..,..., .., . , , . ., ,..- .:- r ... ..... c. - ,,,.....: . cc...... j,,c. 44..801! 11. t.. , ,:
SUSPENSION . -.

4 4 .4.....e ',.. .71.-!....f"...1. ii. .. J. ...1.... I.! .,........ .. . .. . ; ;... 1. c:e.t it.-1 j..." 'I` '.
Suspension Is any temporary removal or exclusion of a pupil from regular classroom instruction or from school as .
initiated by e teacher or administrator for adjustment purposes. Students shall be suspended when other moans Of;
correction fail or when the student's presence is likely to be dangerous to others ordisrupt the instructional program.

, ..**: *,- z., le': . *'. . ' . . -

Students may be suspended for: - , - .. ,

- Causing or attempting to cause damage to and/or theft of property; . '
- Causing, attempting to cause or threatening to cause physical injury except in self dilense; .

- Possessing, selling, or providing to a pupil at school or at a schpol activity off school grounds a dangerous weapon;

V -

- Unlawfully possessing, using. providing, being under the influents of drugs or alcohol;
- Possessing or using tobacco (except as allowed by high sciiools with designated smoking areas;) ,-. ,
- Committing an obscene act or habitual profanity;
- Wilfully defying school authoriews. .' :

Thil principal or other appropriate administrator may suspend a student for no more than five (S) consecutive school
days. The procedures involved In a suspension are:
- As soon as possible, the principl or other appropriate administrator should hold an informal conference between

the teacher and the student to allow thc student the opportunity to explain his or her behavior and to discuss the
reasons for stispension. *---,re***%% - . . ./ ; .*. _

- Parents are given written and telephone notices of suspension witSin twenty-four (24) hours. If the school cannot
reach a parent by phone, a student will not be sent home in the middle of the slay.tc t ..--.7f --'' :4-- *.. - P
Parents are directed to attend a confeirenee as soon as possible td discuss the causes and duration of suspension. The
law requires parents to respond to a request for such a conference without delay., ";...":.....7,...;. '1.1,t-'1;';':.:';,., ;,.. , ,

Suspended students are allowed to complete and receive credit for all assignments and tests missed during the
suspension which can reasot 3bly be provided by the teacher. Tbe parent or guardian of the suspended student may ,, I
request a meeting with the Superintendent or her designee to discuss the causes and appropriateness of the suspension. ,
Such request should ba directed to the appropriate Area Office. N.) pupil may be suspended for more than twenty (20) .. .

days in any one school year. .. : , 4 o',,..i. ,
)

.. 1 . .. $ %

s . . ,.: . to :
TEACHER SUSPENSION ..

. . .

A teacher may suspend a student from class for any of the above acts for the day and the following day. A teacher must
arrange a conference with the parent or guardian of the child as soon as possible. - -::..--. :':;*,-::

'''' ' ' . 1 :-...' . :: '-'. *e- ''.' : , *. " ,. '1*-- '. .''. :*',:A ..., *

A teacher may also refer a student to tlie principal for consideration of suspension from school,for any of the abovej.:
acts. Suspension is mandatory If. a student brings a dangerous weapon on. to school grounds or attacks or menaces a ..

School District employee.- ,. - , e: *.t ** r f '
_ . -.-.V.-..e 1 . .4.. .....,..- v - ... * .....4 ..... ...x ....V O..: - ...1,66.1 6. .......

.' . .
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1:731-KTT:'2711-rler-'.?"''''''" 3.- 7- - "!' tsat .

,- . ' '' ''.17;:" . 7's.flq...-4-.-"?r 4-11',14 :tk\: { : 4 1;1 .TP ' -4r . 'is. .
l-':1 e''''.'"1... ''''e t Di °Ai `-'1%g I44m;I:"-'11.:.'" i '.,.vt.-.... - :;:. sl,,,.t.)..l. v.... ., .-9.-- ,...; , f .- "t.- .i.1 , 1, o% 1%* DE

4 .'t ..(04 . 1"' ''. t* te.: A.4'4' ": : ese (.41,'"". 44117 T E NTION '1,' 19*".1f ' ' 4 .;1. s. ely: 0*.s4,10 -;0:111:."' -.*P -..' s 0:1 let, . 0.-0,.. - =, , ,- *i s' -:. .. t' l' ..* '.' - i -31 ' r. -.A.. _ ...,: ti, 7.,,. . t...3.), z. >.... tr . 1 "..4. - r* - if I I. i;t"x' .2.'Ateicgii can refer a student to the. achobi counsoor or appropriate a m n s rator or detain.is studant fo..r.no! more .........

:";its.'"'ithen.consi houi "ei theind of thlickoof day. if Suspension Is not mandator1/1:37-4;..s:ZW. ,)..,..$;,-,.:...'.:111..'14:,,..41.!. rc,,,Ar, ', .4_,.. ,,. . .., .1 ,

't skfirly, 'Wil.-'0:',..A. - f'..,' %, .rozi..Rw--.-.,., -404 zi.,..4-%.-t=4.. - ..,.c.s- ..Jrvoz. - - .,.:.... ..

rtt.04.,#,,4VViptir-rm.kny, .
t.= . --v t EXEMPTIONS -f-, 9 Nut 1: .:t ,. ;4,2,0.1/4.- ...y.:;X01/4.s.t.kr3/4`.si.-4%,,, .

Sii'Ai tic rgi be'airsempt Isronit art 91 cOmpuisory School attendance at the request of their parents for varioua et.
47:" -# ''' extenuating circumstances-as defineif byrstate law. Pleas* call 836-8142_for Information on requ.eittng sucti,exeamption.., --

;..4 ... ,,i; .,Pt.1:".1r**.lt%4A.,1%.:Iniet?ti1466t5F04.4....:Xitifrill'I's"':.:;°44...4:113-1:14trX4:'.f
."' 4:12 :: ''''7 2 .4 1-1.4-41 .. r.,7*.,. .i.;4,: 5 -,:,:.- ,:,::::.;';.,./e.,,..,..,;.F:i 4.2.;t.i....;,(-..;;;)Nif.oi..t.p4pL9.i.........,,,.. Exciu.s.,ioN...2,:rimvsy,4i-A-,,,..1,c..;:z.....,./.....-, .-.: ,.. I"( ,,:......17.J01:: I C ;.. r - . ; - 3 , 1%. ' , L ;Aril. .... *Pes: .7..1 //^ 3,' /: 4'.:*4:43!3i'. .."1

.

.': The Board of Edulation`may exclude students from attending school for any of the following: . .; .` :,..*:: :
- Filthy or vicious habits. 'contigiote or infectious diseases. Including noncompliance with state immunization .

requirementsr ''': ,..,,,:- ,;;;!?...:-: :7::;;,-/.1..-:......,:-...,,...;:..............,,,.:,-,...- .. , - . : - ...::..,. .7"
% ' ''' l':1 "Z' '' .' ...... .. ::.:1:-. Physical or mental disability Inirrilcal tO the wafters of other pupilst: ?.. "",, . : .

:. -, :-- .t.-:- .- ;. ..., .s:73-.0.,.-.;19.,:, ,; -:. -,.---1 t-c--,i-1, *4 P'..t.-.:: C : ''' ,'' !/ ":/ '. ." - ........:- , . '., o..4. -:* . - " A- .. ,...... f. :. J. 7. A..., . ..: .......4",,rt Ar.)$1. EXPULSION "1:'1At .444.; :I 'in--% .11 1 - - k. i-:"*A I -9

-.--'. 1 . '- . %-:::C=.1-..-4.::4i- ........ .. 1.4...:..... ,..;4 4.111i ..: '..*.: .. . . ,...:, .. .... . .. ..
Expulsion is an involuntary suipension from the regular classroom instruction for 'longer than five 151 days Of
Involuntary transfer to e continuatiOn sch8(31 lir program; A student may be recommended for expulsion for any of the ..!

acts listed above es grounds for suspension. When expulsion is recommended, the Superintendent will convene
disciplinary hearing panel. The student and his or her parent or guardian will be notified of his or her rights, including
his or her opportunity to appear, and to be represented by counsel. The purpose of the hearing is to cliscuss the causes
and appropriateness of expulsion. The disciplinary hearing panel will make a finding as to the appropriateness of the
e xpulsion to the Superintendent. If the disciplinary hearing panel recommends and the Superintendent determines that
e xpulsion is appropriate, the Superintendent will recom, mend suoh action to the Board of Education. The Board then
decides whether expulsion is appropriate: 1.,'''. 9. *I- .... .'-' " - '. %.,4s.,* : s., ;. ....

Plea:tun: 836.8142 for furt'her information concerning due process or appeals refitted to expulsion.--
. 't ..',::-`:- ''' GROOMING AND DRESS , ... '. - ......... . . . ..;-:-. .- Z - ..... . . . ...

All students are to maintain personal standards of dress and grooming 'appropriate to class and school activities.
Footgear must be worn at all times - for reasons of health and safety:::;.. *T. '. ' . -. . '. -

...... - ., i . 1
.

, . ; a GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
.: *. -:.: -:, . 1 .

Tlie unit requirements and proficiency tests ars recommended for ell high school students. They are mandatory for
students who graduate after June 1980.:!..."...-:.; .

1 '....!..1; . . .
.s.,. ....r.I.--1z.s. 4N - .. . "." ,-4. NT:-..,,i:..! .7 .:

A diploma of high school gradUation dtaln,e granted to any student who completes a total of 21 units of which at least
15 are earned in grades 10.12 and who has a grade-point average .of.,1 .51 or higher. Students must also pass a test of
proficiency in reading comprehension writing and computation skilli.L;:,' .:: ,.1 .' : :*." ... "."

..-- ,,.. ' '' -,-- e ...,... - ".: *. :,..3' r....4. ."- .....
...t11..DP. - ...2..-:* 1 t;1* 14 :'".

i.,...... . .. A . i.... ' " GRADE PROGRESSION7a,":.--.'"?:)...-- 1;',..:4.4.1'..17';''';`.'.'-'' -t.4 ... . ..1.. : -...., - .

. ,...... .1.., . - r- I....1 s. 17t: "'" '
A ,,,1 ' . 1.... . ". *.' ... . . .^ - : !' i.. k4 C./6' , . 1 7.:; ' i , , , .e.ftt:f! l .\'...": " ' ... .,

, The following minimum number IST units must ge earned for placement in 'the next gradet'' :".;,,All ''-'-'4'-
'

, ... ..., ,9, .....,,,,4.1 - 3--. I- : .. ,..
... 5 units for 10th'grade standing -:-, "-- .." .: "1.,. , *:: '' -.

. . : , . , ., .; ./.... I.; i; .

. 9 units for 11th grade standing "...`.........../ ; :,: ." -.--- -r- . l : f- '- " ' : .
: 15 units for 12th grade standing -- -..C..--: .. ,

- - ,. . -
21 units for graduation ; .-,....,... ,: ,... - :, ......", -.. , .-...,, .1 . .. -: :- L. . . ..

. ...:
- .. - .... A . :..../t. ) ? : .5

NOTE: ONE SEMESTgR COURSE EQUALS mAJNIT .....!:7. ,.,,:,... . :.:...... ...., -'-,- :, ..
......,.. --, . .

-Necessary information regarding specific course requirements and prOgrammin9 should be obtained from counselors at .

the individual school site. .....: , , ' 4..1 .. a ,.....ilt.":" it ". . ''' fi ..t"/".f.f.4.:4' 4. c ... , ...
... ... ... .., .1,4. :":. ; ,. f%..,,,," .-,::::=; ...

:".. ' .":... L'. `. , ."" . - FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION"::-:.-: - : s. ; 2- ....
; ...or . ......4 . ." .. a a . ..,

Students have the right of freedom
:
oripeech

.
within the public school environment. This includes use of bulletin .

boards, circulation of printecrmaterialswearing of Insignia and oral statements." 1.:.-% ;e- ; .... 1. . .. ...= - . ,,
. ,

However, freedom of speech Is nofabsolute. Not protected aril: -. - ... '','-: - . ...
libel and slender, obscenity, and speech which disrupts class work or which causes substantial disorder or Invasion
of the rights of others.

: . rd..... ... rob .

The school administrator may regulate by reasonable restrictions, time, place and manner of student expression. .

. v . - 1-- ..- - - - --9.*.c!s'efr..iti--. I: -.-....szt-.:1"-:IecL::-.1.1.-.*: .::-' - .,-- .;):' .-F".":""s* -: '
.. : ". .....

5 . . . ... ai '.1C.ir st- 4...C.. r. ,:,...PC, 4 , sr,r.o..*. 1:. . ..., ; ...: v ....,;-. ...I....t., .. ,t.... .
- .. . . : , ... : 7.1.1 ,L r. -;,... . L, 1- ... ,,4 ;op% $s:7. ' `-, *.>i ...:L. ..

....-....................L-. ....."-a..Z.L...VoLiti.1:4,1j..i,:::::;..a..i& .14...itS-...4X.1.11.,42;.:4...ta,i.P. -;r %; ...-.......1,4 4. ....../......
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Please fill out
and sitn form
on last page
and return
to school

I.

OAKLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
September 1979

0
NOTICE OF RIGHTS

TO PARENTS/GUARDIANS
AND STUDENTS

California law requires the School District to notify you
as parents or guardians of minor students of your rights
and that you may either permit or refuse to permit your
child to take part in any of the activities, progiams or
courses listed below. Please note that the code sections

\ or other state or federal laws dealing with each activity,
c\ourse or program are only briefly summarized in this
nc\tice. Complete copies are available upon request from
theprincipal's office. Please check if there are questions
aboatother programs.

ABSE\NCE FOR RELIGIOUS PURPOSESAfter
completaw a minimum day, students may be absent
from school for religious purposes at a place away from
school. Absences are limited to four days per month.
(Educ ation C de 46014.)

SEX EDUCA lON COURVS AND VENEREAL
DISEASE EDUCATIONCourses may include
health, family life anci sex education in which reproduc-
tive organg and their functions are described, il-
lustrated or discuseed.,ln order to be excused from atten-
dance at these courses because of religious beliefs
(including personal moral convictions), students must
have written permission from their parent or guardian.
(Education Code Sections 51550, 51820, 51240.) Note:
These Education Code Sections do not apply to words or
pictures in any state recommended Ncience, hygiene or
health textbooks. Parents or gtiarelians have the right
to inspect instructional materialused in these classes
provided they give the school 15 days notice.

IMMUNIZATIONS FOR COMMUNICABLE
DISEASEParent or guardian must, file written per-
mission before their child may participate in any im-
munization program. (Education Code 49403.) No per-
son may be unconditionally admitted as a pupil of any
school district unless priof to his/her first admission to
school in California he/she presents doeumentary
proof that he/she has been immunized for measles
(rttbeola), polio, diphtheria, pertussis (whooping\cough)
and tetanus. 17 Cal. Adm. Code No. 6020. A puPil who
has not received these required immunizations will be
admitted conditionally if he/she provides written
verification that he/she has received the first dose of
the appropriate vaccine within two weeks of admission,
Health and Safety Code No. 3382. A child will be ad-
mitted unconditionally to school without immunization
if the parent or guardian files a letter with the school

stating that such immunization is contrary to his!her
belief. Health and Safety Code No. 3385.

CHILDREN NEEDING MEDICATIONWhere a
child is required to take medication during the regular
school day, a parent or guardian may request
aSsisfance of the school nurse or other designated
school personnel in administering the medication. This
requires written instructions from the prescribing
physician and a written request from the parent or
guardian. (Education Code 49423.)

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONSA physical ex-
amination will not be given to a child if a parent has
filed written objection to such an examination for the
1979-1980 school year. However, it should benoted that
a child may be'sent home if he/she is believed to be suf,
fering from a recognized infectious or contagious dis-
ease. (Education Code 49451.)

MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL SERVICESThe
District makes available to parents on a referral basis
optional medical and hospitalization insurance at their
own expense for pupils who may be injured at school, at
School-sponsored events, or while being transported to
field trips and. excursions. (Education Code 19172.)

PUPIL RECORDSParents and legal guardians
may arrange to inspect and review all official records,
files and otha data directly related to their minor child.
Students, 16 years of age or older, or who have com-
pleted the 10th grade may arrange to inspect and review
all official records, files and other data concerning
themselves (see pages 2 and 3). (E ducation Code .19063.)

HANDICAPPED PUPILS; PRIVATE S('llOOL
PROGRAMSThe School District is required to
provide free appropriate special educational facilities
and services to exceptional children. Education Code
No. 56030, 56033. Please contact the Director of
Programs for Exceptional Children for further informa-
tion.

TESTS/PERSONAL BELIEFS;No test, question-
naire, survey or examination containing any questions
about the pupil's or his parents' or guardians pers. onal
beliefs or practices in sex, family life, morality and
religion, shall be- administered to any pupil in
kindergarten or grade 1 .through 12, inclusive, unless
the parent or guardian of the pupil is notified in writing

L 14
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hat such test, questionnaire, survey, or examination is

to be administered and the parent or guardian of the
pupil gives written permission for the pupil to take such
teet, questionnaire, stkrvey, or examination. (Education

'Code 60650.)

LTERNATIVE SCHOOLSCalifornia state law
authoriies all school district's to provide for alternative
schools. In the event any parent, pupil or teaeher is in-
terested in further information concerning alternative
schools, 1.,he county superintendent of schools, the ad-
mini stratAse office of this district, and the principal's of-
ce in each attendance unit have copies of the law

available for your information. This law particularly
authorizes inteiested persons to request the goverhing
board of the district to establish alternative school
programs in each district. (Education Code 58500.)

TUDENT CONDUCT & DISCIPLINEPursuant
to California state law, the Board gf Education has
adopted policies designating districtwide standards of
student conduct. and regulations governing dis-
ciplinary action procedures to be used in schools
throughout the District. The responsibility for fostering
these standards of conduct is shared by Board
members, administrators, teachers, supportive per-
sonnel, parents, and students alike. A pamphlet sum-
xnanzing these policies and procedures is distributed
with. this notice and is available throughout the com-
munity. (Education Code 35291.)

CAREER COUNSELINGIf a district provides
career counseling or course selection activities in
grades 7 through 12, parents are to be notified in writing
at least once before the career counseling and course
selection activities take place. This is required so that
parents may participate in the counseling sessions and
decisions.

NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICYThe Oakland
Unified School District does not discriminate in any
program, activity, or in employmenkon the basis of age,
creed, sex, race, ethnic background, marital status,
national origin, or handicap. (Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1973; Section 504 of the 1973
Rehabilitation Act; Oakland Unified School District
Affirmative Action Plan, adopted March 30, 1976.)

All student complaints of discrimination are resolved
according to the procedures set forth in Acilninistrative
Bulletin No. 6012. Employee and applicant complaints
are resolved according to Administrative Bulletin 8012.
Inquiries concerning the filing of grievances may be
directed to the Office of the School Principal, Area Of-
fice or Affirmative Action Office, which also coor-
dinates the School District's policies and regulations
pertaining to affirmative action programs. For further
information, contact John J: Carusone, Administrative
Assistant for Affirmative Action/Urban Affairs,
School Administration Building, 1025 Second Ave.,
Oakland, CA 94606. Telephone 8368217.

0 NOTIFICATION TO PARENTS/GUAR/HANS
(PUPIL RECORDS)

Dear Parents/Guardians: _

n the course of your son. daughter's education, the
School District will keep records as deemed necessary to
provide programs to meet his her needs and interests.
These include records which we are required to main-
tain by state law; (1) Legal name and sex of pupil, (2)
date and place of birth, (3) name and address of parent
f minor pupil, (4) address of minor pupil if different

than the above, (5) entering and leaving date of each
school year and for any summer session or other extra
session;* (6) subjects, marks or credits toward gradua-
tion; (7) immunization tql.g health inermation; (8) par-
ticipation in special edueItion programs; (9) parental
uthorizations or prohibitions of pupil participation in

specific programs; (10) date of high school graduation
or equivalent; (11) parental restrictions regarding
access to directory information; (12) parental
challenges to records or to disciplinary action; and (13)
log or record those persons.or organizations requesting
r receiving information from the record; and records
which state law permits us to maintain, such as: (1) ob-
jective counselor and;or teacher ratings, (2) standar-
dized test results; (3) verified reports of relevant
behavioral patterns, (4) all disciplinary notices and
attendance records.

2

You have the right to inspect and review any and all
records, files,.and data related, to your son/daughter;
they will be available for such review at any mutually
convenient time during the regular school day. If you
have any concern regarding the accuracy or ap-
propriateness of any information or record maintained
by the school, please do not hesitate to inform your
school of that concern. If you desire to challenge the
contents of these recordi; we will inform you of the
procedure you must follow in making such a challenge.
You may also have copies of your child's records at a
cost of 5 cents,per page.

You may consent inlwriting to the release of your child's
records or any portion thereof to other persons. The
recipient must agree that he 'she will use the records
only for the purposes spiel fled and will not disseminate
the records to other pvrsons.

The District is not authorized to permit access to
anyone without written parental eonsent except necess
shall be permitted to the following:

1. School officials, teachers and other employecs of the
Oakland Unified School District, provided said per-
sons have a legitimate educational interest in inspec-
ting the,record.

1 4 d
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11112. Officials and employees of other public schools, or

school systems (including local, county or state cor-
rectional facilities where educational programs
leading to high school graduation are provided),
where the pupil intends to or is directed to enroll.

Federal education officials, the United States Office
for Civil Rights, the Superintendent of Public In-
struction, the County Superintendent of Schools, or
their respective designees, where such information is
necessary to audit or evaluate a state or federally
funded program or where it is necessary pursuant to
state or federal law.

4. Other state and local officials, to the extent that state
law requires the information specifically to be
reported.

5. A pupil 16 years of age or older, or who has completed
the tenth grade, who requests such access. Normally,
a pupil under age 16 and below grade 10 may assert
rightp, of access only through parents. However, cer-
tificated school personnel may imtheir discretion dis-
close records to such pupils.

e School District may also release information from
studenerecords to the following:

1. Appropriate persons in connection with an emergen-
cy if knowledge of the information is necessary to
protect the hegIth or safety of the student or of other
individuals.

2. Agencies or organizations requesting the records in
connection with a student's application for, or
receipt of, financial aid.

3. Accrediting associations.

4. Organization conducting studies on behalf of
educational agencies for developing, validating, or
administering predictive tests, administering stu-
dent aid programs, and improving instruction, if
such studies are conducted in such a manner as will

st

not permit the personal identification of students or
their parents by persons other than representatives
of such organizations and if such information will he
destroyed when no longer needed for the purpose for
which it is conducted.

5. Officials and employees of private schopls when
pupil has enrolled ot intends to enroll.

The District's policy regarding retention and destruc-
tion of records is as follows:.

1. No additions except routine updating shall be made
to the record after high school graduation or perma-
nent departure without the prior consent of, the,
parent or adult pupil.

2. Permanent pupil records shall be preserved in
perpetuity. Unless forwarded to another district, in-
terim pupil records and permitted pupil records may
be adjudged to be disposable when the student leaves
the district or when their usefulness ceases. District
personnel shall assure that pupil records not be
available to possible public inspection in the process
of destruction or dispoSal.

In addition to the records specified above, the District
maintains, the following "Directory Information"
reprding your child:

Studept's name, address, date and place of bth; major
field of study; participation in officially recognized ac-
tivities and sports; weight and height of athletic team
members; dates of attendance; dcgrees and awards
received; most recent previous public or private school
attended by student. di-

Such information may be released to PTA and other
school-related organizations, representatives of the
news media, employers, prospective employers, private
schools or colleges, but not to any other private profit .
making entities or organizations. No Directory In for
mation will be released if you notify the District that
such information shall not be released.

14
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OAK:I..,AsND PUBLIC SCHOOLS'
0

Board of Education
Seymour Rose

President
1?,ssel). Bruno
Vice-President

Barney E. Hilburn
Elizabeth Laurenso

James, Norwood
Peggy Stinnett

David S. Tucker, Jr.

0
Ruth B. Love

Superintendent of Schools

Please fill out alid sign this portion
and return to iichool within 10 days

PARENT/GUARDIAN ACKNoWLEDGMENT

I have received and read these notices regarding my
rights relating to activities, courses, or programs and
pupil records which might-affect My child during the
1979-1980 school year, and the accompanying student
conduct and discipline pamphlet.

(Signed)

Address
Parent or
Guardian o

(Name of Pupi

Septembk 1979.

4
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SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOt DIS'I`RIC;11
3734 Walnut Avnu Caratichat, California 95006 916-484-2011

August, 1977

Dear Parent:

The San Juan Unified School District is required to give annual notification to
parents regarding certain portions of the instructional program and matters
related to school administration. Acknowledgement of receiving this informationA
is located at the bottom of this page. If you have questions or concerns, please
contact the principal of your child's school.

'Sin ur.s4.7.

HN STREMPLE, Superintendent

CXY,PLZSORY S.CMOL ATInMAN:2 - (Ed. Code Secticn 48200)
.

.

Tne law requires sch=1 attendance of children and youth between the ages,of 6-18. Children and
youth betuecn the ages of 6 and 16 are subject to compulsory full tine attendance. All youth

.

18-18 aie subject to cccpulsory oontinuation education attendance. (E.C. 4g2bb Dor every out-
of-szbobl youtib Under 18, a legal disposition is required,.

RELEASE FOR RELIGIOUS INSTRUCT/ON - (Ed. Code Sections 46010-46014) ..
.

California school districts may release puDils from school (after the minimum
school day), with written parental or guardian consent, to participate in certain
kinds of religious exercises. Request forms for this purpose may be ootained
io your school 'office.

.

" ,
.

SEX EDUCATION COURSES AND VENEREAL DISEASE INSTRUCTION \ (Ed.Code Sections
.

. .

51550-51551 and 51820) ....

Family life education programs may be proviged in 9radeI K through 12. Venereal
disease instruction will be provided inig7ades 7 through 12. If instruction
about human reproductive organs and their functions, proc sses, and diseases are
included in your child's class, you will have an opportun ty to inspect, review,
and evaluate the written or audio-visual materials to be u pd. You will also be
asked to inform' the principal of your school in writing whe her or not you wish
your child to participate.

EXCUSE FROM HEALTH INSTRUCTION WH/CH CONFLICTS WITH RELIGIOUS OR MORAL DELILFS -
(Ed. Code Sections 51240-51246)
During the school year, the instructional program in some classes at somegrade
levels may include instruction about health. If such instruction will conflict
with your religious training, beliefs, or personal and moral convictions, please
adise the princii,al of your school, in.writing, not to inclVe your child in
thAs phase of the instructional program;

CORPORAL PUNISKMENT - (Ed. Code Sections 49000-49001)
Teachers, principals, and other certificated personnel are authorized to adminis-
ter reasonable corporal punishment to pupils when such action is deemed an
appropriate corrective measure. Corporal punishment will not be administered
without prior written approval of the pupil's parent or guardian. The written
approval shall'be valid for the school year but may be withdrawn by the parent
or guardian at any time.

IMMUNIZATION FOR COMMUNICABLE DISEASE - (Ed. Code Sections 49400-49408)
A parent must give consent in writing for a licensed physican to administer An
immunizing agent. ,

(Please read reverse side.)
CUT HERE AND RETURN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO SCHOOL

Pupil's Name Grade
WM:Name) (First Name)

ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF INF6RMATION PERTAINING TO PAREIT" RIGHTS AND SPECIALIZED
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS,

Signature of Parent or Guardian Date

Is your child on a continuing medication program? YES NO
(Please chear

"



,

ti.,:ipt:iliamles OF PRESCRIBEd MED/CATION FOR PUPIL - (Ed. Code Soctions 49420-49425)
.1:ie.:I:heel nurse or other designated school vaployee wa.il administer prescribed medication
4nrtng i'hn achool hours only_ upon written request of both the.physician and the parent(s)
Oe the vexidirAn.

(9:re(mon Paocnxn OF VXDICATION - (Ed. Code Section 49480)-
State law rriuires that the parent(s) or guardian notify the school when their child is
on continuin medication for a nonepiibdic condition; i.e., asthma, hayfever,, hyper-
AotiYity,,liabetes, epilepsy,,retc.

takimort ?ROM PHYSICAL EXAMINATION - Ed. Code Sections 49450-49457)
Th\ phynical examination will not be given to a child whose parent requests this exemption

in wrttina. However, the child Inay be senE home if, for a good reason, he is believed
to 17e wEfaring from a recognized contagious or infectious disease. .

mtwrIoN OF VISION - (Ed. Code Sections 49450-4.9457)
'Evaluation of vision of a child, including tests for visual acuity and color vision
by the school nurse or teacher, if authorized, will .be made upon first enrollment and
at least every third year thereafter. The evaluation may be waived upon presentation
of an appropriate certificate from a physician or optometrist.

1111

HEIDICAL AND HOSPITAL SERVICES - (Ed. Code Sections 49470-49474)
Pupils injured at school or school-sponsored events of while being transported may be
insured at district or parent expense.

null= RECORDS AND INF.ORMATION - (Ed. Code Section 49060-49078)
MI Compiling appropriate facts and records pertaining to each student is a necessary function

of the school district. This information is needed as a record of each student's progresS.
The educational records for your child are available for your review upon request to the
building principal. You may receive a copy of these records and you have a right to a
hearing to challenge their contents. If your child changes ichools, his/her cumulative :

record will be forwarded. Special records (medical, psychological, or special education
records) will be sent to other school districts only if requested in writing by rarent/
legal guardian or adult stuaent.

Student directory information may be released to those coOperating agencies normally
connected with,the activities of a school or school district. These include PTAs,
reprezentatives of,the news media, publib and government agencies, employers and prospective
employers. Directory information includes the following: student's name, address,
telephone listing, date and place of birth, major field of study, participation In official
recognized actiVities and sports, weight and height of med.Jers of athletic teams, dates
of attendance (entry and withdrawal), degrees and awards received, most recent previous
educational ayency or institution attended by the student. Parents desiring this
informatioh not to be released are requested to make this known in wr1tim to building
principal cf your,child's school or Ann Henderson, Custodian of Records, San Juan Unified
Sdhool District, p38 Walnut''Avenue, Carmichael, CA 95608.

MNDISCRIMINATION OU iirE BASIS OF SEX - (Federal Regulation, Title IX)
The district has an operating policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of sex in its
educational programs and activities. Cornelia Whitaker, Director of Curriculum, San Juan

0 Unified School District, 3738 Walnut Ayenue, Carmichael, CA 95608, is the Title IX
Coordinator.

fOSIDENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL ATTENDANCE - (Ed. Code Section 48200)
To establish the right for attendance in a school district, a child of compulsory attendance
ago (6-1.8 years) litust be living with a parent, relative, legal guardian, or a foster parent.
If you have questions regarding the residency of your child, contact your building principal
or Merle Padilla,(Supervisor, Child welfare and Attendance (484-2671).

4/AH:nd
8-77

E.gu.28
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SAN LEANDRO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

NOTICE OF RIGHTS TO PARENTS/GUARDIAN AND'STUDErr

California law requires tL. School District to notify you as parents or guardians of minor
students

1

of your rights and that you may either permit or refuse to permit your child to
take part in any of the activities, programs, or courses listed below. Please note that
the codOections or other state or federal laws dealing with each activity, course or
program are only briefly summarized ia this notice. Complete copies are available upoa
request from the custodian of records.

1. ABSENCE FOR RELIGIOUS PURPOSES: After completing a minimum day, students may be
absent fnmn school for religious purposes at a place away from school. Absences are
limited to four days per month. (Education Code 46014)

2. SEX AND VENEREAL DISEASE EDUCATION COURSES: The governing board shall not require
students to attend a sex education, faaily life education or venereal disease educatioa
course offered,in the schools. If such classes are offered, the parent of each student
enrolled in such class shall first be notified in writing of the class. Opportunity shall
be provided to each parent to request in writing that his/her child not attend the class.
Opportunity shall be provided to each parent to inspect and review materials to be used.
(Education Code 51550, 51820)

3. IMMUNIZATIONS FOR COMUNICABLE DISEASE: Parent or guardian must file written permissioa
before their child may particiv,e in any immunization program. (Education Code 49403) No
person may be unconditionally admitted as a pupil of any school district unless prior to
his first admission to school in California he presents documentary proof that he has
been immunized for measles (rubeela), polio, diphtheria, pertussis (whooping cough and
tetanus). (17 Cal. Adm. Code: 6020) A pupil who has not received these required immuni,
zations will be admitted conditionally if he or she provides written verification that he
or she has received the first dose of the appropriate vaccine within two weeks of admission.
(Education Code 3382) A child will be admitted unconditionally to school without imnuni...
zation if the parent or guardian files a signed statement with the school stating that such
immunization is -contrary to his or her belief. (Education Code 3385)

4. CHILDREN NEEDING MEDICATION: When a child is required to take medication during the
regular school day, parent or guardian may reguest assistance of the school nurse or other
designated school personnel in administering the medication. This requires written instruc-
tions frmn the prescribing physician and a written request from the parent or guardian.
(Education Code 49423)

5. FHWICAL EXAMINATIONS: A physical examinatiOm\will not be given to a child if a parent
has filed written objectioa to such an examination for the 1978-79 school year. However,
it should be noted that a child may be sent home if abe/he is believed to be suffering from
a recognized infectious or contagious disease. (Education Code 49451)

6. MEDICkL MID HOSPITAL SERVICES: The governing board May, under certain conditions,
provide or make availahle medical or hospital service for injuries to district students
arising out of accidents occurring: (a) while in or on buildings and other prendses of the
district during the time such students are required to be theretN(b) while being transported
by the district to and from school or other place of instruction, or (c) while at any other
place as an incident to school sponsored activities and while being t7sported to, from,
and between such places. (Education Code 49472)

7. PUPIL RECORDS: Parents and legal guardians have the right to inspect and review all
official records, files and other data directly related to their minor child. Students 16
years of age or older, have the right to inspect and review all official records, files and
other data concerning themselves (Education Code 49063) A charge of 25e per page will be

made for copies of records.
Federal Law (HR-69) P.L. 93-380, Section 438, With Amendments & State Laws: Pursuant to the
"Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1943," this is te inform you of your rights
regarding student records. The rights apply to the parents of minors, and to students age
16 or older or who have completed the 10th grade. Whenever reference is made to "parents"
the rights and privileges provided to them arc provided to the student when he/she turns 18.
In summary, therefore, references are to "parents/eligible students." The rights of parents
terminate on the student's 18th birthday except that when the student is a dependent as
providedin Internal Revenue Sec. 152, Laws of 1954, the parents also retain access righte.
(They must be providing over 50 per cent of the student's support.)

REV. 1978

x, 15J
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NOTICE OF RIGHTS TO PABENTS/GUARDIAN'AND STUDENT (Continued)

7. PUPIL RECORDS (Continued): You may request an opportunity to inspect any and all official
school records, files, and data related to your child (or yourself if you are 16 or over).
The school has five days to respond to your request. If information in the file is inaccurate,
misleading, or inappropriate, you may request removal of the information or include a state..
ment disputing the material which you challenge.
Other provisions of the new Federal law restrict the people who have access to the information
in student records. School personnel with legitimate educational interest3, schools of
intended enrollment, specified Federal and State educational administrators, or those who
provide financial or student aid are entitled to access without your consent. Certain groups
are permitted directory information without your consent, as wt11. Access may also be obtain..
ed without your consent pursuant to Court order.

8. HANDICAPPED PUPILS; PRIVATE SCHOOL PROGRAMS: The School District is required to provide
free appropriate special educational facilities and services to exceptional children.
(Education Code 56030, 56033) Please contact the Director of Programa for Exceptional
Children for further information.

9. TESTS/PERSONAL BELIEFS: No test, questionnaire, survey or examination containing
any question about the pupil's or his parents' personal beliefs or practices in sex,
family life, morality and religion, shall be administered to any pupil in kindergarten
or grade 1 through 12, inclusive, unless the parent or guardian of the pupil is notified
in writing that such test, questionnaire, survey or examination is to be administered
and the parent or guardian of the pupil gives written permission for the pupil to take
such test, questionnaire, survey, or examination (Education Code 60650)

10. ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS: California state law authorizes all school district to
provide for alternative achools. In the event any parent, pupil or teacher is in-
terested in further information concerning alternative schools, the county superinten-
dent of schools, the administrative office of this district, and the principal's
office in each attendance unit have copies of the law available for your information.
This law particularly authorizes interested persons to request the.governing board
of the district to establish alternative school programs in each district.
(Education Code 58500).

11. STUDENT CONDUCT & DISCIPLINE: Pursuant to California state law, the Board of
Educationhas adopted policies designating minimum district-wide standards of student
conduct and regulations governing disciplinary action procedures to be used in schools
throughout the District. The responsibility for fostering these standards of conduct
is shared by Board members, administrators, teachers, sumortive personnel, parents,
and student alike. A pamplet summarizing these policies and procedures is distribut*d
in connection with this notice and is available throughout the community.

12. FEDERAL LAW (Title IX) P.L. 92-318: Title IX regulations require that no person in
the United States shall on the basis of sex be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subject to discrimination under any educational program or activity
receiving Federal fiRancial assistance. This requirement not to discriminate extends

to employment practices by the district as well.

13. SIGHT AND HEARING TESTS: Upon first enrollment and every third year thereafter until
the child has completed the eishth grade, the child's vision shall be appraised by the
schoOl nurse or other authorized person. This evaluation may be waived, if the parents
so desire, by presenting a certificate from a physician, surgeon, or an optometrist
spelling out the results of the evaluation. (Education Code 49455). The provisions

of this section shall not apply to any child whose parents or guardian file with the
principal of the school in which the child is enrolling a statement in writing that they
adhere to the faith or teachings of any well-recognized religious sect, denomination,
or organization and in accordance with its creed, tenets, or principles depend for healing

upon prayer in, the practice of their religion.

14. EXCUSE FROM HEALTH INSTRUCTION: Whenever any part in the instruction of health--
family like education and sex education--conflicts with the religious training and be-
liefs or personal teral convi:tions of the parent or guardinn of any student, the
student shall be excused from such training upon written request of the parent or
guardian (Education Code 51240)

15. PR ATE SCHOOLING FOR HANDICAPPED: Any handicapped Rupil for whom a special educa..

tion placement is unavailable or inappropriate may receive services in a private, non-

sectarian school. Please contact the local director of special education for specific

informatija. (Education Code 56031)

" 154
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The Board of Education
& Pupil Behavior. .. .,: .., .
The Boardylihes to work cooperatively
with students, parent*, staff., and other
persons in the community to develop
policies for pupil behavior which will be
in the best interest of all concerned.
The principal of each School is expected
to insure that all students In that school
are informed of these policies at the
beginning of each school year, and that
transfer students are so informed at the
time of their enrollment
This publication has been prepared to
assist the Board, and the principals to
inform all concerned persons of .these
policies. (Education Code Sec. n5291)

f
GROOMING & DRESS POLICIES All
students are to maintain personal stan-

' dards of dress and grooming appropri-
ate to class and school activities. Foot-
gear must be worn at all times for
reasons Of health and safety. Bizarre
clothing, costumes, or clothing that Is
too revealing, is not to be worn sO that
it will not create a distraction that will
interfere with the educational process.
A student who comes to school in viola-.
tion of these policies will be sent home
to prepare properly for school before
re-entering. ,

DRUG/ALCOHOL POLICY r- For the
protection of all concerned, students
are forbidden to use, provide, possess
or be under the influence of drugs or
alcohol while at school or any school
activity. Violations of this policy will be
reviewed by the District Adminfistrative
Drug Team, after the student has been
suspended, to determine what further
disciplinary action shall be taken. The e'
San Leandro Police Department, will
also be notified.

%

I
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DETENTION Students may be de-
tained for disciplinary or other reasons
up to 1 hour after the close of the maxi-
mum school day. .

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT Person-
nel shall not administer corporal punish-
ment to pupils.
SUSPENSION is the temporary removal
or exclusion of a pupil from regular
classroom instruction or from school as
initiated by a teacher or administrator
for adjustment purposes.
Students shall be suspended when other
means of correction fail or when the
student's continued presence is likely to
be dangerous or disruptive to others. ,

Students may be suspended for:
1. Damage and/or theft of school or I

private property;
2. Causing, attempting to cause, or

threatening to cause, physical injuiy
by fighting or assault - except /in
self defense; ,

3. Possession or providing a danger-
ous weapon; 'I

4. Possession, use, providing, or being
under the influence of drugs or
alcohol;

5. Possession or use of tobacco except
as allowed by high schools with
designated smoking areat;

6. Commission of an obscene act or
habitual profanity,

7. Disruption of school activities;
8. Defiance of school authorities.

A student shall not be suspended for
more than 5 consecutive school days.
Suspension procedures include:

1. Informal conference with students
`to allow student the opportunity to
explain his behavior and be advised
of the reasons for suspension.

1
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2. Parents given written and telephone.
notice of suspension within 24 hours.

a. Parents to attend conference within
72 hours. .

Suspended students are allowe.d to
complete and receive credit for all
assignments and tests missed during
the suspension which can reasonably
be provided by the teacher. The pupil
or parent/guardian have the right to
appeal the suspension to the District
Hearing Officer. Please call 577-3010
for information on such appeals.
EXEMPTIONS Students may be
exempted from the laws of compulsory
school attendance, at the request of
their parents, for various extenuating
circumstances as defined by state law.
Please call 577-3010 for information
on requesting such exemption.

EXCLUSIONS The Board of Educa-
tion may exclude students from attend-
ing school foe any of the following:
1. Filthy or vicious habits, contagious

or infectious diseases including non-
compliance with state immunization
requirenients.

2. Physical or mental disability as\such
to be detrimental to the welfare of
other pupils.

EXPULSION is the permanent removal
from enrollment in a school or the dis-
trict as ordered by the Board of Educa-
tion. Expulsion may be ordered by the
Board when other means of correction
have repeatedly failed or if the con-
tinued presence of the student causes
danger to the physical safety of others.
Pupils can be expelled only for those
reasons for which they can also be
suspended. State law provides for full
dute process and rights to appeal any
order of Expulsion. Please call 577-3010'
for further inMrmation on due process
or appeals related to expulsions.



Rights and Rqsponsibilities
of Administrators

RIGHTS .
To hold pupils to strict accountability

for any. disorderly conduct in. school or
on their way to and from school.

To take appropriate action in dealing
with students guilty of misconduct.

Recommend suspension, exemption,
exclusion and/or expulsion as the'situ-
ation demands.

RESPONSIBILITIES .
To provide leadership that will estab-

lish, encourage and promote good
teaching and effective learning.

To establishpublicize and enforce
school rules that facilitate effective
learning and promote attitudes and
habits of good citizenship among the

students.
To request assistance from the Pupil

'Personnel Services Department in mat-
ters concerning serious instructional,
behavioral, emotional, health or attend-
ance problems.

To grant access to pupil records by
parent/guardian or others with proper
authorization.

-47-1

Rights and Responsibilities
of Pupils

RIGHTS . . .

To Temain enrolled in school until
removed under due process conditions
as specified in the Education Code,

To have Access to records upon
reaching the age of sixteen.

To be informed in class of school
rules and regulations.

RESPONSIBILITIES . .

To attend classes regularly and on
time.

' To obey school rules and regulations,

To respect the rights of school per-
sonnel and fellow students.

To be prepared for class with appro.
priate materials And work.
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Rights and Responsibilities
of Teachers

RIGHTS . . .

To ex ct students to behave in a
manner w ich will not interfere with the
learning of other students.

To have parental support related to
academic and social progress of stu-
dents.

To expect students to put forth effort
and participate in class in order to
receive a passing grade.

RESPONSIBILITIES . . .

Informing parents through report
cards and conferences about the aca-
demic progress, school citizenship and
general behavior of their children.

Conduct a well planned and effective
classroom program.

Initiating and enforcing a set of class-
room regulations consistent with school
and district policies.

_

I

t
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Rights and Responsibilities
of Parents

RIGHTS . . .

To be informed of district policy and
school rules and regulations related
to their children.

To be informed of all facts and school
action related to their children.

To inspect their child's records with
the assistance of a certificated staff
member for proper explanation.

RESPONSIBILITIES .
To visit school periodically to partici-

pate in conferences with teachers or
counselors on the academic and beha-
vioral status' of their children.,

Provide supportive action by making
sure that children have enough sleep,
adequate nutrition and appropriate
clothing before coMing to school.

Maintaining consistent and adequate
control over their children.

% To ebe familiar with district policies
and school rules and regulations.
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, !, SCHOOLS Bac To Sc ool n 8-7
including 1eg41 not1ces required lOy th8 Eduo8tIOn Code, 0- it e iv
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Dear Parents:1 wt.r e r4,4
taY t-

1978-19 sc oolyearjs a putt° .egin..(except to year-m.711"as rthIch are, always.A.sessionl, All ot usthe Governing

oar :sr ncipals te,actaruild other persiihneli-afif lookInci foiwird 1O-serving"yOul-nd yourchild(ren) thrOughouI the .ik,rlivo)t,

7ari'aaxion to. Fiprov e our comr-Tiu'hicatioqtthyOu.,Thii pamphlet of essential Inforrnititkis4pad qf

Fc,deral rro State fa;v:s-ie4Ulr`e Ich`ool;To sencrc'er6tn notices RitheOhaii sendlipar:ate ribtkes,live.haye lncludedl,

all the iegarciolICplus ottier paFtiphlet. II lqour hope that you Al cirefutly reait the inforr,riatlon novv:, then,

keip this pamphlet V reierence throughautthe Tcticioi year: you- 'are rncouFied to-share the inforTnatIon with our-child; partkularty thOse

pages that discuis sfudent rightCresponsibIlities'ind standirds
We; In the school district, very rnucliv;ant toav an ope6.Communications system with You, the par,ents. Whenever you need,

advice . additio'nal ihiormation,.or siMply have4a,cii:lestion to ask;' the firSt place to contact is' ifr child's school. The phone riumbet!

is iisted oh page 2. After school hours, please call the 24;hour -recoded answering ser/ice , : YoUr caH vyAl be returned
4 .t!

dunng the next working day. If you still need.addltiOnalinforrnation: pleaie do not hesitate tO call

This pamphlet will ehable j/ou to become bettor inf6rmecrabout many-aspecti of the'schools..There Is Information about, school ,

c,aendars, -report cards, lunches, Insurance proUrSrrii and ttie overall Instructional goals for the district

There are two immediate iequests to you,,thO prehti: (1) pleiselead the IiifoimatIonlii thls paMphlet, 2),please,tIll out the

'Receipt of Required Legal Notices" on page.5,..The'if tear off the toim'aild tibeiour child return the for'M to his-ar her sCh-ool. it

Indicates to us that yOu have received the required legal riotrces'-..L.IA:-.7f '`1!.!

Let me restate that all of Lis in the "tr:.'",s nitied School District are here to serve the Children and youth o *lease

contact us' tf you ha,:ftra prObleni, If you wan to vlitra'schooCorirydu wish to .volunteer soineof yOU'r talinti'to workins In the,

schools. I hope iourhild has i most succeSsful'and enjoyable school yeaf!frr'',,fri ;A-7. 4tY/47i.t14:4.-4,1.k.,!rks

) %F. is.V.." 1.' 4 7 k's' . r t sincere! 4r.f.
s>... r_ , ,

;
SuPerIntensdent of Schools

, . , ,

10";.. s' ; P :1W; C..; 1%, 'XVY p ;
, - - A.', '1. 1,1.5' ,;;;71,-

STANDARDS OF STUDENT BEHAVIOR,%rcis.7**.ife,'.4.--e.ivec"t:st:*
, .

"it can hardly be argued that either students or teachers shed ttieir constitutional rights tO freedom or speech

expression at the schoolhouse gate ":.--~`:.' : ... 4s..0 Qt- Justice Abe Fo'rtai'41",=-!..1.-.
f./.; . \A'r.

The Legislature has, vested the Gove`rning Board of the '/-0.0.4:14,t, filled SchOol Dislrict with the-power and dutyto adopt rules ,

and regulations tor the government and discipline of schools unser its.jurisdictión, to preScribe the course of study, and to_srnair

tam at all times effective control at students In order to cariy oUtsuccessfully the-purposes'of education. Studentemkbe severed

froM anendahce at the public schools for, vioiatiohs of las and feasonable rules and regulationVii,-!-11:1.- 7

The Governing Board, realizing Its obligation.fo prbvide foi-the community the best possibly educational progranifor all Its citizens,,,

has adopted the following policies pertaining to standards of-stlident behavior; when under theffirlidicUon of schoOfpersonriel.1,4,;;2-..

I, ATTENDANCE: StudentS "shall attend school regularli and shall bepunctual In their altendaTre._

11.
APPEARANCE: Students shall be, neat and clean..They-shallob-serve modes'of dress, styles of hair, and standards of grooming;

- (including the use of cosmetics) Considered to be appropriate fdr their sex, age level and sChool actJvty and ion1ormlty With 7,
-

-,$, the studious atniosphere deilrable arid necessary In a school-The abOve standa'rds shall 12e,determined by thrscicOorprinOpair*,-

4' Of his delegated authority-1 'rtt" '141'61 '4' "44.I.4.-t.tivt
, .4 -- 7i 4, 4.1 -

Iti. CONDUCT: Students shall respect the iuthority of all school em'ployees. They shall abide by school rules and regu ations and

the laws which apply to conduct.of juveniles or minors. Students shall respect the rights and privileges of their fellow studentiY

Students shall maintain high personal standards of courtesy; deCency, ,rnofality and 'fionesty, They Shall use acceptable'.

- la nguage at a ll tim es Pa, ; 4.1/ .,ts:4-,it, .;::::?.:,,lioRtiT,W1311.;,)--"-&.0,:i I'71,;': z-1..

Students shall conddct themselves In such a manbei that,the safety of lell-oW student.S and schbol erneloyees wll1no t'be

dangered. Th6Y shalt be'r'esponsible ror the OFotection arid-preservation of schoolpropertyt.NKR.IL3P,;47r4V't,i1,14V-W.:4-*

ty. SCHOUST1C PROGRESS:,Stddenls Shall exert (e-isOnible etforl ihd- shall make reasonable-progresi in'their studies. coat,

mensurate with their 47-7'
. -1. ; t: %.

REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES CONCERiiING UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR ;2

j; GENERAL-REGUIATION'S:-drieviCviin.Co6rairstudenli to"ae`prtull Fesbonstblllti f 600d clt1zenship,16 to InlogMhem A.

their legal rights iFereipiirisibilltie-s: Siudenfs-a fe. ei,p5cted to cOmPliwIth the' policies -adopted by.the Govering Board khlob

-
are based on the California Edlication Code"anTottie? pertinent St:ate lawS, these rAulations apply to Students tn attendinee'e,

any school siionsored fuhction;:whetherit be On their' oWr.yschOof 6thunds O'i

-.4. Principals, teachers ind other School Pericinnelan attein-ptin'g to reioldthe problerns of stUdents, shall use any iesources;

services and 'recordi_which -are savailable,t6 themThe schools' shall maintain doCurne[04 ieconis ,otdeviant _f

students (1)as a meins.of helping In their gi'Marice, a-re-cOid for Parentalconterences;A iiinformatiOn auttionz0

agenclei; and (4) 1or supportive evidellce wherFi-uspension?'excli;slons,liputslonsrbrexemptions'majbeEonie
necOEsarl:::*

1"7"-r...... - 4 "rf; fe-AVA A.X.;-Saly.Ack

.4.

, ft 0 0. .0 41.04Z-4,1". 'VW
j 4.\-)..1"..REitilPiDE.R.:411.1.0U1* FORM ON PAGE 5 AND gm YOUR CHILD RETURMIt Hli FCHOM.., ,?;

ttn,!;g4:1T11 '44f 4:4-,71111it
k..444. A7A-k..v.,1,4c11 ,

4 '4/ "

,, 14 4. : ,
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. , 4 . .t.
14,:t 44,-Aa4.1;'). -.$7_ .41 L - 1.

c.40t.1 "*.t1.
Stendards,e!Studant pehavfor?..ConVR;s

F Tbe sChOois srialf *.gOlicIrr&cjil-terest 'and ceoperZon of parents 'and' guardians In working .oh plobloms affeCtIng thole
children*,,ITYS-chools-sh-alrmake,r4sonible tiffOrt to infTh thern ot UnaCceptable behavior Involving their, children.

''.'S`,INO'elementaristuden.t shattlie-se'nt 'untifa designated pardnt, guardian or other autho'rlied per-' son h4beeh:notified telephOrii.bfw-rItteh*Coin:muhreation#AWA,i71.:4.,..f4.44p-,4,1-.fi- .r- II 1:ACTIONS TO DENY THE RIGHT OF.ATEENDANCE:Min A.studant becomes unmanageable, or if Conditions exist,whic h requirs
N' ",:rerriPral of thestUdiFit fikiri`chOofA Which-rendef:CoritIndeiratteridiricern school Inadvisable,:the schoolimay ,reso_rt 10 US.,
41- Penirre.6.1enijitlo-rOre3.<0SIBIIZATTAtiallist'of eau ses .

4. Ex'a-essVe-tx unwa*Jectahsence oktirdlnesi'after tielki directed to-atterid s&hoor.idgularly.. Use. possession, supply or,'
totiacco, l'nicatliigthfuee;tiarcottcs or'failuZeniCar"UaIn brixinds, Acts of inlimidation, extortion, Or

lilrircecheatini.orq.aminatains or othel school..work". Gambling pp or near school giounds .
lack.of respect for the ,righls;priiledes:and Foperty'of Other'sfairitsaand school embloyees.,* Obiceneor degrading

leg:Age, writing pr Pictures: USA weapons or having_Weapons in' possession; Willfully damaging, destioying, or de-
facing school Property or properti-of individuals on'or adjacent tOschool drounds; 0.Habltual Insubordination and, disorderly
conduct or continued willful disebedle-nee,'Ope'n'ind persisteni defiance of the-authority of 'school perionnel, or habitual pro-
fanity or vutgarit Fightinb; or instigating a fight; on ttie-sCtiOol giounds.--)e ` v *-

Methods of Readmittance: Sttidenis who-hi,:e. been excluded, expelled;of exempterrriay be readmitted Only.thro-ugh the appioval
. of the authorities .who were officlailY responsible for their jermi.nation of enruilment As a condition of readmittance, students and
_

their parents-may be required to Indicate, In A riting, their willin-gness to iccept and support these Standards of Student Behavior.,
-c.Ael r*---<.,-., ,*,; FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL STUDENT_ PERSONNEL SERVICES ":1a0 %. ,., ,....-:-.,i -,. . ....... ...

'-' ;it ',-,;'-',;-4.,..1 ..', 4; ., '..-7+;.1.-..-i :' i : fj tf ," -4.,'-,: 3...*:74.'-:::./j4.i' .1. '... '.:: ': L-.',1::.;...---; :.:' ..1., ..f,?, ,...:1. -.4 ..": "4 1{1: ....^V It , ,$. .i ....'-."'--. ,. ... .7.",- .7- FOUR WAYS TO GET FAST ACTION::',- '-....'...-`2..:',":-..,:777 4:,.::::::'/'-t...-,- - , - ,.. 1; -.1- 'N. i - . .. ,--- J.
1._. Call, the Principal.of_your Child's School; The prinoiPal is ready -and willing to'inSweir questions and respond to rumors. If ... .

. necessary make an appointment for'a conference with tne principal and Other.rnembers of the School staff.1.;,* ..' ; ., ','::-.),:':.-...:'
If you can't reach the pincipal during 'reduiar'school hours'use the :'Dial YOUr Schoiils',' niirn6er listed below. We will returnyour

call the next working day and phone you at mirk if yol, like:..1,1,..--,'R.:,,!;;:f.:,4.S.t'-, ri'i::":":'-'27::.:::,i;:ir;-1 .7 ""*I.:
2 Help Us Identity Persons.Who Have Violated School Rules: If your thlid has been har.4.;sed, contact the principal Immediately.

ide-tification,ot the other student(s) is,o1 greatest importance. The principal Cannot lake disciplinary action tiniess he knows who to
discipline. You, after consulting with thiprincip l can decide if the matter should be referred to other agencies.- ', !,': --.

3 flep Us Stop Rumors7Dial Your Schools,t4 ' .....0 Don't be .oart of rumors, Call the 24-hour recorded answering service
to get answers br to alert school officialilo a pote '. obtem.''-.3--:-...: .4" . -..:-'-' rt '-'.,-." '':'.. '''.;,' ;1,-',''''%:.:

4 Call the Superintendent The Su-perintendent ii-a1Wais-7,iiiii-4-10 talk with parents. If you have-not discussed the
matter with the principalyou wit e,e J5ged to do so because problems are best solved at the school leyel.The, secretary will bs
pleased to schedule-an appentment foi'you --?,,L';g ,* -7-7 ';=7,...15 -7' ' , 7'1' - lal--- .-F-- -4-" ''''..i"sr? 1.1,-11'1.- -;. '. - . - (--- ."-14.1-:. . s ..- -. : O.= -1 ..:-- i':,:... - ff --:\ ' t..-. . ' -I' .:- ';' --4 -`414,- '7."..'r, _../..,--.'.... ,'." \'''
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- -f Nii;...jA mit*424 K ru LEGAL NOTICESk.
SCHOOL LUNCH

Jnified Soho& Cisina. serviees nutritionally well bat:an-C*3d meals every school ay,to secondary, eleinbntary, kindergarten and
care stedents. Meals are provided at po charge as part of the pre-school/chlid care program. Students of kindergarten

, through twelfth grade may purchase a dally lunch ticket at the followfn() . A
,1" 1

-"P401%1% ( 416111:(06ria'; 'T mentary',';;4 Senior High r, Adult. , -of r fA? C

iNtii;s% 2i.M; 55 Cent3,1, 60 cents 1 .00;
BreAltast centsF2.47.1.1;; s.po program;4,:,, no program

2 Reduced-price lunch w/mlik4, , ;10,centstr:,T,4 14.i.10Cents,:,.:,,,..."C,,10, cents i,.1:11=i5.'1Y, 10 cents ;

.kiteduced-pricebreakfastw/mIncireyeA,V.4,..414.1t7 10 centr,007,..,,44--',.,10.centsykly\-iLls,10.centS::4" , 10 cents 1' *:

. pint 3nSri.>'ec.1.,t4F''4"-e,t"' 10 centigi,_;,..,..q.4 10 cents'i eg'tee 10--cents 10 cents' '.'""°49 15'7 rl.$0 p )1'4. A

Ch,idi en from famines whose Vicome is at Of below certain levels are eligible fortree Land rne;is Or can purchase them at the reduced

rates. If yOu have high medical bills; shelter:casts Irilexceii-of 30 PeiCent of jou'rincOirii; special ".educatIon expenses dUe to the mental .

pllysical condition of a child or dIsasfei or casualty lossef, your children may be eligible even though your Income Is greater than the'
minimum set by law. kt:' '4*

More detaiied information about this Program along with an application for. Free and ReduCed-Prjce meals and an eligibility scale will be .
sent to all parents at the beginning of :he school year.,. -7: l

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL OR CALI. '0:4' ("1:;fill) -SUPERVISOR ".: "
, i *. STUDENT WELFARE AND ATTENDANCE g . :1r

INSU NCE COVERAGE e .: .. ' r'
Th t ,v7F77.2 unified School District does not provide medical or dental Insurance to pupils injured on school premises through school

activite ntwKer, parents can pUrchase Insurance for t lr children from the local office of Mutual of 0Maha Insurance Company and its
life insurance affiliate, United of Omaha, through re);e1V:Z.,',=,i*Seir,r- : ,=1*-

Under state law, it IsrequIred that any student.ta ing part in_in er de : ietic events 7.team,.members, band members, yell leaders,:
team members, and team managers=emust carry a policy of insurance with minimum coverage of $1,500 for accidental death and

$1,500 for medical and hospital expenses.,The poticy,offered, will fulfill thls'rdquirereent except.compentors In tackle football,'
The Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company plan does not cover students !Or Inidry as result of operating, riding tn or upon, or alighting

from a two- or three-wheel motor yehicle or any form of sklIng..The Increasing number of suckinju-ries Is the.reasonlpr this exclusion.
An applicatron fo,m and a brochure explaining details about benefits, provisions, and exclusions of the policy will be sent home from the

school. Pareats desiring the coverage should complete the application, pine the premium in the envelope provided and return the sealed
enveiope to their child's teacher. Please keep the brochure for your own information. The coverage will insure your child.for the 1978 79

school year, including summer.school ,* ,.i:`. r
Period of coverage starts from date your Insurance application reaches the school This plan provides accident Insurance for school pupils

at moderate cost. While this plan is voluntary.(for those students not participating In athletic events), 'you will undoubtedly want to con-.-
sider taking advantage of this seMce.--e, ! :44 f

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL "):ICIa---k*Ik'iiitiifIll7NrrOketi)1;"ie.'e:iez::-..:i4,,,,tit-lei ) ,

PUPIL RECORDS PARENTS` RIGHT .TO INSPECT RECORDS , "..: '4. " ) -

. - ,`

In the course of your son's or daughter's education, the school darict will keep recoldi as deemed necessary to meet your child's
needs and interests. Such records are. Enrollment information including Sirth and residence statistics-and Jamlly background. Cumula-

tive record of test icores, grades,..couFs-es -of Study, and disciplinatfnotationS. 0-Attendance and healli records, Records lequliod foe
adrnIssicin to: and progress In, speCial education programi:i Teactiér'obsérdations and recoinmendstloris fecsird to educational 13rod:

grams and student progress and developrnentAt2g;,,Z;,e.i"..1- le-i%t

The Family Education 114hii and Prrvacy-Act of 1974, with amendments, and the Education Code_of the State ol Californla:confirrn
'pal ents' kgrits to review their children's educational reCords stUdents esfdhte'en Yuri of age Of older-ailo'niyas they are siudents and are;

claimed as oependents for ineome tax purposes. YOu may review records at in3:mUtually7convenlent time during the regular school
day. If. atter ley iew, you have any concern regarding.the accursacy or appropriateness'of any. record; plei'so do 'not hesitate to InforrAthe
school principal of your cOncern. You have the right to request that consideration be given tor am6n'dment or removal. (EX. 49063). s,:,-,

.FOR MORE INFORMATION; CALL SPECIAL SERVICES Agg689 ..."a -1,,!. - .

PUPIL RECORDS DIRECTORY INFORMATION irt131.,4',.vve0e1'zee!..i..le.mi,eiAA.,;.refiiiili . 1/4 '1

According to the law, school dIstricts'maY releaselvhat is termed "directory,Information" -regarding any current or former student.;
Directory information is defined as'eontaining not more thran the following:,* Studenti name-and address. Telephdne number. Data'

and place of birth. Major field of ,studi:JartIcrpation in officialli:recognized'actlyltlei and sports', *Weight and height of 'members of,*.'
athietic teams. I Oates of atlendaFice., Degrees and awards. received. Public' oi private school moit recently attended by the student. ,

This "directory Information- is legithately'released to such organilations 'as the 1),.T.A:: fecrulting offic-ers for the Armed Services;
perspective employers, or representatives of the news medla.?....:e2es:::,ke's:-; ee,eee

yOu do not want directory information-off your child distrib'uted;you must Conlaci 3, Our child'S school within 30 days'of recestipt of this'
pamphlet and tel the principal to take joiir child off the school:s list ofdlieetory information. (E.C. 49073)

e.

zN.FOR M ,z.0 AL I SPEC IA .SER.V IC E,S -4/2207 ,
. ,

" c14, .r
, TITLE IX NIN-GEND ; IISCRIMINATiON.,e;4e?'-(,f 1. -.i.1144**,,1

As part of ''''"*':,14.1311 Unified School Distild'i progjram to provIdie quality education for all of Its students, we arel;_plOmonting
policy of non-discrii .nation on the basis'ol gender. This policy is In compnance w th Title IX of the Federal Education'Amendments el 1972.N
Our policy Is another step toward our goal of providing each perion With an equal bpportunity.to'hive-the'kind of education necessmy for

a successful future; "e % Z.:_ii:, zfge".:`!'rii0."215.0t.4":et
This Board policy, #4110 adopted July. 6, 1976:states;."It I 'the olicx ot the Governing Board noL to discriminate on the bAsisid

gender in lts education prograrris and4acvIties ' 71, ;I :**

.1 FOR MORE I N FORMATIO CALL ,$?-"AtgOe).1414-,".74iff17';''''':.i 1 114444 Slitr:
s.sir:t..r 3.4'16 ..4w r,h 1

t 1.4 10' ck REMINDER. FILL OUT FORM ON PAGE 5 AND HAYE YOUR CHILD RETURN TO HIS OR HER S NJ, t- 44r4.-

fi7r-t;:'*.lisr,0,'',(fs:--.4;g4-7:.-tAle'vA-t.e44/UfVrbIrt t-PO4,0.7%/ -
%;.e .7., 4 44 e4:1`_,:i.."Tg'" t. nclti "1, *, ritirs,riilj ". *. 44 le, ..0-%
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CORPORAL PUNISiiMENT 4,-

.- , cis "."4. it I t t
..

0 )..., r , .. . ...4. .11 os . ,... V,
. cnoral punishment (spanking) shall not be a ministered to a pup7W.Ititout the poc tten approval of the pupli's "parent or guardian,:
This appLgval. when given, shalt be valid tor the'school yeai in which It is submitted _ may be withdriwn at any time. When agreed to

by the parent oluaidian and determined to be necessary to, school'pesonnel, this type 4! punishment yvill be administered In a controlled
manner in private and with at least bne other adult sChoolernployee present.(g.c. 490011,;, -,-0'.::';';',4.,f'. ,;:.!L,,....., ::,i
...` 1 '-' L' A4-71i4;-Irk`:". ..; *F b Cm ORE INFORMATION CALL THE-PRINCIPALT tj.i42. ,4,;',:t-',..*i.,- .*, --1_,' t-

STUDENT PROGRESS REPORTS iflircer,;,,,,,v.p,t;;:414.17,04k4..",MT 4,,.,,. 4,-,%:'),,;;', -',V.'-..,
- Elementity.ochtiol. Both-parent conre,411ce§ and writteri reports are used to 43P_Ort student progress'il elementiiy.schools. Parents,are'
iiiged to contact the ii)footpriticlPaTfor specifICfnfoThiation regarairig detalli of the reporting systeni at thei(child's school,...,

Secondary Schithls: Studenrs in g .ades,rthrougif i2'are graded every stx or nlne weeks ThfreportIng dates vafy with'each school.
ia-tc-t rit :.:01/A'','&"'",?st.Vr, IST,7,7". _ FOR MORE INFORMATION CALLTHE.PRINCIpAC`ill'4rv.;'3''''- 1.f%, -'

BILINGUAL EDUCATION z.- -.-1; Z..,,,i0:7,-?.,-Frifi:V.,t:,,,, .1. ..r....f,;,, ( -,:, ,,-4.4-...--!..-,-..-:, t -0-f.,7,-;;,., 0.. ' 7, : .c.... , .,.':.-y,..-- ... , . :,

The United Slate's Office of -Education and Office olCiyii Rightsleou.re that schcool cktrict provide eCual educational opportunItle fer aft .`

'children, One aspect,is to ir.isurithalchildrert'tihOIamedf;npor F. 410 ,peakIng Icimes and(oc children who have tirnited,Encosn::'

speaking abilities tiave *an equal opporiunity for lea(r^c'success This".:equire's districts to" offer one or More f&ms cif bilingiial programs

as part al the total education program. COnsequentN. ... iistr;C' will continile its Eriglisl As,A. Second Unguage Program, .Its tutorial

assistance. and will offer some programi where 'suh,pc. '0. is "presented bilingually ,.,-;-:'' "2 .let .' P .4 ' .. ,..., ::
parents are notified that their child Is eligible,for a oiingual Orovam Parents have the rig ilt nOlTo have lheW Child enrolled in such a pr0:1

gram it they so desire Notices sent home include de4.'a otion of the co'urse, an invitation to visii the cl'ass a schedule of parent conferences to

explain the obiectives of the Course and the facytia: larents can:participate in at'ie schdoi and:or di (trict advisory committee if they.so ,

des!re..rE,C 52173) :2. ?: "7:1;":-..::f.,2: r...--.FdR ink. 'NFORMA1 UN CALL THE PRINCIPAL '''',:t "". "., :7-,`'.''.;'!:: . ;,,':' ''..
..,-?".,-.'Y' ., ,. ., -, .4 ,'... ---.: ,.. . i

MULT -CUL TURAL EDUCAITON AND ARTICLE 3.37-rA;'.4',;"-:","--,'''..";'-',..., ."? :1,-; , :,:, , :

Schuois have a long traditiori al :..ontinuing:mult 'curl, al awareness studies .i.r.i its uirculurn The gaill'of multi cultural
educa i n is to enhance self image :and.to,Sevelop 6-ositivi-eiationsnips between `and among the varibuS racial, ethple,',and nationality
groups that maxi up this great Ountrjr. --.1-:,i; ."-,;. z,..,:",-.1;,.;?."1":. l';ei:".:..,..3.1,:: ;.',71$-,; ,-:.:;,;-;.,-; - ,1 Is.,;.': '.';:,- ;-; : ,..

The State of California has, enacted Article 3.3 of itle Fducation.Cooe,to enable sch'ool distrcts to do a bettei job of rrialtf-ei?tUrai educa-

lion Artiele 3.3 requires school districts to provide a service
more at the pupils are minority That is virtually evefi .;61ool
of the district to encourage parents ta riarlicipate iriri-eSe'cirogr

, 1.. . .FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL

rams for all,certified personnel in each school Where 25% or
district will offer a district wide program. It is the Intent

ers and as teachers. ,;1:
, .

PARENT NOTIFICATION OF PROGRAM OFFEAINGS , , ?..- t 1,,
',77^4

As required oy aw (Education Code Section 48980 841 the School Board hereby notifies parents and gu,irdians of their right to perrnit
refuse to nave their child(reni participate in the classoorl instruction and school activities listed below Programs planned for lhe 1978-*

79 school year are starred (-) ;:- :

'1 Family Life Education. The piogram called 1:te riuMan 4r-owtr; Progrin" iS par'l ot the curriculum at elementary selects. At Junior .
and senior nigr, schools the program is offered as oan other regular'y scheduieq.c.lasses, This code section does not apply to words of

pictures in any science hygiene or health book"
...

Whenever new courses are planned. parents 'tiro. be notified o' their rights.`lr; inspect and revieW pertinent written or aodio-visual
materials prior to the holding of the cOurse -

Written parental consent .s lof requiied by lava,. bu7,a,wr.it1en)objecl.9n will be honored and yoUr ctiild will liot attend. (E.C. 51 550)

'2 Venereal. Disease Ei.uCatiOn is offered 'at ieco^dary...sch9ois.,P Canju'r2ctiOn witri othee reg'utariysCheduled classes. Schools will .

notify parents prior to inifuction as stited,in-i,teir C

- 3 Excuse from instrue min in the'afeas,Covere4;n:tejc:,1 t above. chiii-to refigious'bellets (includ(ng personal rrierareon;ictions):
Pupils snail re exc'used u ion receipt of a vtr.ittenresiresj :fani.jhe p. a rent or gUardian on! E C. 5] 240)4,7,-;.-,-....,-k ,;

. 4. Immunization for Communicable dises'e'may,be yered .n cbniUnction with th County Health Department for, all stbderits.

parents will De asked to give their PirMISSion in 'r,r,',1g orior tda licensed,physiCian a inis,ering any immunizing agent. (E.C, 49403)

, *5. Administration of medication prescribed by..'physiclan'a'riird during the schoal day may be done by a' nurss or other desIg nated '-
school personnel under detailed instructions but only' upoil-wiitteh pirental -fequest (E C 49424)

in addition, parents are required to inform the school nurse or otherclesignated certircated :employee of the tipe of'medication, current

dosage, and the supervising physician.if ild lc taking continuing medication (E C 49480). , .
- Physical exams are not offered b t. hcos. Parehts are encouraged lo -uSe* their family phYsician7 Howe ;er, school nurses

help identity con6gioLis and infectoUs dised s arieliotlff pare2then.. necessag.,A 'child'may be sent homelf he Is believed to be'

suffering tronia recognized'antagius Or .

Ail children entering icinderg'arten and 11,st grade7m@rpresent a certificate to the schOol; sign.ed by a doctoi, stating that they hasiii/

received a heaith screening exaniinatiorl. Parents may.sigb a foim stating that their children have received a health screening ex.imlnation,,

'or may sign a form stating that they do notWish their c')!Ilaretijo-fecelye this examination .(E C _ -

7 Evaluation of vision and hearing of a child. by:th'e.se-,00l nuke. or teacher-. li autUri4icl; are completed Upon flr'it enrollment and at

least every thild year thereafter. Tb.e.,evaluati,onAay 'waRed iioon piesentation of an'appropriate certificate from a physician or oplome-".

trist C.,49455).;2;:....:er;
'8 Medical or hospi,tal servIcestior pupils iniuned at school sponsored events or while being transported may DO insured at ai'stricroe,.

Parent expense (E C, 4947 2)., .,51..1 4*.'1:-:cr-Yi'CP\1.!`7
'9 Released rime for Religious Instruction Is possible for students at a place awa,.1jorn school p:operly and after the 'pupil has atterkled

schoot for a minimUm day (E.C. 46014) 11:

. , ,

It you do not want y Ou'r child to lespecific prograMs listed above (*), please *stath your obloctlons In wrItln I 'f_

and send the letter to theichoOt priri1pal.'".4.5;;;ZY,. ,"
..s. FOR MORE INFORM&TION, STUDEN.TERSONNEL_SERVICES.7,

.;ctrzt,!:". If r ...s . )114, . I... 1-% rt.. t

r, It' -4,', 'V! Xie t- tr...s.ra.i.7.1.71/2W'
.

- <Sri'
9, P.31,? it t-',V 1%1. 4 !--4- ).-% :,--

';'; 1'...:41?' '-' tkv ridetx,. .1 .vpbt.i I, 4 .

v.



Legal Notices...Con4t.;,. .

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POUCT., q ih.° .21./.tie24.14SVA
10 accorz'ance witla the laws of, State ci Callfornia s e policy of th '1i)nified &hoot estrict o prom) equal oOportunItles

empte ment, retention and advancement of all peopte regardless of eth d, national origin or sex. Furthermore, the district will
establish and maintain a positive and effective affirmatIve'action projram. The goal of such a program-will tie 16 aChlave an ethnic, racial
and sexualbalance among Its employees which reflect the make-up of the school and'Clty envIronments. ,'3

The purposei of the policy and the Agrarn ire; 1, To Provide all students with an opportunity. to relate to.and learn. with Members of -*

various racial and ethnic backgroOds and foincreaie knowledge and inhante inter.culturalunderstanding.. 2. To have succqi models of

the same jace,,sex and ethnic backbroUrid aiiirepresented )n Jhe.student body,3.:roinsiire equal.opporlunities for the employment,
promotion and transfer of all peiionsA-Alitt..311.A ;

Afi ollcies.,Alles and 'regulations-and programs of Hie distrkt conform with the affirmative actiaipolicy. (P4110)t ./
Director of Perso-priet,icthe Affirmative Action OffIcq for the district..;; :"k41.1.1

ega e erence: Oider 11246, Higher EaucatIen Act Of 1972 Title IX, Ethication Cod 13274*. -
FOB MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT, THE PERSONNEL OFFICE ! 1.4

,_ Se'-'41.r /1,4 _..___ t r e- -- ..

FOR PARENTS WITH HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
The Education IorM hlaDdicapped Act (Public, Law 94-1'42) -requires that school districts' inform the parents of handicappCd children 'of the

due process procedives relating to identification,,evatuatOn and educational placement of handicapped children. The minimal due proceis
procedures guaranteed fo handicapped children and their parents are listed beIow::i (

, Parents. wili be provided with written notice prior to any decision related to identification evaluation or educational -piacenient of their child.
Parents will have the opportunity to respond to the notice and to present complaints related to the decision. '. ,

Parents will be given the opportunity for an impartial due process hearing to review and challenge all evidenCe. A-record of these pro-.
ceedings is required to be made available to parents. The burden .of proof as tci the recommended action must be borne by the school dis-'

trict and those individdals making the recommendatiort.-tI.4-;'.,'.; ) . ,

Parents may examine records of identification, evaluation and placement-and obtain an Independent evaluation of their ,"
If parents are dissatisilied with the decision made relative to their .child4s educational needs they/May appeal this decision In writing to .

the Superintendent. The final authority in such matters IS the State Superintendent of Public instruction In Sacramento:'
Parents also have the r:ght to apply tor special educallon tuition payments when the district cannot provide the appioprlate speclal.edu-

cation prograri. Education Code Sec. 56031 and California Administrative Code (C.A.C.).Title Sec 312

: .E.OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL SPECIAL SERVICES ;;'. . .

HOW TO REGISTER YOUR CHILD AND LEARN ABOUT INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS.. 1
- .. t a

Pre -School Education "(age 2 yri. 9 mos. to 4 yri. mos.). : E,...1?The district operates two pre-scrioot programs

both offering an educational program for young children and their paien 'F'One rogram offers child care services with fees de-
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CHAPTER 4.

MODELS OF INFORMATIoN DISCLOSURE

This chapter has four themes. (1) We describe a

variety of contexts in Which information gPnerally is

valuable to ordinary people. (2) We illustrate why people

are not assured of sufficient information merely because

government undertakes to provide its citizens a general

education. (3) We explain potential roles for government

in providing information, arranging for its disclosure, or

otherwise responding to consumer problems. (4) We

demonstrate how commonly America in fact turns to

government to promote an informed population on all sorts

of matters. Together these t',9mes provide a context for

and the analytic touchstones and analogies for possible

information disclosure requirements regarding pupil

sorting in public education. The discussion of the themes

runs throughout the chapter which is divided into two main

parts: Informed Choice and The,Citizen's Right to Know.

1. Informed Choice

The organization of American society for the most part

raflects a strong belief in individual autonomy -- the

freedom to make choices for oneself. Our main social

institutions, including our economic system, are organized

to an important degree to furthe i. human liberty. A

normative defense of our "market" system for distributing
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some choices which for them are wrong. Put another way,

however, choosing without full information is simply part

of the constrained personal welfare maximizing all of us

engage in when deciding which goods and services to

pursue. Thus, just as we are not infinitely wealthy, we

are not omniscient either; our welfare maximizing must go

on subject to both these constraints (as well as others).

Whether this insight makes the perfect market model

incohe;ent or naively idealized, or whether the

information cost problem is readily integrated into the

classical theory is an unresolved issue in microeconomics

that need not worry us here. Rather, we will explore some

reasons why relying on private information provision will

not produce an appropriate amount, even considering its

cost.

With respect to Many aspects of our lives, we are

provided information about the choices we might make

without any direct cost to us apart from the time it takes

to absorb the information. We are speaking here about the

world of advertising. No one should have the illusion

that this provision of information is costless to

consumers, however. Plainly, if producers of advertised

goods and services are to make the profits necessary to

attract capital to their enterprises, they will have to

pass on Ue costs of advertising to their consumers.

On the whole, this seems just. Those who choose the

product or service have most likely benefitted from the

information conveyed by the advertising; and now they pay
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for it. Of course, there isn't a perfect fit. Some would

have bought without the advertising and would have

preferred a lower price; yet, as they are willing to pay

the higher price, they simply get less of a good deal than

they might have otherwise. Others, however, don't buy

since the price for them is now too high; tpey shift

_demand to unadvertised substitutes or other things

entirely. This threat, of course, serves to restrict

advertising expenditures.

Others benefit'from advertising by finding Jut that,

say, despite prior predilections they now don't want the

service or product after all. However, they escape any

charge for thi.s increase in their well being, even if they

would have been willing to pay for it. This risk is like

many other 'positive externalities' of life in which X

does something for his own benefit which spills over and

gratuitously benefits Y (I see your beautiful garden).

Although these 'free riders' are not thought evil for

avoiding payment for their windfall, the fact of free

riding does create problems in optimizing the flow of

informati* in our society: awareness of their inability

to charge free riders causes advertisers to hold back in

communicating information for which consumers are in fact

willing to pay.

In sum, as illustrated above, in addition to price

competition from nonadvertized substitutes (e.g., house

brands v. brand names), the advertiser is constrained (1)

16j
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by the demand pressures of customers (say, satisfied

repeat buyers) who inevitably become some of the targets

of the advertising but who have no use for it, and (2) by

advertiser's inability to recoup costs from targets who

will never buy, many of whom nonetheless benefit from the

information. Thus, even though great efficiencies can be

gained from tying the payment for the information to the

purchase of the item, there is reason to doubt that tied

advertising will provide to individuals just the amount of

information they prefer.

Moreover, the qualify of information provided through

advertising is also suspect. Advertisers, of course, will

seek to protote the positive aspects of their products,

and they have strong incentives to capitalize on whatever

psychological vulnerabilities their potential consumers

might have in a situation, as we've explained, of

necessarily incomplete knowledge. Moreover, advertisers

may well be unwilling to pay to attack the shortcomings of

competitors, if for no other reason than the fear that

this negative image might rub off on them or on the

product or service in question generally. (Imagine

doctors publicly emphasizing the incompetence of others,

or a step ladder maker touting the dangers of others).

This reluctance can deprive consumers of desired

comparative data. Nor, of course, is it unknown for

sellers to engage in deceit; misrepresentation by giving

consumers the wrong information, of course, interferes

with personal welfare maximizing.
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Non-competitive industries too produce inefficient

levels of advertising. Professionals such as lawyers,

through cartels in the form of bar associations, for years

had refrained from advertising, especially price 4

advertising. This led to the claim that inadequately

informed consumers of legal services paid too much for

simple advice. At the other end, it is sometimes charged

that oligopoly in the cereal industry allows and accounts

for the Nastefill' pursuit of market share through

excessive advertising that most consumers find unhelpful.

In sum, for a variety of reasons goods and services

providers themselves can not be counted on to provide

information efficiently.

Information, of course, need not be provided only by

the providers'of the goods and services themselves. An

independent 'market" in information can, and does, exist.

Consumer Reports, travel guides and investment advice

books are but some prominent exainples. It might be argued

that the "test' of consumer demand for information beyond

that 'freely' provided by sellers is to be measured by

whether a market for additional information actually

develops. On this view the absence of a commercial

offering of consumer information suggests that it costs

more tnan consumers are willing to pay to gather and

disseminate information beyond that which consumers

'naturally' obtain from alternate sources. Put

differently, whatever advertising, word of mouth and self

s

i

A

p
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education fail to provide, commercial information

providers, it will be argued, can supply -- up to the

efficient level of information demanded.

This argument is flawed, however. Any information

market itself will be imperfect. Again the free rider

problem is an impottant source of the difficulty. The

legal system and human ingenuity, although partially

effective, are simply not up to providing full protection

to what lawyers call "intellectual property." Copyright

law, for example, and its elaborate royalties system is

one such attempt, but one which is coming under great

pressure from photocopying machines, tape recorders and

the like.

Put simply, just as with tied advertising, it can be

very difficult for sellersof information to extract a

charge from each of those who see or otherwise benefit

from the information. For example, friends can and do

pass on information to each other; or competitor

information providers can "steal" your data and ideas and

matket them as their own.. These "leaks" can be especially

devastating for someone whose only product is the

information itself. For these sorts of reasons the market

in information may be underdeveloped. Hence, while

consumers at the outset would be willing to pay enough to

make it worthwhile for producers to make S inf:.mation

available, inability of producers to _ontrol their product

would let free riders get S infOrmation for less. This

1 l4
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prospect, in turn, causes providers to retrench and

provide only S minus X, (perhaps representing what they

can better protect or more'cheaply obtain) or else to

withdraw from the market altogether. Thus it can be seen

how the free riding potential can Aake society 'worse_off

-- that is, lead to inefficient under production of

information.

Often when this happens, or Is likely to happen, we

have what is calle'd a "public goods" problem. A public

good is one characterized by either non-rivalry or

non-excludability (or both) in consumption. Non-rivalry
c

means that one person's consumption of the good does not

decrease the supply of it available to others.

Non-excludability refers to situations in which it is nbt

practicable to exclude non-payors from enjoying the

9

benefits of the-good. Market provision leads to

inefficient underproduction of the public good, and some
0

collective action is required to improve the situation.

National defense is a,classic example illustrating
,

both properties. Imagine trying to provide national
,

defense through a market system. Once national defense is

prOvided to someone, others may enjoy the same national

defense at no extra cost (non-rivalry). Therefore, it

would be inefficient to exclude the others from the ,

benefit even if exclusion were possible. But because it

is impossible to exclude the others, market provision will

result in toJ little national defense: there would be too
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many free riders who would not reveal their true

willingness to pay, and private suppliers would be unable

to collect the revenues necessary to provide the efficient

amount of national defense. Thus we rely on government to

provide national defense. Other examples of public goods

include parks, lighthouses, and information itself.

Of course, when government engages in the supply of

public goods (e.g. builds parks) or through regulation

requires private parties to so provide them (e.g.

conditions subdivision development on the inclusion of

parks), there is still the difficult problem of charg'ing

(or otherwise making bear the costs) those who actually

want and are willing to pay for the benefits. Moreover,

it can often be debated whether the matter at issue really_

is a public goods problem, or at least what aN its

precise dimensions. And, of course, if the object of

collective action is conceived to be that which a perfect

market would produce, there can be great debate over just

what that outcome would have been. All of these issues

form the meat of much day-to-day politics. (Public choice

economists are continually working-on devices or processes

other than ordinary local politics designed to get people

to reveal their true preferences in these matters. with

little practical success to date.)

Interestingly enough, information provision is

something that the non-profit sector has taken up as its

mission in a variety of'settings. Consumers Union,

1 7,1
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publisher of Consumer Reports, is a non-profit

organization itself. Churches, the YNCA, and similar

groups plainly See providing information as an important

function of theirs. ManY communities have on-profit
,

information and referral agencies designed to connect

consuters to social services of various sorts. Non-profit

groups that take on these roles presumably conclude that

consumer information otherwise provided by the market is

inadequate, and that providing such information is a

*

valuable use-of their members' and donors' funds.

In any event, despite these supplemental efforts, for

1

many years governments at all levels have been asked, in

.r.

the name of consumer sovereignty, to add to whatever

information comes from private sources by (a) directly

J providing information, (b) regtilating private disclosure
,

and/or (c) requiring the private disclosure of

illformation. And in many instances consumer advocates on

behalf of disclosure have won. As a result, in many areas

of otir lives information is now provided to consumers

eithe:'by government itself or in conformity to government

direction. This is not to say that the public disclosure

'programs actually provide benefits that are worth their

costsi or, on the other hand, that they actually wind up

,

requiring anything that wouldn't have been provided

anyway. Those issues of effectiveness will be examined

later. For now th'e point is that our society has often

turned ,Dllectively to information disclosure strategies

e 17u ,
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as a means to improve the process of personal choice.

(Sometimes, it may be fair to say, the threat of

collective action with respect to information prompts

private disclosure designed to forestall regulation.

Motion picture industry ratings may be an example of this.)

Many collective efforts requiring disclosure are well

known. For example, truth-in-lending is a program

designed, at least in part, to assure that borrowers are

aware of.the true interest rate they will pay on a

proposed loan. The collective strategy here, it seems, is

to help consumers both to shop among lenders and to better

decide whether the cost of the money is too high; without

such disclosures it is feared that 6orrowers will both pay

too much to individual lenders and pay more than they

realize or are genuinely willing to paY for the thing for

which they are using the loan'proceeds. Disclosure here

may be seen as well to serve the psychological value of

helping,consumers feel confidently knowledgeable about

financial transactions they enter into. Similar stories

could be told about prospectuses issued as a condition of

the sale og, new securities and labels put on food and

drugs -- all at the bidding of government.

Another sort of example is illustrated by the federal

government publication during the Carter Administration of

"The Car Book" which contains.a great deal of comparative

information on automobiles. (Interestingly enough, the

Reagan Administration objected to some of the information

17,
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and halted its dissemination.) In this same vein public

agencies also publish information they have generated on

items such as tire quality, cigarette tar levels, auto

fuel efficiency and the like; and sometimes agencies

'require advertisements of these products to carry the

re'sults of the government tests.

One reason for the latter strategy is that' the

governpent.can piggy baCk on existing private advertising

efforts without the expense of having to develop its own

"adsampaign." (Besides this way the government message

is delivered along with the private one.) And it is well

recognized that the costs of direct government to consumer

education efforts can be very substantial. Another "money -

saving" strategy is to spread the costs among airwave

users and owners by requiring "public service" spots and

the like as a condition of radio and TV broadcasting

licenses. Probably because of this set of rules, more .

public service' consumer information messages get on the
A

air. Print media too`is enlisted in government

information campaigns, such as when the ConsuMer Product

Safety Commission issues a press release containing safety

tips on skiing, bicycling and the handlingof matches.

Until this point, we have been using examples which

assume that the consumer is perfectly capable of making

"satisfactionmaximizing" decisions if only given the

proper information. However, it is important that we

recognize the limits on individual abilities to process

s available information in order to calculate which
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decision is best for them. The truly rational individual

will recognize these limits-, and in certain circumstanceS

will not wan't to decide; rather he will perfer to delegate

the actual decision-making to an euP'ert. In such cases,

information provision to the consumer will not fix the

market failure. Two examples will suffice.

Certain consumer products may contain hazards which

individuals do not understand..*-For example, befor,e 1873

it ufas common for baby cribs to ,bd' made with slats about

3.5 inches apart. Infants tended ta dangle their ieet

between two slats, and each year a significant number of

babies died because they slipped down and were strangled.

While this is a serious problem, parents,could not be

expected to perceive it. Each parent has only very

'
limited"experience with crib-consumption and is unlikely,

to know the relatively few families vito are _the victims of

these tracyldies (or the precise reascin for their cau e).

The problem was first identified in 1968 by the

'Warning:.. 'an infant in this crib has one Chance in 20,000 1

President:s Commission on Product Safety. One cou

imagine trying to solve it by provoiding informati :

\s,of acciderital deathfrom strangulation between the

slats.' But not all consumers would understand this

. information, abouta seemingly remote and abstract event,

and the consequences of not understanding it can be

catastrophic. Moreover, it is 'hard to see why rational

pazents would want to run even that small risk if it could

4.
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easily be reduced-or eliminated. Therefore, an

alternative strategy to providing information is for

consumers to delegate some qf their sovereignty to a group

of experts -- here the Consumer Product Saiety Commission

.
(CPSC) -- and give them the power to ban certain hazardous

produdtd from the marketplace.

In the case of the baby cribs, the CPSC required

manufacturers to leave no more than 2.375 inJhes between

slats (effectimely bannin4 cribs with wider spacing).

This spacing protects 95% of all infants and adds only a

Unimal cost. Similar reasoning can,be used to understand

the delegatiod'of some consumer sovereignty to other

experts who make collective decisions forcall of us:'

e.g., the Federal Aviation Authority, the National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration, and the Food and.Drug

Administration.

In the above example, 'the expert decision about which

cribs to allow od the market was not hand-tailored to take

account of each consumer's personal circumstances

wnethe:: the infant is large or small, which affects the

risk of an accident). But in other situations, the

consumer's problem may be one for which individual

attention is appropriate. An example of this*is medical

care. Again, the truly rational consumer knows that h? or

she does not know enough to choose the correct treatment

in response to symptons of a medical problem. Therefore,

the consumer rationally chooses to let a physician have

some control over the tleatment decision.
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In both of these examples, it is reasonably clear that

consumers do not desire to delegate their authority

completely. Rather the problem is better seen as finding

the proper "mix" of consumer and eXpert responsibilities

for decision making,. The recent judicial embrace of the

doctrine of."informed consent" to medical treatment can be

interpreted as an adjustment of these responsibilities to

streagthen the authority of ,the consumer relative to the

physician-expert.

By this doctrine the courts firmly reject the model

'doctor knows best" in favor of a mindset that insists

that patients control their own bodies. As a result, it

is now malpractice for doctors, say, to perform surgery

before providing adequate information for the patient to

decide whether he dr she indeed does prefer to go ahead
4

with the recommended procedure. While this does not deny

the wisdom of requiring medical authorization for the

procedure, it is a reminder that experts lack some of the

information necessary tO decide automatically what is in

an individual's interest.

This completes our brief survey of the model of

informed choice. Taking the r.laximization of consumer

satisfaction as an objective, we focused on the important

role of informal4 n and the costliness of providing it as
4

factors affecting desirable government action. For some

kinds of decisions, individuals are well-informed due to'

their own past exper.iences and throughoprivate sources of
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information, and no government action is necessary. For

other decisions where the consumer lacks information due

to market failures in its provision, the government may

attempt to improve decision-making by providing

information or requiring sellers to disclose information.

Examples of these are government testing of auto fuel

efficiency and truth-in-lending requirements. Finally,

.however, we explained çhat there' 'are situations in which

consumers will make poor decisions not because information

is unavailable, but because of the complexity of using

it. In these cases, at least some of the consumers'

decision-making sovereignty may be wisely delegated

through government action to experts who can act on behalf

of the consumer, e.g., banning certain hazardous products

or authorizing certain medical treatments.

2. The Citizen's Right to Know

Having considered the informational role of government,

in helping consumers participate in the marketplace, we

turn now to the importance of information to the citizen's

dealings with' government itself. The discussion is

divided into three sections, each analyzing one

justification for mandating disclosure: A.., Consent of

the Governed;, B. Take-up of Entitlements; and C.

Control of Official Abuse.

A. Consent of the Governed

In a democracy, the legitimacy of the exercise of

state power must rest on the consent of the governed.

Democratic theory insists that public officials should be

t.

,
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somehow accountable to the people for what they do. Since

accountability presupposes awareness, if government acts

in secret, accountability is easily frustrated. Thus, for

reasons of both democratic ideal and political stability

it is important to look for mechanisms to help assure that

the citizenry is informed about state activities.

The election process itself, of course, furthers this

goal. Not only are elections means by which voters

register their opinions on the Substantive platforms of

the candidates, but also the election campaign can be an

intensive competition of ideas. In.short, the battle for

office generates substantial information about how

incumbents are performing in office and about how

challengers might act, if elected.. Thus, as an analog to

the market, the self-interest of participants (candidates)

serves the broader public interest. And, as we-saw with

the market, where there is concern that self interest and

public interest may collide, informational requirements

may be attached to the election process. Campaign finance

disclosure laws are one important example; the 'equal

time" idea that gives opponents access to the media is

another.

Combined with a reasonably educated citizenry

(meaning, we suppose, one that is interested in and

capable of evaluating political data, and opinion) and a

free press (which serves, on balance, as a reasonably

neutral medium for mass transmission of political
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information), the regulated election process alone can go

a long way towards satisfying our society's needs for

political accoUntability.
..

For a variety of reasons, however, we have come to

rely upon many more additional techniques in order to

provide to the public information about acts of government
4

and government officials. For one thing, it is thought

important for there to.be debates on government conduct

more than at election time. For another, many who

exercise state power are not elected officials -- or even

polilAcal appointees. And, in any case, both citizen'and

media critics as well as out-of-office political
*
adversaries, seem to need formal informational access

.,

levers in order to be able to report fully on those who

are exercising power. That is, merely interviewing public

officials and employees and relying on what individuals ot

bodies might choose, from time to time, to make publiC has

been thought insufficient. Those in power at any onp time

have just too much incentive to promote their own

short-run interests by not revealing what they knoW. This

emphasizes4the importance of establishing compulsory

disclosure systems as part of the rules of the game. A
0

number of "openness* strategies, both old and new,

illustrate the point.

Patterned after the early practice of public
..,

legislative-debates at both the state and Congressional

levels? America has increasingly been turning to "open

t

,
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meeting' or 'government in the sunshine' laws that are

designed to assure that the formal processes of

legislative/administrative/executive bodies and policy

making committees at all levels are carried out subject to

on-the-spot'public scrutiny. In short, public disclosure

of outcomes, even of who voted which way, had failed to

assure sufficiertipublic understanding of the nature of

the decision-making. (Of course, not all public business,

e.g., many personnel matters, need be done in public.)

The felt importance of-public scrutiny of the state

bureaucracy, which is not readily voted out of power', is

reflected, in part, in various controls that haye been

imposed on administrative procedures. Especially

- important are requirements that agencies and departments

that are engaged in rule-making issue proposed rules,

invite public comments and them and then justify in

writing their respOnses to the public input. Freedom of

information acts are also in this' vein. They grant

members of the public access to a broad array of the

written materials held in govinmental files.

As yet a further example, our nation is continually

experimenting with various forms of public participation

in government other than as elected official or fulltime

employed public (civil) servant. One approach is the use

of appointed citizen boards and commissions to make policy

decisions. Another is to have public advisory councils --
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either of the ongoing sort, or in the form of commissions

established on an ad hoc basis to study'specially

identified issues. In many communities, grand juries

investigate and recommend on local policy issues. Yet

another approach, widely tried out in Great Society

programs, is the joining of representatives of program

beneficiaries with professional bureaucrats in

policy-making committees. Layjuries hearing public

trials, of course, are a long standing form of public

participation.in the affairs of government. Our point is

that in each of these settings the insertion into public

processes of iridividuals who are neither elected to office

nor fully employed by government provides one more line of

'communication to the public at large about the way

government is being conducted. ,

How effective this whole range ot mechanisms have been

.in infofting the public, and at what cost, is another

mattel. It suffices for now to appreciate the wide range

of routinized information systems, each of which pushes

toward open government.

B. Take-Up of EntitleMents

The welfare state has created 'new property" rights.

So conceived, property is not only private land and

personalty, the ownership of which government protects

through law. Property is also created by government

through modern social legislation. Some would include in

this category things such as TV broadcasting licenses,

16u
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taxicab medallions, milk price supports, garbage

collection contracts, tobacco subsidies, car import

controls, tax expenditures (such as investment credits ox

mortgage interest deductions) and the like -- each of

which is seen to create an important economic benefit on

which beneficiaries come t rely and depend, just as is

the case with traditional property. Others think of the

''new property* more narrowly -- comprising the cash (and

in-kind) transfer system that provide the basics of life

to eligible individuals; social security, unemployment

compensation, welfare, food stamps, public housing (and

related programs), puld_ic education and Medicare/Medicaid

are the key items here. Most, or all, of these latter

schemes are typically included when analysts speak of-

entitlement programs; and this expression *entitlement'

well captures the anew property" idea.

Professor Charles Reich Who first potularized the new

property phrase was especially concerned abput (a) the

conditi.oning of entitlements on what seemed to be the
4

waiver of substantive cunstituLlundl Lights and (b) the

arbitrary exclusion from or termihation of benefits (i.e.,

the absence of procedural protections). The former

threatens a serious erosion of personal liberties -- if

the government, as the increasing source of economic well

being, is able, in,effect, to "buy 'up" the freedom of

those members of society who depend on the state. The
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latter risks individual unfairness, the creation.of a

sense of personal powerlessness, ahd the possibility of

covert, categorical discrimnation. We will return to

these themes in section C; here we want to emphasize a

quite different feature of the new property -- awareness

and take-up. Our argument is that not only does

government promote the take-up of new property rights, but

also that government is seen in some cases to have a duty

to do so.

1Let us first consider the awareness and take-up

problem by looking at private gifts. In our stociety,

donors are thought to have great discretion over who may

be the objects of their gifts. Viewed broadly, there is

little reason to think donors make significant mistakes in

their giving because they have inadequate information

about th..: range of potential donees, especially since most

donors surely both want t-) and do give primarily to family

members. Moreover, in general, what knowledge potential

donees might have is not so important since a gift is mot
2

something one usu,...,./ aee.1,- fcr

Sometimes, however, the knowledge that potential

donees has is important. Yet, in at least one important
4

exampletof this -- the case of foundation grants --

0

although such information is important, the information

problem seems not very serious since a fairly well

developed network of communication has naturally grown up

between grantors and grant seekers. Would be recipients

of foundation grants tend to be reasonably intelligent and

161
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inventive; they not only typically realize that they might

be eligible for such grants, but also they are likely to

be reasonably good at finding out about the actual

availability of such moneys. Besides, where they are not,

there has developed the professional intermediary who

seeks oue clients on whose behalf he or she can serve as a

go-between with dpnors. .Moreover,- among many non-profit

grantors there is, in the end, real competittQn to do the

most 'good" with the grants; and this competitive pressure

stimulates some search and outreach efforts to identify

'worthy" donees.

Of course, there is great variation here, and private

donors can have quite peculiar and idiosyncratic notions
3

of worth (includirg what van get the donor the best

publicity). But, plainly,. America's embrace of non-profit ,

tax-exempt status for private foundations reflects the

social judgment that this sort of decentralize and

private worth-determining (within wide boundaries) is

desirable. hs a result, even though it might be thought

cuit r..-^mtar 1-(1 rAriniro frInndah ions to disclose who are

the objects of their charity so that public officials can

determine that their activities satisfy tax eXempt

purposes, it would seem inappropriate to most for

government to regulate donor outreach efforts. Whether

enough outreach has been engaged in, in short, is a matter

for grantors to decide.
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Now let us consider another impbrtant class of private

giving -- the private provision of free (or'subsidized)

"social assistance.? Direct-Charity and social work

efforts are the mission of many American institutions.

Now if one were simply to set out to feed the hungriest or

to cure the'most addicted, there might indeed be a problem

in identifying the right objects of one's charity; and,

unlike the foundation world, one could not count on their'

finding you. In practice, however, for at least two

reasons, this sort of frustration of objectiVe is

limited. First, much of this giving is organized in ways

that tie 'into existing mediating institutions (the church

is probably the most important example); thus, either

donors alteady pretty muchknow who the 'right" fecipients

re, or else, through the structure of the institution,

they rather easily find out. This successful match is

made possible because of the vital addition of this

feature: the donors define the :right" recipients as the

appropfiately needy members of that organization or

institution.

Second, even.where there is no symbiotic institution,

the giving Qfganizations and their sponsors seem typically

happy to define their objectives like this:. so long as we
4m

are helpirig about as many people as we can handle, and slO

long as those we are helping are reasonably needy, then .

our priVaWmotives in providing social assistance are

pretty well met -- even if we have not pixked up the

absolutely neediest ca'ses.
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There are shortfalls, of course. Surely Alcoholics

Anonymous (ot else some similar group) disappointedly

-realizes that .....-. devotes itself to too many "easy" cases

(wiere' the person would be cured anyway) and fails to draw

in enormous numbers who could be saved. And surely some

local priests, especiall7 as church attendance and

church-based social life declines, disappointedly concede

that they no longer know about the clothing, marriage

counselling and job finding needs of large numbers of the

parishioners -- needs that in earlier times would Lave

more headily been met through both the parish

infrastructure and local Catholic Charities offices.'

In short, in some respects there is an information

problem: incomplete take-up of private social assAs.tance

is partly traceable to the unawareness of those in 'need

combined with the parallel unawareness among providers.

Moreovere even when do-good organizations advertise for

clientsformation failure causes some not to receiVe

40 help they wOuld otherwise get, andthis failure in turn

frustrates some donors and some of those who run

charitat4e organizations.

Nonetheless, these disappointments and inefficiencies

do no grave harm to the moral integrity 61 the private

gift relationship; indeed, private charity not be Ehought

,unfair-even if donors made no efforts to ferret out

unidentified donees. The reason is as before: sinCe

would be recipients are seen to have no right to the

Hr I

f#3
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charity, society feels it generally improper to intrude

itself into or to make collective judgments about the

propriety of ddnee-finding efforts.
24

The same conclusion applies generally to thpse 'two

other main private sources of* property,--'income from

employment and income from the sale of proper*. Tobe

sure, as explained in our earlier discussion of "informed

choice,' there is a potential role for government in
.

improving the market in.goods and jobs by improving tfie

-

information flow among parties to potential transactions.

But wh( 31 in.the end, someone fails to get a job or fails

to get the best Ace for something because of a lack cpf,

awareness of an opportunity, Americans are not incl4ned,;to

see the 'inefficient' result as centrally threat nitl. the;

4
't

defpntibility of the institutions of priVate e)(change oif

private employment. Again, the reason for this, we think,

is jhat Americans don't view access to particular jobs or

to he best price as a "right."

:Put differently, in general, as with the case of

.) private charity, it is ultimately thought to be up to the

applicant (or to the seller or buyer) to learn of the

Op4rtunity; ahd although those on the other side of the
.6

tra6faction oftesp find it in their self interest to

serch, society imposes on them,no moral duty to finds the

beg partner. In short, one who is not found will not

usually be heard to complain that no leach waS carried

out

I 41.

N;),
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We think that this,traditional view is highlighted by

a contrastOg perspetve reflected in recently adopted

-'6on-:discriminaton laws; these laws have moved us toward

,ithe idea-that people,bavecertain 'rights" both to private

jol?s,tind to the benefits ok prii'ate'non-profit

orsantzations (e.'9. schools arid hospitals) . And along

withthee laws, have come new d sclosure-outreach
,

requirements. F example, tax exempt schools find they

must '.'dvertise hat they don't discriminate in admissions;

i and many env. byers find they must advertize job openings.

As foi th'4. 'new property '. we think that Americans

xeject the traditional mimdset. Suppose, for example,

that 20% of those elderly Americans who are er.gible for

Medicare;did hot real.ize that, and because of this lack of

.
information padd theitr health care bills themselvps

instead of having Medicare pay for them. We think that

most peoPle would find such4-a state of affa4s

, fundamentally wrong and wo9.0,4f_espepially ai.,pleased if
T-

the primary explanation lay in the fact that the \

nnva'rnmant had made no effOrt to inform the 20% of their

eligibility. In short, people think that thole who have a

legal claim to this benefit should get it (or if they

donIt want it, should make that choice for themseivcs).

Put differently, we think mbst would aTree that by

enacting the program Congress created a risht, and that it

is now the duty of the administering agency to see to it

that it is claimed. Hence people would say that'even
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though it will save us taxpayers money if the entitlement

goes unclaimed, we don't think we deserve"this "windfall"

inasmuch as it is simply unfair for others not to get what

is rightfully theirs.

To be sure, this perspective does not i.mply that the

lbole of the Medicare budget is to be 'spent rounding up

claimants. Indeed, it is quite unclear how to decide just

how much should be spent on outreach. But, to repeat,

what is clear to us is that many would be indignant if it

turned out that.l.arge numbers did not know of their

eligibility,and that the agency in charge had made no

effort to inform them. For t4e,momentl_therefore, we will

be content with"the formulation that, for entitlements'

.
like Medicare, we sense a widespread consensus that

"reasonable" outreach efforts aimed at benefit take up are

vital to the moral integrity "of the program. In sum,

unlike our feelings in the private setting, substantial

non take-up of Medicare would be thought an example of

gross horizontal inequity. And this difference, we think,

is what creates the outreach duty.

Notice that we did not seek f-o defend our position on

the ground that those who do claim Medicare aie getting

something they are not entitled to, or that the claimants

and non-claimants are divided between, say, thOse who are

friends or allies of the bureaucrats and those who are

not. Of course, in some instances these more insidious

inequities might occur. Suppose a TV broadcasting license
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, is given to its only applicant because the only one who

knew to apply was a "colleague" of the licensor and would

not have received the grant in open,competition. In this

case the public misbehavior is compouDded -- and in a

later section we will address discliosure as a technique

for controling this abuse. But as we have tried to show,

outrage in the Medicare example does not depend on suoh

improprieties; the 80% who do claim are getting nothing
,

more than they are entitled to (this does assume, we

suppose, that Congress s_Eands ready to ,fund the program
i

fully if all eligibles apply) and have np special; favored

links with the bareaucracy. Still, it is highly

offensive, we sense, fdr the other 20% to lose out on

account of easily avoidable ignorance. Thus, in the same

. vein, even if all the TV broadcasting license applicants

\

'are highly competent'and are fairly selected among, we

think the public would S'till be offended if the 'applicants

Only included the old timers in the business because only

they "naturally" learned of the license competition and.no

public notice of it had been issued. And, as another

example, it is important for there to be public notice of

a post office auction not only because this will help the

post office realize the highest bid and not only so as to

avoid connivance between post office w.orkers and bidder

c).

friends, but also simply because John Q. Public has a

-

right to join in the auction.
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In sum, a difference between public entitlements and

private transfers is that the responsibilities of grantor

to grantee are not generally seen as.the same: Private

parties may,limit their purposes and means for achieving

them in ways that would usually be'inconsistent with the

implicit duty of the public administering agency. Another

difference that makes outreach practically more important

is that government and its agents are less likely to know

the eligible population as well as dotnose running

mediating institutions.that,perform charitable work.

Although we personally think the obligatIon to promote

take-up should pervade the entitlement programs, we must

concede that we are less confident that there is a social

consensus with respect to all the programs. Social

'security retirement benefits, td be sure, fall into, the

same category as Medicare -- and then some. Of course, we

doubt that too many 65-year-old eligibles to8ay would be

unaware of Cheir entitlement even with no government
cl

outreach efforts (although we are much less confident

that, without publicity, workers would realize that they

are eligible for reduced aid if they.take early retirement

starting at 62).

But when it comes.to the need-based programs, things

may be somewhat different. Part of the difference, of

course,, stems from wider opposition to the programs

themselves. Still, even some program Supporters may have

objections to welfare outreach because of what they

z
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conceive as the funCtion of the scheme. One-argument ks

that although the puripose of welfare is to Aeet need, the

program's formal terms -- income and assets limits, etc.

-- do not and can not accurately reflect true need. But,

it would be argued, by relying on a system that requires

those Who are hurting enough to come forward and ask for

help without coaxing, the program will better satisfy real

need; indeed, it is feared that outreach, by contrast,

would bring in both formally eligible but actually

undeserving claimants as well as ineligible claimants who

would be hard to identify. Of course, whether

self-initiation, as an empirical matter, is a good proxy

for real need, is something that we would expect advocates

for the poor to vigorously contest -- along with

contesting that the 'true' purpose of welfare is only to'

aid some of those who are statutorily eligible.

,An even more extreme argument against outreach is the

simpler formulation that welfare is'only meant to aid

those formally eligible persons who learn about'it.

Behind this, we think, lies the view that welfare really

is charity, that there is no entitlement to it, and that

government has no more duty t6 find all the needy then

does any individual who routinely provides handouts to

some beggars.

This dispute about welfare outreach need not be

resolved here. ft seems enough for now to have before us

the general justification for demands that government
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encourage the take-up of eiltitlements through outreach

programs designed to inform,people of their7ights.

And, clearly, in a variety of areas (whether or not in

response to a-campaign for outreach) government continues

to engage in information efforts targeted at potential

beneficiaries of government programs.

In the food stamps program, for example, there is a

substantial-outreach effort (brought about in,part, it

seems, as the rcIsult of prodding litigation). This has

been seen as especially important since among households

not already on cash assistance the proportion of claiming

food'stamps is quite loy. As ahother example, the IRS

prominently adverties the earned income,tax credit on the

100 tax return booklet. So,too, the Social Security

Administration.promotes the needs based Supplemental

Security Income.program (SSI) to social security

beneficiaries,,many of whom are entitled to have their

pension supplemented by SSI. And, of course, bidi for

government contracts and grants are also widely advertised 4

in places potential applicants are likely to look.

In conclusion, here is another informational role for

gOvernment -- promoting the take-up of the new property

rights that government dtself has created.

C. Control of Official Abuse

In tile face of police questioning, suspected criminals

have the right to remain silentito contact and confer

with a lawyer and so on. These rights stem from our

a
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nation's committment to the principle that one is inioceint

until proved guilty, combined 41th the fear,that

over-eager police may abuse their positions of authority

by unfairly extracting from a suspect information that is

later used to convitt him. But suspects in policy custody-may.well feel highly ;7ulnerable and may be quite unaware

of just what their rights are. Miranda warnings, 'imposed

on police by the Supreme CourL, are intended0o curb

official abuse by insisting that the police themselves

inform suspects of their rights (and, as a sanction, to

excluBe frowevidence that which was obtaned in the

absence of such warnings). Here, then, we haye an examples

of using disclosure to empower individuals so that they in

turn may hold public officials in.check.

A similar example can be drawn from the welfare law

field. Once the-Supreme Court held that individuals had

, the ri.ght to a hearing before their welfare benefits mere

terminated, it became esential for individual claimants ,

to know of this right. $o now aid'cutoff notices disclose

that the right to a heardng exists. As with Miranda

warnings, the_se notices put information in private hands

that can be employed to help check public errors and

abuse. As with all the examples to-be discussed in this

section, it is understandable why, without outside

prading, individual officials dealing with individual

citizens might well be unwilling to provide information

that can be used to criEicize their own behavior.
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Welfare hearings, of course, carry the idea of using

information to control officials a step' further. Not only

is the notice a disclosure strategy, bLit also the right

Jr
itself (the hearing) is about information. The function

of welfare hearings, after all, is to let,you tell your

side, to allow you to cross examine adverse witnesseS., and
-

to force the hearing officer to provide you with a written

justification of the decision reached based only upon

evidence obtained in t.le hearing. Thus, hearings are

meant to promote fairer and more accurate'results. They

also serve to respect the dignity of the caaimant, by
Z.+

."

personally dealing with him as an individual. Moreover,

when we combine the right to a hearing with the

affirptive duty to disclose this right to claimants we

have c.reated a deterrence sysem; put simply, knowing that

scm,one might well later force you fomally to account,to

them, may prompt you to treat"that person properly at the

oUtset.

It is, of cgurse, difficult to make effective use of

the hearing right unless you know what are the substantive

rules govern.ung,welfare eligibility. Moreover, from the

welfare claiMant viewpoint, it is probably even more

important to know what sort of case must be made in the

first place -- that is, before you are turned down or cut

off. This perspective has lead to yet a different kind of

informational demand: "Open up to us and publicize the

-/
welfare worker's rule book or manual." One objective, of
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course, is to put applicants and their representatives in,

a position to check up on whether, say, the intake

technician has simply made an error.

But in addition, this information is often sought as a

means of controlliug potential (or feared/ or actual)

abuse of discretion. For example, suppOse that welfare

workers can, atcording to the statute, provide extia money

for winter coats on 4 showing of "special need." Standing

alone,othis gives a public official a great deal of

disctetion in determining who needs the money for warm

coats. And it is possible that those who get the coat

money are those who a) the worker likeebest, b) are most

pliant in dealing with the worker, c) kickback funds to

the worker, d) are white or Protestant or vote uemocratic

and so on. In short, the official might be invidiously

using criteria other than special need. To be sure,

identifying a pattern from the decision themselves

(another use of information) may expose such behavior, as

might hearings following denials; but we have another

point in mind here. The concern about abuse of. '

discretion, along with the simpler concern about

irrational and inconsistent decision making, is often

shared by higher-ups in the agency who, in turn, send

internal guidelineS to the on-the-line deciders. These

guidelines are intended to shape'day-to-day behavior. By

gaining access to these guidelines (the welfare manual),
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then, claimant groups hope to play a private policing role

themselves. And, as before, it is hoped thht wider
- . -

know,ledge better, serves deterrence.

Having reasonably clehr and public rules about 'who

gets which government jobs and promotions (the civil'

service system),, who gets which government contracts, who

.gets which,public franchises (e.g. radio broadcasting

licenses) and so on are all,aimed, at least in part, at

the same concern -- controlling°abuses in individual

cases. To return to the post office auctieon example

earlier described, we are here concerned not with the

right of John Q. Public.to bid, but rather with the

problem of possible connivance between postal workers and

'friendly bidders.

Disclosure of the decisional criteria of bureaucrats

,cen serve as a first step,to something beyond fair

treatment of individuals: . puttig these criteria in thp

liTelight subjects their substance to criticism, thus

facilitating changes in the rulA themselves. Thus, when

unreviewed discretion is exercised one can broadly.attack

this form of ,decisionmaking; once deciSon 'practices are

public, the critic's focus turns to both the application

of.discretion and the rightness of the substantive

criteria themselves. The latter may mean chalilenges of

two sorts. Return to our 'winter coat for the specially

needr example. Suppbse it turns out that the decisional

rule in practice (say, as revealed by the manual) is one
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new coat every two years the.claimant goes through a cold

winter. On the one handl the chtics are now'ill a bet.ter

Position to urge the adoptiOn of aone year ruip and to

argue that it should also count whethex. the old coat is-

too small, worn out or stolen; knowledge of the'correct'

rule also facilitatef broader claims,.such as that extra

money in,cold winters for both boots and heating costs are

equally aft)ropriate. On the other hand, public exposure

of the criteria being uted may lead critics to urge the
A .

abandonment of discretion (that iseof.individualized

attention) altogether; for example, it might be argued

that the money used for special.needs grants should be

folded,into the basic monthy allotment or perhaps divided

quarterly over all claimants. In short, once it is better

understood how discretion is exercised, one is in a

stronger position 'to evaluate whether this is desirable in

the first place.

In soRe cases where the legiaative guideline is

vague, there is no manual. Nonetheless, decisions in fatt

may well be made En accordance with Ales 'of thumb well

Understood by the decider(s). It is as though there were

an effective manual; and in such circumstances the

purposes of 'public disclosure (in effect', getting deciders

to commit their practices to writing and then publish

them) are much the same as when disclosure of the manual

is soUght. 04,

A
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At other times, however, there ane no rules of thumb,

at least deciders have not viewed their actions that way.

In these situations, disclosure, if it is to mean

anything, is probably-going to require a change ftom ad

hoc, clean slate, isolated decisipn making to the adoption

. of rules of thumb or at least presumptions. And that,

presumably,is the goal of those who seek disclosure,

relfecting the belief Ehat benefits of highly personalized

(perhaps professkonal) judgment are outweighted by'the

tisks4of uneven and sometimes invidious treatment.

AlthoUgh'we will ave mote to say about, it later, it

is worth.,a fodwords now to consider libw deciders maY
- /

react,to pregsures to make public their discretionary

practices. In some cases it may be very difficult

satisfactorily to articulate a systemmatic set of criteria

being employed. ,.-This mar be especially true when the

mental processes used do not involve the careful toting up

of factors. If pressed, therefore, the demands of

,raticnality may force the-deciders to retreat to simple

en identifiable rules of thumb, and, to repeat', this can

have good aad bad consequences. On the good side ad hoc

and inconsistent decision-making may be regularized;

however, the intangible "good judgment" factor may be

sqUeezed.out. We will look more Closely at this trade-off

in. a Chapter 6.

In the end, providing information to the public is

plainly not the only strategy for controlling official

deciders.. 'Nor is it necessarily the most effective.
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Variods internal management controls (for examplej audits)

can be employed. Bat the main.point we have seen is that

-disclosure is used in a number of contexts to regulate

administrative decision-making. It has become a popular

tool of both policy planners at the outset of program

design and of critics in response to perceived- abuses in,

more closed syStemethat are already in opeeation. In

sum, here is 'yet ane more role for gov.ernment to play in

.providing information in order to improve the relations,

between'citi en and 4overnment.

Conclusion: Information is Power ...

In 1982 the old adage "what you don't know can't hurt

you" seems quite inapt. To the contrary, informatiOn can

help people to improve their personal welfare both in .

their private market dealings and vis a vis government.

Moreover, the four modeas we have examined reveal not only

benefits of information to the,public,,but also

affirmative roles of government in providing that

information. Hence, if "a little knowledge is a dangerous

thing, we have seen a variety of settings in which

private parties need to rely on government to help there

out of the darkness and into the light.

.Drawing from all of the models, then, we see that

governmentp assistance in providing information can be

designed with this range of impacts in mind: It can help

people bettr understand what they want. It can help

people get thingS they are entitled to., It a'lead to
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the fair application of existing rules and to the adoption

of better rules. It can give people more confidence in

their government.

.ez
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Chapter 5

CONNECTING INFORMATION UEORY TO SCHOOL SORTING

What general virtdes might, be claimed on behalf of

increasedfdisclosure about school borting? Our purpose in

this Chapter is to bring to bear on school sorting the

models of Chapter 4 in order to gain a more precise

appreciation of what good could plausibly stem from such a

reform. In short, in this Chapter we look on the bright

0

side.

I. Take-up and Informed Choice

A. Introduction

Increased disclosure about school sorting might lead

to an increased take-up of schooling entitlements that are

now available to students and their families. Whether

this would be a good impact, however, is not clear, asowe

will shortly explain. Increased disclosure about sorting

might also improve the quality of the schooling choices

that are made. But before we exploie the potentialities

in pdblic education for these two roles of information

(take-up and informed choice) identified in Chapter 4, it

is first necessary to,recognize that the ideas of benefit

take-up and informed choice take on somewhat special

meanings in the public school sorting context.
t'

At the simplest level take-up, of course, refers to

whether the child is attending school at all. That is,

like food stamps, ,public schooling is an entitlement of a

certain group in society (here dbfined generally by age

,

,

e
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rather.than need), and, paralleling food stamps, one

function of disclosure would be to make people aware of

the child's right to this benefit. So put, however, this

is not a very interesting policy issue, at least at the

elementary and secondary level. In the first place, the

entitlement is virtually compulsory -- the child must

take-up the entitlement or else show that he or she is

receiviqg an acceptable private substitute. And in any

eVent, whether or not because of the compulsory feature,

in the 1980s one would e hard pressed to find large

numbers of American families that are unaware of their

right to send their children to a free public school (but

c.f. illegal aliens?). Thus, whether or not this is a

-triumph for information, at this point it is hard to,

imagine how a self cOnscious disclosure strategy aimed at

the broad point that some schooling is available could

have much behavioral impact.

To be sure, the fact of virtual universal awareness

has not assured 100% take-up, especially at the high

school level. There, the formal and de facto (through

truancy) drop out rate is by no means trivial,

particularly in central cities. This demonstrates an

important point always to be kept in mind: awareness of

entitlements alone does- not assure their take-up. The

goal of information, thus, can only be take-up to the

extent that people want to claim their entitlement, a

notion we suggested earlier in our discussion of Medicare.

C) ,
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Why is the takeup of entitlements incomplete despite

information? The reasons vary, we think. Consider food

stamps: even with knowledge of their rights, some people

will not claim the stamps because of feelings about

stigma, some because the hassles and other costs of

applying outweigh the low level of benefits that will be

received; and so on. At the broadest level, the

explanations for deliberate nontakeup of schooling are

. analogous. That is,'in both cases the 'free benefit is

rejected because of its 'costs." Yet, we believe the

nature of the benefit/cost relationship differs

substantially. First, in choosing schooling you give up

the chance to do something else with a Substantial portion

of your time. This is not true in the case of food

stamps. Hence the cost side of the equations differ

markedly. Even more important for our purposes, there are

differences on the benefits side. In the case of food

stamps, so far as the government is concerned, the thing

it is providing is always the same -- coupons that pay for

food. Of course, it is true that individuals value food

differently and that the, amount of the entitlement varies

with need. In the' case of public education, however, the

entitlement is much more highly variable -- by school,

program, teacner, and so on. In short, the actual benefit

made available to a particular individual may be worth

very little to him despis:te the general value of an average

educational.opportunity to an average person.

2uzi
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And this bring us back to our main theme.

Appreciating the varied nature of the school offering

reopens the possibility that non-take up of schooling has

to do with,information after all. That is, take-up in the

publi'z school setting Concerns not merely knowledge of the

availability of free schobling,abstractly, but also

awareness of a specific option or options. Put this way,

it is not enough to say that of course all 16 year olds

and their families know that free public\schooling is

available; rather, what is important is how widespread is

awareness of the right of high-school age students to

attend, say, the county-run regional occupational centers'

which concentrate on teaching specific vocational skills.

Recognizing this relevance of disclosure to the drop

out and habitual truant population, one can imagine that

informational'outreach to these non-attending young people

is plausibly very promising.* We did not, however, focus

our field work on non-attenders. Hence we can offer

little more here on the existing practices and real

promise of disclosure with respect to high school drop

outs and habittlal truants.

*In the ame veinf.outreach may be important to people
beyond high school age with respect to free or virtually
free adult night school or ,pommunity college offerings.
Again, mere awareness of such institutions may not
suffice; awareness of the nature of the programs, or at
least dnbugh information to motivate personal inqufry, may
often be needed before people can sensibly decide whether
this is an entitlement they wish to take-up.

2.10
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But, once take-up is viewed in terms of specific

options rather than of schooling generally, then it is

readily appreciated from our descriptions in Chapter 2
,t
\

that take-up is an important issue for those children in s.N

school. The regional occupational center example, after

611, is as applicable to those in school as it is to those

whc have dropped out.

Now here comes a puzzle. If awareness of options

within public edudation -- whether as to schools,

programs, or teachers -- is to be thought of as falling

under the take-up heading, is there any room left for the

idea of informed choice in public education? Although our

discussion of informed choice in Chapter 4 was get in the

private sector, the basic ideas we raised are readily
:

carried over when the state owns and runs what in effect

is an enterprise and sells a product or a service. The

question now becomes: when tile state gives something
e

away, do informed choice and our refined notion of take-up
,

become the same thing? We suppose that one could think of

it in that way. Yet at the same time it is important, we

think, to keep in front of us the different sorEs of

arguments presented in Chapter 4 as to-why government

.might have disclosure roles to play iu promoting both

informed choice and the take-up of entitlements. And the

most felicitious way to preserve those different

perspectives, we have concluded, is to make this arbitrary

distinction: awareness of the existence of public school

4



options we will treat under.take-up; having adequate

details about those o'Ptions in order to select between and

among them we will consider aS an issue of informed choice.

One more general problem must be addressed before we

try to tie disclosur'e the.ory to the details of the sorting

process. Our discussion of informed choice,in ChaPter 4

assumed adult choice among adult options; the take-up talk

too was ultimately bottomed on personal adult

decision-making. Once children are introduced the problem

becomes more complicated. Is it informed choice and

deliberate take-up by children that should be our

concern? Sometimes, perhaps; but surely not for children

of all ages. If not, then we must be interested in

someone's paternalistic decision for the child. As we

*have cast the policy option to be explored in this study

in terms of providing information to parents, this

suggests a commitment to the idea that informed parent, or

family, decision-making is to be the goal. But that is

not necessarily, or'automatically, best'for children, and

it should not be simply accepted without analysis. Thus,

in our discussion that follows, one important focus must

be: why disclosure to parents?

B. Take-up and Disclosure

Our discussion in Chapter 2 identifies a number of

points where the school sorting process is

self-consciously receptive to requests by sizt,dents and

their parents. That is, family preference is variously
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required, solicited, accepted, or at least tolerated with

respect to a great many of the decisions that determine,a

pupil's precise educational experience. In many cases,

the student or family hardly have entitlements in the

sense that persons can be entitled to Social Security

after the rather mechanical application Of reasonably -

clear criteria. This is because school officials have, by

and large, retained discretionary authority to grant or

deny requests on an individualized basis in ways .that the

Social Security Administration has not. This distinction,

however, should not blur the fact that students and their

families do have recognized roles in the sorting process;

they have the right to ask if not to demand. Indeed, it

,cen perhaps be said tkat they haiie a right to. have their

requests reasonably considered. In this respect4 many

school options resemble, say, special needs extras awarded

to claimantsby the welfare 'system.

Points where student and family preferences ate.

currently taken into account can be illustrated by drawing

.on our descriptions in Chapter 2. With respect to school

selection, we have seen that intra- and inter-district

ransfer options everywhere exist for students meeting

cert. n criteria, and that in soMe places fairly
N,

unrestri d intra-district open enrollment plans are in ,

place. *So ih-r as grade level placement is concerned, we

have seen not only, that ret'entions are concentrated in the

21J
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y early elementary grades+, but, more important for these

purposes, that they virtually always occur only it there

is parental approval.

While a child's formal curriculum is essentially

compulsory in the early grades, as he progresses course

options are increasingly introduced. Subject to resource

constraints (and allowing in some cases for

,prereguisites), these 'electives" are allocated primarily

on the basisof choice. As we have seen, it is

conventional to ask fof'individual parental approval of
P

junior and senior high programs, although in practice

schools vary in their insistence on compliance with this

reguiremefft.

There are as well substantial opportunities for making

teacher choices in many public schools today. At the high

--
school level, as we've seen, many schools give students

Octing on whatever directions parents may attempt to give

them) broad choice among teachers -- subject, of course,

to school staff deployment decisions which determine who

is teaching which section of which course. While teacher

selection opportunities seem fairly limited in junior high

schools, in elementary school,: it is plainly the norIn at

least to receive and listen to, if not tb solicit,

parental preferences.

Finally, as we've seen, public schools seem receptive

in special cases to changes in initial assignments to

teachers, courses or even schools after the school year or

term has begun.

2i4
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Given the reality of these sorts of opportunities to

pursue options, it is necesssary to say something of their

purpose before commenting on the possible pOsitive role

for discloiure. We will assume that the broad goal in

sorting children is to serve the individual child's best

interest, subject to the realities of limited risources,

and taking into account the benefits and detriments that

certain children create for others when put in the same

classroom. In this context we see'three divergent

perspectiveS on the function of selection by parents and

students. We will briefly sketch them.

One perspective begins with the judgment that whin,

professionals make sorting decisions at a school they wilr

maximize the educational opportunities of the childr4h as

a group so that as an initial matter it would be

preferable for students and parents to have no voice in

the atter. This view recognizes the human reality.that

dissatisfied parents and students can make things

difficult for staff, other chj.ldren and themselves,

thereby impairing the effectiveness of the presumptively

opteal sorting scheme. As a result, in order to make the

best of an undesirable thing, the system will reluctantly

bow to strongly held parent and studerit views -- at'least

where other values aren't too seriously sacrificed. From

this perspective, while it is important for school
0

officials to have good information about student needs,

21
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disclosure to parents is som thing to be avoided to the

extent that this is 4asible without,thereby creating

hostile and demanding families.

Asecond view affirmatively seeks strategic

involvement of parents and students in the sorting

process, not particularly in order to achieve.better

decisions for children, but rather to achieve a more

general feeling of satisfaction, thought to be brought

about by participation in the process. This consumer

satisfaction, in turn, is seen to improve the

effectiveness of the schooling enterprise. From this

viewpoint some disclosure may have an important function
.)

to play; it is especially advantageous, however, for pupil

and parent choices to be about things that can be readily

accommodated.and without too much jeopardizing the sorting

pattern that school officials in fact think is best.

Yet a third perspective is that, in general, parents

ought to decide among the choices available what is best

for their own chinren.- This view usually rests on both

skepticism about-the motivations, competencies and

effectiveness oEschool officials as well as confidence in

the ordinary family's concern,about its child, its

knowledge of the Child's needs and its willingness to

listen to the child's-own opinions. Thus,,it is argued

that, on balance, it is better for families to decide

which opportunities to take advantage of for their
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children. With this view, of course, it becomes te?ribly

important for parents to know about options they ll'avel-and

extensive disclOsure efforts may be crucial.

We have purposely drawn these three viewpoints in bold

relief in the attempt to emphasize differences. In

practice, of course, individuals may well hold much more

complicated views, perhaps drawing on somo of each of 'the

three for different aspects of the sorting process. Or .

for Aifferent families -- since sdme may think (and for

'd iifferent reasons) it far more mpo'rtan to put

information in the hands of some familids than others.

Moreover, since there is plainly some,sentiment for

each of thgse three general viewpoints it is difficult to

"explain" today's informatioh practices in terms of aay

one 1Df them. Indeed, even individual policies may be

justified on the basis of itore than one world view. Take,

foi example, the choic of courses given at the high

school level. Does is rest on the belief that families

really do know what is best? Or is it an attempt to

create a sense of participation and satisfaction with

respect to something that actually matters rather little

in view 'Of the persuasive role of counsellors, past

9
student performance and prerequisites in determing the

k

actual placements of student? Or is it a reluctant

extension df options to 'students who will otherwise be

destructively non-cooperative in class and to parents who

thereby are less able to blame schools for how the 'child's
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curriculum haS slotted him into a certain career path? .

Plainly, some things can be said for each of these

"explanation's" of the course option practicet Similar

multiple analyses couid be offered for many oth r aspects

of the sorting process.

'Only the third view -- that family cuoice is best --
7.

is, in our opinion, fully 'consistent with he notrion that

take-up is good. And, thus, when considering the take-up 4

question it is primarily in terms of this view that one

should look for a positive function for disclosure to

play. Putk, differently, if you hold one of the ot,her-

views, then promoting take-up is not your objective:

Indeed, to the contrary, thOse disfavoii5log amily choice

must recognize that the take-up-promoting disclosure

sought,by others may yield what they fee as negative
N.

impacts. Let us emphasize this with.three concrete

examples.

Take the elementary school promotion-retentiort

decision. If one believes that parent.ultimately better

determine whether; despite,..say, immaturity and low

achievement, the child ought to t4ke-up the opportuniEy to

go on to thernext grade, then it is iiiipor'..ant to get

school officials to make clear to parents that they can

veto a teacher's proposed retention. By contrast, sif the

reality of the parental veto is seen as a way to .head off
4

either the sabotage of wAat the'professionals think could

be best for the child or Ole harassment of schdol

.21.0
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officia.:s by disgruntled parents, then there is perhaps

little to be gained by stirring up in the minas of

quieacent parents the idea that if they disagree they can

win. Because of the highly individualized way th

retentions are now catried -out, it is by no means clear

that all families to whoM a retention is proposed

appreciate that they really have a choice, even whe.n the

district insists that they actually sign a form

acknowledging their acceptance of the retention of their

child. For advocates of family choice inthis matter,

then, aftirmative disclosure requirements here (perhaps as

little as a more candid form could matter) are a potential

area for reform.*

If all-families realized just how powerful'they are on

this issue, the consequence of fuller disclosure about the

rules governing retentions could well be fewer

retentions. 'Nat is, there might be a higher take-up of

the parental veto.- The point is that one's judgment about

the desirability of such'a consequence turns, We thinkr on

one's underlying opinion about who ought to decide tile

retention question. /

*Vble that school-officials could claim that they do
actively engage parents in the retention decision whenever
the&wents have something to say. This, howelier, means
thaerthe school officialS sitply reserve judgment as.to
how mugh to-let on to parents until they have had a chance
eithar-genexally to size up the parentA or to evaluate
their specific views. While perhaps professionally
defensible, this notion of.selective disclosure would
hardly satisfy those who believc in a strong presumption
in favor of family choice. . A'

0
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The same idea may be illustrated by,considering the

matter of elementary school teacher requests. If th'e

purpos"e of i:especting or even listening to parental

requests for teachers is that parents may have good
,

judsment about which teachers are best for their children,

then the lack of publicity given to this opportunity in

many districts represents another possible area for

disclosure reform. Yet if districts only reluctantly give

in to these demands in order to keep upper middle class

families in public school, to reward those who participate

in school affairs and are thus in a good position to

know of and exploit this option, to diffuse complainers,
ir

etc., then any increase in requests that might flow from

wider disclosure of this opportunity would likely be

unwelcomed.

Typical intra- and inter-district transfer options

represent a final example of the point. As we have seen,

districts commonl restrict them to those families

demonstrating what can be described as family convenience

reasons. We think it undeniable, for example, that a

child could benefit both directly and indirectly (by

helping the family) from A change'ofechools that

permitted the family conveniently to secure a desired

child care arrangement. If a family's judgment about this

is to be respected, then again we have a promising area

for disclosure reform inasmuch as many districts, as we

have seen, make no real attempt to tell parents that these

p. 2zu



are possibilities they should consider. Here the

district's justification for waiting for parents to come

forward and ask does not seem to rest on a judgment about

the child's best interest, since district officials

probably don't know about the alternate day care

arrangements that are available. Rather a district's low

profile seems to rest on a concern about the genuineness

of the reasons that would be proffered were this option

publicized, the number of new transfer claims that might

be made, and general financial and administratiiie costs

that might attach to a system that ran on other than a

"iqueaky wheel" basis. Thus, the point once again is that,

more take-up, a potential consequence of wider disclosure

of transfer options, could well receive a-mixed reception.

In sum, having appreciated some of the subtleties of

the take-up idea as applied to school:sorting, one must,,

acknowledge that not all would view it as a social gain if

increased disclosure indeed did cause children to be

placed in different programs, classrooms, or schools from

those chey now attend. NWe will have more to say about

this. in another chapter.

Before moving 4on from the take-up issue we want to

emphasize again the limited potential of the idea. Since

some families now pursue the existing options (in varying

degrees), _they are plainly finding out about them.

Doubtless many others know of opportunities they do not

wish to pursue. Thus, the connection between new

221
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distlosure and additional take-up must lie in newly

reaching with information those who, if aware, would

pursue these options. Nothing in our field resear6h would

allow us too estimate just how large a population there is

whose behavior would change with more ihformation. That

would take either a careful experiment or sophisticated

research that was not possible given the limited size of

our project. In such a further study, one would probably

seek to measure such behavioral changes both in terms of

the general increase, if any, in take-up rates and terms

of possible in selective increases in groups one

intuitively judges are under informed.

C. Informed Choice and Disclosure

In Chapter 4 we gave-reasons why nmarketjjailures"

Imight lead to the provision of an inefficient amount of

\information. There we focused on privately provided goods

'and services. When, as with public education, government

is providing the thing that is to be the subject of the

information, the problem can be especially acute. This is

so if for no other reason than that goiiernment often has a

ITonopoly or near monopoly over what'it is providing.

tdioreover, one special pressure that government, as

provider, faces stems from the bureaucratic perception of

a limited budget. When,'as with education, there is

little private competition, it is readily understood why

mbhey might be channelled into program xather than into

information about program. After all, so long as students
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are enrolled in something, we are talking about a choice

to have less money for all classrooms in order to try to
G

improve the fit of individuals into those classrooms.

But, unless the gains from th irAter are vivid, why

shouldn't an administrator save the money for the former?

And in the case of schools it is by no means clear that

the potential gains from more informed student/family

choice are things for which public school leaders are or

easily can be rewarded. -HenCe, this makes for even less

personal incentive to pursue the goal of informed choice.

Identifying this risk does not carry us very far;

however. As with any market failure situation, if the
,

solution lies in a non-market (i.e., political)

determination of how much information is appropriate, how'

do you tell when the solution reached is the "right" one?

Put differently, since the amount of information actually

provided by government is politically determined now, why

is not that, by definition, the amount that "ought" to be?

In response to this puzzle, prospects for reform seem

to lie in one of two directions. The first suggests that

the present solution may be challenged by showing that

political deciders themselves are currently unaware of

just how much good would come from further information.

The assumption is that if they could only be made aware of

this potential social gain, they would naturally promote

additional disclosure. The second argues that the

political process is not now pursuing the *right"

I
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objective; if, however, deciders could be convinced,

enticed, or coerced to alter the goal, then more

information would be provided.* Yet, Oat is the right

objective may itself be a matter of controversy.

In Chapter 4 we talked of informed choice in terms of

efficiency. But as suggested there, efficiency is a

difficult goal when those

who benefit are not directly charged for the costs of

disclosure. Thus, even if, say, $X of further investment

in disclosure by government would be worth more than $X to

recipients of the information, it is still controversial

whethei or not governmP-t should spend the sum if

non-beneficiaries must wind up paying for most of it. The

answer depends on one's appraisal of the distributional

consequences. This redistributional tangle is, of course,

part of all public goods problems. In fact, concerns

about"who pays' can often block all sorts of collective

efforts despite the net increase in social welfare that

would com,4 from them. In any event, there seems no

getting away from this problem when government is already

right in the thick of things by providing, as with public

education, the good or service itself -- after all, the

"who pays" issue first must be addressed as to the good or

service.

* Note for both arguments we have talked of increased
disclosure; yet increased awareness or changed objectives
can also lead to the conclu-gion that past practices
provided excessive information. Witness the Reagan .

Administration's decision to recall the Car Book.
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Moreover, even apart from the "who pays" problem, the

identity of the beneficiaries may make an important

difference in the political decision whether or t to

engage.in the collective enhancement of some people's

welfare. Are they the poor? the rich? or those
,

clustered around the 'median voter?"

Having noted all of this, we should also say that it

is not our purpose here to explain how the necessary

political coalition might (or probably could never) be put,

together to change any current 'government action. Our

point rather is to make clear a general framework in which

it could be aegued that government ought to, provide

additional information in order better to promote the

informed choice of a service or product itself provided by

government.

Before moving on, ,.ine more iVenue must be canvassed.

Why doesn't the solution lie in the private disclosure of

information about public school sorting?

One reason for an inadequate private market in

information about public school sorting, as explained in

Chapter 4, is the difficulty of providing legal protection

for information so generated. For example, in California

Lillian Svec Clancy has actually tried going into the

business of selling books that provide detailed

school-by-school data for all public schools in particular

California counties. For business seeking to locate homes

for new employees in "good school" neighborhoods, for
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people thinking of moving and for those families

contemplating asking for an intra- or inter-district

transfer, such books can provide useful data. They are,

also instructive for those who want to see how their local

public school rates. But because of the ease with which

information can be transmitted without paying royalties

(by-word o.f mouth, photocopying and selected news

accounts), it remainssto be seen whether this approach can

work as a viable commercial venture;

One strategy for dealing with this problem has been

developed in Los Angeles (and presumably elsewhere).

Independent school counsellors have come into the darket

offering, for a fee, to provide-help to families in

selecting a school program for their children. (Usually,

according to the L. A. publicity, we seem to be talking

about choices among private schools, but the general point

applies.) To try to avoid losing the value of their

information that would occur if one paying family simply

passed on information to friends, these counsellors adopt

an individuliied appraisal approach in which they assess

the child as well as the schools. Among other things,

this is meant to convince people that their child should

be personally evaluated too. For those who uant only to *

buy the information about schools, however, this tied

service approach may be too costly.

In any event, as Lillian Svec Clancy discovered, if

one is to do a guide to many schools, it is extremely

efficient to gather data from the schools themselves.
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(One could, of course, like a restaurant critic, try lots

of schools out, or failing that, interview current users;

but this, of course, is quite expensive.) But for that to

happen, the school people themselves have to be willing to

disclose information to the private disseminators. And if

Clancy's experience is any indication, even the most

polite requests are' often rebuffed with inattention,

suspicion, active opposition, and perhaps valid claims of

overwork. In short, private disclosure is not likely to

be very succesiful if public schools are able to fight off

organized private inquiries. (Another risk that looms in

front of the Clancys of the world is that the public

school officials, if they ever choose to, could rather

easily undermine the market by issuing a separate booklet

themselves and giving it out free. If it ever came to

this, of course, it would mean that private threats had

prodded public disclosure. But in the meantime the fear

of such action may make would-be private information

providers rather timid.)

A further problem here lies in who is reached with

private disclosure. Hence, for distributional reasons

public disclosure might be thought a desirable supplement

to private information dissemination. For example, maybe

the poor now fare badly in the private information market

and could benefit from a public supplement designed with

them in mind.
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Trying to improve the quality of choices made about

schooling assumes, to repeat, that there is at least some

substantial commitment to the advantages of giving choice

where it is now available. Given that assumption,,

however, it should be clear that increased disclosure

might help children and families better pick teachers,

courses, programs, schools and the like.

i

II. Control of Abuse and Consent of the Governed

Increased public disclosure about school sorting might

curb sorting abuses or deter their outbreak. It might

also make the public at large feel that public schools are

more accountable to them and thereby better secure their

general support. In this section, we will talk about how

the ideas described in Chapter 4 generally apply to the

school sorting setting, again reserving for later a more

balanced appraisal of prospects.

h. Sorting A1se

The traditional 'kind of abuse that can occur in the

sorting process is treating pupils at varian64 with the

rules, or put differently, not applying the rules evenly.

An example would be a junior bigh counselor singling put a

'favorite' student for advantageous placement with

particular teachers in a system that was supposed to make

placements randomly. Simply put, the objection here is

that you are unfairly treated worse than the rules provide

or that someone else is unfairly treated better than the

I:4
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rules provide. Abuses of this sort may be the product of

class discrimination; e.g., boys are given first choice of

course electives in violation of the iules.

Alternatively; these abuses may be the product of

individual arbitrariness. The latter can be quite

conscious and deliberate -- as ig the "favorite" pupil

example given above -- or they can be essentially

mindless. Thus, "abuse" for these purposes includes what

often might be called administrative errors.

Information can help check and uncover such abuses.

Sometimes, when the rules are clear, abuses of this type

are easy to detect -- say, if all black children are in

the same c1z1ss when assignment is supposed to be random.

Other times access to independent data will readily reveal

such abuses -- say, if access to advanced English is to be

by best score or i access to electives is to be on a

first come-first served basis. In short, whlk the rule

calls for the routine application of a clear crfterion,

one can sometimes convincingly demonstrate that the rule

was not followed without cross examining the person who

did the sorting.

When the applicaltion of the rule calls for

individualized judgment, however, deviations are more

difficult to detect. Hence, if assignment to third grade

teachers is supposed to involve spreading around the

"leaders" and the "troub he final sorting

alone it is likely to be difficdlt to detect from the

( 22J
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sorting decision alone that, say, student X was

intentionally miskabeled a "leader", or "troublemaker" in

order to achieve a certain assignment -- out ofo.either

kindness'or nastiness. Or, if intra-district transfers

are to be approved when 'child care needs are compelling"

dnd a family's application is turned down, it may be very
?

difficult to tell that the decision was actually based on

the decider's peesonal dislike of the child. That might

well require knowing details of other cases so as to

establish what "compelling" has meant in practice. In

sum, while disclosure may both deter and provide proof of

abuse, different abuses will require different sorts of

information to combat.

Generalizing, one'might say that the detection of

abuse sometimes requires little more than that the rules

are known. That is, one might readily be able to show a

rale violation either to a single child or a class of

children by knowing both the rule and straightforward

factS about the child or children in 'question; e.g., ten

football playing sophomores were let into the arena

scheduling scramble early, despite rules calling for entry

by strict seniority. On the other hand, often knowing the

rule isn't nearly enough. For example, when a change of

teachers is supposed to be allowed once the year begins ea

only when the child "needs a fresh star "

rule may be quite thsufficient to show that someode' was

unfairly depied a transfer or unfairly granted one.

2,30
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Rather, detailed knowledge about the basis for the

judgments is required; and note tha this probably' means

knowing a combination of both the rules of thumb that are

used to define 'needs a fresh start" and the many facts

about the pupil in question upon which the judgment as to

need is supposed Co rest.

For those who engage in abuse it is therefore probably

preferable that the rules be couched in judgmental terms,

since more detailed and harder to get at information,is

needed for detection. Put less cynically, because control

is harder, the opportunities for abuse are probably
1

greater when the exercise of individualized discretion is

called4or.

Some timid school leadexs will prefer simple rules,

both so that the? have a ready and consistent explanation

for their decisions anotso thdt they don't have to go out

on a limb. Yet o'c.her school officials will prefer rules

, that give them substantial discretion, not in order to

engage in corruption, but rather because of' a belief that

individual circumstances make the application of simple'

'rules itself unfair -- or at least Unwise. That is, a

commitment to the need frfr, or at least desirability of,

individualized treatment creates a reason for having

either a vague standard altogether or else a discretionary

excep_tions._ poli cy Indeed, at_leaat whexe_ there is not

.too close scrutiny of his actions, one who favors such

individualizing might well make exceptions to clear rules

231
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even without official authority to do so and justify them

to himself on the ground that they in fact represent.sound

professional judgment.

To be'sure, critics might doubt that benefits can

actually'be achieved through such individualized

treatment, and' see that increAsed chances for error and

abuse are created thereby. In short,.we are talking here

about differing opinions as to management styles. These
1-

opinions may be held about bureaucracy generally or they

may reflect judgments about either the talents of people

who are school deciders and/or the potpntial costs and

gains f.rom individualization in the school sorting

setting. The,maLn point hereis that a too ready

rejection of discretion and the advocacy of sj.mple

standards so as to control abuse more easily may sacrifiCe

real benefits-of prpfessiondl judgment,.

Relevant here is how much abuse there really is.
A

Unfortunetely, we don't know. The field work we carried

out was riot intended 'to measure ttke incidence of sorting
I II

abuseS. And, as our inquiries were directed'at school

personnel and since we didn't inquire about abuse, it

would not besurprising if those who know of abuses would

choose not to tell us about them. Nonetheless, here and

there we did have comments volunteered that indicate that

some abuses do exist, and we repeat some of the storiest
.

here. Of course, these comments reveal nothing of the

true frequency qf such:Conduct,or if those actions

23.e
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reported to us ref ect the.actual pattern of abuse. But

at least they proviyie further examples OE abuses to which

the sorting process is subject.

//One sensitive area often commented on hAs to do with

the assignment to elementaTy school teachers. We were

.told of instances in wpich, contrary to policy one

teacher was loaded upyith'a disproportionate share of the

troublemakers or, the opposite, was given an unfair share

of the best students.
hr

We'were told of administrators who grant transfer
C.

requests under a de facto policy of favofing personal

friends of the administrgtor. We learned of teachers who

block high school student access to their class (by

falsely claiming it is full) in violation of the rules.

We learned about school officials who knowingly looked the

other way in some false address cases in violation of

district policy. We've heard of central office

secretaries (living wrong or incomplete information about

elementary school attendance access and of counsellors

fouling up records so that students don't get in to the

right classes. Mese latter sort, of course, are more

likely best described as "errors."

B. Consent of the Governed

This point in the discussion, we think, nicely brings

us to what could be seen as a quite different sort of

abuse that can Occur in the sorting process. It is the

adoption of an objectionable rule. The gravamen here is

23j
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'hot'failure to apply the :ule, but the contrary. One

source of objection may be that the rule either.allows for

or bars exceptions. In short, the policy judgment to

permit AiscretiOn or not can be controverted. Other

objections may be made to eithe'r specifics included in the

rule -- e.g., "It is wrong to have advanced math classes"

-- or specifics absent fro! the Lule -- e.g.. "It is ,

anfair to allow school,transfers for child care needs bqt

not for bus route convenience," or "It is unfair'not to

allow teacher requests in junior high."

We are talking here, of course, about objections to

"legislation." And we recognize that "abuse" is not the

usual term for it. But, if policy is the product of

unchecked bureaucratic decision-making -- and especially

if the actual policy is unknown -- then its adoption may

well be termed abusive. Perhaps better put in terms of

our four models , secret and objectionable school sorting

policies undermine the consent of the governed.

Note that there is a substance and procedure

distinction here. Some might object to a policy of, say,

hand programming the junior high schedules of "difficult"

children because it was quretly adopted and not known 'to

those subjected to it; this is an objection to process.

That it can be defused through disclosure is readily

apparent. Others might oppose such a policy, even if

openly enacted by the school board; this is an objection

to substance. Here the potential of disclosure is
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indirect: initial disclosure may change the decision

actually made; subsequent evaluation of the policy and

disclosure of the results may win over objectors or ,cause

the policy to be reversed.

III. Outreach v. Access

One final idea needs attention before completing this

:chapter. It is,the difference between outreach and

access. Disclosure to some means that when one asks one

is told by the party having the desired information. This

is the Freedom of Information Act model. To others

disclosure means the affirmative action to inform target

audiences without waiting for them to ask. This is the

food labelling model. To some, outreach is always better

than access, whether we're concerned about the consent of

the governed, curtailing abuse, informed choice,,or the

take-up of entitlements. The main problem, of course, is

that outreach is more expensive. In addition, outreach

requires that those who are disseminating know what to

reveal, and this can pose great problems and create

controversy. We also have to be careful that

disSeminators don't rig the data so as to mislead and thus

undermine searching inquiries that would otherwise be

forthcoming -- t'lis is a distidction between disclosure

and propaganda.

230
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In sum, in proposing a policy of disclosure you have

to pay careful attention to the nature of the disclosure

you advocate/ always aware of its costs. This awareness,

we think, provides a good bridge to the next chapter.

236
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Chapter 6

THE COSTS OF DISCLOSURE

In the prior chapter we sought to show in broad outline how

the values claimed for information gene.rally could be relevant

to school sorting. In so doing we meant to look on the bright

side -- exposing possible benefits. In this chapter we try to

bring together general oubts about the sensibility of

disclosure as a school sorting reform.

1. Dollar Costs and Who Bears Them

The most straightforward of the "costs" of disclosure are

the out of pocket dollar costs of providing the information --

labor costs, materials, printing, etc. That it costs money,

even lots of money, to inform doesn't tell us very much,

however. After all, in many circumstances the'so-!.ally

undesirable thing is to fail to spend public dollars. Put

generally, then, it is first a question of whether the benefits

will be worth the costs and second, whether the burden of the

costs will be fairly boxn.

As we noted earlier, since spending on disclosure about

school sorting is broadly to be justified as a "public good",

reformers must show that the current political solution is the

wrong one. Given the realities of the political context,

disclosure about schooling will be considered and evaluated as

part of the schooling enterprise. Initially this would seem to

mean that one seeking change must convincingly show either that
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there is some existing school spending that should be

redirected toward disclosure, or that new school taxes are

justified to fund added disclosure. But perhaps this focus is

too narrow. In theory, both other school reforms and all other

forms of consumption also compete for these tax dollars;

moreover, if one uncovered waste in the existing system, one

responsfis that spending on schooling should simply shrink.

Hence, it is arguable that one advocating disclosure should

have the broader task of comparing public spending on

disclosure with everything else.

In the real world, however, public goods proposals are

oftea put to a more prdctigal test. Rather than a full

evaluation of all opportunity costs, a sufficient combination

is often an apparently positive cost/benefit tradeoff, an

acceptable or ,invisible distributional impact of the costs, and

an important sponsor or two. Since the vagaries of local

politics, especially educational politics, is not our topic

this suggests that our focus should be dn (a) a rather narrow

cost/benefit appraisal of any disclosure proposal and (b) an

evaluation of the burden of the costs.

Even the latter is largely elusive, however. Think of

costs simply as money and human attention being diverted from

other pursuits. Those who would have benefitted from such

alternate pursuits are the ones who bear such costs. Is this

burden fairly born? Two criteria for such an evaluation are:

(1) do those who bear in turn benefit? and (2) is the

distributional impact (A pays to benefit B) just? Yet,

- 23,
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it is likely to be enormously difficult to determine just who

will bear the costs of disclosure added on to public

schooling. Since we would be talking about a small addition to

an ongoing and changing program the true reallocation of

resources that occurred will be highly ambiguous. Is the

burden born by those who pay the relevant tax (or who really

bear the incidence of the tax formally paid by them)? Or is it

born by pupils and/or employees in the school system through,

say, abandoned programs? Or is it perhaps born,by welfare or

medical assistance beneficiaries who lose out in order to

balance a state budget? These inevitable ambiguities make it

hard to say anything more specific about the burden fairness

issue. Thus, we are left largely with trying to assess the

cost-benefit aspects of disclosure itselfr and the remainder of

this chapter will be addressed to generalized aspects of the

negative side of the balance.

II. Professional Demoralization Risks

More than dollar costs are at stake in a school disclosure

scheme. Some of the dollar cost will be in the form of

personnel time. And even if there is budget provision for new

personnel, we are confident that existing staff - actual people

- will inevitably bear some of the burden. Hence their time,

attention and energy will be redirected, even if some of the

work they now do is newly paid for and taken over by others.

And while dollars may be fungible, the enthusiasm and talent

that workers bring to their jobs is not. In this way it can be

seen that the receptivity of existing staff to reform ideas can

importantly impact upon what it "costa" to be effective.

( 24u
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How are existing staff likely to feel about disclosure in

the school sorting context? Who'prefers his work to be exposed

for others to see and criticize? Some do, of course, since it

is through this process that one can win praise, achieve

recognition, and convince oneself that one's efforts are

valued. For many others, however, it is far preferable to be

able to carry on unnoticed, not widely criticized and satisfied

by one's self appraisal that one's work is good, or at least

adequate. Most of us probably have some of each of these

feelings inside us. Which dominates may depend on who will do

the outside scrutinizing, whether we feel what is looked at

represents a fair part of our work, how competently we feel we

are performing and so on. The poiut for school sorting is

this: perhaps school administrators, counsellors and teachers

could be made to see for themselves that fully to reveal their

actions to the public would be good for them (as well as good

for school children); but only 'perhaps. These officials are

accustomed to having the sorting process function rather

quietly and might well find increased parental intrusion quite

unwelcome -- many could understandably see it as noseyness

backed by mindlessness. In short, the idea of disclosure to

parents may seem a professional insult. Such feelings could

both impose demoralization costs if reform were tried as well

as make it difficult to implement such reform.

But there is more. Apart from such opinions and feelings

of self esteem, we must be concerned about how disclosure would

,
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impact on professional conduct generally. In Chapter 5 we

talked of the benefits of changed behavior; but there is a dark

side. Disclosure risks rigidity, going by the rules,

simplifying the rules, etc. -- in short, destroying

professional judgment. That is, one way that disclosure

becomes less threatening is when nothing very important about

you can be disclosed; and that can occur if, for example, we

start to randomly assign children to third grade teachers

rather than trying to do so through careful judgment. Pressure

toward such results'would be countered, of course, if school

officials and families thought individualization was desirable,

especially since parents would otherwise learn it had been

abandoned. And, as noted earlier, the abandonment of

individualization would be welcomed by those who see its use

today as doing more harm than good; maybe undermining some

professional judgments now made in the sorting process is a

good thing. In short, the tendency toward simplicity that

disclosure might yield is both comr5licated and ambigious as to

its desirability.

III. Potential Differences in Benefits by Class

A related ambiguity arises irom the risk that a disclosure

strategy will be effective for some children and their families

but not for\ others. Suppose as a result of increased

disclosure efforts, some children are spared abuse or have

better choices made for them etb., but there is no impact on

other children and their families. Of course, this scenario

raises general concerns of partial effectiveness; but beyond

.that is a fear that the differential impact will be class or
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group related. Whether there will be such an impact or which .

direction it will run is by no means clear, however. On the

one hand, it is often charged that better educated and richer

families benefit more from information because they are more

accustomed-to making informed choice, they are better

positioned to manuplate or tiPntrol the political process to

their advanta9,,er>, and, because of education and financial

security, they are better equiped to understand and act on the

information that is likely to be provided. Engledow has

painted this portrait of the Consumer Reports subscriber. He

found him or her to be 'part of an educational and income elite

. . . he is information-sensitive in general and product and

consumer information-sensitive in particular . . . he is a ,

rational6buyer in the traditional sense . . . uses more

utilitarian, performance-related choice criteria in

f A

shopping. ul At the-same time it is sometimes claimed that

the poor are less "rational" -- that they are unaware of the

benefits of comparative Shopping, and that they indulge in

status-seeking and escapism in th'ir buying habits.

On this view, the risk is that poor children will,suffer

relatively when gains are achieved by wealthier ones. If true,

this presents the policy maker with a moral dilemma: is it just

to hold back a benefit from one Child, to choose to make him

worse off, in the name of distributional equity? Of course,

coerced public schooling does this all the time through the

existing sorting process; the interests of indEviduals are

balanced to achieve someone's view of the most desirable result

for the group. Its frequency does nothin to avoid the

dilemma, however.
2 4
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Yet, it is by no means sure that the rich rather than the

poor would benefit were an information disclosure plan,

adopted. After all, by the reasoning usually used, the more

upper class families are likely to be the main beneficiaries of

the existing int rmation netwqrks -- formal and informal.

Maybe they have little more to gain through more formal

disclosure efforts; if to, the more likely positive impact

would be to catch up.and advantage children from lower class

families. Weie this to occur, we doubt that there would be

serious objection on distributional gounds. To be sure, we

would predict that their would be concerns that the costs'of

the plan would be taken from programs ale4ady aimed at the

poor. If so, the issue would be converted to one of relative

merits. In any case, the class direction of the benefits of

4isclosure is an empirical issue; in the end, we suspect, the

result would turn on the details of what is proposed and how it

is implemented and, would not reflect some general rule.

Existing evidence on this question certainly does not prove

the fears of those worried about the impact of disclosure on

the poor. For example, McNeil et. al., in an econometric study

of used car markets in three states, found

410*
el. the poor's subjective dissatisfaction reflects their

objective disadvantages;

2. the poor detect defects before purchase as often as do

the non-poor;

3. the poor discover as few or as many defects after

purchase as do the non-poor;

4. the poor complain about such defects at even higher

rates than do others. s2
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IV. ss&ble Ineffectiveness Generally

zA A dif event scenario, of course, is that in practice little

benefit at all would arise fiom increased disclosure despite -

-x'1 the. oom theoretically for gins. What we want to discuss here

is the generaa problem of ineffectiveness in implementation. -

Such a result would mean a waste not only of money, but also of

a political opportunity; educational reform capital, after all,

can be expended only so often.

A. Studies of Consumer Disclosure'Laws

One cause for alarm is,the mixed record of existing

consumer disclosure laws. That is, notwithstanding the

popularity of sudh programs, a number of studies have failed to .

demonstrate their effectiveness.
1

The increased popularity of information disclobure

requirements in the regulation of consumer trade markets has

spurred polity research concerning its effects, and we look to'.

,.. these studies first. The analysis has in part been hampered by

.disa.j.neement over the objectives of disclosure in the programs

studied. Although we noted a lariety of goals for disclosure

about school sorting in Chapter 5, most of these disclosure

studie6 look primarily at the effectives of disclosure in

improviv market performance.

In order for disclosure to improve market performance,

consumers must have access-to readily comprehensible

information that is relevant to the choices facing consumers.

This information Must change consumer behavior in a way that

consumer satisfaction is increased. In part, producers should

be responding to changes in consumer behavior by producing

superior products.
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The findings of the studtes that have beeh conducted are

mixed. Many have found that information disclosure enhances

the confidence consumers have in the. products they buy andj.n

their prodpcers, but that market behavior by consumers is not

changed.3 Fc,,r example,\ Whitford found that the disclosure of

effective interest rates by lending institutions as requited by

Truth-in-Lending laws:tad no effect oti the behavior of

borrowers.4 Day and Brandt similarly,found that borrowers

were not more disposed to engage in comparative shopping fOr:

credit terms subsequent to adoption of the truth-in-lehding

laws. In their survey, 57 per cent of credit buyers were aware

Of the disClosure requirements, 54 per cent reported that they

felt better about their credit terms as a result, but that only

10 per cent claimed to make use of the data in the sense of

seeking out better credit terms.
5 The authors concluded that

a negligible relationship,4xisted between knowledge of the

effective rte and theichOice of a credit source.

In a statistical analysis of one of the first disclosure

requirements, the requirements for disclosure of financial

prO-'4ectuses by the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934,

Benston concluded that the requirements have no effect

whatsoever.6 "The Act had no measurable effect on he

securities traded on the-NYSE. There appears to have been

little basis for the legislation and no evidence that it was

needed or desirable."7 Kripke concurs, stating "ihe

Securitj.e Act of 1933 is not operating as it should . . . the

prospect has become a routine, meaningless document which
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does not serve its purpose . . . The real problem with the'

statutory prospectus is not that it is unreadable but that it

is unread. It is unread because i(t does not contain the

inft.rmation which the investors ccibsider crucial to the

investment decision.a In a survey by Lenahan,.,et. al. only

26 per cent of shoppers were aware of the existence of

nutrition labeling on foods, only 9 percent claimed use of the

dataF and no evidence was found of changes in consumer

purchasing behavior as a result of disclosure.
9

-

,

Some studies of disclosure, however, seeM to have uncovered

a link between information and action. Unit pricing, for

example, is considered to be an example of information

disclosure which changes consumer behavior. Ross, in a review

of unit pricing studies, found that between 6eand 70 per cent

of shoppers were aware of the existence of unit prices, that 50

per cent understood the concept and that 5 to 38 per cent

claimed that their purchasing behavior changed as a result of

this data. 10 Open dating of perishable foods also is

considered to be an effective means of increasing consumer

purchasing power. Stokes, et. al. reported that 65 per cent of

shoppers noticed the dates, 36 per cent correctly interpreted

tham, and that a 50 per cent reduction in spoiled food losses

occurred subsequent to adoption of disclosure.11 The success

of these particular disclosure systems may be attributable to

the fa ts that the data is readily accessible at the point and

..,

moment of purchase and that the meaninj of the data is easily

i

,,



comprehended and relatively unambiguous.

There have been problems with certain systems that provide

confusing, ambiguous, or misleading information to consumers.

USDA beef grading is an example of such a system. Mittlestaedt

found the USDA's seven-tier system of grading to be of little

use to consumers because most retail foodstores sell onli, the

top one or two grades and because the basis of the gradings --

marblized fat content -- is no longer considered relevant by

nutritionists to determining beef quality. 12

At a minimum we see from these studies that carelessly

designed and implemented disclosure schemes can easily fall

short of their goals. We also must recognize that measuring

producer changes is difficult in surveys that concentrate on

buyers; thus, even though buyers don't seem to be acting on

information, beliefs or fears that they might can alter what

producers actually do. Yet sorting out these changes from

those caused by other forces is extremely difficult to do.

Indeed, a major disappointing feature of those studies that

have been conducted on the effects of disclosure is that they

have generally failed to address the question of Supplier

response to disclosure. Moreover, to assert that 'only" 10 per

cent of consumers change their purchasing hehavior in response

to information disclosure misses an important point. It is not

necessary for all consumers to be affected by disclosure for

market performance to be improved. For products where tastes

are reatively uniform and the industry structure is

competitive, a small portion of the consumers can effectively

2
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"police" the market; 10 per cent of the consumers may be more

than enough to control supplier behavior.

This has implications for equity concerns as well. In some

cases, improvements brought about in response to information-
:

induced pressures created by the 'rich" can bring equal

benefits to the "poor". This depends, of course, on the

details of the situation. And hence we leave this brief review

of past research on consumers and disclosure generally with a

sobering concern about ineffectiveness and a belief that

details count for a lot.

B. Studies of Governmental Disclosure Laws

Some evaluations of schemes that require disclosures by

government have also been disappointing to information

enthusiasts.

The primary study we will summarize is one about the

Illinois Freedom of Information Act conducted as a joint effort

by the Northwestern University Law Review and the Northwestern
,

University Center for Urban Arrairs between August, 1971 and

June, 1972.13 The authors assume that while public

information disclosure and accessibility to government are

socially desirable, there exists within most,branches and

agencies of the government, "whether out of bureaucratic

lost-sightedness, or personal motives of secrecy and'

manipulation," a "common belief" to the contrary. That is, the

authors assume that those who govern are afraid that public

information will lead either to a sharing of existing

governmental power with the public or accountability to the

public and that these outcomes are

1 ,
( 2,1 j
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jealously resented. Hence the common bond of the bureaucrats

is "how not to make public information public."

In the introductory essay in the collection G.L. Engel

reviews the evolution of public information policy in America.

He then shows how agencies can withold information, thus

avoiding and subverting the goals of the law, and quotes one

observer who claims that nine of ten refusals of information by

agencies are invalid.

One explanation for opposition to disclosure, he suggests,

lies in traditional norms -- " . . . federal agencies need not

tolerate searching inquiries or even routine inquiries that

appear searching because of their infrequency.* Another second

reason is the widespread ignorance of the legal duty to

disclose. But, most important, it seems, is the

self-interested sensitivity of agencies and officials to public

image which determines their success, prestige, and power

relat,ive to other political actors, whether it be Congressional

watchdogs or regulated business enterprises. Hence, secrecy

increases in direct proportion to sensitivity. This fact

alone, he argued, explains much of agency responses to
4*.

information requests.

Explaining further, Engel says that agency heads are

committed above all to protecting the agency's reputation, and

often exercise great personal power to insure that subordinates

do not embarrass, or reveal damaging information about, agency

actions. Threats of job loss are only the most extreme means

which can be wielded in this way. Internal pressures also
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matter, and desires for secrecy stem from political allegiances

within agencies concerned about patronage obligations, personal

security desires, collegial ties of work, and organizational

self-interest. Finally, when an agency supports policies that

it fear's will be unpopular if well understood, secrecy helps

officials to continue without challenge. While these

explanations of agency resistance to disclosure can be uped to

show the need for strong disclosure laws, they also prepare us

for implementation obstacles.

Engel next turns to these obstacles, discussing a dozen or

so tactics of bureaucratic avoidance, obfuscation, and

neutralization. For example, variable fees can be charged to

discourage inquiry; in particular, fees may be set relative to

the perceived threat of the inquirer. In addition,

understandable legal rules that agencies honor only requests

for "identifiable records" can be perverted by requiring that

inquirers have specific and often unavailable details such as

letter dates and file titles of documents. Another tactic of

circumlocution is to 'hide' sensitive information in

non-obvious offices or agencies, increasing the already

difficult problems facing outsiders in tracking down the proper

place to make requests. A further strategy of agencies is to

comingle sensitive non-exempt information with exempted records

as another means of "hiding" knowledge. The widespread use of

computers in many agencies renders this task of 'hiding"

information from the sight of all but the experts an even

greater problem.
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Another obvious tactic is the practice of failing to re0ord

data. This can take the form of dealing informally with what

was once formalized. A related ploy is to release incomplete'

information in the hope thae inquirers will be satisfied. More

blatant, of course, is to censor or alter information before

disclosure or, simply to lie about the existence of records

which the agency wishes to protect. Finally, the simplest

tactic is delay in an effort to discourage inquirers.
/

Engel argues that the means by which 'government officials

at all levels in many of these agencies have systematically and

routinely violated both the purpose and specific provisions of

the law" are both copious and widely utilized.

The empirical case studies which comprise the bulk of the

Northwestern publication confirm this general overview of

agency capacities and behavior in relation to citizens seeking

information and access. The researchers engaged in an

experiment designed to test the effects and effectiveness of

Illinois public information disclosure laws.

The experiment itself involved two stages. First, five

letters from fictional citizen groups -- 2 right-wing, 2

left-wing, 1 nOtral -- were sent to more than 20 local and

state agencies requesting information clearly defined as within

the states disclosure laws. A balanced distribution of "hard'

and 'easy" to locate information was sought. The goal of this

part of the experiment was to document and generalize about the

quantity, quality, and nature of the responses to such requests.
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In terms of quantity, 50 of 111 requests were answered. 20

of the responses were to the most innocuous requests, thus'

justifying the expected generalization that information

harmless to an agency is the easiest to get. As for the

quality (! responses, the main conclusions as were that: 1.

left-and right-wing inquiries were treated generally the same,

although leftist groups got less propagandistic treatment; 2.

progressive and positive-style names of groups ("Impatient

Society, Etc.") got better quality responses than

anti-government groups ("CAMPAIGN AGAINST GOVERNMENT ABUSE");

3. the seeming hostility of requests reduced frequency and

quality of responses; 4. extremists on both the right and left

tended to be treated like 'cranks"; 5. information "favorable"

to agencies was disclosed in greater quality and quantity, even

when it was more difficult to obtain than "easy-unfavorable"

information; 6. big, old agencies and new, small agencies

showed a roughly equal willingness and capacity to respond or

not.

The second part of the experiment studied the behavior of

agencies when visited by observers in various predetermined

manners and roles. To each of 9 of the agencies, 5 visits were

made, following up on the letter requests. The visitors

puported to be (1) a student writing a term paper; (2) a

non-aggressive, naive representative of one of the fictional

citizen groups; (3) an aggressive, well-informed group member;

(4) a representative group member with research assistant; (5')

an acknowledged Review member. In their analysis of the
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results, Heinz, Gordon, et al, emphasize the importance of the

perceptions that bureaucratic "keepers' of information had

about the 'seekers" -- whether they were friends or enemies,

sought conflict or cooperation, were onetimers or regular

players in relation with the bureaucracy. The less the

agencies presumably saw it as in their self interest to

cooperate, the more bureaucratic circumlocution tactics of the

sort Engel discussed were engaged in.

However, the authors' analysis of the case studies also

suggests that skills, tactics, and resources of the "seekers'

are also important to the dynamics of disclosure. The first

dimension of strategy which they discuss is about

power/leverage relationships. For those citizens lacking in

important institutional resources and information desired by

the agencies, the authors note that threats ot publication,

exposure tactiCs, legal action, and bribes all provide .

influential leverage in dealing with officials. A second

strtegy which the authors determined as effective for

'seekers' from the experiment is the "short-circuiting' of

agency fears and defensive mechanisms by innocuous,

deferential, and cooperative action. The studies confirmed

that camouflaging intentions, exuding a sense of trust, and

clever exploitation of vulnerable leakage points -- in effect

following the path of least resistance -- were quite effective

tactics. In contrast, aggressive, overbearing, and

urwooperative attitudes by seekers only set the agency

curcumlocution machinery into high gear.
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Of course, experience with laws under wh;ch citizens as.k

for information may not be fully relevant to school sorting

disclosure proposals which put affirmative outreach duties of

school officials. Moreover, school officials may perceive

familits wanting information differently from the way other

agencies that have been studied perceive those seeking

information from them. But maybe not. In sum, these findings

about freedom of information acts ought to serve as a warning

to one who otherwise idealistically mightassume that merely to

impose on school officials a legal duty to disclose will

actually result in the spirit of the obligation being followed.

V. 'Excessive Information"

In contrast to the previous worry, there is a cynical, some

would say realistic, view about information disclosure that

argues that a disclosure scheme may produce more information

than 'people want." The lament here is far broader than that

dollars are thereby wasted. This argument, in effect, attacks

some of the central claims in favor of information. One taking

off point is an assertion that Americans trusted government

more when they were more naive about it; exposes and attempts

at accountability, it is charged, lead to disillusionment and

cynicism rather than the hoped for consequences of greater

satisfaction and feelings of responsiveness. If to this is

added the claim that abuse of discretion will continue unabated

despite disclosure, one can be led to the grim conclusion that

knowledge is dangerous. Even along the dimension of family

choice ic may be argued that too much information befuddles and
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overwhelms consumers wilOse real choice strategies stem from a

model of bounded rationality. (And this assumes that one

affirmatively beaieves in the virtues of family choice, a

debatable matter itself, as Chapter 5 exposes.) Hence, as

explored in Chapter 4 in soie circumstances rational parents

may prefer, not information, but instead to delegate the

sorting choice to others.

In short, it is quite plausible to look cynically at both

our political and our market or quasi-market institutions and

to reject the practical effectiveness of information, whatever

its theoretical effectiveness; indeed, as an outside observer

one can formulate a set of arguments to the effect that

ignorance indeed keeps one relatively closer to bliss.

Whether acceptance of this perspective should lead one to

seek revolutionary change, to throw up.one's hands in defeat,

or to enjoy the status quo (assuming you're in the favored

class), is beyond our scope here. In any event, we are not

willing simply to accept this broad perspective on the world as

a devastating argument against all disclosure schemes, let

alone against disclosure about school sorting. Indeed, at a

time when public regard for public education is so low, it is

hard to see from these lines of thought how there is a great

deal at risk. Moreover, a bit of evidence about attitudes

towards schools seems to be contrary. As we understand it,

surveys show that when families 'grade" public schools, on

average they consistently give higher grades to their own

child's school (which they presumably know relatively more

2'-L)t)
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about) than they do to public schools generally (which are

probably understood leSs well); in short, information'may well

bring fondness rather than bitterness. Still, there is a

warning in this cynical/realist viewpoint; we ought to be

confident that there is genuine promise of social gains from

disclosure befon risking that the relatively better impression

people seem to have of their local public echool is not lowered

to the level of public unhappiness and frustration with public

schools generally.

With this survey of a range of potential costs of

disclosuie generally, we have completed our review of pro and'

con perspectives on our problem. In te next chapter we

combine the considerations and show how sensibly to go about

conducting a policy analysis of school sorting disclosure.
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CHAPTER 7

SCHOOL SORTING AND DISCLOSURE - POLICY. CONSIDERATIONS

In this chapter, we put together the discussions of the

prior chapters in a policy framework. The framework is used to

explain how we think one should go about appraising the

desirability of different amounts of required information

disclosur. We illustrate the framework in some detail by

focusing on the process of pupil assignment to teachers in

elementary schools. The same'method can be applied to the

other steps in school sorting that we have considered, and we

briefly illustrate that later in the chapter.

Our analysis does not, and cannot, say what, if anything,

should be done. This is primarily because a number of key
-

issues turn on values about which we are reluctant to say there

is but one "right" answer. For example, if family choice is

enhanced, people will differ on its desirability; if confidence

in schools is increased, people will disagree about its worth;

if official discretion is reduced, people will not agree

whether that is good or bad; they will also disagree about the

desirability of the *trade off* of some subjective costs as

against other subjective benefits; if the prospects for

altering substantive school policies are improved, people will

,
-

n,
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dispute the desirability of that; people will further disagree

over the desirability of changes that have differential impacts

by class; and so on.

Value conflict, however, is not the only obstacle to

satisfactory policy analysis. Although our research has taken

us well into the problem of school sorting and disclosure,

there remains considerable uncertainity about what would be the

consequenáes of any required dislcosure scheme because both

implementation problems and how people woUld react remain

largely speculative. Moreover, as countless varieties of

disclosure regimes could be proposed, it is not easy to confine

the analysis to anyth,ing approaching a stable target. As a

result, critical factOrs such as who would bear the costs of

any change cannot be Pinned down.

In short, because bf factual and value indeterminacies, we

can not coherently say that any specific amount of disclosure

is in the "best interest of children. We can, however,

present a compact approach to the problem that will show policy
II

makers where to plug in their own values and where to make
,

1

their own predictions about (or find out more about)
i

consequences. And while presenting the framework, we provide

our own tentative evaluation,of required disclosure, given our

values and our current knowledge.

,

264
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A. Types and Levels of Disclosure
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The first critical,thing to keep in mind is that

information disclosure is not a yes-no proposition; you don't

simply either do it or not. Rather, it is far more importantly

a question of how much, or what, information. Also key are the

medium of disclosure (e.g., written or oral), its trigger

(e.g., on request or school initiated), whether transmitted

before or after decision, to all or selected families, and so

on. In order to begin to accumt for these varieties, and

simplifying somewhat, we think it helps to identify three

categories or types of disclosure.

The first type is the disclosure of general information

about the school's decision-making process. Moreover, we

distinguish four leVels; (a) the cTiteria used to make the

sorting deLision (such as sex and ability balance in elementary

school classrooms); (b) justification of the criteria (why,

say, ability balance is thought desirable); (c) the process of

applying the criteria (for example, who does the ability

balancing and how); and (d) the decision alternatives that are

possible (for example, that there dre three second grade

classes to fill).

The second type of disclosure is child-specific

information. Here we distinguh two levels: (a) the child's
,
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classification by criteria (his ability level, for example);

and (b) an explanation for that classification (say, how his

ability was determined)

The third type of disclosure concerns information about the

characteristics pf the possible decision alternatives (such as

"What are the three second grade teachers' talents" or "How

much do biology students learn?").

B. Five Key Questions

Having arrayed these types of disclosure, our next goal is

to evaluate them in a way that at once takes into consideration

the variety of costs and benefits described in earlier

chapters. We think this is best achieved by considering five

key questions:

(1) If this information were available and fully utilized,

what social benefits could be achieved, viewed from _he

perspective of each of the models discussed in Chapters 4 and 5

(informed choice, take-up of entitlements, consent of the

governed, and control of official abuse)? This question is

meant to capture the potential direct benefits of disclosure in

the abstract.

(2) How common is the disclosure of this information in

the absence of requirements? Little new can be achieved by

requiring the disclosure of information, even very important

information, that is routinely disclosed anyway. Moreover, it

26(1
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is not enough to observe that information has not be formally

provided in the past. Parents may already have obtained the

information through informal channels. This question is meant

to focus more carefully on the potential additional gains from

formally requiring disclosure.

(3) How likely is it that the,disclosed information will

actually change the behavior or opinions of the information

recipient? For information to have impact, it has to matter.

In terms of behavior, it is necessary to link the information

to altered conduct of parents, children or school officials.

Hence, if, for example, an important objective were to increase

parental involvement in the sorting process, it would be

important to be able to show, or at least predict, that

information would truly yield such an increase. Since parents

can be thought of as implicitly weighing the benefits and costs

of their involvement in the process, one thing to consider is

how the disclosed information would change parental perceptions

of these costs and benefits. Similar inquiries can be made

about the likely linkage of information to changes in opinion.

The main point here is to tocus on the realistic additional

benefits of required disclosure. As we saw in Chapters 4 and

5, despite the theoretical connections between information and

changed outcomes, there are reasons to think that in plactice

some information, in effect, won't be utilized.

(4) How much would school officials support or resist the

passage and implementation of the disclosure requirement?
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While the first three key questions look at benefits, this

question is intended to serve as a rough indicator and

aggregator of the direct costs that would be experienced by the

school system. These costs could include dollar costs,

professional demoralization costs, and other 'costs" such as

reduced socio-economic balance in the school population (see

Chapter 6). To the extent that these costs are perceived by

school officials to be significant, one would expect them to

try to avoid theM, first by resisting the initial adoption of

the requirement and later, if need be, by implementing the

requirement in a manner that is least costly from their

viewpoint. This assumes that the costs of disclosure would be

borne primarily by the local school districts and schools. Of

course, it is imaginable that the dollar costs could be paid

for by the state and/or that other sweeteners could be thrown

in to win over local support for a new program. But then, of

course, these costs would have to be borne elseWhere; here, in

order to simply the analysis and because we believe it is more

revealing, we will assume the local internalization of costs.

(5) If certain disclosures were required, might this cause

schools to alter the sorting system itself? If so, are the

consequences likely to be good or bad? This question is meant

to focus on the indirect costs and benefits of disclosure.

The answers to theze five questions can provide

considerable insight into the prospects of achieving net social

benefits through information disclosure. Suppose, for example,

2 6 b
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that some disclosure contains information characterized as

theoretically important to achieving social benefitsigenerally

unavailable at present, likely ,to lead to desirable changed

parental or school behavior with respect to the sorting

process, and not too costly to the schools. Clearly, this

disclosure is a good candidate for policy adoption.

On the other hand, suppose a proposed disclosure rates well

on the benefits side but would be considered very costly by

school officials and would be strenuously resisted. From this

we would conclude that the prospects for easy legislative

approval of the reform are slight. Public school officials are

much better politically organized than are parents (who are

largely unaware of the stakes, and who, even if aware, would

receive only small individual benefits in comparison to the

high individual costs of political mobilization). However, if

the social benefits of disclosure do outweigh its social costs,

then either a concerted political effort or a legal challenge

may be feasible ways to achieve the net benefits. Whether a

reform movement could be organized around consumer disclosu_z

in public schooling is hard to say. We will, however, have

more to say about the relationship between information

disclosdre and the law in napters 8 and 9. In short, these

five questions together allow one to assess both the

desirability and political potential of a reform proposal.

261
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II. Applying the Framework: Teacher Assignment in Elementary

Schools

A. Potential Benefits From Disclosure

As explained above, the first key question calls for a

consideration, for the elementary school teacher assignment

process, of what are the potential direct benefits that could

arise frob the disclosure of different types (even levels) of

informatiOn. We think it mot fruitful to explore those

poteritial benefits in terms of the models of disclosure

discussed in Ckapters 4 and 5.

A few caveats at the start, however. The actual sorting

practices of a given school or district will affect the

relative potential importance of one, or another sort of

information. For example, ability matching, parent choice and

random assignment are three different ways to assign pupils to

teachers; which a school uses or emphasizes changes the

importance of information. Hence, in doing our analysis, we

have, on occasion, had to make assumptions about school policy;

for this we have drawn on our field research to capture what we

take to be reasonably typical practices.

In doing the analysis for elementary school teacher

assignment, we have found it most rewarding to start with one

model of disclosure, (say, control of official abuse) and then

with that model in mind to consider the various types of

disclosure one by'orw. We then repeated the process for the

260
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other models. Alternatively, one could begin with a type of

disclosure, say, general informtion, and consider first its

potential usefulness in terms of each of the models; under that

approach one would repeat the analysis for each of the levels

or types.

As we explained in Chapter 5, the distincti,on betwePn the

models of take-up of entitlements and informed choice by-

parents is not an easy one where, as with public education, the

state produces and gives away the benefit. Therefore, we there

arbitrarily assigned to take-up the matter of general awareness

of rights to participate in the sorting process, and to

informed choice the question of informed participation. The

consequence is that somewhat different information is relevant

to each. 13.ut for purposes of our discussion here we have

simplified and have lumped both models together.

1.' Disclosure Alternatives -- Informed Choice/Take-up of

Entitlements.

If schoolffl paid no attention to parental input or

preference, there would be no take-up opportunities and nothing

for parents to make informed choice about. In that case,

information would be of no real use for purposes of these two
*/

models.= But our study suggests that elementary schools do

To be sure, publicizing both the absence of a parental role
and information about the school's current sorting
practices could indirectly create a political demand for a
change in the sorting process that would include a parental
role.
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regularly accept and pay attention to parental preferences as

to teachers. Would it therefore be a good thing if parents

were well informed about their ability to participate in the

process of deciding,who their child's teacher will be (this is

the take-up point) and if so, yhat information would best help

Ehem participate (this is the informed choice point)?

At first blush, it would seem evident that information has

aa important positive role here. Yet, as explained in Chapter

5, this is oy no means an obvious conclusion because various

underlying reasons can account for the fact that expressed

parefital preferences currently count. If, for exarrIple, one

believes that parental input is something to be tolerated, but

which in the end is not beneficial for the sorting process,

then to the extent that disclosure promoted take-up of the

participation option, even if on a more informed basis, it

would be considered undesirable. On the other hand, if one

believes that family choice is iR principle important, then it

would seem theoretically quite important for families to be

aware of their ability to voice their preferences and to be

able to do so in an informed way. Even then, however, it must

be remembered, as we explained in Chapter 4, that rationally

choosing families are often going to want to iAclude the

expertise of school officials, in the decision process -- or put

in other terms, .they art going to want to delegate some of

their powers to (or share some, of their powers with) school

2 u
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officials. Tn turn, this means that providing information to

the right school officials can be as or more important than

providing it to parents.

Moreover, we saw that schools today, in general, seem to

value parental choice only to the extent that classroom

*balance" objeCtives are not seriously upset by it. Assjuming

that one.agrees that such constraints are appropriate en it

is possible that an existing workable arrangement wher by most

family preference is accommodated, would become much les

workable if take-up is increased, entailing serious

frustration. Indeed (and this is really responsive to the
0

fifth of our.key questions), the exposure of the exercise of

cloice.by'some "in-the-know" families together with

bureaucratip oppOsition to universal 'Choide could possibly lead

indirectly,to a political change that would largely do away

with varental input altogether.

Finally, assuming that informed parental input is

desirable, it is important to appreciate that it can be

justified on a variety of grounds. One is that parents can

have special knowledge 'about their children that ought to be

factored into the sorting process. Alternatively, it may be

argued that parents know better, or at least ought to be able

to decide, which teacher's style or which classmates their

children should experience. This rationale makes parents

judges of what quality means for their child. 'Finally, it can

be claimed that pareatal_input priparily serves instrumentally

2
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to promote good teaching by identifying (and somehow rewarding)

those who are good teachers. Plainly, not everyone would

accept all these justifications. We trust that this discussion

suffices to illustrate how indeterminicies of fact and value

mean that there can be no 'right" answers here. We will

proceed, therefore, simply to offer our answers.

In our judgment the information that is potentially most
..

beneficial for take-up and informed choice purposes is first
-7

general information about the extent to which parental

preference counts as a criterion in teacher assignment and

1
k

about the alternative available assignments -- these go to

take-up; and second, specific information about the available

, 1decision alternatives (relating to acutal teachers, classroom

composition, etc.) -- this goes to informed choice. In other

wc\rds, key here iS generally knowing how much parental

preference matters and what the options are, and then having

the specific information that matters to Parents in judging the

fit between their chiA and a specific teacher and classroom.

2. Disclosure Alternatives -- Control of Offical, Error and

Abuse

Although we made no effort to determine the true extent of

official error and abuse in the assignment'of children to

elementary school teachers, it is"clear that the potential for

such error and abuse exists, and that some types of disclosure

4 0.,
- .4, f Z

,

_
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have an important checking potential. To be sure, it may well

be that an impressionistic sense of the th.or and abuse rate

that is based oh occasional reports would proVe misleading when

pursuesi in a serioui studY. It mayalso be true that the

greatest promise f . controllihg what error and abuse that does

exist lies in internal management strategy and not in external

control through policing by clients. Nonethtless, with

disclosure to parents, some deterrence is plainly imaginable.

For this disclosure model, in our judgment the mostI,
promising informateon lies in two reaims. First, we would

consider general information about the available alternatives

sand criteria used in assigning teachers and pupils together,

perhaps secondarily, about the process of assignment. This

is<because once people know the sorting criteria they have a

standard from which they can charge that officials have

deviated. If-nothing else, this might help deter gross or

class abuses; and it might inspIre greater care in individual

cases as welf. Revelations about the process can help focus

the limelight on the responsible actors and may thereby help to

sure that they have behaved properly. This, in turn, can

help minimize instances of favoritism or bureaucratic pettiness.

However, in order for there to be direct external control

over tIle accurate assignment of individual children to

individual teachers, then disclosure will usually be needed

about )sc.th (a) rhat conclusions were reached about the
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individual child (that is, which criteria were applied to this

child) and (b) how those conclusions were reached (that is, an

explanation of why the criteria were met) . Indeed, the

greatest potential for checking error and abuse here would come

if in every case-an explanation for the individual child's

.placement were routinely proferred (and could be challenged).

Second best, and possibly of nearly the same deterrpnce

potential, would be the stated willingness to supply-an

explanation on request.

-42

3. Disclosure Alternatives -- Consent of the Governed

4

In our judgment general information about the criteria ,

governing teacher assignment, justification of those criteria,

and the process of applying those criteria are potentially the

most important in terms of this model. They, it seems to us,

best reveal the aspects of ,the teacher assignment process that

would serve ho make families feel that this part of school

sorting is fair and sensible; the criteria and process are also

the things that people would probably want to have changed if

they felt the current practices did not reflect popular will.

Also of potential importance for this model, we think, is the

disclosure of general information about assignment alternatives

since this will,let people know about the school's scructural

decisions that determine the parameters of the sorting procesi.

, 274 7--------,.. .
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Table 7-1 below captures at a glance our judgments

described above. It reveals that the levels of information

about teacher assignment tliat are theoretically most promising

depend on the model or purpose one focuses upon.

a
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Table 7-1'

Potential Benefit from lnformation
about Teacher Assignment in

'Elementary Schools

Disclosure Types and Levels- Greatest Potential Benefit
'in Terms of the Models*

IC/TF CG CA

1. General Infr-mation

a. Criteria of assignment X X X

b. Justification of the
criteria

c. Process of applying
the criteria X X

d. Alternative assignments
available X X X

2. Child-Specific Informatdon

a. Classification by the
criteria

b. Explanation for
classification

3. Informa_ion about attributes of
alternative assignments v

(*IC=Informed Choice, CG=Consent of the Governed, TE=Take-up of
Entitlements, CA=Control of Official Abuse)

%.
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B. Current Voluntary Disclosure

'
In our field research, wa attempted to survey the extent to

which information about sorting is currently disclosed by

California schools. Were the information we have identified as

theoretical valuable in the previous section already widely

available to parents, then little will be gained by requiring

its disclosure.

We have found, however, that there is virt'ually no written

disclosure of information about teacher assignment in

elementary schools. That is, neither griseral information,

child-specific information, -nor information about alternatives

is usually provided to parents in writing. The one small

exception to this finding is in the request by some schools
4,

that parents indicate a preference for their child's teacher

AAsigilmpnt-, or for the type of teacher they arefer. Even in

these cases, usually no information about either the

alternative teachers or about how parental preference fits into

the actual sorting process is offered in writing. As we saw in

Chapter 2, those parents' who put in requeSts tend to be those

more active in schOol affairs who thereby get to know the

teachers or those who find out about the teachers through

informal channels (for example, other parents in the PTA, the

'parents of an older child in the neighborhood).

The lack of written information is not quite sufficient to

conclude that the school simply does not inform the wh,cle
..

0,-.9
4 f i
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parent population about this aspect of the sorting process.

After all, there are conferences scheduled between each child's

parents and teachers twice a year, and plans and prospects for

the following year are often discussed during the spring

conference. It was beyond the scope of our field research to

document what really is communicated during those conferences.

It is quite possible that some information about sorting is

disclosed at this time, although teachers are given no fermal

directives to cover specific items. In any event, it is quite

likely that most parents would be offered no information at all

about many of the levels described earlier; and surely most do

not take the time to ask for this information when they are

there mainly to get an assessment of how their child performed

during the past year.

We tentatively conclude that the type of information

prnbodied in the alternative disclosures we ar'e analyzing isnot

commonly known to a broad range of parents. Therefore, current

practice cannot be said to diminish significantly the

theoretical benefit potential of these alternatives. In Table

7-2 we rate the extent of current disclosure as "none" for each

of the disclosure alternatives except for the process of

applying the criteria and the available alternatives. The

latter two are rated "low" in light of limited school efforts

to solicit parental preferences regarding teacher assignment.
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Table 7-2

Disclosure Currently Provided about
Teacher Assignment in Elementary Schools

I

Disclosure Options Extent

1. General Information

a. Criteria of assignment N

b. Justification of the
criteria N

*

c. Process of applying
the criteria - L

d. Alternative assign-
ments available L

0

2. 'Cllild-Specific Information

a. Classification,by the
criteria N

1. FF1,17:n*i^r1 fr,r
classification N

a

3. Information about attributes of
alternative assigments

(P=High, M=Medium, L=Low, N=None)
4

N
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C. The Probability of Changing the Behavior or Opinions of the

Information Recipient

In order for information to achieve benefits, the

disclosure must have or be perceived to have some impact on

those who receive it. One type of impact would be a change in

the opinion of parents about the school's teacher assignment

procedures and in turn about the school generally. Simply put,

increased awareness of general information about this process

could by itself result in greater consent of the governed.

This assumes that families will like being communicated with

and will like what they learn. Plainly, if this is not true,

aisclosure could create mot just discussion and consent but

rather the "dissent of the governed" -- perhapslindire,ctly

leading to changes in the sorting process and/or political

conflict in the cOmmunity. Yet we would consider either of

these consequences to represent gains for the democratic

process, recognizing, of course, that in terms of school

offielial energy and school child short term learning, costs dan

well come with community conflict over some'school practices.

one hope under the consent of the governed model is that

the ongoing disclosure of information serves to keep officials,'

continually accountable to the local political community so

that official disclosure itself would not precipitate a

surprise uprising of community opposition. (We also note in

passing that disclosures that satisfy families that errors and
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abuse are at a minimum and that informed choices 6y someone,

whether parent or school official, are being made about teacher

assignment snould both serve in a broad way to increase the

consent of the governed.)

Additional impact occurs, here plainly behavioral change,

if disclosure yields more active parental interact'on with the

school regarding the actual assignment of specific children;

and even more impact occurs if sorting decisions are actually

changed as a consequence. Finally, as our fifth key question

alerts us to ask, a school may on its own change its sorting

practices and decisions in response to its prediction of

parental reaction to disclosure.
a

Athough we have sketched various ways in which impact can

occur, will the information disclosure actually have any

important impact in any of of these ways? How many more (and

which) parents will question and press the school to justify

their child's tea.cher assignment and'with what impact'on

controlling errors and abuse? How many more (and which) will

take up the opportunity to participate in the selection process

and with what impact on informed choice? How will parental and

mmmunity opinions about the school be altered and with what

impact on consent of 'the governed?

Making sound predictions is very difficult. Yet certain

things can be said. First, 'although school initiated

disclosure of information to all parents surely has more

potential to prompt xhange than does selective disclosure (it

OtJ4
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also has the highest cost), it should not be assumed

indispensable. In short, one should not minimize the potential

of information provided upon re t to even a small number of

families who ask for it. As we saw in Chapters 4 and 5, in the

right circumstances relatively few informed consumers can serve

to police the market and thereby improve consumer utility for

many others as well. In the same way, an informed few can act

in ways that aheck abuse and errors that would otherwise hurt .

many others. And finally, the altered opinions of key

community leaders about the local school can lead to

community-wide impact.

A general counter-perspective is that key mark.et makers and

public opinion setters are the ones already most likel'y to have,

information and hence least likely to be affected by required

disclosure. This is difficult to assess. We think that while

a number of parents in the schools we visited do have informed

opinions of the talents of the teachers, we think it much less

likely that they know much about the other aspects of the

teacher assignment process or that they now function to police

the system on behalf of the school's children generally. It is

also important to appreciate that-to the extent that leaders

already know about the eeacher assignment process, this should

undercut the fear that only elites would benefit from

disclosure; ineleed, on that analysis, prospects for change, if

any, lie in the reactions of non-elites to the disclosure. Ou'r

judgment is that elites and non-elites both would know
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lots more were there disclosures of the type we've discussed.

And we think some would act on the new information.
t

We recognize' that one.would expect an important impact in

terms of behavioral change by parents only if the disclosure

significantly affected their perceptions of the benefits and

costs and cos*t to them of becoming more involved in the sorting

prccess. That is, a parent must believe that his or her action

can somehow achieve benefits that would nct occiir wi,thout the

action. Quite apart from cost, many parents will not get

involved no matter how well informed because they feel this

"benefit test" is not passed. They believe that school sorting

decisions will not improve from their perspective as a result

of their input. Moreover, even if parents feel there is some -

chance that,their inovolvement will produce some benefit, in

fact they must give up valuable leisure time, or expend scarce

personal energy, to try and achieve that benefit. And many

parents will decide that the possible gain is not wprth that

effort. Some do not even have the energy to make a judgment.

Plainly, then, many families not involved in the sorting

process today will remain uninvolved even after required

disclosure. That is, many will continue not to offer a teacher

preference, will continue not to resist assignment of their

child, and will continue not to object to the existing criteria

or process. The question therefore is just how many might

become involved and how many of those now involved might change

(and improve) their involvement. And it is hard to give a
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confident answer.

The evidence on consumer response from studies of consumer

disclosure laws (reviewed :n Chapter 6), cannot support great

optimism here. While unit pricing is an e,ample of consumer

disclosure which does seem to have positive impact, it is not

at all clear that teacher assignment is analogous. Unit

pricing, after all, involves providing information about a

question that consumers routinely ask Ihemselves when shopping

(*Am I better off to buy the larg'br 'econOmy' size?") at a

point where they must make some decision. To be sure, it is

imaginable that the 'spring teacher conference in elementary

school could be transformed intO a session in which parents are

made to provide input. This might convert, their participation

into something like the range of conduct that probably occurs

in families at a time a child decides which college to attend.

But this approach would involve more than mere disclosure; and,

it contemplates a substantive posture different from most

elementary schools we visited, where, after all, the voicing of

parental preference was an optional matter rather than a

mandated one.

Similarly, the evidence from the welfare field sho s that
0

rather few recipients contest their benefit awards, everf though

they axe formally notified of their right to do so, and even

though follow-up studies show that many more than those who

object were improperly underpaid or denied benefits altogether.

Despite this pessimistic appraisal, We think that

'2;3,1
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information bout specific teachers that would give parents

reason to choose among them could cause a substantial increase

in parental participation in the preference-giving process.

Indeed, we a.re confident that.many school officials would feat

that if families re4ly )criew about the comparative talents of

therr schools' teachers, then all too often there would be such

an increase in requests for the "good" teachers as to make the

school worry,about how to tUrn down parental,preferences. In

short, there.is a perhaps small, but nonetheless real

possibility that disclosure could put substantial pressure on

schools to figure out how to get rid of the teachers they know

are not very competent. Put differently, a school that today

c'an tolerate and satrsfy a low level of parental preferences,

where many parents don't know what a difference there really is

among the teachers, might not long be able to retain its

community support if there is a great clamoring to avoid

certain duds. Moreover, in such a climate it probably would be

very cliff' lt Nrr a school to "solve" the problem by assignimg

only the children whose parents don't complain 4to the bad
-bb

teachers on the theory that aT'e,knowledgeably indifferent; some

community leaders are likely to com iplaih that the truth s that

those parents44411 don't know or don't care. Hence, theee.is

reason to hope ihat disclosure will prevent the "dumpling"

solution. Ipdeed, it is afguable.that today consid-rable

class-related "dumping" occurs, and that in fact the advantages

that the educated middle class now have coul&be eroded to the,

benefit of others through the right.sort of disclosure. 2.8u
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D. the Probable Direct School P.sponse

In this seation we will consider the costs of various kinds

imposed by information llsclosures on schoololLicials. If

4
fiisclosure costs of.one kind or an other lead schools to oppose

a disclosure requirement, their resistance can surface in a

'lumber of different forms. One form "is-political resistance to

the adoption of the disclosure requirement: Because school

employees and School boara-m-ember are*poti-ticaIly well

organized, they can almosL always prey rit a reforin lacking

active and widespread support of parents.

Even if a disclosure reform is adopted, school employees

may resist the implementttion of the reorm by bureaucratic

methods. A school may be required to disclose-critcirta,- fdr

example, but- its staff may describe the criteria in such a way

that practically any sorting decision 4t makes :an-be said 'to

be tonsistent with the cr.iteria. Even if the staCte provides

additiopal funds for the schools to publicize their criteri,a,

school officials not interested in this publicity can find ways

to comply at'a minimal cost and effecti4ly use the remaiming
,

funds for other expenses.

These examples illustrate why a low probability of'

acquieScence is, at a minimum, 1 severe stumblingOtock to

acilleving4the potential.benefits di,scussed in the earlier

sections. Let us now assess these-probabilities for the

_various levels'of disclosure ConceOing teacher assignments in
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elementary schools,. In general, we think that school leaders

would be sympathetic to changes that would increase the consent

of'the governed, so long as the substantive policies they favor

_were not threatened. But, we think that most school officials

are i/ikely to be far less interested in promoting the control

of!,.officiail abuse or the take-up of the voicing of parental

, preference

More Specifically, we believe that school officials are

likely tobe.Most acquiescent to the disclosure of general

information. Our general intuition and the way officials dealt

with us sggests that school leaders often view with pride the:

criteria they use to assign children to classes; many will be

happy to inform parents in general terms of them. Hence, we

rate the Oropsects of official acquiescence to calls for this
"o04-

disclosUre as "high." School officials would also be likely to

adquiesce.to some justification of these criteria, especially

if the cciuld,A ma4re to see how this might improve community

confiden tfidfschool. However, school leaders might want

'enough latlitUde to offer qufte general and therefore, from

'their perspective, noncontroversial justifications. This

would, of course, tend to make the result less informative to

paren,s. ',1111us, we rate the probability of acquiesce/nee to the

. desired, information as "medium."

We would also expect some school resistance to required

disclosure of the process of applying the criteria. Again,

while thiS could increase the consent of the governed, this

2
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could also be se.e.n from the school's perspective as creating an

unnecessary threat to:the procedures already in gaace. For

example,-too many que§tions might be raised in some places

abovt why the principal makes the assignInt decisions when the

tea hers know the children best. Or, once committed in

wLting, school officials might fear thisç be locked into
t,c

procedures at the cost of the flexibility to deal w,ith

situations they Arceive as unique., We rate the probability of

acquiescence to this disclosure as "medium."

In terms of disclosing.the alternative assignments

availabled we tkould expect mild resistance. Again, there is

something to be gained in terms of community support,.and we

saw that some schools already solicit parental preferences
_-

concerning teacher assignmept. Yet school officials so far

have done little voluntarily to publicize the alternatives, arrd

as we have said above, it is not at,all cle r that they would

wish to comPlicate their lives by further encouraging parental

choice. We-xate this alternative as "medium."

We think that school officials are less likely to acquiesce

in the i-O-utine disclosure of child-specific information

parents,about their child's classification; especially if the

cequirements included an explanation of the classification.

Many wtyld argtre that the placementeof young children requftes

the exercise of expert judgment which cannot be rtatly

described.- They-wou-14-:also_objPci- hat_the_d_cal_ax_An.d_t_ime costs

of such disclosure. And they woUld argue that in many cases

2 t!..i r,.5

,
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the child and family are better off not knowing why the

placement wa made for fear that it would adversely affect the

child's learning in the future. Finally, like most

bureaucrats, they are not likely to want to encburage outside

policing. These and other costs were diseussed in Chapter 6.

In the'absence of considerable external pressure., these

alternatives are rated "low." Moreover, disclosure on request

only, while somewhat less costly, is also likely to be opposed,

absent clever political manipulation. of what would then be the

school's apparent posture of extreme paternalism and resistance

to, local accountability.

Similarly, sehools are not likely to acquiesce readily in

the disclosure of useful information about the attributes of

alternative assignments. They would argue, for example, that

accurate measures of a teacher's effectiveness do not exist,

and that existing peasures are misleading and inadequate and

could be bad for staff morale. Furthermore, they would

continue, such disclosure would create the kind of pressure

which increases the difficulty of balancing classes. Absent

strong pressures, we think again that potential acquiescence in

these disclosures is 'low." Table 7-3 displays these

conclusions.

A'S
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Table 7-3

School 4pcluiescence in Requiring Disclosure about
Teadher Assignment in Elementary Schools

Disclosure Options Probability

1. General Information

a. Criteria of assignment

b. Justification Df the

criteria
c. Process'of applying

the criteria

Alternative assign-
ments available,

2. Child-Specific Information

a. Classification by the
criteria.

b. Explanation for
classification

3. Information about attributes of
alternative assignments

(H=High, M=Medium,(4,=Low, N=None)

2J0
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E. Potential Indirect Impact ,on Substantive Policies

Although it' is is tempting to view required disclosure as

impacting 61-1 a static world in which the direct tCleoretical

costs and benefits are to some'degree rearized, this is too

simplistic. Hence, the fifth and final key question to ask is

whether disclosure could have indirect effects in 'the forth of

substantive changes in the sorting process. We have already

mentioned the main possibilities. -Disclosure could cause such

an increase in parental requests so as to overload the system

and lead school officials to decide no longer to pay attention

to any requests at all.rather than to.devise a method of

satisfying some but not other parents. While this Scenario

might sound a little fax-fetched since the posited clamor for

choice would make it hard for the school dramatically to

re7erse itself, it is nonetheless imaginable that in

apprehension of the possibility of an avalanche of requests,
4

conservative school officials would, in advance, cut dut the

role of Parental requests. It is crucial to appreciate that

were this to occur there would be controversy over whether that

outcome would be socially good-or bad. Plainly, today's

successfully requesting parents would be worse off. 'But if one

were to think of them largely as elites who n&w gain unfair

advantages (we don't) or if orie only reluctantly tolerated such

requests today (not our view) and were looking for an excuse to
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get rid of them, then this unintended substantive result of

disclosure would be welcomed.

The same point can be made about the possibility that in

response to iequired disclosure schools would change and

simplify their criteria and procedures so as to reduce or

eliminate discretion in the assignMent of students to

teachers. As noted earlier, depending upon one's outlook the

reduction in the use of professional judgment could be thought

. socially good or bad.

Finally; disclosure could, of course, lead to political P
*

pressures for all sorts ofOther changes in the teAcher

*assignment process. While we think that, in Principle,

increased political attention tb these issues is good ih
;

"process" terps, plainly people woulddisagree abOut the socIal

desirability of any substantive outcome -- for example-, if

schools were to start abiliE'y grouping in the fifth grade or if

they were to shift to all combination grade classrooms and so;

on.

Whether'any .of these, or other, indirect cOnsequences would.

.
flow from required disclosure, and if so, at how many and which

schools, is terribly difficult to Predict, let alone evaluate.

Nonetheless, the risk tint change can bring about unintended

and often Undesirable consequences something not to lose

sight.' of. We think that t,his unce4ainty is a ra'son why those

proposing an active change in policy should bear the burden of
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persuasion; or put differently, this risk is4a reason not to

plunge broadly ahead with a policy change that perhaps could be

tried out more modestly at the start.

F. Overall Analysis

The next task is to combine the tesults from the previous

steps of the analysis. Table 7-4 aisplays the summary data.

Obviously, cur ovenall assessments depend on the weightings we

gave earliec.
,

We present them not,to insist that our weightings are

right, but in order to'illugtrate a method for considering the

combined effect of the different factors. Those with different

ideas abcut_the relative importance of factors and those with

different predictions about'cotisequences can think through this

analysis using their own weights.

a



Table 7-4
,

Summary Table -- Teacher Assignment in EleTentary Schools

(H=High,.ip=Medium, L=Low, N=None)
(*IC=Informed Choice, CG-Consent of the GoVerned, TE=Take-:up of Enutlemente, CA=Control of Official Abuse)

(X=Potential Benefit)
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Our judgment is that the required disclOsure of leperal

information about school sorting does have the potential to

achieve some net social benefits. Requiring disclosure of the

school's criteria for_assignment is probably the most promising

step to take. This is because (a) there is benefit potential

in terms of ina creased'consent of the governMtnt, better conErol

of official pscretion, and greater take-up of choice in a more

informed way; (b) schools are likely to acquiesce in the

disclosure; and (c) there is virtually no discsure now. The

main uncertainty ligs in just how much impact the disclosure

will have in terms of changed Opinions,and behavior of family

and schools.

Probably next most promising is the disclosure of

alternative available assignments and the process, of applying

the criteria. Eacg potentially serves two of our three

purposes of disclosure, rather a little is disclosed about them

now, and school official resistance to their disclosuie is

likely to be only moderate. Again; however, while we think

,there is the decided potential for some new social benefit,

just how well the information would actually be used remains

uncertain.

Nevertheless, we can readily imagine how a school could

disclose with little difficulty and modest dollar cost all

three of thlse levels of general information in one

well-designed communication. For example; the school could

2J6
CS
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disclose to families of potential third graders that it has,

say, three regular third grade classes (dr, say, two regular
.J

and one threefour combinatior). At the same time it'could

report'that as among the three ,classes, it strives for sex;

race 'and academic ability balance'abong students, that it seeks

to assure that each classroom has its fair share of seudent

leaders and of behavior problems, and that it will accommodae

family preference so long as the school's general'commitment to

"balance" is not upset. Moreover, the school might disclose,

say, that its teachers generally teach the same grade year

after.year unless the teacher seeks a change. Finally, the

school'could disc2ose how and by whom "leaders" ana "behavior

,

problems are identified, how abillty balancing is achieved,
A

and how family requeits are solicited, received and managed.

Hence, if', for example, teachers for each gr6de level meet and
;5*

pool personal and test score knowledge of their pupils and

thereby make assignments to the next grade, this could be

revealed together with a concise explanation of the way they

actually.apply the less than obvious criteria.

,When it comes to disclosing justifications of the criteria,

the potential for ,net social benefit, we think, is somewha.t

reduced. Not'only is this sort of disclosure likely to serve

only che purpose of increasing the consent of the governed, but

4 also there is likely to be somewhat greater school resistance

to meaningful.disclosure here than with respect'to the

21 t
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disclosure of other general infortation about."elementary school
.

teacher assignment: .Were disclosure of"justifications

required, however, we thinko-a school could easily include in

the communicatiekn described above an explanation of, say, why

it believes in ability mixing rather than ability grouping, why

it allows Some family choice and so on.

We think it important to note that-this sort o? disclosure

-- of these various level's of general information about school

sorting -- is br,oadly analogous to the disclosure now required

of governmental a,3encies engaged in rulerhak4ng pursuant to the

Administrative Procedure Act. Hence, it is hardly foreign to

governmental bodies. (rndeed, the APA also requires the agency

to advertise for comments on proposed rules and to publish bo.th

critici,sms that were not accepted and.explanations theredf, We

put these elements aside for now.)

Turning next to the disclosure of chj.ld-specific

information and information about the attributes of alternative

assignments, making a net appraisal is more difficult% The

former potentially increases substantially the effective

control of official abuse or error, and the latter potentially

increases substantially the expression of informed parental

preference. Yet .just how mucli this informat,ion will actually

serve these purposeei(beCause of potenti,al non-use by

recipients) is questionable, notwithstanding the virtual lack

of formal disclosure of such information today. Moreover, for
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both.dollar cost and other cost reasons (such as vdlool

reputation and teacher moralL), school 4fficia1s =!:e likely to

resist most the,requirement that they:disclose this detailed

'information.

While these factorsnLght dampen One's enthusiasm for an'

',outreach"- approach to this informatison, one can still find

promise in a p01-icized "access" approach., As noted earlier,

the deterrence gains with respect tb the control of official

discretion. might
(

be importantly achievet merely by making clear
.

that those parents' who Ask for explAnations about how and why

their children were sorted will be given such expinations,

Note too that, unaer the Public Records gcts of many states,

t-1 much of what informatiOri existls in writing .about the detailed

alternative a'ssig6ments.is currently available to those who ask

for it. Of course, some deaire'd things will not be in writing

or even curxently known to school officials, and some desired

aetails,about indi4v2dual teachers will be protected under those

.

freedom of information acts. Indeed, anyone who favors

disclosuie about individual teachers has to decide where to

draw the lisne. In colleges it.is.pommon far student

evaluations of teachers to be publicized -- sometimes by the

institution itself. In elementary school, howeverstudent

evaluations would be more difficult to obtain and less'

reliable. Nonetheless, parental evaluations and staff

evaluations would be helpful. iet, there is a competing
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tradition of keeping confidential the performance review's

conducted by, say, supervisors. In the same way, while.. many_

parents would want to know how much various groups cf children

had learned from a speclfid teachex, there would, ok course,,be

priWacy reasons to limit how much was disclosed about

individual childre

In any case, an \important difference from the Public

Records laws, we wciuld think, is that even-',an "access" approach

to detailed information would carry at least this amogt of

outreach:. The school would explain (perhaps at part of the

general communication described above) that it stands ready to
.

tell parents details about both the decisions made about their

child- and the available teachers if only the parents wOuld ask

for it. Hence, under this approach a parent would be prompted

to find out if hfs or her had been identified asone of

the "leeders" or "behavior problems"4 ,and-,if so, how this

detertination was made; so too, on request, the school would

explain how the child's race and ability 'Land how'that was
0

determined) influenced his,or het assignment. In short, in

terms of child-specific informatiOn, were the family to ask it

-would be 'provided,ith information broadly analogous to that

which typically is supposed to be given to people when

government administrative agencies(hold "due process" hearings

on individual cases.

In sum, our tentative judgment is to favor widespread
.
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experimentation with outreach,disclosure of general information

b elementary school teacher assignment and cautious

,experimentation with publicizing access rights to detailed

'information about such sorting decisions. But since elementary

scho91 teachers assignment is but one of the important steps in

the mainstream sorting process, before drawing any firm

conclusions it is necesSary to analyze the other parts of the

'P

process.

'1

.,c

III. Othr School Sorting Decisions

We do not propose to repeat here the detailed analysis

illustrated above. Rater, we want primarily to 'highlight
/

instanceswin which the/possibility of achieving net b,enefits

seems to us rather di/ lferent for other steps in the process
.,

than for elementary/School tpacher assignment.

A. Assignment to Ciasses in Junior and Senior High School
-)

r
/

,
,

As we saw, a/fuffdamental change that occurs starting in

/

.

junior high school is that for the first time the child is
/

given choice abOut classes. The student's choice set grows

from one of relatively few elective offerings
..

in junior high to
...

,

considerable course possibilities in high school. Another

important change is in the roles of school officials. After
-...

elementary school, ability mixing begins to be replaced by

v w .

!

S.

Is
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ability grouping and the use of prerequisites which also serve

de facto to sort by ability. School officials begin to decide

less for the individual child, substituting counselling and

enforcing the bureaucratic rules ,of the game (for example;

testing and whether classes'are filled on a "fi,rst come, first

serve" basis or "seniors have preference").

From the perspective of the taking-up of and making

informed choice about entitlements, at the junior high school

level the potential benefits are reasonably high from-the

disclosure of general information about the sorting criteria,

the sorting alternatives and the sorting process. And the

potential benefits are probably even greater at the high school

leVell'although in 6.ome respects the meaningfulness of the

concept of "assignment" criteria recedes as choice dominates.

At the same time, the potential benefits in terms of informed

choice from the.disclosure of specific attributes about

alternatives are probably greatest in the higher grades.

On the other hand, there is probably less potential in the

upper schools, as compared with elementary school, from the

prospective of the consent of the governed, unless it turhs out

in a given bommunity, say, that ability grouidng is especially

controversial, in which case disclosure of justifications for

the school's practice could be more valuable.

So far as cont;o1 of discretion is concerned, at junior

high there is, on the one-hand, relatively lessopportunity for

')u
k
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abuse or error because of the widespread use of random

computerized assignment. Yet, there is some potential for gain

in the control of favoritism in the elective selection process

through the disclosure of general information about the

procedures and criteria. Perhaps most important, however, is

the risk of error or abuse in placements in those few subjects

that are ability-grouped, especially since a decision about

math and English tra.dking LQ the seventh grade can have a

decisive influence on the child's entire secondary education'

program of study and, in turn, on his future,career. Moreover,

even if chance of error or abuse here is small, the potential
0

consequences are probably far more damaging than those

ordinarily arising from similar errors or abuses fn elementary

school. With disclosure, however, pa;ents will be better

positiqned to object to the propriety of their child, say,

being put in a "slow" class, or to the f4lure, say, of the

school to place the child in a remedial program. Hence, we

rate child specific information as having rather great

importance for purposes of discretion control. Indeed, under

this model math and English ability grouping decisions made for

seventh graders present perhaps the strongest case for oUtreach

disclosure to all parents. For this very reason, the potential

for gain at the high school level,from the perspective of

control of discretion, is probably less; but because of abuse

and errors potential in both arena schedulin"g,and ability
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testing, the possibility of gain does, as an elementary school,

remain significant.

Table 7-5 illustrates where we judge the benefit potential

from information in junior and senior high to be greater than

in elementary school with resPect to assignment to teachers.
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Table 7-5

Teacher Assignment in Junior and Senior High Schools
v. Elementary Schools

Disclosure Options yibere Potential Benefit in Teims of
the Models Differs From E. S.

IC/TE CG CA

1. Ge'ieral Information

a. Criteria of
assignment

b. Justification of
the criteria -(?)

c. Process of apply-
ing the criteria

d. Alternative assign-
ments available

2. Chp.d-Snecific Information

a. Classification by
the criteria + (Jr. High)

b. Explanation for'
classification + (Jr. High),

3. Inforination about attrib4es
or of alternative

assignments

(*IC=Informed Choice, CG=Consent pf the Governed,. TE=Take-up of
Entitlements, CA=Control of Official Abuse)

(+ means more; - means less)
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Having discussed potential benefits, let us turn to the

extent of written disblosure now provided. Junior high schools

and high.schools currently provide relatiVely little written

disclosure about assignment to classes. Still, students, and

through them parents, are generally provided with a list of the

courses and sometimes a short court description plus the names

of the teachers. And, the arena schedulin system iS

presumably explained to students, if not to parents. As

before, it is difficult to know what is ,routinely conveyed

orally,by counsellors 'to students and by teacers to liarents

when the child is ready to move on to junior high school. So

too, the reliability and extent of the student grapevine is

difficult to assess. Hence, whatever thepotential benefits in

the upper grades from disclosure to parents as a whole (apart

from those arising from general information about assignment

alternatives and the assignment process), they are probably

only little realized today.

Turhing to school acquiescence in required disclosure', and

to possible sub'Stantive policy changes that might be brought

about from disclosure, we first surmise that sChools might less

readily agree to the requirq disclosure and justification of

general criteria of assignment in junior high and high school

than in elementary school, both because the whole system is

more complicated and thus more complicated to explain and

because ability grouping and tracking is a sensitive issue.
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Nonetheless we exipect a school's probability of acquiescence to

\
be "medium." By contrast, we think $chools will be less N

resistant than in elmentary schools to disclosing the process, N

of assignment; especially under random assignment and
,

'assignment by student choice, there is less exercise of

administrative judgment that is difficult to explain (or

informally to justify) to others. We rate acquiescence to this

disclosure as "medium" as well.

We think that schools would fairly readily acquiesce to
.0

required disclosure of child-sPecific inforMation in response

to parental requests. Indeed, to the extent that simple rules
,

of thumb-like grades and test scores together with random
1

assignment and choice determined assignments, the sdbool

officials might well acquiesce in outreach disclosure to all

paremts complete with explanations. For e)iample, "John's

English grades and test scores put him in the bottom 40 of 400

students which is why he was placed in the'slower track."

However, to the extent that non-quantitative factors are used

by the school, school officials could be expected to resist,

and if forced to disclose, they might go so far as to alter

their criteria so as to rdly on harder informsation alone. Wd

think there is little chance, however, that ability grouping

itself would be abandoned. We rate adquiescence here as

"medium." As for program attributes, however, beyond the

course names, teacher names and brief course descriptions now

4

2u l
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provided in many places, we predict that for both cost, morale

and other reasons school-officials would strongly resist

evaluative disclosure, including possibly quite valuabLe--

information about the career and higher educdtion patterns of

those coming out of a high school's particular courses and

tracks.

As in elementary schools, the hardest thing to predict with

confidence is how parents might make use of required disclosure

and whether there might be unintended, indirect Consequences on

school policies iriping from disclosure (for example, might

arena schedulirig be abandoned?) Of particular concern is

whether the potential to improve the accuracy of seventh grade

ability grouping cOuld be realized.

Table 7-6 summarizes Our analysis of class assignment in

junior and senior high school.

203



Tabl 7-6

Summary Table--Assignment in Junior High and High Schools

(H=High, MTMedium, L=Low, N=None)

Mr-

(*IC=Informed Choice, CG-,Consent of the Governed, TE=Take-up of Entitlements, CA=Control Of OfficiallAblIse)

Disclosure Options

, ,-

Potential Benefit in Terms
of the Models*

Extent of
Written

Probability of
'School

Acquiescence

Net Potential foi
Achieving New

Benefits

Likelihood
of Change in
Behavior of

Info Recipien
of Indirect
Impact on

School Policy

IC/TE, CG' TE CA
Disclosure
Currently

[--. General Information

a. Criteria,of
Assignment

. Justification
of the criteria

. Process of apply-
ling the criteria

-

. Alternative Assign-
ments Available

X

X

X

X

?

X

X

X

X

N

N

L

M

. -

M '

M

M

H

M

L

M

M

?

?

1,

,co

?
1

?

Child-Specific
InformatiOn

. Classification by
the criteria

. Explanation for
classification

,

X

X

,

L

N

,

H

M

.

M

?

,.

?

?

Attributes of\Alter-
,

native Assignments

2 0 zi

X L

.

L

,

?

,

?

t, .1
1
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Aggregating the analysis, we .think that the disclosure of

general infoNnation about the criteria, the process of decision

and available alternatives once again have real potential to
-

4 yield new benefits. (Note the "medium" rating for the required

dasclosure.of alternatives despite the very high potential

benefits and'relativelflow cost. This is due primarily' to the

voluntary disclosure th4 already occurs.) As for the

disclosure of other levels of information, the picture is once

more 'cloudy. While we have some optimism about official

acquiescence to disclosing child-specific conclusions, we

wonder just how effectively employed those explanations would

be; contrarily, we doubt that much evaluative information about

the attributes of alternatives could be easily obtained, even

though if it were this could be very valuable in terms of

social gain.

B. School Assignment and'Transfer; Changes After th, Year

Begins; Promotion and Retention

In our field research we also looleed at the processes of
4

teacher changes after the school year begins', promotions and

retentions, and school assignmentS and transfers. .We will

.comment here only briefly on the possible impacts of disclosure

requirements with respect to each.

A change df teachers after the sChool year begins occurs
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only rarely today. Moreover, school officials clearly do not

wish to:encourage more students to try to change because of the

difficulties they have in maintaining class size-and, in lower

grades, class balance. This makes the likely success of any

required disclosure initiative politically questionable. This

especially true with respect to efforts to get schools to

disclose general information &bout the.availability of thi

type of transfer to all parents. On the other hand, once

someone has requested a transfer there is likely to be less

school resistance to providing child-spdcific information, and

the disclosure of that information does have some chance of

achieving benefits in terms qf more informed choice and more

control over official discretion.

Parents may have valid instincts for making a request,

while school officials 'have incentiNies not to grant them due to

the bureaucratic costs involved. A requirement of a written

explanation for a denial increases the_school's cost of

denial. This can force it.to face costs either way and may

make'it more attentive'to the merits. Similarly, one might

wish to require am affirmative School explan*ation of

teacher-initiated changes once the year begins in order to

protect students againit arbitrary reassignments. But because

of doubts about the size of the potential benefits from these

disclosures, we would not rate the expected net social benefits

as high.

Vis

t4.
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Retentions in public schools are rather rare. Almost all

of them are concentrated, according to our'findings, in

kindergarten and first grade. In all the districte we visited

parents can refuse retention of their child and are''always

Involved in the decision. We do not know, however, the extent

to which parents are aware of their veto power.

Nd one really knows in advance WhF,ther retention will help

of harm a child. Existing parental involvement and the

'1Afrequency of the event minimize any official, abuse that can

go on in this area. Nonetheless, the informed take-up of the

entitlement of a parental veto is one potential benefit which

disclosure miqht achieve. And although consent of the gOverned

is not strongly affected by rare events like this, still, .

affected parents might feel better about the school system

generally to be told clearly that,they get to decide. On the

cost side, schools would probably acquiesce to required

disclosure of the parents' veto power. School policy on

promotion andlretention is unlikely to change overall, we

suspect; and probably, in the end, few more parents would veto

a retention than do s today, Thus, we see little cost and'

some benefit to a dis,lodure requirement here.

Initial sch'ool assignment is done geographically and

parents find out about itrthrough informal channels or by

inquiring at the school. We did not become aware in our

research of any problems that parents have relevant to
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.disnosure of the basic assiqhment rules: ,Matters such as how

0
geogtaphic lines are dr.awn, while.perhaps important, were

beyoq.cifthe scope of our inquiry. (Probably the biggest prob).em

invo3.4ing disclosure with re4ect to initial assignment goes

the other way: many schoprg would probably wish better
I 4

q I ,

information in order to.bp'asSured that they are glken proper

addresses by parents.who come.to register their child)-.
- .

Transfers between satioolt once initial assignments have

been made is a moee compliCated matter'to assess.

Intra.a.district transfers usuall7 seem to invalve less than 5%

of a district's'students, alth,ouqp a few districts we vir.lited

had more. Inter-district transfers are.substantially less
z

frequent.. Whe?e a district has open-enrollment, thei'e

typically is extensive disclosure concerning selectibn

4,

procedures, and sometimes these'are disclosures about diffe,rent '

educational programs offered py the schools. In,,some

districts, detailed informatfon about policies governing ad hoc

parent-requested transfers is available. Hence, surely all

districts could be made'to come up to the 'disclosure level now

4
provided in some places.

a

However, some districts that do not now publicize their

procedures fear that patents with 'hidden agendis" wiql use the

transfer route to reduce racial balance in the district.

Indeed, the only two districts in'our sample which denied a

significant number of parentrequests were racially
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heterogeneous. In short, the variation in district disclosure

policies which we saw seems partly to be motivated by an

understandable concern. This, however, is a troubling issue

with implications far broader than disclosure policy; after

all, families are now.free to escape school integration by

moving. /n.any event, at least in relatively homogeneous'

districts, it may well be possible to achieve net social

benefits by requiring disclosure of the criteria for and the

prbcess of school transfer.

'Once families get..into.the transfer system, there is

already today, in general, a fair amount of individual

communication of reasons for denials; and as parents usually

seem want more to get their child away from something rather

than to get' him' or her into something, information about

attributes is seemingly of less potential benefit. This is

especially so if educational quality remains an impermissible

criteria for transfer (although /6,ublicizing the transfe.r option

could lead to a change iwthis policy).- In open enrollment

settings, of course, detailed information about alternatives is

important to'informed chcice; once again we predict the likely

unwillingness of the district to acquiesce readily in.the

publicaeion of evaluative infrmation about its schools.

ai,
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IV. Conclusion
_

/

Although we will save our overall conclusions and :

,
,

recommendations for a final chapter, we will offer here a few

general comments arising from the policy analysis just carried

P
out. Given our predictions and our values, we see, in a

a

variety of ways, real potential for net social gain from

requiring,cqrtain disclosures by schools. We must cautiously

remind, however, that those with different values or

predict.ions might conclude otherwise. Moreover, we recognize.

that many of our judgments are rather speculative. We also

appreciate that if too much information is disclosed,

especially in one communication, this could backfire with many

parents ignoring the message altogether. Nonetheless, while we

don't want to argue that disclosure alone is likely to bring

about a radical improvement in public education, wewil1 move

on from our policy analysis to our legal analysis with guarded

optimism. After all, most would agree that any prospect for

even moderate improvement in our pudlic schools is definitely

worth pursuing.

As noted in this chapter, sometimes despite apparent

potential.for social gain, likely school Official resistance

made us pessimistic about the practicality of prompt or easy

political change. But it is possible that such change could be

ordered and enforced by the courts; we consider that next.

alb
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CHAPTER 8

LEGAL ANALYSIS OF

SCHOOL SORTING AND DISCLOSURE:

CONSTITUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

These days, if someone makes even a plausible Case for one

kind of social reform or another, there is often a lawyer who

steps in to argue that the'Constitution demandp such reform.

Tkis is hardly suprising; once courts showed'themselves willing

draw on the Constitution.to order far reaching changes in

dc6estic policY, they created demand for more of their

services. And once the courts were seen to have succeeded in

actually Changing some large scale American institutions, like

our public school systems, it was like.a genie,escaped from 6

149. The potentialities are breathtaking; one persuasive

I

lawyer and one daring judge could cut through the political

thicket and accomplish in a short time a "pressing" reform that

thei process of majoritarian politics might have suggested was

light years away.

I'

4%.
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Recently, a number of judges, lawyers and scholars, who

had previously been sympathetic to this sort of social change,

have been- reassessing both the wisdom and effectiveness of

judicial activism. And, it seems, judges who were never very

sympathetic to it are both speaking out more and obtaining more

ipower. As with other genies, however, this one promises to be

very difficult to get even part way back in to the bottle.

We have no doubt, therefore, that if a reform Movement

promoting disclosure about school sorting decisions were

launched; eventually a law suit would be filed that was

designed to try to achieve the goal. We put aside here the use

of such litigation for strategic'political purposes, even

though this motivation for "public interest" litigation cannot

be dismissed. Rather, we propose to give attention to both the

main theoretical avenues such lawsuits are likely to follow,

and their prospects for succegs.

The most obvious legal strategy would be to claim that the

,federal constitutional guarantee of "procedural due process"

commands disclosure with respect to school sorting, and we

begin our analysis with that theory.

I. IS there a constitutional due process right to some

disclosure about school sorting?

A. P-ocedural due process -- its objectives
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The Fourteenth Amendment to our national Constitution

guarantees people due process of law in their encounters with

state (and local) government. Broadly speaking, the U.S.

Supreme Court has interpreted this provision to insist on

certain kinds of fair dealings when officials make decisions

about the important interests of individuals. The epitome of

due process, as the Court h^as seen it, is the set of procedural

protections that surround those accused of crime -- from

limitations on arrest, interrogation, and the obtaining of

evidencel-to all the conditions that go into making for a "fair

trial." These procedures are intended to assure that law

enforcement officials deal fairly and decently with both the

populace at large and those in their custody and that only the

guilty are convicted. The concept of due process of law has by

no means been restricted to criminal procedings, however. Many

civil and administrative'matters have been subjected to its

..

commands by the courts, albeit that the specifici of what due

process requires are tailored to the circumstances.

Thus, generalizing beyond the criminal context, we can

point to two broad purposes that courts identify as meant to be

served by the due process guarantee.

The first may be termed accurate decision-making -- giving

people what they deserve under the law, whether benefits or

detriments. This purpose is especially emphasized by the U.S.
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' Supreme Court of late. While the wish to avoid inadvertent or

negligent mistakes by government is surely releVant here,

perhaps paramount is the desire both to avoid arbitrariness and

to curb the abuse of offical discretion. The central

manifestaeion of arbitrariness or abuse of discretion is the

failure to treat like cases alike and thus to fail to givg all

what the deserve. It has been widely thought, however, that

you can promote the goal of accuracy and deter abuse if you

impose the fair trial "or 'hearing" model on decision-making.

We note Ehat the accurate decision-making is broadly congruent

with the social purpose of information we have identified and

set out in our Model 3.

A second general objective of due process relates to the

dignity of those subject to government decisions. The idea

here is that our relationships with public officialtre

supposed to be marked by respect. at is argued that it makes

people feel better to be so treated,,whatever the outcome of

the issue to be decHed; and the procedures required under the

rubric of due process are .ileant to create that respect. The

crucial elements here are thought to be the communication of

official reasons for public actions and public participation in

state decision-making. By contrast, the absence of due process

is equated with widespread fear of government and is thought to

risk a drift toward totalitarianism that would jeopardize other

important liberties that Americans enjoy. We note here the

rough parallel to our Model 4 in which information is seen to
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serve the value of respect between critizen and government. We

also note that this purpose of due process has been down played
4

by U.S. Supreme Court of late. It has, however, been embraced

by the CAlifornia Supreme Court and has been emphasized by many

commentatos.

In contrast to these two parallels, it is worth -remarking

at the outset that the other-values of disclosure we have

explored to make informed choice (our Model 1) or to learn

of opportunities for take-up (our Model 2) -- are not

traditionally emphasized in litigation rooted in the

Constitution. This distinction will be further pursued in due

course.

B. The U.S. Supreme Court's two-step approach to

procedural due process.

Deciding that due process applies means that, as a matter

of constitutional law, certain procedures are imposed on

governmental decision-making. These procedures are of:.en in

addition to what are now provided by government so that the

outcome of the court's decision is to add procedural

protections. Sometimes, however, a court will conclude that

even if due process applies (or were to apply), what is now 4

done suffices. After all, legislative and administrative

bodies are also sensitive to due process values.
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In dealing with cases in which procedural due process

claims are asserted, the Supreme Court has adopted a two-step

form of analysis. Before any process is constitutionally due,

the claimant's case must pass a first or threshhold test.

That is, for some government decisions due process is simply

inapplicable. Only if the threshhold is suemounted does the

Court turn to.the second step to:clecide what process is due.

We take up the step's in order.

Step one: Is the claimant being "deprived" of "liberty or

property"? A dozen years ago in ,Goldberg v. Kelly, the Supreme

Court discredited the doctrine of governmental "benefit" or

°privilege" in the non-criminal area, under which the state was

largely free from judicial control, and accepted instead the

notion of an "entitlement,* the holders of which had

-.constitutional rights agapst the state. Drawing importantly

on Yale's Charles Reich's "new property" idea, Goldberg held

that once you were receiving welfare, the state couldn't

arbitrarly cut off your "entitlement." You had a right to due

process in 'the form of a fair hearing. Such a hearing would

presumably determine whether you really were entitled under the

law to stay on welfare; at the same time the existende of the

hearing was meant both to control government administiators and

to give dignity to the recipient.

Since it is clear that you have no independent

constitutional right to welfare, some have wondered from the

outset why government couldn't create this "property" right or

323
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"entitlement" to welfare on whatever terms, or with whatever

contQurs, it wanted. That is, just because eligibility details

were spelled out by the law, why couldn't the legislature make

the ipplication of those rules a matter of unreviewable

judgment bY some low level bureaucrat? But this view of

separation of powers, although perhaps gaining ground, has not

prevailed.

To what, then, does due process attach? For a while it

looked as though the Court would identify what was subject to

due process guarantees by deciding which government decisions

were both important and somehow either touching on, close to,

or vaguely arising from basic cOnstitutional values. That is,

the courts might define entitlements by reference to their

sense of what is important. This view is now much eroded. In

recent years, the consistent formulation -by the Court is that

due process applies only when you have an identifiable and
>

pre-existing property right or liberty interest in jeopardy.

And the Court looks primarily to state law to find such rights

and intere3t5 (assumin \no substantive constitutional right is

at stake).
\

Goldberg, in short, is now clearly seen to rest on the

fact that people meeting certain standards had an underlying

statutory right to welfare, and not on the Court's judgment,

say, that a minimum income is crucial if one is to enjoy either

a basic material or a basic political existence. In the same

vein, Goss v. Lopez decided in the mid-1970s, which dealt with
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school suspensions, is now seen to rest primarily on the fact

that the-state had created a statutory right to go to school

(and heare rauldn't arbitrazily deny schooling to you, even if

-for only a short time) and not on'the grounds that schooling

itself is'constitutionally important, or that schooling is'

crucially tied to free speech and political action, etc, or

that the wrongful denial of schooling invades a

constitutionally-based dignity right. (Some think that Goss

also still stands firmly for the view that students have an

independent liberty right to associations and future employment

that is compromised by wrongful suspension.)

Despite the apparent simplicity of Che formulation, lower

court decisions applying the "liberty or property" test are not

easy to reconcile, and the U.S. Supreme Court itself remain6

badly divided in many cases.; The problem is that just what

does really amount to a deprivation of the required property

right or liberty interest that gets you past the threshhold

step is still ambiguous. The Court has talked a ot,about

"justifiable" expectations on the one hand and those

expectancies that are "too ephemeral" on the other without

making clear where the line is drawn. Shortly we will discuss

how school sorting decisions might fare at the first step.

Step.two: What process is due? Surmounting the first step

only tells us that due process applies. It does not say what

process is required. Although due process in regular

.0°
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prosecutions for criminal conduct that can lead to

incarceration plainly requires qlaborate procedures that are

designed to assure tliat the innocent won't be convicted, the

Court has made clear, putting it bluntly, that wtAre less is

at stake, less process is due.

The "what process" decision nowadays is formally made by

the Court through what passes for a rather candid application

of a standard cost-benefit formula. As articulated in Matthews

V. Eldridge in 1976 and followed since, the,task is to balance

the burden of extra process on government (typically its cost),

against the extra benefit of such process to claimants. This

extra benefit is to be measur9d by considering (mainly) both

the prospects that additional procedures will increase the

accuracy of determinations and the importance of the issue

being decided. In short, government is apparently supposed to

keep on investing in additional procedural protections so long

as their marginal cost is outweighed by the marginal benefit

achieved--measured in terms of extra accuracy, given the worth

of what claimants will save thereby.

In practice, litigation has fought over such things as

whether courts must decide or whether agency decisions are good

enough; whether full scale reviews must occur before a right is

provisionally lost or whether subsequent review is enough;

whether counsel must be provided or whether a right to have

counsel is enough; whether cross examination of witnesses is

required or whether being able to give your side of the story

326
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is enough; whether a given administrative decision-maker is

neutral enough or whether someone more _removed from the scene

must make the deprivation derision and" so on.

As witri the threshhold step, despite the superficial

simplicity of the second stepriormula, lowee;court decisions

seem in donflict and the Supreme Court again is often badly

divided. Part of the problem stems from the fact that 'the .

importance to the claimant of the wrongful deprivation of his

interests is often plalnly a matter of values and not something

to be ascertained scientifically. Part of the problemis that

both cost estimates (and other burdens of government) and the

prospects op,r increased accuracy are typically speculative.

Analysis is further complicced by the fact that sometimes the

claimant4s suing for damagesfor a past denial and othertimes

he is trying to,get new .procedures fort4thVuture. Op the

whole, the federal.courts seem more wary of the former; they

certainly don't want to 'be coftverted into forums where every

tort becomes a constitutional law violation. Despite these

unceOtainities, it can at least be said that the traditional

approach, seen in the Goldberg - Matthews line of cases,
'

foquses on indiTidualization; k4at is, due process seems CO

require at least some significant individual decision-making.

This will be important tot our later discussion in which %Le

look at what_process might be due in the school sorting

context, if'the threshhold step i-s met --'and to the

A

applicati,on of that first step we now tutri.



C. Does school sorting implicate the required.liberty or

property interests?

1. S,ppreme Court precedent.

Since Goldberg, the Court has decided three important

procedural due process cases in the.schooling area. In Goss,

the Court held that wrongful school suspensions aMounted to tthe

deprivation of interests that satisfied the threshhold test so

that due process applied. (Looking ahead, in the case of shor.t

term suspensions, due process was said to require,rather modest

procedures: the rightr to be informed of charges and to be 'able

to talk with the suspending official who must heax the

student's side of the story prior to suspension -- and then

only if there is .not an emergendy situation.)

In Ingraham v. Wright, decided in 1977, the Court held
4

that corporal punishment in public schools also invoked due

process guarantees. (OnCe again, looking ahead, the required

process was not extensive. So long as the studeht had the

subsequent right under state law to pursue an ordinary tort

suit for damages.against the Offending school Official, no'

prior-to-puniihment procedures were thought to be

constitutionally required.)

320
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In Board of Curators v. HorOwitz, decided in 1978, where

,the cleimant was academiCally dismissed fr.om graduate school,'

the.majority first suggested that perhaps there was no required

property interest at all at stake since the plaintiff had no

'property right" under.state.law to her seat in the medical

sCpool. It then cast doubt oriwhether she had a required
1

liberty interest at stake, suggesting that her claims'about the

stigma that might attach to her dismissal and thus impair her

future opportunities would be constitut,ionally insubstantial

6gpeolany when no publicity was given to the reasons for her

di'smissal. Despite these gratuitous whacks, themajority went

on to make it clear that it need not actually decide the

-libertY-property issue in One case, since whatever the

Constitution might require, the complaintant's medical school

already provided it --..- in the form of a reasonably thorough

internal administrative review prior to dismissal.

For our purposes at the moment, the important thing is to

consider what these three cases might tell us about how one is

to decide in the school context whether any process at all is

constitutionally required. Although the Court at times seems

suggested that pupils nave protected property and/or

liberty rights in the educational process or in education per

se, it has not yet adopted a formulation to the effect that any

important decision with respect to education generates some due

vrocess entitlement. Rather, the Court has been able to focus

on the specific aspect of education that is at stake and to ask

whether its deprivation amounts to something with respect to
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which the pupil can claim a property or liberty right. Perhaps

this,approach Can be explained simply by the nature of the

cases that have come to it. In Goss, one can readily pointlo

a state law statutory ':ight".of young people regularly to

attend public school. Since wrongful suspensions (outright

exclusions), can readily be seen to deprive pupils of that.

"right," that has seemed to end the need for further analysis:

Of %.:ourse, even here there is trouble lurking; does suspension

from' one class for one hour also invoke due process? If one

mechanically applies the statutory right-to-attend idea, it

apparently would. The Court hasn't had to answer that one

yet. It did emphasize in Goss, however, that serious harm

could well flow from a ten day suspension, thereby suggesting

that simple-minded reliance on the right-to-schooling law might

be misplaced.

In Ingraham too the Court was quickly to able to focus on

one's right to bodily integrity as the thing being violated by

wrongful corporal Punishment. Again, this seemed to end

analysis--without the need even to connect this right to an

important school deprivation.*

*It is worth noting just where this right to bodily
integrity comes from, however. It was seen to arise from the
state's common law of torts, and perhaps its criminal law, that
prepmably include the possibility of penalties for those who

viotate this bodily integrity right of pupils. As the dissent
pointed out, the reality of such a state law right was open to
serious question in Ingraham.
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' This narrowly focused approach readily explains the

/ difficulty facing the Court in Horowitz where Justice Rhenquist

suggested that it wasPhard tcL.see where one would look in order

to find a statutory or common state law right to remain in a

state college or graduate school. We think that the Court

could well have,drawn on its precedent in other areas to find

that one admitted to a state university does have, through

widely understood past adtinistrative practices, a "justifiable

expectation" to remain in school which would thereby give the

student the property right required for due process purposes.

In any case, since the Court made clear that it did not have to

reach the question, it is hard to know what to make of Justice

Rhenquist's conservatively phrased dictum. Moreover, it is

imPortant to recognize that Horowitz was seen by the court as

plainly involving an academic rather than a disciplinary

dismissal -- a distinction which Rhenquist emphasized

strongly. Also notable, we think, are the facts'that, unlike

Goss and Ingraham, Horowitz involved higher education and had

no racial overtones.

What are, we to make of these decisions for our purposes?

If they mean tha-t due process will apply to the sorting process

only if one can point to a firmly anchored state statutory,

regulatory or common law right covering the details of sorting,

then those who would seek to constitutionalize the regular

sorting process are likely to be out of luck. Teacher

assignment and transfer, school assignment and transfer, course
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assignment, grade promotion and the like are not likely to be

matters which the state constitution, the state education code

or regulations, or state court common law cases have said
..

anything very useful about. Moreover, it will probably not be

easy, as it was in Ingraham, to resort to the clever ploy of

claiming that wrongful sorting decisions can give rise to

state created tort or other penalties. After all, education

malpracticP suits have been largely unsuccessful.* Still,

!perhaps creative lawyering could carry the day with this

approach; surely intentional or grossly negligent missorting

decisions could, under state law, cost teachers their jobs, and

under the right circumstances could give rise to state court

declaratory relief.**, Might not this be enough of a state law

right? Who can say?

If the answer is "no" then when one considers the

potential importance of the educational decisions involved,

there is something a bit unsettling about an approach that

would seem sharply to distinguish for due process purposes

between short term school suspensions and school corporal

punishment on the one hand. and school sorting decisions on the

other. Let us explain why.

*An ircny here is that, while from a policy view point
information disclosure can be seen as an alternative
accountability strategy to that envisioned by malpractice
suits, the 3isclosure strategy would apparently be more readily
embraced by the judiciary if malpractice suits were already
accepted.

**Remedies for mere negligent or mistakes of judgment, of
course, are another matter.

334



The thing to be avoided in Goss was a mistaken or

unjustified 10 day suspension, in Ingraham the wrongful (or

excesive) use of corporal punishment, and in Horowitz the

improper academic dismissal from school. We suspect that many

people would conclude that a wrongful permanent dismissal from

medical sr 301 might well amount to the most severe

deprivation. Still, as those who have studied Goss's impact

have learned, in some instances the purported short term

suspension directly led to the pupil's failure to graduate from

high school; and it is easy to see how the improper use of

corporal punishment can leave the student scarred for life in

more ways than one. Therefore, weere prepared to assume that

that the Matters at stake in all three of these U.S. Supreme

Court cases involved potentially enormous consequences.

What, by comparison, can be said about sorting tecisions

we have considered? It seems equally plain to us that, in some

cases at least, a.very great deal turns on erroneous sorting

decisions. If, for example, because of discretionary abuse,

irrational or uninformed professional decision-making, or

systematic bias in school assignment policies, a pupil gets the

wrong teacher, winds up in the wrong schoo1 or grade level, or

in the wrong course of study, the consequences can be very bad

indeed. Surely nearly everyone feels this is so, not

withstanding the inability of broad social science inquiries

convincingly to show the impact on pupils of various resource

configurations.

33j
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*One reason for such failure probably stems from the

equally widely believed notion that, for many pupils, such

sorting mistakes will turn out to have either trivial or no

negative consequences. Moreover, vagaries in the distribution

of teacher talent and of student ability, the unpredictability

of human interactions, ,and the like are such 'that, overall,

these latter-impacts on school sorting are probably far more

important than are sorting errors. Put differently, the

consequences of these other factors probably swamp in overall

importance the gains that'could be achieved through making the

sorting process extremely "accqrate."

But these same points, of course, can be made about the

deprivations the Court has considered. For some pupils a

mistaken, mild spanking by a boys dean will be quickly

forgotten and of little moment; for some pupils five days out

of school pursuant to a\wrnngful suspension will,,by itself,

cause no important marginal loss in learning, self-esteem,

motivation, the future opportunities and 'the like. It is only

for some pupils that people think that such errors can have

enormous consequences.

Moreover, we think that the academic dismissals,

disciplinary suspensions and pupil strikings that have been

considered by the Court are most sensibly viewed as part of the

broad sorting process, especially when one thinks about their

counterparts in the lower grades. After all, Horowitz involved

postsecondary educatibn, Goss mainly high school, and Ingraham
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junior high. In elementary schools, as we have seen, there

aren't academic dismissals. One repeats a grade or a course,

doesn't,graduate with one's peers, is transferred to a less

demanding program or to another school and sogon. By the same

token; "trouble-makers" in the second grade aren't suspended;

but next year (if they are promoted) they are divided up in

hopes of both constraining the harm they do, and helping them

to behave better..

In sum, from a policy view, we think that in many

instances an individual pupil's interest in the accuracy of

routine school sorting decisions can well be equal to or

greater than the interests of those complaining about the

treatments at issue in the three Supreme Court cases. Hence,

from the perspective of the "importance" of school decisions,

once short term suspensions and corporal punishment have been

identified as subject to due process, it is difficult to draw a

line to exclude at least some key aspects of school sorting.

Of course, as we have seen, the Court has not yet found it

necessary to hold that the importance of a school decision by

itself is not enough to invoke due process; on the other hand,

neither has it had to hold that in the school area the property

right or liberty interest on which due process hinges'll&t be

found in a narrowly conceived source of state law. Perhaps

"justifiable expectations" with respect to school sorting would

amount the required to property or liberty rights after all.
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Rather than continue to speculate, we decided to explore

whether one could better assess this prospect by considering

what lower courts have done with Goss-Ingraham-Horwitz in other

school settings.

2. Educational due process in the lower courts.

Lower federal courts have' taken mixed approaches when they

have considered issues that are more closely analogous to

whether school sorting decisions deprive students of the

requisite property or liberty interests. On the one hand, an

important series of federal district court decisions has

concluded that procedural due process does apply to the

assignment of children to classes for the mentally or

physically disabled. Since some of these cases involved

children who had been completly excluded by school systems, it

is easy to see how, following the Goss idea (even if decided

before Goss), the court would conclude that a total deprivation

of public schooling is subject to due process protection.

However, many of these handicapped children cases were not

restricted to excluded children. Some also clearly covered the

transfer into special education classes of children who

previously were in regular classrooms. In short, these cases

found due process applicatable to within school sorting. For

example in the leading and early case of Mills V. Board of

Education of District of Columbia, 348 F. Supp. 866, 875 (D.C.
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1972), the court said that "due process of law requires a

hearing prior to exclusion, termination or classification into

-a special program." The problem with this precedent and

similar decisions we will discuss is that in none of the cases

is it made clear just why the assignment of a child to a

special education progxam threatens a protected liberty or

property interest under the 14th Amendment. Mills, for

example, relies primarily on an earlier lower court case having

to do with a disciplinary expulsion of a student said to have

possession of obscene material.

Cuyahoga Cty., Assn. for Retarded Children & Adults v.

Essex, 411 F. Supp. 46 (N.D. Oh. 1976), also held that students

must be afforded due process before being placed in special

education classes. There the court cites Goss and says that

*defendants do not deny that children within a compulsory

public school system must be accorded due process in matters

materially affecting their education." Supra at 57. (emphasis

added) In Hairston v. Drosick, 423 F. Supp. 180 (S.D.W.Va.

1976) the court, citing no cases, simply asserted that the

exclusion of a minimally handicapped child, without prior

notice or a hearing, from a regular public school classroom

situation violated the procedural due process protections of

,the 14th Amendment. And a federal district court in New York
,

held that placement of school children out of the "mainstream"

requires procedural due prOcess protection, Lora V. Board of

Education of N.Y.C. 456 F. Supp. 1211, 1278 (E.D.N.Y. 1978),

partially vacated on other grounds 623 F.2d 248 (2nd Cir.

331
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1980). This case involved the assignment to Special Day

Schools of children whose severe emotional problems were seen

to cause them to "act out" and display unacceptly aggressive

behavior in regular schoolrooms. The court cites Mills,

Hairston, a PennsyVania case. approving a consent decree

(P.A.R.C. v. Pennsylvania, 343 F. Supp 279 (E.D.Pa. 1972), and

lots of academic literature in support of its due process

holding.

In short, while the precedent in cases involving

°handicapped° children ("special education") is impressively

consistent, it rationale is not altogether self-evident.

Moreover, there is a line of lower federal court decisions

involving sports participation that has rejected the

applicability of due process to internal school decisions. It

is import.int to appreciate that the plaintiffs in these cases

involving student challenges to rules governing participation

in interscholastic athletics often had substantive rather than

procedural objections to the rules. Nonetheless, school or

atheltic association decisions under such rules have repeatedly

been held not subject to due process protections. See

especially Hamilton v. Tennessee Secondary School Athletir

Ass'n, 552 F. 2d 681 (6th Cir. 1976). See also Albach v. Odle,

531 F. 2d 983 (10th Cir. 1976), Mitchell v. Louisiana High

School Athletic Ass'n, 430 F. 2d 1155 (5th Cir. 1970), Colorado

Seminary, 570 F. 2d 320 (10th Cir. 1978) and Walsh v. Louisiana

High School Athletic Ass'n, 616 F.2d 152 (5th Cir. 1980). The

reasoning behind these decisions has been summarized as

; 336
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.follows: "The property interest in education created by the

state is participation in the entire process. The mYriad

activities which combine to form that educational process

cannot be dissected to create hundreds of separate property

rights, each cognizable under the Constitution." Dallan, 391

F. Supp. 358, 361 (M.D.Pa. 1975). The Colorado Seminary court

had the same idea in mind when it said that to be deprived of

"one stick" inithe "bundle" of things that comprise the

educational process did not necessarily mean that due process

was thereby invoked.

Of course, while not denying its importance to some, it is

not surprising that preventing a pupil from playing in school

sports activities would be seen quite differently from placing

a child full time in special education class. Thus, the

language of the sports cases might be discounted as

unniecessarily extravagant.

Let us then look at a group of fairly recent lower court

decisions on a variety of related issues that are perhaps

closest in subject matter to the school sorting we've

considered. None of these cases has become an important

precedent, and they take rather different approaches. But as a

package, they enrich our understanding of the issue.

In 1980 the Fifth Circuit concluded that a high school

student had no property right to enroll in specific classes

that she and her parents sought admission to in order to

further her career goals. In a very short opinion the court

concluded that access to school was one thing but that access

3 3 j
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to specifics in the curriculum another. Citing Goss, it said ,

that as to the latter the plaintiff made "no allegation oT any

'independent sources such as state statutes or other rules"

entitling the plaintiff to the partioular course of study..."

Arundar v. DeKalb.".ounty School District, 620 F.2d 493 (5th

Cir. 1980). (Note again, that while the case involves the

sorting process, plaintiffs seem to want the constitution to

insitt that the sorting rule be one of family choice; they,did

not seem to object to the application of the school's sorting

rules.)

By contrast, in Everett v. Marcase, 426 F. Supp. 397

(E.D.Pa. 1977), a federal district court held, also citing

Goss, that an involuntary "lateral transfer" for disciplinary

reasons from one regular public school to another did'require

due process protection. Although the co4kt held that the

lateral transfers invoLve due process protected property

interesti-,we know that it did not cite any independent basis

for the4kight to remain in one's local, or original, school.

The court instead emphasized both the magnitude of the

deprivation and the disciplinary basis of the transfer, arguing

that on these counts the facts of Goss were, if anthing, less

compelling. rurthe other hand, it QiiggP'ci-PA in die'tlim f'1.1a +. nn

due process rights would attach to "purely administrative"

transfers or school assignments for non-disciplinary reasons,

asserting that "there is no inherent right of the pupil to

attend the school of his or her choice..." Supra at p. 400. )

3 4
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In a case with important racial' aspects, Debra P. v.

21.1ili.a912L4 644 F,2d 397 ieh. en banc denied 654 F.2d 1079 (5th

Cir. 1981), plaintiffs challenged Florida's Adoption of the

requirement that public school pupils pass a statewide

functional literacy test as a condition'of recieving a,high

school diploma: The important point of the case for our

purposes is the court's conclusion that through the creation of

a public school system, mandatory attendance rules and past

practices,..ihe state had created a due procest protectable

"expectation" that regular Attendance plus the receipt of

passing grades would sufficg for a diploma. What is
a

noteworthy, therefore, is that the 'property right" did not

arise directly from asspecific statute but rather, mainly, from

past community understandings and 1c11 rules. Moreover, the

dissenters from the denial of the en banc rehearing complained

in vain.that Horowitz taught that Goss's property right holding

was inapplicable'to "aademic" matters like this. Of course,

in its details Debra P. is rather unlike our problem since it

is not really about sorting as we have described it; moreover

it primarily challenged a substantive decipion that Florida

made. 'Still, the court made clear that an important change

like this in the APArlainin trPm-mfant of pupils could not be done

without procedural due process, such as giving pupils adequate

notice that the new requirement was going to apply to them.

A contrasting approach to a substantive chang9 in the

public eaucational program is reflected in Zoll v. Anker, 414

F. Supp 1024 (S.D. N.Y. 1976), where plaintiffs challenged New

341
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Yok City's shortening of its school day by 45 minutes. Again,

although the basic challenge was to a substantive change, the

court, in dealing with plaiintiffs' ciaims, considered whether

they had been deprived of a due proceSs protectable property

right. ItZeld that they, wepe not, noting that a companion

state court case had decided--that plaintiffs were not denied

anything to which they were entitled under state law. By clear

impliscation this rejects the notion that such :hie process

proXected entitlements could arise from the long-standing and
-

clear practice of having a longer day. Of course, to find thaE

there was an entitlement to the longer day for procedural due

process purposes would not have meant that this entitlement

could not be taken away -(after welfare can be cut back);

it is-nly that, as the Debra P. court put it, the day could

only bg cut back through fair procedures. But the Zoll court

was steering Clear of the whole issue arguing that to hold that

such decisions,as "to change.classroom hours into study halls,

or to teach 'new math' rather than 'old math' or to require

attendance at an assembly hall . . . deprives students of

'property' interests would vitiate the state's acknowledged

'power to-prescribe the school curriculum' . . . " supra at

1028, While this sejihtartar too strong a conclusion to us (the

cdurt seemingly having mixed up substantive and procedural

rights) , it at least reveals a contrasting attitude to that of

the Debra P. court.

Grove v. Ohio State University College of Veterinary

Medicine, 424 F. Supp. 377 (S.D. Ohio.1976), is interesting
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because the court there held that due process applied when an

applicant was denied admission to Ohio State's'College of
-

Veterinary Medicine. Oddly, the court held that his exclusion

denied him a liberty interest (the opportunity to engage in his

chosen profession) but not a propery right (since it concluded

that the applicant had "no objective expectation" that he would

be admitted). We find it more than a little bizarre that one

could be deprived of a constitutionally protected liberty

interest in being a veterinarian when one had no reasonable

expection that he could even get into veterinary school. If

nothing elserth-is decision suggests that the use of the

liberty-property concept as a threshhold test can ssmetimes be

more obfuscating than hc1;:ul. In any event, and even though

the court later hOlds that the plaintiff was in fact provided

with due process in the handling of his application, the

/ important point for our purposes here Is that we see that the

applicant's lawyer did find a way to sell the court on the

proposition that a school admission decision was subject to due

- process guarantees. And, plainly some aspects of the sorting

process we studied involve school admission decisions.

Smith v. Dallas County Board of Education, 480 F. Sun.

1324 (S.D. Ala. 1979), was potentially the most relevant lower

court case for our purposes. Unfortunately, the decision turns

'out to be less helpful than it might have been. The dispute

arcse ou. of the aftermath of the implementation of a school

desegregation decree. As a result of that implementation, a

number of students were transferred from a traditionally

i 3 4 j
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structured elementary school to one that had a non-graded

curriculum. Rather than assigning pupils to a specific grade

level, the latter school grouped them according to their

functional ability as determined primarily by their performance

on a standardized test. A number of parents complained about

the consequences to their children arising from the transfer

and eventually brought suit. Although the case had racial

overtones and included raced-based claims, plaintiffs also

raised a non-racial due process claim.

4 appears that the main objection of the parents was that

their children were transferred at all, but as this seemed

clearly required by the desegregation order, their legal

argument focused on the fact that in the non-graded curriculum

their children were placed in classes that seemed behind their

previous placements; evidently, the children tested below their

previous grade level. A substantive challenge to the

non-graded curriculum itself, however, also seemed hopeless and

hence a procedural due process claim was made. Putting aside

the background of the case and the real objectives of the

. plaintiffs, therefore, On the surface this aspec\of the case

seems quite appropos for our purposes in that it seems ,to be a

direct challenge to the routine sorting process.

Unfortunately, the court's handling of the challenge

not very satisfactory. It focuses on whether the placement

tests used at the school impaired the pupils general education

rights las recognized in Goss, and it goes on to "hold" that the

tests do not. Rather, as the court saw it, the tests help
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assure that the pupil is placed at the ability level that best

enables him to utilize his education right guaranteed by Goss.

Thits is unsatisfactory. Although the court says that the

plaintiffs simply objected to the testing procedures, absent

further opecification of that complaint, it is not at all clear

just what the complaint was supposed to be. If this was meant

to be merely a back door way of precluding the use of a

nQn-graded curriculum by preventing the school from sorting

anyone into its various levels, then (apart from, say, race

claims) it deserves a speedy dismissal. However, if the

complaint instead is that-these tests generally fail to put

pupils at the proper level or that they are often inaccurately

administered or interpreted, then the courts response is a non

sequitor. The first issue instead would be whether mainstream

misclassification denied pupils of a due process protected

right, and only.if so then whether other procedures beyond

those now available in the schoOl were required to minimize the

risk of error.

Interestingly enough, depsite its "holding" the Smith

court went 04 to conclude that even if the tests "did infringe

upon the property'interests which the plaintiffs have in a

public education, no due process violation could' loe presented

by this case." Supra at p. 1338. As will be discussed below,

in this part of the court's opinion it is held that the

existing placement system, which included a grievance

procedure, would in fact meet the requirements of due process

if they applied after all.
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Last let us mention Valadez v. Graham, 474 F. ..,upp. 149

(M.D. Fla. 1979), which was brought on behalf of migrant worker

children who, because of the harvest schedule in their parents'

work, returned to their home school well into the fall semester

each year. Although again racial claims (Hispanic) were made

(and rejected), the plaintiffs included a due process count.

Their basic assertion was that the procedures used by the home

junior/senior high school to work them into the school program

nine weeks,into the term .were unfair. Once again, to the exent

that what plaintiffs really wanted was a special curriculum

designed for them, this is a Aubstantive (and not a promising)

claim. However, plainly, procedural objections were made too

-- to the school's method of accepting work started in other

schools that fall, to its grading practices for those entering

late and so on. The Vaiadez court, however, makes no effort to

scrutinize each of these areas separately to see whether a

protectable property right is at risk. Rather, it effortly

decides the "property right" issue on behalf of plaintiffs

merely by concluding that these are decisions affecting public

education to which plaintiffs have a "legitimate claim of

entitlement." Supra at p. 157. Indeed, this court doesn't

even seem to think that the school decisions must be important

before due process is required. We find that this automatic

application of Goss to, seemi:ngly, any public school decision,

is out of step with many of the other cases, and probably is

not what the Supreme Court would accept. And it is

dappointing to us that in a case involving some aspects of



routine school sorting the court didn't at least face up to the

competing wisdom of an alternative and narrower approach to the

application of Goss to these facts. Perhaps the defendants

gave in too quickly on the issue. It is also important to note

that, having found that due process applies, the court goes on

to hold that the requirements of due process were in fact met,

thereby denying relief to plaintiffs. Later we will lookat

\what procedures were thought to be enough.

3. Composite precedent reviewed.

What is to be made of this bundle of loweL court decisions

together with the Supreme Court's three school due process

cases? 'Although Arundar can be explained away as involving

poor pleading, and, although the language of Evertt and Horowitz

can be dismissed as'dictum, nonetheless, in cases making the

distinction, some hostility to applying due process to

"academic" as opposed to "disciplinary" decisions plainly

emerges. After all, procedural protection against wrongful

punishments is a familiar and ccmfortable path for courts,

whereas they are perhaps understandably leery about getting too

involved in academic matters. Still, this distinction does not

explain a number of other cases including the handicapped/

special education line; nor, as we will see, is it easily

applied to "routine" school sorting. Moreover, some cases, to

be sure decided before Horowitz, are oblivious to the

distinction.

341
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Perhaps stigma -- say, of special education and of

disciplinary treatment -- is key. But this concept is probably

even more difficult to apply to school sorting 4enerally -- and

it is by no means clear why, say, academic dismissals aren't

strongly stigmatizing too. Of course; the special education

and other due process granting cases may be "wrong" in the
,

sense that the Supreme Court would reverse them if given the

opportunity.

'Or perhaps t,he racial aspects of many of the cases are

unstated, yet key, considerations. After all, racial

sensitivity about I.Q., together with the much greater itracking

bf blacks than whites into classes for the mildly retarded and
1

the greater incidence of blacks failing Florida's high school

literacy test, are social facts that could easily make a judge

feel that fair treatment in assignment to special education or

the granting of high school diplomas is critical. So too, the

higher incidence of black thaft white suspensions and expulsions

(let alone the racial context of Goss itself) and the apparent

higher incidence of corporal punishment of blacks than whites

is not to be igpored. The migrant children case, where due

process was required, also had racial overtones. By contrast,

disqualification from interscholastic sports, inability to

enroll in certain technical courses, "purely administrative"

transfers from one school to another, shortening the school day

and the like are noE,now viewed as'race-sensitive dssues

(whatever the actual facts of incidence): On this dimension,
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various aspects of routine school sorting probably come out

differently - e.g., compare the likely lack of racial

sensitivity over school or teacher transfer requests with the

more delicate matters of grade promotions or assignment to

"sloce trz7k or classes in high school and junior high. On the

other hand, racial features were not enough in the non-graded

curriculum cases and no racial aspects seemed present in the

vet, school admissions case.

One resolution of most of the cases would suggest that,

despite broader and narrower language, there are two theories:

first, significant disciplinary treatment is special and

attracts due process protection; and second, in elementary and

secondary education what the statutory entitlement means is

that one has the right to get into and to remain in the

"mainstream" program unless ousted pursuant to appropriate due

process measures.

As for the latter, is it not fair to say that one does

normally have an "objective expectation" to attend the ordinary

classes in one4 local school? Perhaps this "objective

expectation", arising more out of tradition than from any clear

state law, can be best said to form the basis of the needed

property-liberty,interest. This approach is probably

defensible even under the more restrictive U.S. SuprPme Court

approach employed of late, for it too has distinguished "hopes"

from "justifiable expectations." Indeed, Goss itself referred

to state law on "other rules."

We will see, however, that applying the "makistream" idea

34j
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to routine sorting is not so easy. Moreover, iL is not clear

that these two classes of decisAons (non-bainstream and

discipline) should be the exclusive things to attract due

process in the school setting. The functional literacy test

case illustrates the point (unless graduatini with one's peers

is seen as part of the mainstream) . In the end, perhaps these

two categories are merely ways of describing extremely

important decisions, central to the schooling process; if so

maybe "important school-related deprivation" (at least through

high school) is what, in the end, will get due process

protection after all.

A final supposition worth airing is that "illicit"

considerations in fact enter into the "first step" analysis.

That is, despite the formal separation of the t'wo, the judges

hear and can't avoid thinking about the second, step while

deciding whether the threshhold is met. AndAudicial views of

what little good and wliat possible harm due probess procedures

might do when laid on top of some kinds of decision-making
1/4

could well influence the courts to keep out altogether by

saying the first test simply isn't satisfied. This "realist"

view is hard to test, but is to be kept in mind when we soon

focus the themes arising from the case law on various parts on

. the routine sorting process.

,
4. Analogies from other fields.

First, however, ye want to report on our inquires into

1. 3utl
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analogies from other fields. Exclusion or explusion from.
.. "^

school, matters of acCess, can be characterized as involving

total deprivation; school sorting by, contrast, can be seen as

the mechanism by which schooling opportunities are allocated.

Hence, while some deprivation is inevitable, total deprivation

does not occur. Starting from this,distinction we decided to

consider what, if anything, we might learn from.judicial

handling of it in cases involving other critical human needs.

We looked, for example, at issues arising from proposed

transfers of medicaid patients from one nursing home to

another. Concerns among gerontologists about "transfer-trauma"

have spurred lawyers to seek due process protectionss prior to

such transfers. The lower court case law does indeed support

the claim that such rights attach to transfels from one

certified facility to another. See e.g., Klein v. Califano,

586 F. '2d 250, 257-58 (3rd Cir., en banc, 1978). However, the

courts seem to have an easy time finding that patients, in

general, have objective expectations to remain in the facility

of their choice because -federal statutory porvisions and

relevant regulations to that effect. 42 U.S.C. Section 1396

a(a)(23); 45.CFR. Section 249.12(a)(1)(ii)(B)(4)(1978), 41 Fed.

Reg. 12884 (1976). By contrast, when a nursing home has been

decertified so that transfer away from the facility would

necessarily occur, the Supreme Court recently held that no

pre-transfer hearing was constitutionally required since the

recipient had no right "to continue to receive benefits for

care in a home that had been decertified." 0 Bannon v. Town

,
..
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Court Nursing Center, 48 U.S.L.W. 4842, 4845 (1980).

In the public housing area, it seems well established that

tenents are entitled to procedural due process prior to

eviction. This is perhaps like total deprivation see, e.g.,

Escaleva v. New York City Housing Authority, 425 F. 2d 853 (2nd

Cir. 1970) cert. denied, 400 U.S. 853 (1970); Caulder v. Durham

Housing Authority, 433 F. 2d 998 (4th Cir. 1970). What about

rent increases, however? One view is that the objective

expectation to "low cost housing" requires due process on this

question too. See Geneva Towers Tenants Organization v.

Federated MortgAge Investors, 504 F. 2d 483, 489 (9th Cir.

1974). But this view has been rejected elsewhere and seems to

be the minority rule. See McKinney v. Washington, 442 F. 2d

726 (D.C. Cir. 1970), and Hahn v. Gottlieb, 430 F.2d 1243 (1st

Cir. 1970).

Taken together then cases suggest the general uncertainty

with which the courts are approaching more complex problems

involving basic human needs. On the onelhand, there is the

inclination to protect all important features of a matesial

good whose,total and wrongful deprivation would plainly amount

to a denial of a protected property,right (or liberty

interest). On the other.hand, some courts will impose due

process protections osi dentals with respect to such property

right that do not amount to total deprivations-only when

plaintiffs can point to some clear source for a claimed

objective eXpectation vith respect to the-feature in question.

This, in general, is the same rather divided approach that we

354
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saw lower courts take in the school cases. Hence we find these

possibly aPalogous areas not especially revealing.

5. Application of precedent themes to school sorting.

Now by comparing'special education sorting with the

sorting we've considered, we first want to show some of the

difficulties of distinguishing between them. It is easy to

imagine that great educ.tional and emotional harm could come

from being wrongfully placed, say, in a class for the

retarded. It is also easy to see how a judge would have little

trouble making a qualitative distinction between sgecial

education and the ordinary education that he or his children

probably experienced. With this simple division, it is readily

understandable how he might treat the former as virtually the

same as non-school, or, in apy case, as an opportunity so

radically'a different so as to see the wall between the two as

sufficiently high enough to deem the movement over it to amount

to a loss of a distinct liberty or property interest. However,

when the richer complexity of the sorting process is set out,

special education classes now seem more aptly described as part

of a continum -- albeit at or near one end. With that mindset,

it is ,m-Uch harder to see where, if anywhere, the line is to be

drawn. For example, it is not easy to see why either the

failure to promote to the next grade on the asserted ground of

"social immaturity" or the assignment to a particular teacher

on the asserted ground that the pupil had been abehavior

353
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problem" should be treated differently from the assignment to a

"learning disability' class or to a class for the

"educationally handicapped", two major special education

programs. Is either the harm or stigma any greater in the,

latter? We're skeptical. To be sure, wrongful assignment to

classes for the substantially mentally retarded, especially

since such assignments are likely tcklpe permanent, might be

thought to risk more harm than most, if not all, other sorting

decisions. But the lower court cases noted above were not

limited to the treatment of the most severely handicapped.

So far We have been treating school sorting rather

-generally. It is timL to focus on some specifics. Consider

the failure to be promoted from one grade to the other in

elementary school. Surely the core or mainstream of American

public schooling luoludes the ideas of age"peer grouping and

annual progression from one grade to the next. Ought it not

follow, therefore, that prOceafral due process restricts the

ways-schoolS can deprive pupils of the "right" to remain with

t,-leir peers and go on with them to the next grade? Note too

that while the reason for having a child repeat a grade might

be academic difficulty, the decision instead may well be based

on the child's behavior and hence have a disciplinary-like

quality. In these respects, the promotion decision seems, if

anything, more like decisions that lead to assignments to

special education classes than like analogous decisions made in

higher education institutions where failing a course or failing

out normally rests on academic considerations alone. In any

35,1
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case, the grade promotion example shows' the diffuculty of

making the academic -- disciplinary distinction. Of course,

emphasizing this distinctidn assumes that the Court's dictum in

Horowitz about academic decisions would be applied to

elementary schools. But because of the intense and personal,

yet often very private, connection of teacher and student in

elementary school, and because the decision of the single

classroom teacher can have stIch a dramatic effect on the pupil, .

it may be far less appropriate to shield such decisions from
..,

due process protection on "academic freedom" grounds than it is
7

to protect the grading judgments of university or even high

sqhool teachers. Moreover, if Debra P., regarding the

functional literacy test for high schOol gradwation, is right,

then wouldn't due process apply to grade promotion as well?

Decisions that bar a child's transfer to another school
.

may at first seem quite different. While, to be sure, there is

a clear deprivation, where does one find the right that is
%,.

sought to be pxotected? If anything, the core of American

public edttcations includes only the "right" to attend one's

neighborhood sch'ool. Blit yhile state law is probably silent,

there are typically speci,fic local rules that ale meant to

govern such formal transfer requests -- especially in the case

of open enrollment schemes or transfer requests that are to be

made to the central,administration before the year starts.

Ought not due process then apply to help assure,that "rights"

established by these r0..s ar'e protected? Note that, by

contrast, during-the-year transfers informally made among

350
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.principals seem virtually standardless (i.e., fully
.

. otiscretionary),lso that there may well be little basis for a
,

,pupil claiming that he had an objective expectation With

respect to this sort of transfer possibility, Although

Valadez; involving the in-transfer raigrant children, would seem

to imiply that even these decisions are subject to due process.

Failing to get the elementary school teacher that one
. ,

wants presents a slippery problem since the student is still

both in the mainstream and in the right grade. And Wis

difficult to.see where a "right" to a specific teacher would be

grounded, even though the deprivation can readily be
/

described. The Smith case on the non-graded curriculum iS in

this vein, as is Arundar, on'getting into a desired course.

Still, once again, if individualized judgments are made about

where to place a child, which judgments are supposed to rely on

''....k.../

school or school district criteria, can not the right be said

to come from the school's own rules an& the expectations.they

can legitimately be said to create? Moreover, to the extent

that a school seeks to divide up frietds for the next year

when, say, they are too much of a "clique" or "too distracting

or distracted" isn't this directly depriving them of the

liberty/association interest emphasized in Goss? Recall too

the liberty interest protected in Grovelthe college admissions

case.
`

,

It is, of course, always important to keep in mind that

this analysis does not suggest that it is impermissible to uSe

these criteria to assign pupils to teachers, but rather that

Q.-

,
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such assignments must comport with (appropriate) due process

guarantees. It is also crucial to appreciate that ali (or

nearly all) schools may well now provide all (or even mote

than) due process would demand even if the Constitution did

apply.

Furthermore, just as the Court has seen the Procedures

guaranteed by due process as individualistic ones, it has

avoided finding that due process applies when the alleged right

is seen as a collective one or, what is much the same thing,

the decision is simultaneously and broadly similar in its

effect on a group. Nor have the courts been eager to find any

due process protection when,no factual issues are at stake.

Hence for these reasons it would, for example, seem much less

likely for courts to impose procedural due process on these

sorting decisions: to adopt or to apply random assignment to

second grade teachers, to shift a teacher from one grade or

class to another, to a_clopt (or perhaps to operate) a "scramble"

system of assigning high schoo) pupils to their classes, or, as

we saw, to adopt a non-graded curriculum, or perhaps to assign

second graders to "advanced" "regular" or "slow" math cases on

the basis of standardized test scores alone. Assignment to

ability classes on more complex criteria, however, could be

quite a different story. (We do not thipk it would importantly

matter that many school sorting decisions involve changes so

that it could be verbally more awkward to claim that the pupil

is deprived of what he or she "already has.")

This brief canvas is perhaps best seen as giving a sense

,
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of how a court sympathetic to imposing procedural regularity on

school sorting might approach, and perhaps discriminate among,

a range of due process claims. lat differently, what the
. .

pfecedent altogether suggestsis that creative lawyering about

school sorting decisions just might succeed in convincing a

trial ceurt that due process does apply at least to some

aspects of the routine sorting process we have studied.

In the end, because of the jumble of results, the safest

prediction at this point is that it is hard to predicst

confidently how the courts would decide. Moreover, much of the

precedent is probably,unreliable since the plaintiffs often

were really making substantive rather than procedural
,

objections. FurtherMore, because school practices and hence

justifiable expectations vary, the availability of due process

/protection cohd we4 vary from place to place within states,
l

let alone among st.ate. Further inquiry, however, seems

inappropriate until we\present some discussion of what process

might be due. Not only, will this give a fuller picture of what
1

changes we might be tal4ng about for the schools, but also,

since judges can not blind ttsemselves to the later even when

facing up to the former, n\either should we. Besides, one

should not forget that in a number of cases where the court
\

,

easily found due process applicable, it also was easily
,

convinced that due process ws in fact already guaranteed;

hence we are reminded that te, win due procesfs guarantees may

well not be to win any changeS.
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D. Process That Might Be Due

It is often said that the essence of due process is

fairness (a vague idea) and that fairness demands an unbiased

decider and fair procedure (this too is vague). Doctrinally,

once the liberty or property test is met, claims to due process

are to be decided under the Matthews V. Eldridge formula. That

means that once due process applies, as much process is

required as is cost effective in the Matthews sense. In

practice, a 'check-list of procedures has developed, and the

leading cases have been mainly fought over which of the maximum

elements are required.

According to the authors of a well known treatise on

constitutional non-criminal matters the full range'of

due process protections would' include these essential

elements: "(1) Adequate notice oT the charges or basis for

government action; (2) a neutral decisionmaker; (3) an,

opportunity to make all oral presentation to the decisionmaker;

(4) an opportunity to present evidence or witnesses to the

decisionmaker; (5) a chance to confront and cross-examine

witnesses cr evidence to be used against the individual; (6)

the right to have an attorney present the individual's case to

.the decisionmaker; (7) a decision based on the record with a

statement of reasbns for the decision." (Rotunda, Nowack and

Young, Constitutional Law at p. 499).

The tailoring of the scope of required (or suffi,cient)

procedures to individual cases is well illustrated by some

leading Supreme Court cases we've already mentioned. Hence,

35d
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when the state proposed to cut off a beneficiary's welfare

4rcheck, the Court in Goldberg held that prior to such a

deprivation virtually all of the items from the list of

safeguards had to be offered. contrast, in Goss the Court

held that'prior to a short term suspension from school, a far

more bbreviated form of due process would suffice --

essentially that the student had to be told of the charges and,

more or less on the spot, be giv:tn a chance to tell his side of

the story _a hopes of convincing the potential'Suspending

official that the suspension was uncalled for. In Horowitz the

Court said that (even if due proCess applied to academic

dismissals) even the informal hearing required for short term

school suspensions in Goss was unnecessary where the medical

school in question had (1) given the plaintiff both notice that

her poor performance was jeopardizing her academic future and

an opportunity to prove herself through special oral and

practice exams and (2) taken the decision to exclude her

through a fair internal decision-making process. In recent

cases, the Court has concluded that in a variety of ettings

post-deprivation review of the governmental conduct would

suffice; this is illustrated by Ingraham where the later

opportunity to sue in tort for wrongful corporal punishment was

held to afford pupils adequate due process.

t."1)
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1. Individualization and two-way communication

Notwithstanding these variations, two features dominate

the Supreme CoUrt's opinions; individualization and two-way

communication. That is, the Court seems always to include

elements (like the opportunity to make a presentation to the

decisionmaker) that necessarily imply an individual response to

the government communication of a decision or projJosed

decision. Even in Horowitz, where there due process did not
-

require an opPortunity personally to appear at the time the

decision to dismiss the student from medical school was being

made, individual, two-way communication was contemplated.

There the student's opportunity to give evidence about t.,!

relevant issue -- her clinical skills and general academic

progress -- was both routinely and specially afforded until the

cumulative evidence showed her not sufficiently talented to

continue.

On its face, however, the Matthews calculus would permit,

in apPropriate\cases, for due process to be satisficA with

one-way communication -- a statement of the decision, perhaps

together with an explanation of reasons for it. Moreover,

under the appropriate cost-benefit circuthstances, such one-way

communication might be presented broadly, containing only

general information; that is, the Matthews formula itself does

not even require the communication of individual information.

yet we have found no Supreme Court decision in the Goldberg

line which requires so little.

3u1
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One important instance where this might have been thought

appropriate was O'Bannon, the nursing home decertification

case: the Court might have found that the current residents of

the home were constitutionally entitled to a one-way

explanation of the decision to eliminate their home from the

list of thoSe that Medicare would support. Instead, the Court

decided that the threshold test for due process was-not met and

one reason was that there was no protectable interest at stake;

the interest, said the court, was one of a group and not a

property right of individuals. This pattern makes us skeptical

about whether, in fact, a case under the Goldberg line could

arise in whi...h due process required only one-way group

communication.

'What this suggests for school sorting is that the due

process tradition best fits instances in which parents object

to the individual treatment of their child, seek to argue for

an alternate placement, demand a child-Specific explanation for

the decision and so on. Hence, an objection by parents to a

particular teacher assignment for their child, the

unwillingness of the school to promote the child to the next

grade, the refusal of the school to 'change the Child's teacher

after the year begins, or the rejection by the school ot the

-family's request to transfer the child to another school

illustrate the sort of decisions that could readily be brought

into the due process mold. They involve individualization,

child-specific information, and, probably,Aa desire for'two-way

communication. By contrast, where families are seeking either
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general information about the sorting process or detailed

information about the attributes of alternative teachers or

courses, the parallel to the usual procedural due process case

is not easy to make.

An explanation for this lies in the divergence between our

models of disclosure and what Elle Court now emphasizes as the

purpose of due process. First, even though this need not be

so, the Court does not recognize the take-up of entitlements or

informed choice as values to be served by procedural due

process.-
*1

Given the .COurt's posture, however, since

detailed information about alternative teachers or classes best
_

serves these models of disclosure, we should not be surprised ,

to see that it is not constitutionally mandated. Second, the

Court lately has Moved away from the idea of the consent of the

governed as a basis for procedural due process. Hence, so too,

information intended to serve this model is understandably

overlooked in due process cases.

But this "purpose-based" explanation for the Court's

approach is not altogether convincing. The Court plainly has

concerned itself with the model we call the control of the

\

* After all, as we argued in dhapter 4, unawareness of cake-up
rights can be thought quite unfair, and due process is supposed
to be about fairness. Moreover, the failure of families to
make informed choice creat.s an error, and the Court does see
due process as aimed at error control. Although this is
perhaps not an error that we usually would say is caused by
government.

at3j
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official discretion. Yet, as we argued in Chapter 7,

disclosure of general information about the sorting process --

one-way communication of the criteria, the alternatives and the

process -- can sensibly serve to control official error and

abuse.

The upshot is that in some circumstances, if the Goldberg

threshold test is met, then families will presumably be

entitled to child-specific information and the right to contest

the decider's proposed judgment, even if policy analysis

suggests that the receipt of general sorting information would

be most appropriate. (Of course, perhaps in those

circumstances the courts would conclude that Goldberg's

procedural due process does not apply.)

Another possible mismatch between policy analysis and

legal requirements can occur in terms of outreach. That is, due

process may require more of a request by parents for individual

explanations of a child's placement than policy analysis

suggests is appropriate.

In sum, while disclosure policy and procedural due

process policy are concerned with similai things and envisidn

overlapping remedies, they are not the same.. This, of course,

does not mean that due process should simply be deemed

inappropriate to routine sorting. But it does show that a

judicial solution employing procedural due process may not be

as desirable as a legislative one. (It is perhaps comforting,

however, to see that due process seems to concern itself with

the sorts of disclosure that appear to be politically most

difficult to achieve.)

364
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2. The cost-benefits calculus in prior school cases

Although Matthews was yet to be ,decided, it was

foreshadowed in Goss, and in Goss the weighing contemplated by_
the cost-benefit approach didn't present'much of a problem to

the majority. On the one hand, it seemed intuitively obvious

that a little conversation with a pupil prior to his suspension

could lead to fewer errors; on the other, the Court thought

this talk would not be costly either in terms of the time it

% takes or the school's authority relationship to its pupils.

Since the Goss plaintiffs had not even been offered this

minimal opportunity, and because the Court excluded

consideration of longer suspensions, it didn't really have to.

face up to cases where it would have to admit there are serious

considerations on both sides of the cost-benefit scale. The

dissenting justices, however, saw serious costs to the school,

in terms of both the burden of the hearing itself and the

potential for judicial review of official'school conduct.

In both Ingraham and Horowitz the Court didn't have to say

what was minimally required; rather it approved what was

voluntarily provided as constitutionally adequate. In doing I

so, however, it decided that the additional process that

plaintiffs demanded was not cost-benefit justified.

In Horowitz, the Court tried to make the cost benefit

issue seem easy. It declined to order additional process,

claiming that there would be costs in terms of educational

,%.
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\
\

relationships (making teacher and student adversaries), and no
.

..

gain in terms of accurate decisionmaking. While these

conjectures may be right, the Court is by no means convincing.

Whether a personal appearance before the decision-makpr would

improve accuracy depends importantly on what is the precise

standard for dismissal, something about which the Court was

notably silent (perhaps because the defendants h'ad,no precise

standard). And althou§h it is imaginable that there would be
t,

harm to the teaching process by having administrators hear out

students who are about to be acadetically dismissed, this'is

probably belied by experience at schools that grant informal

hearings (and more). Anyway, what some consider a loss in

changed teacher-student relations, others will consider a gain.

% In Ingraham Justice Powell's opinion for the five-four

majority again tries to make the cost benefit calculus seem

easy, although with even less success. He first tries to

minimize the incidence of improper corporal punishment so as to

establish that there simply was little opportunity for
,

increased accuracy through the imposition of additional

procedutes. One important reason for the low incidence, says

Powell, is the deterrent effect of the child's tort right

against teachers and other school officials for unreasonable

corporal punishment. While this approach is fair enough as a

general matter, the record in this case, as Justice White
,

points out in his dissent, suggests strongly that at least as

many (or-more) errors were being made in imposing corporal
..,

,

punishment than Goss showed were being made with respect to

0

.,
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short term school suspensians. Powell later admits that

pre-paddling procedures like those required in Goss "might

reduce that risk marginally" (430 U.S. at p. 682), but

concludes that such gains are far outweighed by their costs.

As to costs, first cites the time and attention of school

officials, although the same claim was plainly not convincing

in Goss% Assuminc,, as Powell does, that the Goss procedures as

applied to corporal punishment would involve a second school

employee in the decision to paddle, Powell fgars that if a

teachr'z proposed paddling were rejected this wOUld undermine

that teacher's ability to control the clE,ssroom. He also

argues and that the creation of a waiting period before

corporal punishment is imposed could be bad in terms of anxiety

created for those students who are going to be paddled even

after t'he informal hearing-. Once again, however, these same

two points can be made about suspensions but were not

persuasive in Goss. Moreover, we are not very symriathic'about

protecting the classroom authority of teachers who, if they had

been left to their.own devices', would be committing torts

against their pupils. Finally, powell argues that imposing due

process procedurey in advance Of paddling might force the

abandonmgnt of corporal punishment and the shift to other

disciplinary measures. In one sense we see this as an argument

on th.e other side; if corporal punishment is of so little value

to school officials in-terms of educational and disciplinary

.gains that they are unwilling to suffer the costs-9of'simple-

pre-paddling procedures, then this suggests that there is veil/

361
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little legitimate state interest in maintaining corporal

punishment at all. On the other hand, although Powell is not,..

very clear about it, teachers can well react to a requirement

of consultation before paddling by shifting to other forms of

punishment, including psychological mistreatment af children,

that can not be policed by the school and Could well be worse'

for some children.' In short, insthis respect due process could

create fallout that would involve costs of an indeterminant

amount. But, of course, that risk was equally true in Goss.
.%

In sum, the Court fails to mafce a convincing showing why

one shouldn't assume, as was done in Goss, that a little

conversation with the student before paddling will yield error

reduction and dignity improvement at a very modest burden on

, the school. In the end, it seems to us that what mainly

idistinguishes the cases is not the analysis in Ingraham but the

fact that Justice Stewart apparently changed his mind (although

he never gave an explanation) , thereby'giving'the four Goss

Lssenters the one vote Margin needed to cafry the day in

Ingraham. All of this is not to say that SteWart shouldn't

have changed his mind or that Ingraham is necessarily wrong;

rather it shows that making the cost benefit analysis

contemplated by Matthews is by no means the easy matter that

the Court in these cases often' suggests it is.

in,our judgment, .in applying the Matthews test the .

justices first try to focus on just what is it that plaintiffs

want that the school does not already provide. They then ask

'themsclves whether, in view of What the school does provide, it

3U0,
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work done in other schools. In applAng Matthews 4i.t says "The
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is reasonable to impose'the new requirement? And in deciding

that question they make an intuitiye judgment that incorporates

thei r. own values eo-gether with what little empirical evidence

might be viailable. Having made up.their minds they take an

advoca.py stand in,their opinions that' tends to mask the,

difficulty.. of senibly:applying the Matthews test.

Lower federal court judges, we ink, do the same thing,

although the schooling decisions we have considered aren't

'especially revealing as we will explain. In the'migrant

student case, for-example, the court discusses how the district

tries on an individdil basis'to award appropriate credit for

/1 .

court is-at a loss to find any better method for transferring
. -

credits and grades. Student input would be of minimal value

because studdn4 cannot possibly know the material to be taught

and the colirses offered at Groveland. . . Moreover, any student
*40

dissatisfied with the school's decision is given the

opportunity to .speak with the teacher and the guidance office

about it. In this informal manner, the possibility of the

school deriyi,ng credit where credit is due, is very

unlikely . Indeed, requiring a formalized nOtice and

hearing procedure would be attacking an ant of a problem with a

cannon of relief.' 474 F.Supp at p. 158. The court also

refers to evidence showing that students who did not arrive
4

until well into the fall semester had in general been well

trtated in the past through the school's effort to integrate

\.?
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case, in the end, rested more on his claim that he was mdslead

during a personal interview than on auassertion that some

critical accuracy-enhancing process was omitted.

In the case involving non-graded curriculum, it will be

recalled, the court concluded that even though due process was

not applicable, sufficient fair procedure had been provided

anyway. The court found that "under regular prescribed
.

procedures, the principal, teachers and professional staff at

Valley Grande School attempt to exRlain the non-graded

curriculum and the placement procedures to all students and to
',.

those parents who have questions or objections." 480 F. Supp.

at p: 1330. The ppinion goes on to explain that in this case

V :

them into its program. We note that the communication of

individual decisions with reasons and a chance to object are ----

,

here seen as at he heart of due process.. But we really don't

learn what minimal elements will suffice; nor did plaintiffs

seem to offer particular procedural alternatives for the codrt

seriously to con'Sider.

The veterinary school admissions case is much the same

story. The court held that due process was well satisfied when

an impartial admissions committee prbvided the applicant with .

explanations as to why his academia performance% was

presumptively unsatisfactory in math and chemistry and granted %

him three special oppOrtunities to present favorable

information in support of his application. But the court does

not make Oiear (nor did it have to) just how many of those.

, elements were required by due process; and the plaintiff's

sv

3 *, u
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there was a review of the records of the plaintiff child by the

county guidance director as well as a personal discussion with

the plaintiff child's mother. Beyond this, the county board of

education had longstanding procedures for handling complaints

from students parents and school personnel which encOurage

aggrieved parties rto go first to the teacher, or other staff,

then to the principal of the affected school, then to the

Superintendent of Education and finally to the Board of

Education." Id. at p. 1331. Moreover, the court pointed .out,

under Alabama law "the State Superintendent of Education has
A

the power to review . . . matters seriously affecting the

educational interests." of children in the state. Id. at p.

1.531. These procedural arrangements, which the court

characterizes as a "grievance" procedure, were said'to provide

adequate due process. We find it particularly noteworthy that

outreach communication to students of general information about
t^;

the sorting process was a standard procedure in the school

(=Atirt=aly a school with an unusual prodram) , and that this

was emphasized by the court in its decision. However, once

again you can't tell whether the presence of that element was

critical for due process purposes. Moreover, in the end

plaintiffs once more had no clear alternative procedure to

propose apart from doing away with non-graded classrooms

altogether.

The central element of due process that the court focused

on in the Florida high school functional illiteracy test case

was the giving of noti(e to students that this exam would
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become one of the requirements fox graduation. Interestingly

enough, this involves one-way communication of general

information., Unfortunately, the court i\s vague about what

would be adequate notice, and is not attentive to the competing

cost considerations. Pexhaps this is because the notice

.requirement here doesn't really go to accurate decision-making;
4

rather it is a matter of fairness in the introduction of a new

substantive requirement.

3. Applying Matthews to scYool sorting

*
Our policy analysis in Chapter 7 showed how difficult

it is to make a convincing cost-benefit analysis of required

disclosure about school sorting, and the impossibility of

making one that is value neutral. Even if we restrict

outselves to the model of the control of official discretion

and then focus on how disclosure can efficiently itprove the

accuracy of sorting decioions. the cost benefit calculus is

very difficult. What makes a decision "accurate" is often 'nct

value neutral. As a result, we think that a judge asked to

apply Matthews to school sorting would, necessarily, have to

resort to a combination of intuition and his own values in

deciding what process is due. One thing this means is that

there is a obvious role for effective legal advocacy.

I Of course, the judge would be influenced by the Supreme

[----.---.

)

Court's discussions in the three leading procedural due process
-..

cases in the schooling area. However, while they provide some

.

,

e
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general guidelines, they aren't very helpful. As discussed

earlier, the escape hatch of the availability of d tort suit

which solved the Court's problem of what to do about corporal

punishment ,in Ingraham doesn't seem especially promising in the

, routine sorting area. Goss :oo itself isn't very

illuminating. Clearly, the direct goal of short term

suspensions is to get the student out of school for a few

days. This necessity for speed helps explain why a brief

informal pre-suspension hearing makes sense. With the routine

sorting decisions we've considered, however, time is rarely of

the same essence. Therefore, the state's interest in having a

summary and prompt process is less.

Horowitz and some of the lower court decisions tell us

that judges think that certain academic decisions involve

professional judgments on the record, judgments which student

or family input are likely to improve very little. Once a case

is so categorized, a decision-making hearing (formal or

informal) probably will not be required. However, many routine

sorting decisions involve determinations with respect to which

students and families can contribute relevant information.

This is by definition true for grade promotions if they are to

be a matter of parental veto. It is also true for school

transfer decisions if they are to turn on child care needs,

parental work copvenience or even gross clashes between the

child and the current school tea*chers. Even decisions about
s

which matn or English classes a seventh grader should enter
.0

could benefit from family input; after all, parents might have

t
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knowledge about why the child does not do well on certain kinds

of tests or that he was ill the day a key test was given,.and

parents might have special insight into the psychplogical

impact on the child of being placed in one track or another.

Even assignment to the next year's eleMentary school teacher,

if based upon a judgment about the child's personality, could

benefit from parental input.

Moreover, as we have seen, improving accuracy is not only

a matter of contributing new knowledge. In addition, careless

and invidious or arbitrary decision-making can be checked, and

thereby accuracy increased, by disclosure to parents which

makes the decider know that he is in the limelight. In short,

a official who has to go'on the line with an explanation for

his conduct should be careful. This is a point which seems

largely overlooked in the court decisions in the schooling

area. Indeed, better decision-making should occur even if

there are no official channels available to challenge the

explanation provided, and in the right circumstances providing

general information about the criteria of decisionmaking, the

piocess and the available alternatives should largely do the

trick without even the need for child-specific info,.mation.

Recognizing the somewhat speculative nature of the

predictions and the value laden nature and costs and benefits,

and ass'Iming in each instance that the threshold test is

surmounted, we think that advocates of disclosure ought to

argue like this:
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(1) Anytime a child is placed in a course on the basis of

ability, the school'should be required in writing to notify the

family of that placement and to give an explanation for it --

on the ground that this promotes accuracy, is very important,

and is relatively little burden on the school. Whether an

official forum in which such decisions can be contested should

also be provided is a. harder question that we leave to the

advocates.

(2) Anytime a school proposes to have a child repeat a

grade the family should be provided in writing with an

explanation for the proposal and a statement, assuming this is

the school policy, to ,the effect that the ultimate decision to,

repeat or not is up to the parents - on the ground that this

too can contribute toward accuracy, is important, and is of

little bgtden.

.(3) Parents of children who are cOntinuing on to the next

grade in an elementary school should be provided each yekr with

,

information about the alternatives available, the criteria

3mployed, and the process used in making the assignment of
3

their child to the next year's teacher. Of course, they should

also be told to which teacher the ctlild was assigned. Once

more it can be argued that this can improve accuracy, is

important, and is of little burden: Whether or nsot an

d
explanation should be provided for their child's assignment and

whether or not an official forum for contesting the assignment

should be provided are matters we leave to the advocates. The

former, plainly, raises the spectre of greatly increased costs

7
t.
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to the school quite apart from dollar casts. However, they

couldLbe judged quite differently depending on how one felt

about things such as whether it is good to keep secret those

judgments made about children which, if released, could

negatively affect both their own aspirations and the

perceptions of their-new teachers,

(4) A family seeking to have its child's teacher or

school changed during the year should be provided with a

written explanation of the criteria and process that is used

for making and deci3inci upon such requests, and if its request

is denied, a dritten explanation why - once more on.the ground

that it is important, can improve accuracy and is little burden

bn the schools. Harder is whether there should be notice given

to all parents telling of such opportunities.

(5) Finally, and once moTe, on the ground that these 'too

promote accuracy, are important and cost little, schools should

provide 1171\writing to familOs the rules of the high gchool

arena scheduling system (including whether teachers can refuse

access to their class other than by officially announced

prerequisites) and the rules governing the selection of

electives in junior high, together with a cony of the schedules

that are finally arranged for and by their children'.

Will these arguments for compelled disclosure be

convincing? That will depend in part, we think, on how

effective the lawyers are, and in part on the facts of any case

that is actually litigated. People aren't likely to go to

court over these matters unless they are mad at the school or

3 7.1)



district about something. If the dispute comes about because

Aof an incident in which an error was probably made (as in Goss)

the psychology of the case will be with plaintiffs far more

than if the authorities seem to have acted quite properly on

the merits (as in Horowitz). This reality of the legal rule,

for all turning on the idiocyncray of which case happens along

may be ,disquieting to policy analysts,.but it is what

case-by-case judicial decisionmaking has always been about.

Besides, although cases of first impression.can cast long

shadOws, if the first case is an eccentricity, the courts have

shown themselves able to avoid or even overrule precedent

cuuntless times in the past.

In any event, the prime advocacy job will be to

demonstrate in the detail why specific new

procedures/information should improve decision-making ane that

the burden on the school should be viewed as small. 14hat this

means, of course: is that just as the courts try to make the

cost-benefit calculus seem easy in their opinions, the

chal*lenge to the advocates is to cry to bhow Lhem how to see

the case in a light that makes it look reasonably easy.

Although our analysis in this and previous chapters should

help courts and lawyers resolve such claims, in important

respects we think that a constitutional case over routine

school sorting and disclosure is premature. The thing is

that with the right sort of experience one could carry out the

cost-benefit calculus with much greater confidence about what
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woald happen if change were ordered. That calls, we think, for,

some well designed and promoted experiments, a matter to which

we return in the final chapter.

E. Other Approaches To Indivi alized Due Process

.
We have dealt in th-cs chapter so far with the approach to

procedural due process currently employed oy the United States

Supreme Court. The Court's two-step approach has been subjected

to considerable criticism. however, and we want briefly to

sketch some of that criticism in order po suggest what other

approaches might imply for school sorting and disclosure.

Much of the criticism has been aimed at the threshold test

-- on the grounds that it is Antellectually indefensible,

inappropriate to the purposes of due process, and/or

inconsistently or incoherently applied. See, e.g., H.,

Monaghan, Of "Liberty" and "Property," 62 Cornell L. Rev. 405

(1977); W. VanAlstyne, Cracks in "the'New Property":

Adjudicative Due Process in the Administrative state, 62

A
Cornell L. Rev. 445 (1977); Comment, Statutory Entitlement and

the Concept of Property, 86 Yale L. J. 695 (1977). Professor

VanAlstyne, for example,'has suggested a general due process

formulation grounded in a broad notion of liberty; under the

constitution, Americans'would be enticled to "freedom from

arbitrary adjudicative procedures." 62 Cornell L. Rev, at p.

487.
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If there were no threshhold test, would Matthews' general

cost-benefit approach be the way.to apply a general right to
.

fair treatment? Professor Kenneth Culp Davis seems to think

so, even though he has bitterly criticized the Court for its

application of the Matthews test in Ingraham and even though he
;

is skeptical about whether Matthews' three factors well capture

all the relevant considerations. In the 1982 Supplement to the

Secon4 Edition of tas leading Administrative Law Tro.;-atise,

Davis proposes this formulation: "When officers impose a

grievous'lost on any person, due process should reguire not

less than the procedural protection that it justified by

cost-benefit analysis." at p. 224.

Others are less persuaded by the Matthews approach, both

because-of their belief that cost-benefit analysis in this

context is scientific hocus-pocUt and because they reject the

Court's virtual restriction of whA can count as a benefit to

"accuracy." See J. Mashaw, The Supzeme Court's Due Process

Calculus for Adminilistrative Adjudication in Matthews V. .

m6rae V=^4-nrc in Ccamroh nf A ThPOry Of Value: 44 U.

of chicago L. Rev. 28 (1976); and L. Tribe, American

Constitutional Law §10 (1978).

Professor Davis is enthusi.astic about Goss-Matthews

primarily because once Ole Court has recognized that due

process can be satisfied with less than a full trial-like

adjudication, this opens the Court up to requiring some

elements of due process in numerous areas that involve more

informal and less important decisions,than are made in criminal
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prosecutions, but that could still do, in Davis's view, with

significant procedural improvement in the name of fairness.

The direction Davis is pushing seems to contemplate the

imposition of the key Goss features of an informal opportunity

to hear the government's charges'or plans and to be able to

offer your view or story. As Professor Tribe has put it,

"these rights to interchange express the elementary idea that

to pe a person, rather than a thing, is at least to be

consulted about what is done with one." Tribe at p. 503

(emphasis in original). The Davis approach would seem to

require at'least informal two-way individual communication fot

most,aspects of school sorting, since he thinks this procedure

is usually readily justified under the Matthews formula. The

Tribe approach might compel further two-way communication and

other procedures, where justified in the service of personal

dignity or general fairness.

Professor Mashaw, however, is much less sanguine about

individual two-way communication,.at leat if improved accuracy

is an important hoped-for 64seqUence; this stems from his

doubt that such hearing rights (formal or informal) will be,

used ef.lectively to polite the system, at least in comparison

with how internal bur4:aucratic measures (quality.control,

audits, training, etc.) might work to advance the fair, and

proper treatment of individual cases. See J. Mashaw, The

Management Side of Due Process, 59 Cornell L. Rev. 772 (1974).

We have earlier conceded that disclosure i-s but one way, and

perhaps not the most effective way, to control official
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discretion. It is being offeredl'however, in the absence of

evidence that school systems do much with,mnAgement techniques

of the sort Mashaw suggests.

In 1979 in People v. Ramirez, 158 Cal.Rptr. 316, 25 Cal.
4

3d. 260 (1979), the California Supreme Court rejected the U.S.

Supreme Court's twoLstep approach for purposes of the

California Constitutional provisions guaranteeiag due process.

Instead, it adopted Professor Van Alstyne's.preCase formulation

("freedom from arbitrary adjudicative protedur\ 25 Cal. 3d.

at p. 268). .Operationalizing that test, the California court

simply added.to the three Matthews factors a fourth,one

emphasizing the dignitary interests of people that are

enhanced, says the court, through communieation with

government. Notwithstanding this embrace of the views of a

number of prominent scholars, 1,/ have been unable to find

post-Ramirez cases in which not having to show a deprivation of

"property" or being able to emphasize your dignitary inter,est

has so far made any important difference.

Once you are willing to break away from the existing

approach, includeg the cbecklist of trial-like due process

elements 'that has developed, then a variety of new solutions

r
axe imaginable. One irmentive analysis applicable to

institutions that ...aye custody of individuals -- mental

hospitals, schools,and perhaps prisons -- has been put forward

by our colleague, Professor Ed Rdbin. In an/article on the

right to treatment to appear in the Sprirg 1982 issue of The
-

Harvard Civil ROhts-Civil Liberties Law Review; Professor

3 ;J
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Rubin.a'rgues that when the state restricts your libe'rty by

requiring. your,presence in an instikution lite a schbol'or

mental hospital, it has an obligatioh to make an iridividual

dek.erminati.on f What is the appropriate treatrfient for you and

regularly tp evaluate the treatment for possible modification.

In his call for individualization, RUbin assumes' that
A

consultation with the individual (or faralY)affected will

sometimes be appTopriate on accuracy-improving grounds alone,

and usually on dignity grounds. In short, in our teems,r-h-e

seems generally to favor usingidue.process tO bring about

individuaftwo- y communicatiOn at least in the Horowitz

senge, if not in the Goldbie-fg senie of kerS-onal- participation

in a decision-making hearing.

For school sorting, Rubin's approach means using due

process to gain for ordinary children what federal law now
, 7

generally requires for handicappes1 children --,an individual

educational program, arrived at through-cOnsultation,' and'

regularly monitored fOr succes'S. Thenefore, Rubin's proposals

would provide,information to,school childrenand their families

at many of ,the steps in the sorting process we have discussed;

assignment to teachens in:elementary school and assignment to

courses in junior hi6h school are probably the prime examples:

His approach, however, isn't "s,o Clearly designed for school

.
sorting deciskons that contemplate the initiation of treatment

changes by students or their parents, or the,selection by

families of the approptiate treatment. Of course, as we have

seen, conventional procedural due'prdeese analysis is also not
; '47

well suited.for requirfng disclosure in thowsettipgs.
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In the end, we return to our earlier conclysion. It is
i\

true that dropping the Court's two-"step.approach more readily

permits us to consCruct argunts about how disclosure about

school sorting will serve what we have called the control of-

official discretion (the accuracy objective) and the consent of

the the governed (the dignity objective), the things that due

process advocates value most. Nonetheless, we have so little

firm evidence about how well these values would actually be

served by such disclosure that it would be nice to try to find

out befor courts are called upon to make a guess. This, of

courSe, 'means experimentation. Moreover, if the results of

experiments are promising, they may provide the impetus for

legislative and administrative reform without judicial

interverhtion. If nothing else, that sort of reform would have

tbe virtue of allowing bodies other than courts make the value

'choices:that are part of any cost-benefit determination..

'II. ReqUired Rulemaking

We have suggested ways in which advocates could argue, and

in turn .courts could conclude, that the disclosure of general

informatlion is required by Ole line of procedural due process

cases sbarting,witn Goldberg. Yet, as we have said a number of

times already, this doctrinal development is concerned

primarily with levels of disclosure which contemplate

individgal information. Indeed, that is why, when/describing

the arguments we think lawyers should make, we alWays included

3;5,5
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with wi,th deinands for generAl inform'ation a claim to

information-about the application of that general information

to individual students.

But suppose All you want is, or all that policy analysis

justifies is, general information disclosure? I. due process

too powerful S. legal tool? The answer is that while the

GolAberg brandh of due process might be, there is another, if

unqeveloped branch of pLocedural due process that is not.

Hnce, we want to conclude this chapter with a brief discussion

of a theory of constitutional law aimed directly at compelling

the disclosure of general information. It is a theory which

applies due process values 4n a somewhat different way. Put

generally, it, arguesthat the due process, clause of the 14th

Amendment require's state and local agencies, in appropriate

circumstances, to engage in what in administrative law is

usually called rule making.

In a nutshell the Argument is that when government has not

adopted and7-announced the criteria that will govern its

decisions and the procedures by which those decisions are made,

it is acting, or is so likely to act, 'in an arbitrary way as to

violate the fundamcmtal notions of fai'ness implied by due

process. Put positively, due process is said to require some

regularization and disclosure about virtually all levels and

sorts of government decision-making.

Although this.theory is not especially well developed in

either judicial opinions or the legal literature, there is

clear support for it in the writings of professor Kenneth Culp

3 S
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Davis and in a few cases, particularly a case called Holmes q

New York City.Housing Authority, 398 F..2d'262 (1968). In

Holmep the plaintiffs complained that the Housing Authority

ac,cepted applications, that each year some of those applicants

were given public housing anu others were not, and that no one

understood why. The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit,

in effect, concluded that the Housing Authority was acting

lawlessly and in violation of due process by not having adopted

and announced regular application procedures and criteria for

,

deciding who gets into public housing. In short, the opinion

asserted that the agency was required to promulgate and foflow

rules that govern its actions. ,,.

As Davis points out, the goal of ruDe-makiong in these

circumstances'is not to eliminate all discreti ,on for that

would be undesirable and probably impossible. Rather the

objective is "(a) to eliminate unnecessary discretion, (b) to
;

preserve necessary discretion and (c) 'to provide appropriate

control of the exercise.of discretion.". Davis, Administrative

Law Treatise Vol. 2 p. 187 (2nd ed. 1979).

Notice that Holmes' theory of due process by itself does

not go so far as to impose procedures on administrative bodies

when adopting rules. For example, under the Administrative

Procedure Act federal agencies announce that they are going to

engage in rule-making; they announce proposed rules; they

receive public comments on the proposals; they consider those

comments; and then they adopt final rules, at the same time

explaining what the public comments were and to what extent
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they were accepted or rejected and why., As Davii points out,

there are arguments for and some judicial support for the idea

that APA-like features are constitutionally roquired by due

process, Put in terms of the cptegories we used earlier, this

would mean, among other things, tnat an agency, would have to

provide justifications for its substantive decision-making

criteria and associated procedures. Be that as it may,, that is

not what Holmes demands and we put the issue Aside here.

Instead, we will concentrate on the calrfor tne adoption and

disclosure of the.rules themselves.

Applied, fot example, to the aSsignment.of teachers in

,

elementary schools, due process would thus force schools or

school districts0o announce what the assignment criteria are

andwhat procedure are used in implementing those criteria.

This woula seem necessarily-to imply as well the disclosure of

the Alternatives among which the decider selects. In short,

the Holmes theory:fits in nicely with what we hav.e described as

three levels of general infdrmation about school sorting.

There actually isn't a great deal more to be said about

this theory. As Davis concedes the contours of the doctrine

are undeveloped and its precise source is murky. Sometimes in

federal agency cases, the courts that shave followed the Holmes

lead rely on arPidea of excessive delesatiqn; other times they-

insist on Holmes dtsclosure as a precondition of'judicial

review, or when other constitutional interests are at stake, or

when there has been a history of past legal violations by the

bureaucracy. In Holmes and a few other cases, however, hone of

380
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th4,e "plus faCtors" is present, and a broad noticin of due

process sufficed. And,apart from Davis' interesting discussion

on pages 128-146 of his Administrative.Law Treatuse (Vol. 2,

2nd ed: 1979), there is little that has'been written on the

theory.

Therefore, given our limited experience with the Holmes

doctrine, it is difficult to predict just how well it might be

received,when attempted in the -school sorting area. For one

thing, since t'he HolmeS doctrine is not very well developed,.it

is not dlear what, if any, arguments might successfully be put

forward by agencies attempting to fend off claims for

disclosure. Prbfessor Davis is a believer in.the inevitable

necegsity of the exercise.of official discretion, and he

appreciates the need for informal decision making.

Nonetheless, he sees great promise in the-expansion of the

Holmes doctrine and i,t.s use in all sorts of informal

administrative processes: If he i right, then surely school

sorting is,a promising candidate.-
..

It is worth noting, as we explained in -Chapte'r 7, that

disclosure of the information that 'Holmes.might require seems

to us least likely to be resisted by school officials. Hence,

perhaps small prods from higher governmental bodies could well

push many schools or districts voluntarily to disclose general

information with respect to school sorting, Such changes could

in turn give us a better understAding of what, if"anythi

might be gained or lost by'the aggressive application of Hol es

to the school sorting process.
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CHAPTER 9'

V

SCHOOL SORTING AND DISCLOSURE: STATOMRY ANALYSIS

,

In Chapter 8 'We considered constitutional law doctrines by

which courts might order disclosure With respect t0 school

sorting. There remains to be congidered a few brief matters of

statutory law. */4

I.- Existing California SChool Disclosure Laws ,

A. Affirmative duties to disclose

In Chapter 3 (pp. 21-54) we,set out materials describing

(1) California's current%disclosure laws that relate

specifidally to public schpols and-(2) the ways that some

districts comply. On the whole, schools seem.readily able to

comply' with these-requirements, 'as the examples of the parental,-
-

notice forms demonstrate. (Some, howeyer, could improve their

> design techniques by learning from other districts.) M6reover,

as required by Section 48982 of the Education Code, those

materiads show,that school districts seek to get pare'nts to

sign and return an acknowledgment of their receipt of,the
4.

required notices. Since this existing set-of required

disclosures and acknowledgment procedures has been

operationalized and implemented in all the districts we

visited, surely it could b'e supplemented or expanded to include

the disclosures about school sorting we have been considering.

To be sute, the existtng rules do not primaxily go to

sorting decisions of the soq.: we have been considering. Still,

they do require notice to parents of their right to exclude

a
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their children from certain coursesin the areas of sex

education and yenereal disease education and to inspect
N

materials used in these classes. Moreover, parents must also

\

be told of the right they have to petitiom the district to

0 start "alternative schools." Hence distvicts are at leist

familiar in a limited way with responding to requirements

relevant to the district's-educatiOnal program.. Besides, as we

saw in the material presented in Chapter 3, many districts

combine the required disclosures with other information about

the school curriculum and-c4.her'matters that they elect to

provide to parents-. For example, we know that some districts

, -

already provide contiderable information about open enrollment

opportunities and that.schoOls already provide information

about elective course .opportunities, particularly in high

school. Hence, froM,the technical petspective we see little

that would stand in the way of "school districts simply

incorporating additional required disclosures into their

current-pnactices.

The materials we have been discussing are, of course,
4

district-wide noticesl.and for many of the routine sorting

decisions we haVe considered, school-by-school disclosure would

be necessary. Nonetheless, individual school principals also

are plainly accustomed to communicating in writing with

parents, as Chapters 2 and 3 illustrate. And while these

aren't generally required communications, Section 49067 of the

Education Code does provide that parents must be notified and

called in for a conference if "it becomes evident to the
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teacher that the pupil is in danger of failing a course." We

assume that notices required by that section are provided

routinely at 91e individual school level today.

In sum, particularly with respect to the varipAs levels of

information whir;h we have called general, but^also witb respect

to specific information, the inds of disclosures discussed

here could, from an implementation perspective, be readlly seen

as but a marginal (albeit in some cases substantial) addition

to the existing prAtices.

B. Access to information rights

The Education Code itself in Section 42100' specifically

provides that each year a school district's budget must be

prepared and kept on filefar-public inspection;.this nnnual

financial statement must reveal income and expenses for the

prior year and proposed expenses for the current year: This

'provision plainly creates an,access rightto district-wide'

financial° information.

Ear more Apportant, howeve'r, are the more general

provisions of the Cilifornia Public,Records Act contained in

Section 6250 et. seq. of the Government Code. The Public

Records Act is California's freedom of'information statute and

provides access rigats of individuals to all sorts of written

records existing in schools and school districts. Section 6252

of the Government Code makes clear that school districts are

covered. And although the Public Records Act does seem to

contemplate that requests be made to the district rather than

to the schools, it seems equallY clear that, records held at the
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school level are covered as wekl. Public records are de4ned-'

as writings cont.'aining information telating to the conduct of

r the public's-.businesg. In short, there js a broad presumption

in favor of access to everything that the agency 'maintains in

writing.

There %re two sorts of exceptions to the broad

presumption. Section 6254 lists specific exceptions including

"(c)..personal, meglical or similar files, the disclosure of

which would constitute'an unwarranted invasion of personal

privacy; . . . (g) test questions, scoring keys, and othet

examination-data used to administer licensing examinations,

examinations for employment, or academic examinations, except

aa provided for in . . . the Education.Code." The first

exception plainly means that individual Personnel files of

teachers are not available to the public, although surely not

all disclosures with respect-to individual teachers would

constitute an 1.knwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Thus,

some teacher evaluatiOns might well be open to the public

although we know of no determinatiOn one way or the other on

this question under. the California law. The other-exception is

meant to keep secret actual tests and their answers and not

test score results. In any case, provisions of the Education

Code (S60600 et'seq) and an interpretation of Section 6254(g)

by California's Attorney General, 52 Ops., Atty. Gen. 15 (1969),

0

make clear that the public does have access rights to

school-by-school results of student achievement on standardized

tests given throughout California.

IV-
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Beyond this list of specific exceptions there is a general

exception'under which a school district could resist 4sclosing

written,matters on the ground that inthe "on the facts of the

particular case the public interest served by not making the

record public clearly outweighs the public interest served by .

discrosure of the necord." Government Code Section 6A5.

The-re is a little litigation history that would help gxplain

just what ineormatiOn might sabbisfy this,"clearly,in the public

interest" test. We imagine that npne or virtually,none of the'

items we have discussed as appropriate for d6closure would so

qualify for zecrecy, assuming, of course, we put aside

information relating to individual students. AS for the

atter, state and federal privacy lavis govern the release of

individul student records to their families.and to outsiders.

(See California Education Code S49060 et. seq.) . Of course, we .

4
have not suggested that any dis'closure regime should involve

giving to faMilies information about .specific children othr

than tbeir own.

Formally, at least, what tilis Aggests "is that to the

extent thingS are in writing the California Public Records Act

already-provides access rights to matters we have considered as

candidates for disclosure. There are three reasons, however,

why the current statutory situation falls short of what polity

analysis might suggest is appropriate disclosure policy.

Firstl as emphasized often abovelthere ig a difference-between

access rights and affirmAive outreach efforts. Hence to the

extent thzt one favors the..routine provision of information to

.39j
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- parents, the Public,Records Act is ofsno help. Second, much of.

the informatipn that we have considered as potentially

app'roptiace for disclosure,is simply not now available icn

C./riting so that even on an access basis 4.is not open to the
0

public under the Public Records Act. For example, written

procedures and criteria governing elementary school teacher
'
tr

assignments-probably do not now exist in mOb't schools,. 'Third,

,
.

%
. /

, ...

andthis is a cause for concern about any information policy,
,

not all school aistricts readily,comply with Cali&gnia's

Public Records Act. And"if they evade their responsibilities

under that Act, one has to be especially concerned about

creating good controls and incentil./es that will get them to

comply with any new information disclosute scheme.

We suspect that one reason,for indifferent compliance with',

or resistance to, the Act stems from our sense that hardly any

claims are now made under the it. (We note too that the Act is

not publicized by school districts in their parental notice

forms.) .Hencp many local school officials are probably

unfamiliar with obligatiorw they have. This calls for

leadership from the State Department ofotducation -- training

of local leaders, written guidelines and oCcasional audits of

the responses of school personnel when requests are made. An

additional problem that schools face is the sheer time it takes

for them to reply to requests' under the Act; school employees'

are often.very busy with ongoing responsibilities to attend

to. Apparently permissible under the ACt for schools and

school districts to impose reasonable costs incurred in
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gatheiinq and photocopying materials that are requested,
-\

althoggh few schools and districts,seem to have oper,ationalfzed

such arrangements. In any event, even if,rdasonable fees could

'11

be Charged, this still takes the time and attentioff of

personnel away from other activiL6q. To deal with this', it

.will probablyLbe necessary to get.school superintendents and/or

principals accountable tor designating staff to serve as school

--
information.officers., That, however, seems not too difficult

to promAb.

-Finally, lpeople making requests of information from schools

may be peceived by -the bureaucracy as trD.ng get

information Xhat the bureaucracy dAasn't mant to give out,

notwithstanding its obligation to do so under the Act. This

problem and all the related problems of foOt-dragging and the

like were discussed at lengtn in Chapter 4. As indicated

therer we have had ,some personal, albeit indirect, experience

with this problem in, connection with our involvement with

Lillian Svec Clancy who sought to obtain from every school in a :

number of northern California counties a large amount of

inforaation about themselves. Her objective was tO) publish an

informatiopbook on the schools Of each,county that might be

d by people moving to or contemplating moving to the

coUnty. Her idea was that since many:people seem to choose

their residence with schools in mind, they oughE to be able to

have good information about the local,schools before they make
c

their choice.' She did npt seek or make subjective.evaluative

comments about the schools, although she did, of course, make

39,



some value.choices by determining.which sorts of information

s

she would gather. In any event, She ran into a-great'deal of

opposition by school officials who resisted her information

requests even,though many of them were matters sne had a right

to unaer the Public Records Act. To be sure, she alto asked,5

for information that the school district might riot have nad ift

writing; but slie thoughc they could readidy.put it together and

would'probably wapt to have it revealed assuming that her

project was ahead in any event. In the end, after much

effOXt, she was ble to get reasonably substantial compliance'

with-her reguest'in most places'and has published one volume

as of this writkng. This experience"suggests the need Lir
a

persistence that ordinary families adting one by one are not

always'likely to have. -This, of course,:is all the more reason

for imposing outreach'obligation on schools, which can be

t

.

N monitored by small numbers of key people in the community',
. , . ...

. . . ,

rather 6.1an relying uponl,each family to fend fox itelf ,3.11,

asking for and* obtaining the information it wanti.'.

1, 5

II. FTC Propose'd DiscloSuie Rules With Respect,t0

Proprietary Vocational SchdUls

-

For soMe Years now the FTC has been trying to adopt.ruies

desigried to combat unfair 4nd deceptive practices engaged in by'

proprietary vocational schools and, home study (correSpondende)

,schools. Si.me of the reforms that the FTC has been trying to

impose are-,substantive, such as a tuition retund poki5Kor



those who drop out of such programs and "cooling off" periods

that .gi,ve a short time for new enrollees to back out completely

of their contract,obligation to pay tuition. Much of the FTC

effort, however, has been to impose disclosure obligations on

these schools, a remedy that stems from the agency's belief

that the advertisements of these schools and the statements in

their literature and by their student recruiters are often

fglse or misleading.

Thus far, the proposed regulatory regime has been stymied,

most importan4t1y because of a decision of the Court of Appeals

fnr the Second Circuit which in late 1979 invalidated portions

of the agency's rule-making just a few weeks prior to the time

that the regulations were to gp into effect. Katherine Gibbs

School (INC.) v. FtC, 612 F. 2d 658 (2d Cir. 1979). Although

some of what the FTC was going to require was uP held by the

court, the agency responded by staying the
1

effective date of

the program indefinitely, 45 Fed. Reg. 1011 (1980). In

mid-1981 new staff proposals in response to the Gibb,s decision

were published, 46 Fed. Reg. 356,68 (July 10, 1981)1 but as of

mid-1982 the matter had gone no further and wasn't scheduled to

be considered by the commission itself rntil. 19831 see 47 Fed.

Reg. 29462 (July 6, 1982).'

How much.this delay is a product of second thoughts about

the ideal how much sheer bureaucratic slow motion, and how much

a reflection.of the Regean administra'tion's anti-regulation

stance need not concern us here. Rather, what is of prime

interest is the substence of the disclosure regime under
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consideration by the commission.

The proposed rules contemplate disclosures of two sorts.

One is tied in with students,.' rights to cancel their tuition

contracts and is meant to assure that pupils are aware of their

substantive rights the FTC iS creating. At first blush it

seems of no relevance for us sigice public schools don:t charge

tuition. *Nonetheless, this policy does should how disclosure

can be employed in the service of helping those who change

their minds to appreciate that there are reasonable avenues

open to them. Hence, in this respect the contract Cancellation

notice provision is aktn to the notification of parents of

their rights to have their child chanige schools or.teachers

after the year begins. 'A.nd, if the FTC thinks it is critical

'that adults know how to get out of long term financial

commitments to courses of study they don't want tb continue,

surely this is some evidence in favor of having parents know

how they can get their children out of.long term, compulsory

assignments to a teacher or a school they want to escape.

Second, the FTC rules would insist on disclosure with

respect to how well the students in the school do. All schools

covered by the proposed rules wodli have to disclose how many

of their students "graduate" (or complete the program of

instruction) and how many of them drop out. The FTC's main

concern here is to inform potential enrollees that for many of

these schools enormous proportions of enrollees never complete

the program; this should help prospective students who wish to

single out schools with high graduation rates. In addition, if
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a schOol makes any job or earnings claim then it must disclose,

pursuant to a form pnescribed by the FTC, information about the

placement record of its students in terms of jobs obtained and

salaries received. The FTC's main concern here is that some

schools have advertised "take our course and get a good job"

when in fact those who do complete the course don't get work,

or don't get work of the sort the program was meant to prepare

thbm for.

Required disclosures of this sort are analogous to the

level of disclosure we have described as "information about the

attributes of alternatives." Recall, we talked about having

schools disclose things such as what students learn in a course

and how effectie teachers are. The FTC disclosures, of

'course, by and large go to the whole school rather than to

components of it, although if a school has more than one course

of study each course of study is to have a separate disclosure

package about it. It is noteworthy that the FTC doesn't

contemplate required disclosure about the internal operation of

these schools, what their individual courses are like and so

on. That is a departure from Oat we have been discussing. Of

course, sorting inside the school is not the FTC.'s focus; it is

worried about the entry and exit decisions. On the other hand,

the emphasis on student achievement could well be thought

appropriate disclosure for public schools. If public high

schools had to disclose the success of their programs in terms

of how many of theit students Orop out, how many go on to

college, how many get jobs right out of high.school and what
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jobs, this might influence which high schools families sought

to gdt into or avoid. At the sAme time if public schools

disclosed, starting in the junior high school and especially in

high school, what they knew about the futures of students who

have taken diffeeent courses or tracks, that too would let

people know early on where pupils are 1Ake1y h&aded by one

program or another.

To be sure, all high schools don't have the same amount of -

talent
0
in their student body, and.therefore, many might feel

thlt unfair comparisons were being made. Of course, the same

is true for these proprietary vocational schools and the FTC

wants them:to make disclosures anyway. moreover, data has been

developed in many states which adjusts for socio-economic and

other factors in the student body; this allows a school to

disclose with respect to, say, reading scores how well it is

doing in comparison with what was predicted'given the

composition,of its students. Therefore one finds, for example,

as among high schools that serVe similar low socio-economic

class students, there is a substantial variation in how well

the'students do ,on tests even if as a group all of these

schools students do substantially poorer than do, as a group,

the Students in schools serving high socio-economic class

neighborhoods.

Of course, the FTC's action is prompted by concerns of

wide-spread deception. And although many would make similar

claims about the'public schools, such "deceptions" are of a

.different sort. Moreover, it is worth remembering that the FTC
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chose onlli to try to have thebe provisions made applicable to

proprietary vocational schools and not to ordfnary institutions

of higher education -- neither the public nor the private

non-profit sector. In our terms what this suggests is that the

FTC sees substantially greater scope for imprOvement of

"informed choice" in the vocational proprietary sector (and

-that the political resistance of that sector is probabjy weaker

than would be the resistance of the post-secondary education

system as a whole).. In all events, whatever the differences,

the FTC initiative at least shows another close-to-home example

of how disclosure strategies can be the center-Piece of efforts

intended.to get students into the classes in which they in some

sense belong.

III. California's Proposed Handbook of Students' Rights and

Responsibilities

In 1977, the California State Department of Education

seemed on the verge of publishing a handbook of students rights

and, responsibilities. More than 30 pages long, and written

partly in legalese (complete with references to cases and code

sections), this handboók would have been distributed to every

public'school in the state and was meant to serve s.s a

reference work availahle to pupils, parents and school

officials in the school office or library. Individual copies

were to be made available for sale at $1.00 each, There was
\N

some objection by the State Board and othervto the proposed
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text and the cost of the project and the plan has been delayed.

We note that this handbook would,have provided a vast

quantity of information that would never be relevant to the

great bulk of pupils or their parents. It is not that the

rights and responsibi1itie5 set out as to compulsory education,

dress codes, sc1oo1 explusions, compensatory education and the

like wouldn't applyjo them, but rather that no issue would

ever come up that would call'in question their legal duties.

The handbook also failed to include muCh of what we have argued

would be important infortation about school sorting. This is

primarily because, as a statewide document, it could not -

wolo

include specific information about those school sorting matters

that are under the control of and vary by School and school

district.

Hence, while we think the state isto be applauded for

giving some attention to the importance of disclosure, this

experience shows'that the state can not take over and do by

itself a single booklet that would serve effectively for

everyone. In short, the state can command that pamplets be

dist'ributed locally, but it can not readily exedute the command

AI

IV. Alum Rock's Disclosure Program under Its Voucher Experiment

In a 13/ell publicized, federally funded experiment, run

during the-1970s, public schools in Alum Rock, California ta



small district near San Jose) tried out a public school version
-.15-

of the education voucher plan. This is not the place to devote

much attention to that exPeriment, or to examine in detail how

- well it worked and what wasn't or was learned from it. We do
N,

want to note, however, that the during that experiment the`Alum

Rock district got into the information provision game in a,big'N

way. Under the program, in addition to having choices among

ichools in the district, families had choices within schoolS;

each local school self-consciously divided itself up and

offered separate pro4rams which were called "mini-schoolS." A

handbook was then assembled and distributed to families which

contained program descriptions prepared by the mini-schools:

The distridt also distributed information about test sores in

the different schools and some of the mini-schools gave

descriptions of their teachers besides descriptions of their

programs. In addition, information counselors were hired who

had the responsibility personally to communicate information

add advice about the mini-schools to families, with special

concern for those families who had the greatest difficult

'responding to 'or dealing with the written communications.

This experience at least p:ovides an illustration of how

readily local schools can organize and implement a casclosure

scheme %alien they want to. We recognize that some resarch

findings suggest that after some years of its operation many
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families in the district still- did not even realize that the

experiment was going on, notwithstanding that somehow a choice

had been made for their child. yet, as we have emphasized

throughout, one cannot propose and defend an information system

on the assumption thaE everyone will recieve andlunderstand and

employ the disclosure made. Plainly, a number of families in

Alum Rock did choose a school mit of the neighborhood, and a

number of families in Alum Rock did divide up siblings who were

close in age, presumably because of their belief that specific

different schools better served the children.

In terms of our models, the Alum Rock plan was designed

primarily to make people aware of their right to take-up

various alternatiVes and then to provide information to them so

that the chOice would be an informed one. Although this might

have had indirect impact'in terms of the consent of the

governed, that Was not the central objective. (To the extent

that community satisfaction with the schools went up during the

program, which apparently happened, one can't separate out the

effect of providing choice itself from any effect of providing

information.) This disclosure regimen was not aimed at the

control of official discretion. Indeed, as with the FTC's

proposed regulation zf,vocational schools, the Alum Rock

information effort was aimed primarily at entry and exit

decisions; it was not aimed at sorting decisions that went on

within schools. Hence while there is something to be said for

urging districts to copy the Alum Rock practice, and to some
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extent at least one of the open enrollment districts we visited

z has done so, it is clear that for one interested in the range

of disclosures we discussed earlier, the Alum Rock approach

'goes toward only one slice of the pie.

V. A Model School Sorting Disclosure Act?

We have concluded that it is premature to propose and

endorse a model school disclosure act. Before that one should
,

have more confidence in what the consequences o.f a disclosure

regime are likely to be. We address that problem in the

concluding chapter. Nonetheless we will briefly list here some

of the features that eventual drafters of a model act ought to
. .

consider.

1. State education department authorities probably ought to

be given the ,responsibility for adopting guidelines that will
,.

govern local disclosure. They probably ought also to provide
...

model forms that can be employed.

2. The state guidelines should probably contain features

designed to ensure that some systematic audit and outside

review would be facilitated. Hence, districts should probably
.-

be asked to file with the state department copies of the

N\disclosures that they and their schools make. Not only would

.
,

the e be available to the department for audit purpose, s, but

they prbably should be available to the public and to

NN ,

,
researchers7cerned about compliance wish atate mandates.



3, Within each district a similar arrangement would

probably be appropriate so that, although schoqs themselves

would presumably do the, disclosing, they would be doing so

pursuant to directions of the central administration and would

report their disclosure activities to the central

administrAtion.

4. A decision would have to be made as to which matters

would be disclosed as a matter of outreach and which'as a

matter of access.

5. TO the extent that matters were reserved for an access

basis, to what extent would. there be affirmative outreach

disclosure about their availability?

6. Although we have'focused on a one way communication,

there situld be considered what posture schools or districts

should take toward family responses to the information.

7. How frequently would notices be distribited?

8. How particularized would they be -- by grade level; by

individual families, or by school?

9. With which other disclosures might the new ones be

incorporated? Perhaps these are matters best left to local

experimentation at the start; over time the state department

might'learn which approach seem most sensible and mosC

effective so as to be able then to give more clear cut guidance.

10. The method of reaching parents'is also a matter of some

difficulty and delicacy. Sending messages home with students

has certain advanages and disadvantages; so does the use of

the mail.
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CHAPTER 10

WHAT.NEXT?

I. ,=.CONCLUSIONS

6991 C

.Public school offi'cials are constantly making a great

number of routine decisions that importantly help to determine

the teacher, the course, the school and the like that children

experience.. Some of t6esedecisions are highly individualized;

others are more matters of policy or rules of general

application. The decision-making is divided among school

personnel, and although there are dominant patterns, schools

and school districts yary in what they decide and how they

decide it.

These school sorting decisions, taken as' a whole, are very

important to individual children: .,.which classroom, which

ability group, which subject, which school and so on are things

that matter in a number of ways.

Schools do not rdutinely inform parents of school children

about these sotting decisions nearly as much as they might.

How elementary school teachers are assigned, how junior and

senior high school courses 4nd classes are assigned, how one

may change schools or teachers, and the like are matters that .

one generally learws about, if at all, through informal'

channels, by knowing to ask the right person, etc.

-1 -
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In theory, a wide range of social.gains coUld come from

better informing parenrs about school sorting. We have broadly,

identified these as (a) increased awareness of oppbrtunities to

take-up schooling alternatives (whether courses4'teachers,

grade levels, or schools),,(b) more informea aecision-making by

parents and children when choices are available, (c) greater /

public satIsfaction with public education (consent of the

governed) and (d) better control of official school discretion

(error and abuse reduction). Each of these areas of social ,

benefit rests on theoretical models that use information\to

improve personal and social welfare.

How much room there is in practice for social gain depends

in part on how far current reality falls short of utopia and in

part on how well information would actually serve the goals

that these models suggest it can. In short, it is a matter of

hoW bad things now are, and how well this sort of reform would

really work to improve them; We have offered perspectives,

arguments and relevant data on these issues. But no firm

.,Conclusions about them are easily reached on existing evidence.

Moreover, even if
)

important social gains would be realized

from disclosure to parents about school sorting, the question

remains whethe; the gain would be worth the "cost" of the'

reform. We demonstrated that cost is in part a value question

and ill part a matter of speculation. We did, nonetheless,

identify those areas where, it seems to us, thelmost favorable

social costs benefit calculus exists. In brief, requiring the

outreach disclosure of general information about sorting

-2-
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criteria and alterhatives and about the .sorting pr.ocess seems
,

promising, -as does notifying parentat child-specific and

altermativerspecific information is available on request .

k

tt
' apter 7's dicussion fine tunes ,!ese generalities.

X i
.

,
Political reality sometimes enters ,to block desirable

, social refOrm.. 'One, way around that is for reformers to go to

the courts, claiming that reform is constitutionally required.
A

We considered how proming this strategy might be with respect

,to school porting and disclosure, and me identified plausible
oys,

applications of "due'procese doctrine that am&tious lawyers

and judges might embrace. Nevertheless, we explained tbat we,

wo,uld feel-more codfident about the use and usefulness of

constitutignal litigation were we more tonfident about our

cost-benefit calculus that predicts infomation would yield

. positives consequences. t 4

Ir. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. More research is needed. Field andtheoretiCal

research on the role and impact of information in improving ,

social welfare is all too rare as a general matter; inattention

to its role in education policy is but one, 'albeit an

important, example.

'We think it woLqd not suffice, however, simply to

concentrate more research dfforts on present school sorting

disclosure practices. To be sure, one could try to measure how

(un)i"prmed in fact'parents generally are about school sortirig

Ilktoday; and one could try to and places where parent's are more

informed to try to see how much difference information mgkes.

-3-
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A
But given what we have seen, these places will be difficult to

find. And merely relying on political and educationzil forces

now in motion is not likely to produce the diverse disclosure

practices we'd like to see studied.

B. Far more promising, we think, would be a set of serious

social experiments that Could explore different kinds'of

disclosure arrangements. Federal government experiments with

housing allowances and negative income tax plans'illustrate

patterns for cchoOl sorting disclosure experimentation to.

follow.

There is a special problem with reipect to information

disclosure, however. Some of the questions that need answering

involve the responses of local authorities to coercion from

above. Therefore,' simply enlisting the voluntary cooperation

of some districts, particularly if their cooperation is

sweetened by making the expeiment costless to them, runs the

risk of having an insufficient range of questions sludied.

This'suggests that state-lsvel cOoperation is needed; the

state, of course', cariNbe enticed-to cooperate by fijaanCial

help, reduction of federal strings, etc.

We wou d be enthusiastic about a state-wide experiment
_-

that used t e institutional technique of an indepbncignt

tost"

consumerj:nformation agency forpublic education. This agency

should use the rule-malcineprocess of the administir'ative

procedure acts to determine (with public input) what

infonmation would have to-be provided/by schools and districts



to parents and what information would be made available on

request. We suggest using an inde'peugent agency on the notion'

that if it sees its mission as disclosure, it can be counted on .

to pursuethat purpose vigorousiy. Simply"to add this

.
responsibility to Elle state department pf education, by

contrast, runs the risk that the discloiure strategy might be

compromised before it has a chance to prove itself. .Perhaps

giving the state education qépartment responsibility and

creating an independent agency could be compared in different

locales.

If an independent agency is used, it would haye to have

powers'of enforcement against school districts akin to those

that the FTC has. At the same time, however, we would like to
v

see some experimentation with giving parents private rights
,

of

actions; thus, they could go to court to force school distriCts

to comply with disclosure requirements imposed by the state.

Remedies for local violations could include both injuctions and

,

damages (particularly if a statutory damage amount were

enacted). The point of this appro&ch, of couise, is not to,get

,

districts to pay money, but rather to beef up the incentives to

the local officials to comp'.y with disclosure imposed from

above.

C. 'There is probably some Urgency to'begin the

experiment's. Many people are now looking for low cost "reforms

_of gublic education. To some, information disclosure'will be

an attractive reform of this sort, even without the results of

v
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experiments. And as explored in Chapter 8, all,it takes is one

eager and effective lawyer to make this a natjonal agenda

item. In sum, a preventive law perspective calls for wider

exploration of school sorting and disclosure now.


